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Preface

Due to the rapid advances in computing and communication technolo�
gies� human beings are constantly being inundated by information in form
of text� image� audio� video and spatial data� There is an overwhelming
need for an integrated multimedia system to reduce the work and in�
formation overload for people� The technologies for handling multimedia
data are most important and most challenging our society is increasingly
generating vast amount of multimedia data by means of cameras� satel�
lites� etc�� the complexity and variety of multimedia data are beyond one�s
imagination�

It is quite natural for us human beings to recall multimedia information
by content� We recognize our friends by their appearances� The story of
one video may remind us of the ones similar to that� Therefore� content�
based access to multimedia is of primary importance� This book deals
with various aspects of content�based multimedia systems�

Formalization of the whole paradigm of content�based retrieval to bring
it to a su�cient level of consistency and integrity is essential to the success
of the 	eld� After introduction� we will discuss the formalism of content�
based multimedia systems� which is proposed and developed by the au�
thors of the book� With the formalism� a recon	gurable retrieval engine
can be developed�

For the content�based retrieval of a large multimedia database� a uni�
	ed feature space �referred to as vector space in information retrieval
community� is desirable� In such a uni	ed feature space� data items can
be represented and measures of similarity can de	ned�

Unlike conventional databases� where primary data types are well han�
dled by standard query languages such as SQL� the retrieval of multimedia
databases is approximate� and is not likely able to be handled by a sin�
gle language like SQL� In the fourth chapter� we will present methods
for content�based indexing for visual browsing� fuzzy retrieval method�
customizable similarity retrieval� and case�based reasoning�

As show cases� three application examples will be presented� A face
database is a typical image database where each data item share the same
structure� Many concepts can be demonstrated using this system� Because
of the diversity of the trademarks� the retrieval of con�icting trademarks
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relies on several properties of those trademarks� These include the word�
phonetics� shape and interpretation of the trademark image� The system
retrieval engine should be able to 	nd feature spaces to accommodate
those properties in order to de	ne proper similarity functions� The med�
ical database example is used to illustrate case�based reasoning� Digital
photo album is a very practical application as digital cameras become
popular�

This book covers the research results supported by Kent Ridge Digital
Labs �KRDL�� Singapore and funded by Real World Computing Partner�
ship �RWCP�� Japan� The authors sincerely appreciate the support and
help given by the management and colleagues from these two organiza�
tions�

The following people made contributions to the book Chian Prong
Lam �Chapter �� and ���� Fuchun Shang �Chapter �� 
 and ���� Xinding
Sun �Chapter ��� Bin Wang �Chapter ��� and Harro Stokman �Chapter

�� We would also like to thank Ms� Anuradha Srinivasan for the proof�
reading help�

Jian�Kang WU
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Introduction

One of the lasting legacies of the twentieth century is the pervasive im�
pact of digital techniques in explicit as well as embedded forms� The
implications of the new �digital age� are still being explained by scien�
tists� engineers� sociologists and philosophers�������� Depending upon our
perspective� we all are intrigued by many perplexing questions� What is
the most remarkable change that this digital age brings to our life� What
type of roles multimedia indexing and retrieval technology can play� As
multimedia researchers� we believe that the transformation of media in�
formation from the analog form to digital form is having a signi	cant
impact�

For example� digital cameras are becoming a�ordable and popular�
We can view the result while taking photographs� The photos can be
kept forever without worrying about degradation� We can share photos
with relatives or friends who are far away over Internet with great ease�
What about our photo album� There is an unmet need for a digital photo
album���� where indexing and retrieval of images��� can be done �exibly�

Our television is going to be digital������ Interactive TV allows us to see
whatever of interest whenever we like� There is no more worry about miss�
ing a favourite TV program� How can we 	nd programs of our interest�
Here again� content�based indexing and retrieval plays a very important
role�

Music CD constitutes one of the largest markets in the world� Now
digital music is available� Instead of buying CDs� people can obtain their
favourite songs from the Internet� To protect the interest of recording
industries� the Secure Digital Music Initiatives �SDMI��
� has proposed
secure hardware MP���� player standard to prevent piracy� To music con�
sumers� convenient tools and functions to 	nd and use music data are

�
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very important�
Digital documents� publications� art works� design� etc� are now widely

available and easily transmitted via the Internet� People can exchange
digital documents with scant concern for distance and time�

��� Technical Issues

Of course� the digital age gives rise to many challenging technical issues

����� Inter�operability

The inter� operability issue arises as more and more digital media are
available from many sources around the world� and these digital media
can be used for various applications� In order to encourage sharing of
those digital media and to facilitate various applications� there must be
well�recognized international standards� There are international coding
standards for media data such as JPEG��� for images� MPEG������ for
video and MP� for music� There is an international e�ort in de	ning a
multimedia description standard� MPEG�
�����

The objectives of MPEG�
 are to provide a solution to the problem
of quickly and e�ciently searching for various types of multimedia ma�
terial of interest to the user� a mechanism to 	lter the retrieval results
so that only those multimedia material which satis	es user�s preferences
is presented� and a means to support necessary processing such as image
understanding �surveillance� intelligent vision� smart cameras� etc�� and
media conversion �text to speech� picture to speech� speech to picture�
etc���

The description of multimedia data is related to the characteristics of
multimedia systems� including integrated production� manipulation� pre�
sentation� storage and communication of independent information� Gen�
erating and using content descriptions of multimedia data can be viewed
as a sequence of events

� Adding annotation or extraction of features describing the content

� Describing the logical organisation of the multimedia data and plac�
ing the added�extracted values in the framework specifying this
structure

� Manipulating such description frameworks to accommodate them
to di�erent needs
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� Manipulating instantiated description frameworks to make the de�
scription more accessible for human or machine usage

MPEG�
 does not de	ne a monolithic system for content description�
but a set of methods and tools for the di�erent steps of multimedia de�
scription� MPEG�
� formally called �Multimedia Content Description In�
terface�� is standardising

� A set of description schemes and descriptors

� A language to specify description schemes� i�e� a Description De	�
nition Language �DDL� �

� A scheme for coding the description

MPEG���� is aware of the fact that other standards for the descrip�
tion of multimedia content are under development while MPEG�
 is cre�
ated� Thus� MPEG�
 will consider other standardisation activities� such
as SMPTE�EBU task force����� DVB�SI����� CEN�ISSS MMI����� etc�

����� Automatic or semi�automatic indexing

Because of the complexity and the vast amount of data� manual con�
tent indexing is very time�consuming and thus costly� It has been esti�
mated ���� that the ratio of indexing time to document time is of the or�
der of ���� Therefore� developing the automatic indexing techniques and
computer�aided indexing environment��� is key to the success of content�
based indexing and retrieval of video and images�

Additionally� automatic indexing produces consistent indexing terms�
while manual indexing is subjective� varying from person to person� and
from time to time even for the same person�

When we argue for the necessity of developing automatic indexing
technology� we do mean to automate as much as possible� This is an
extremely challenging research issue because of the complex nature of
video and images�

����� Fool�proof retrieval methods

Multimedia data are visual and audio� There is a saying �one picture is
worth a thousand words�� It is very di�cult to specify what one wants in
many cases of multimedia information retrieval� Following types of queries
may be helpful in practice
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� High level key word search An example is �I want photos of my
son on the beach��

� Example based search �I want picture similar to this photo but
without those people in��

� Similarity search �I want a picture with a sunny sky and beautiful
beach��� or �I want a song like that ����hum a tune���

��� Content�Based Retrieval

����� Basic idea

Due to the limitation of textual annotation based search� a new approach
called content�based retrieval���� has been given more attention in recent
years� It is a search methodology for retrieving information based on
content with respect to the respective application domain in the retrieval
process� It uses digital processing and analysis to automatically generate
descriptions �meta�data� directly from the media data� The main merits
of content�based indexing and retrieval include

� It has the ability to support visual �or audio� queries�

� The query is intuitive and friendly to users�

� The description created directly from the media content is generated
by machine and therefore is objective and consistent� while manual
annotations are subjective and vary from one person to another�

Among the various media data types �image� video� audio and graph�
ics�� there has been a thorough study on content�based indexing and
retrieval of images� The reason behind could be that the principles of
content�based indexing and retrieval of images can be extended to video�
and perhaps� to other media types as well�

����� Existing work

Here we provide a brief review of existing work on indexing and retrieval�
It is mainly on images since there has been extensive research e�ort in
this area� Although the technology for organizing and searching images
based on their content is still in its infancy� it shows a huge potential�
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IBM�s QBIC

IBM�s Almaden Research Center has developed a system� QBIC �Query
By Image Content� ����� It provides methods to query large on�line im�
age database using image features as the basis for the queries� The image
features they use include color� texture and shape of objects and regions�
QBIC�s searches are approximate� These searches serve as �information
	lter� and they are interactive so the user can use visual query� visual
evaluation and re	nement in deciding what to discard and what to keep�
The QBIC system has three functions database population� feature calcu�
lation and image query� Since automatic outlining of image objects is not
robust� object extraction in QBIC is done manually or semi�automatically
�manually aided image analysis method�� The feature calculation task is
done by the system� The features include color� texture and shape� QBIC
computes the color histogram as color features and its texture features
are based on a three� dimensional feature space coarseness� contrast and
directionality� They choose this feature model mainly for its low com�
putation complexity� For shape features� QBIC utilizes a combination of
circularity� eccentricity� major axis orientation and a set of algebraic mo�
ment invariants� QBIC supports both �full scene� query �query by global
similarity� and query by similar regions� The similarity functions it uses
are mainly distance metrics� such as cityblock� Euclidean or weighted
Euclidean distance� It computes the weighted histogram quadrature dis�
tance for color similarity� The texture distance is computed as weighted
Euclidean distance in the three dimensional texture space� QBIC also sup�
ports �query by sketch� which works by matching the user drawn edges
to automatically extract edges from images in database� Similarity query
results correspond to nearest neighbor with the measures speci	ed by the
user in a certain user speci	ed range or the result is an n�best list�

MIT�s Photobook

MIT�s Media Lab has developed an image and video clip query tool�
Photobook ����� Like QBIC� it works by comparing features extracted
from images� These features are parameter values of particular models 	t�
ted to each image� The models are color� texture and shape� The matching
criteria include Euclidean� Mahalanobis� divergence� histogram� Fourier
peaks and wavelet tree distances� or any linear combination of them� Pho�
tobook has three types of image descriptions with each of them handling
a speci	c image content� Appearance descriptions ��Appearance Photo�
book�� are applied to face and keyframe databases� texture descriptions
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��Texture Photobook�� are applied to Brodatz texture��
� and keyframe
databases� and shape descriptions ��Shape Photobook�� are applied to
hand�tool and 	sh databases� The main feature of Photobook is that it
includes FourEyes ����� an interactive learning agent which selects and
combines models based on the example from the user� At the current
stage� FourEyes is a tool for segmenting and annotating images� Though
computer vision algorithms are not robust enough to automatically anno�
tate general imagery� but they can be applied in certain cases or in some
combinations� The problem is how to choose the model or algorithm� For
example� in the case of vision texture� they de	ned a society of models
including co�occurrence� random 	eld� fractals� reaction�di�usion� eigen�
patterns� morphology� Fourier bins� wavelets� steerable pyramids� auto�
regressive moving average� grammar� cluster�based probability� wold� par�
ticle systems� Gabor 	lters� etc� Since there is no one model that will be
optimal� a semi�automatic tool� FourEyes� is incorporated to determine
model and similarity measures appropriate for the task by learning from
examples given by the user� When the user clicks on some regions and
gives them a label� FourEyes can extrapolate the label to other regions
in the image and in the database� It works by combining suitable mod�
els from its �society of models� according to the examples given by the
user� FourEyes make Photobook a �exible environment which can support
search using various features� But it does not o�er assistance in choosing
the right one for a given mission�

Columbia�s VisualSEEK

The Center for Image Technology for New Media in Columbia Univer�
sity has developed a image query system called VisualSEEK����� Visu�
alSEEK�s current version is mainly for searching images through the
World Wide Web and it has an archive of ������ images� VisualSEEK
consists of three parts

�� The client application� which is a suite of Java applets that execute
within the WWW browser� It collects the query from the user and
generates the query string�

�� The network and communication application� which handles all
communication across the WWW�

�� The server application� which receives the query string� executes
the query and returns the results to the user� The server program
generates Hypertext Makeup Language �HTML� code that displays
the results of the query to the user�
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VisualSEEK currently supports global image similarity retrieval and re�
trieval by local or regional features �color and texture�� Its search is dif�
ferent from QBIC and Photobook in that the user can query for images
using both the visual properties of regions and their spatial layout� As for
global image similarity retrieval� VisualSEEK has several similarity mea�
sures which can be chosen by the user� including color histogram inter�
section� color histogram moments� color region intersection� color region
Euclidean� color histogram Euclidean� texture set intersection� texture
histogram intersection� texture and color intersection� texture and color
Euclidean and color histogram quadratic�ordered by complexity of algo�
rithm�� For query by region features and spatial relationship� the system
automatically extracts salient color and texture regions from an image
and performs query on features and relative locations� The region extrac�
tion technique adopted by VisualSEEK is back�projection of binary color
and texture sets�

Berkeley�s Digital Library Project

The Computer Science Division of the University of California at Berke�
ley is conducting research on digital libraries� Their goal is to provide a
general framework for content�based image retrieval which allows search
from low�level to high�level ����� They de	ne a blob world representation�
which is a transition from the pixel data to a small set of localized co�
herent regions in local color and texture space� At this level� it is quite
similar to VisualSEEK and Photobook� The di�erence is that they try
to categorize images into visual categories� which needs a learning pro�
cess to give probabilistic interpretations of the blob regions in an image�
The system also incorporates spatial information in its learning process�
The color space they use in their processing is HSV because it is per�
ceptually meaningful and can aid grouping and recognition� They incor�
porate a list of �� colors and create a lookup table to divide any image
into these color channels� Their texture feature extraction is based on
information from �windowed image second moment matrix�� which can
classify � kinds of texture types �non�texture� �D texture� � �D texture
in di�erent directions�� After obtaining color and texture features� they
adopt an Expectation Maximization algorithm to get the segmentation
of the image� The advantage of Expectation Maximization algorithm is
that it can avoid fragmentation of main regions in segmentation� The
learning process to generate categorization is based on a Bayes classi	er�
which uses blob�s color� texture and spatial location� Their experiment is
done on about ����� images falling into �� categories� The training and
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testing sets for Bayes classi	er contain ��� and ��� of the images� The
performance is quite consistent with visual perception although there are
some misclassi	cation among certain categories�

Virage

Virage Inc� has its roots in the research done at University of Califor�
nia at San Diego� Their technology of image retrieval is built around a
core module called the Virage Engine ����� Virage Engine is an open�
portable and extensible architecture to incorporate any domain speci	c
schema� Virage applies three levels of information abstraction for images
the raw image�the image representation level�� the processed image�the
image object level� and the user�s feature of interest �the domain object
level�� The computed visual features are named by Virage as �primitives��
which are either global or local� According to Virage� a primitive should
be meaningful for perception� compact in storage� e�cient in computa�
tion� accurate in comparison and should be indexable� Several �universal
primitives� given by Virage include global color� local color� structure and
texture� These primitives are universal in the sense that they are useful
in most domain� independent applications and they can be automatically
computed by Virage Engine� The user can choose to mix and match these
primitives in conjunction with domain speci	c primitives to build a partic�
ular application� such as medical or multimedia application� Its extensible
architecture enables the user to �plug�in� domain optimized algorithms
to solve speci	c problems� Virage Engine is delivered as a statistically or
dynamically linkable library for various platforms �Sun� SGI� Windows
and MAC�� The library accommodates di�erent types of databases and
application frameworks� Databases such as Oracle� Sybase or image� ma�
nipulation and processing tool like Photoshop� CorelDraw could use the
Virage Engine for image search and management� An Internet search en�
gine like WebCrawler or InfoSeek can extend their capabilities with image
	nding in the network and thus help building a searchable image storage
system distributed over the WWW�

KRDL�s CORE

CORE� a COntent�based Retrieval Engine� for multimedia databases� was
developed by RWC Lab of KRDL ����� CORE provides functions in mul�
timedia information systems for multimedia objects creation� analysis�
storage and retrieval� Some salient techniques in CORE include multiple
feature extraction methods� multiple content� based retrieval methods�
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a novel content�based indexing on complex feature measures using self�
organizing neural networks and a new technique for fuzzy retrieval of
multimedia information� CORE has three main modules

�� Multimedia data analysis module �Analysis��

�� Query module �Retrieval and Indexing��

�� Customization module �Training��

CORE provides elementary multimedia classes as building blocks for ap�
plication system development� Its image representation scheme consists
of four levels from bottom to top gray�color image� segmented image�
descriptions and features� interpretation� CORE provides three types of
segmentation functions� namely� color segmentation� morphological seg�
mentation� and segmentation by boundary extraction� Feature extrac�
tion functions are invoked to compute feature measures on segmented ob�
jects�regions� These functions include principal component analysis� mo�
ment invariant� shape measure by Fourier descriptors� projections� shape
parameters� texture energy� color feature measures etc� CORE�s content�
based indexing is located between feature and interpretation level� It uti�
lizes the concept of tree classi	er and content�based indexing� and uses
LEP �Learning based on Experiences and Perspective� neural network
model to provide a solid theoretical basis and to be able to fuse com�
posite feature measures� This is used to generate self�organizing nodes
for content�based index tree of complex and composite feature measures�
This indexing scheme has been implemented in CORE to support sim�
ilarity retrieval� It can also be used for fuzzy indexing on multi�variate
fuzzy membership functions� There are four types of retrieval methods in
CORE� namely� visual browsing� similarity retrieval� fuzzy retrieval and
text retrieval� Similarity retrieval provides access to multimedia objects
through feature measures� while fuzzy retrieval and text retrieval provide
access through the interpretation of multimedia objects� User feedback is
often necessary for e�ective retrieval� By using feedback functions� user
can select one or more objects from current query results� which he�she
thinks are very close to the desired one� Feedback function then 	nds
the information from the selected objects and re	nes the query� Feed�
back function in CORE assumes that feedback objects are selected in
a sequence such that the most desired one is selected 	rst� and the se�
lection will be based on the most similar features among those selected
objects� CORE has been used in the development of two application sys�
tems Computer�Aided Facial Image Inference and Retrieval �CAFIIR�
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���� and System for Trademark Archival and Registration �STAR� �����
In addition� a medical image database system for computer�aided diag�
nosis and surgery is under development using this engine� CORE has rich
and comprehensive functionalities� However� each application has its do�
main speci	c problems so domain expertise must be added to customize
the indexing and retrieval module� That is� training is a crucial step in
the application development� We have developed our research using useful
results and functions provided by CORE�

��� Challenges and solutions

In general� existing research and commercial systems perform image re�
trieval on global or local similarity based on visual features �color� texture�
shape� spatial location�relation�� They often perform image segmentation
or region extraction to generate locally salient image regions for future
retrieval or classi	cation� Some try to categorize images into prede	ned
classes to facilitate management and search� Others let the user re	ne
their query through interactive interface� In many cases� their results are
satisfactory according to visual perception but sometimes the 	ndings are
nearly totally irrelevant in content� mostly occurring in global retrieval�
This suggests that simple comparison of global features may not be a ro�
bust method for mission critical applications� Content�based indexing and
retrieval calls for functions and features at the object level� The reason is
very simple� the content of media are its objects�

The challenges of content�based indexing and retrieval of images and
video are due to extreme complexity of the data in nature

� Video and images are primitive signals� They often need several
steps of processing �pre�processing� segmentation� analysis� and
recognition� and human interaction as well in most cases to de�
rive interpretations� Video and images are also multi�dimensional�
The richness of the multi�dimensional signal results in a variety of
features��� color� texture� shape� spatial property� and object spe�
ci	c features such as human eyes in face images� This makes the
processing extremely di�cult� For example� automatic segmenta�
tion of a body organ from ultra�sonic images is still questionable
because there is too much noise and the boundaries are seriously
blurred�

� Interpretations of video and images are subjective and can have
several levels and di�erent aspects� For example� large eyes from a
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Japanese view point can be interpreted as medium or small for an
Indian�

� There is almost no exception to the truism that objects of interest
are embedded in a background or noise� Segmentation of objects
from this background�noise has been a challenging research topic
in the 	eld of computer vision from the very beginning� Here� the
de	nition of signal and noise is also relative� When we want to
segment a speci	c person from an image� all other persons as well
as the surroundings are considered as background or noise�

� An object can vary from image frame to frame� with respect to size�
location� attitude� orientation� and even the appearance� Object it�
self may change as well� For example� a person can change his�her
clothes� hair style� and get fatter�thinner etc�

Content representation is a fundamental issue in the 	eld of indexing
and retrieval of multimedia information� There are two main approaches
signature�based and object�based� The former is a rather new approach
inspired by information processing methods� the latter attempts to iden�
tify salient objects for indexing�

Two terms appear frequently in the literature feature�based and
content�based� The former is about low level �sometimes called �syntac�
tic�� characteristics of the data� e�g�� image texture or color histogram�
Content based� however� are about properties of the entities in the data�
sometimes called �semantic� characteristics� To go from feature�based to
content�based� the necessary condition is that the feature must be object�
based� This is because the content of a video or an image is about objects�
For example� the color histogram of an image does not provide a hint to
the content of the image� whereas the color histogram of individual ob�
jects in the image does�

There are two ways to obtain the object�based representation in fea�
ture�vector space� One is to directly identify objects 	rst� and then to
extract feature measures for their recognition�cataloging� Therefore� we
refer it as object�based� This is a straight forward method� and can cre�
ate high level interpretations for descriptive querying� On other hand� this
approach is based on video and image understanding technologies� and is
very di�cult to implement for general applications� Although video and
image understanding area is not yet mature� the object�based approach
can create very useful representations to guide the search for relevant
video clips and images�
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The signature�based approach� on the other hand� looks into content
representation issue from another perspective� Rather than viewing the
world as individual objects� it sees video and images data as signatures
of objects� Signatures consists of aspects such as color� intensity gradient�
motion� texture� and their changes� Variances in these signatures corre�
spond to certain objects at certain states� By keeping track of those sig�
natures� we should be able to represent the content and retrieve relevant
video and images�

��� Layout of the Book

Chapter � describes a generic framework for content�based indexing and
retrieval of multimedia data� The framework governs the structure and
principles to be presented in the rest of the book� In this chapter� the
formalism is presented for application system design� development and
tuning�

Chapter � and � discuss feature extraction methods for color� texture
and motion� respectively� These feature measures serve as primitives for
the object level�

The 	rst step for object�oriented description is object segmentation�
Chapter � describes methods for video segmentation and summary while
Chapter � deals with object segmentation� People have a central role in
media content for many applications� Chapter 
 is dedicated to human
face detection and description�

Two special retrieval methods are treated in Chapter � and �� Chapter
�� describes a signature�based approach� visual keywords� for image and
video� It touches the methods of deriving visual keywords for an appli�
cation� and learning of semantics� Our description of media content has
been never exact� Chapter �� presents a fuzzy retrieval method�

Three applications� face database� trademark archival � retrieval and
digital home photo album� are presented in Chapter ��� �� and ��� Finally�
Chapter �� deals with performance evaluation issues�
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Formalism of Content�based

Multimedia Systems

A collection of data by itself means nothing� A well organized multimedia
data can help the users to 	nd whatever interests them� The di�culty
here is that data are objective� while interpretations are subjective� The
formalism in this chapter is to develop an engine which can build bridges
from multimedia database to users�applications� The formalism in this
chapter also serves as a presentation framework of the book�

��� The System Must be User�centered

����� Man�machine interaction must be extremely friendly

There is no doubt that computer systems now are becoming increasingly
powerful� and more and more popular� Ideally� with these powerful com�
puter systems� people should be able to work more e�ciently� But the
system interfaces the users must learn in order to deploy them e�ectively
leave them bewildered and tired� The typical examples are experienced
doctors and high level managers � not many of them would like to use
computers� This is referred to as increased cognitive load ��
�� Computers
o�er powerful functionalities to empower people� To make this empower�
ment happen� the powerful functionalities must go hand in hand with a
very easy and e�ective man�machine interaction�

����� Reduce the work and information overload of users

Due to the rapid advances of computing and communication technologies�
human beings are constantly being inundated from real world by infor�

��
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mation in form of text� graphics� image� audio� video and spatial data
�by multimedia� we refer to all these types of information�� There is an
overwhelming need for an integrated media system to reduce the work
and information overload for people�

Recently� there is an increasing research interest on intelligent agents�
The Apple Newton with its agent software and General Magic�s messag�
ing agents are evidences of this trend� Although the agent terminology
is confusing and some people have reservation about it� the basic idea of
agent research is to develop software system which engage and help all
types of end users� Minsky is one of those people who initiated the termi�
nology �agent�� He said �The idea was to use the word �agent� when you
want to refer to a machine that accomplishes something� without your
needing to know how it works�� ����

Reducing the work and information overload can be achieved by im�
plementing a new style of man�machine interaction� Current dominant
interaction metaphor is direct manipulation� It requires the user to initi�
ate all tasks explicitly and to monitor all events� By agent concept� the
metaphor is referred to as personal assistant� The assistant is collaborat�
ing with the user to initiate communication� monitor events and perform
tasks� The assistant becomes more e�ective as it learns the user�s inter�
ests� preferences� and connections�

As the computing paradigm has been shifted from scienti	c computa�
tion to services� And the users are no longer professional� They may be lay�
man users� Therefore� the technical challenges would be the user�centric
retrieval� The key research issues have emphasized heavily on users� needs�
The query languages should be able to anticipate users� needs and assist
the user in formulating precise requests� and the interfaces should be ca�
pable of adapting to user preferences� limitations and behavior�

That is to say� the retrieval engine of the information bases should
be user�centered� i�e be able to be adapted to users� needs and ready
to incorporate users� perception into the retrieval� In order to do so� we
propose a new formalism for user�centered content�based retrieval� object
recall�

��� Content�based Multimedia Information Sys�

tem

According to Webster�s New World Dictionary� media refers to �all the
means of communication�� Multimedia then is �a combination of commu�
nication media� such as television� newspapers� and radio�� It is commonly
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recognized that image� video� graphics� ��D signal �speech� sound� ECG�
etc��� text and symbols are all di�erent facets of multimedia informa�
tion� From a computer science perspective� multimedia information can
be represented using data structures or object classes�

Now we de	ne important terms and outline the research scope of mul�
timedia information systems�

����� De�nitions

Multimedia information system

A Multimedia Information System should o�er functions for multimedia
object creation� storage� management� retrieval� processing� presentation�
and utilization� In order to create a multimedia object� its data set needs
to be processed� feature measures are extracted� and meanings are as�
signed� When using multimedia information to reach a reasonable de�
cision� case�based reasoning or logical reasoning must be invoked� So a
multimedia information system is more than a database�

A model for multimedia object

A MultiMedia Object �MOB� can be de	ned using a six tuple Omob �
fU�F�M�A�Op� Sg� where

� U is mUltimedia data component� It can be null� or may have one
or more multimedia components� such as image and video� In the
case of a trademark object� U is a trademark image�

� F � fF �� F �� ���g represents a set of features derived from data�
A feature F i can either be numerically characterized by feature
measures in feature space F i

��F i
������F i

n� or conceptually described
by their interpretations�

� M i � fM i
��M

i
�� ���g represents the interpretation of feature F i�

For example� in a facial image there are visual features such as hair�
eyes� eyebrows� nose� mouth and outline shape� To characterize eyes�
we need to extract measures such as area and 	tting parameters to
a deformed template� These feature measures are vectors and can
be considered as points in feature spaces� Eyes can also be described
by a set of concepts such as big eyes� medium eyes� or small eyes�
The concepts big� medium� and small are interpretations of facial
feature eyes�
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� A stands for a set of attributes or particulars of Omob� For example�
a trademark can have attributes like trademark number� trademark
owner and date of registration�

� Op is a set of pointers or links� and is expressed as� Op �
fOp

sup� O
p
sub� O

p
otherg� There are three type of pointers�links point�

ing�linking to super�objects� sub�objects� and other objects� respec�
tively� This leads to object hierarchies and links to other objects�
With the hierarchy and links� the user can browse through types of
objects� down to objects of a type and then into details of an object�

� S represents a set of states of Omob� It takes values sp �persistent�
snp � non�persistent� sc � completely de	ned �with all slots assigned
values�� suc � incomplete�

Data� feature measures and concepts

Data� feature measures and concepts �interpretation� form a three layer
hierarchy as shown in Figure ���� The two bottom�up mappings are very
important�

Mapping from data set to feature measures is performed by feature
extraction� and is denoted by  f  U � F � For a data set� several feature
measures can be extracted� Di�erent applications may require di�erent
set of feature measures from the same input data� This is a phenomenon
of focus of attention and can be formulated as a one�to�many mapping
from data to feature measures� On other hand� di�erent data sets may
share the same property which is captured as similar feature measures�
This suggests many�to�one mapping from data sets to feature measures�

Mapping from data sets to feature measures is many�to�many� This is
true in many multimedia information systems� Looking at a picture of a
garden in a video information system� one user may be interested in a
person in the garden� and therefore ask to search all video segments of
this person� The style of the garden may motivate the interest of another
user� and he�she may want video segments of similar gardens�

Similarly� mapping from feature measures to concepts is written as
 c  F � C� It is also many�to�many� For a given set of multi�spectral
images of a land area obtained by satellite� people from agriculture may
be interested in estimation of crop production� while geologists may be
interested in earth quake studies�

There are mainly two methods which are commonly used to perform
mapping  c� One is based on pattern recognition techniques which tries
to optimally assign conceptual labels M i � fM i

��M
i
�� ���g to �patterns�
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Figure ��� Three layers �data� feature and interpretation� hierarchy�

characterized by feature measures F i � fF i
�� F

i
�� ���g� The other is based on

fuzzy theory� Here concepts M i � fM i
��M

i
�� ���g are treated as fuzzy sets�

fuzzy membership functions mM i
j
�F i�� j � �� �� ��� is used for mapping

from F i to M i�
It is also true that automatic mappings of  f and  c are very di��

cult� In some applications� direct assignment of meaning to a data set is
preferable� For example� in trademark system� automatic recognition of
certain objects such as crown is impossible� It is then mandatory to let
the trademark o�cer do manual assignment�

Content�based retrieval

From computer vision community�s perspective� content�based retrieval is
synonymous with the feature�based retrieval� In this case� the content of a
multimedia object is actually the content of its data component U � which
is restricted to a certain set of features of the object and is characterized
by some feature measures F i� i � �� �� ��� and is described by some concept
sets M i� i � �� �� ����

Content�based information retrieval comes from the study of human
perception� We recall information by its content� The memory used
for this purpose is referred to as content�addressable memory� Content�
addressable memory is also called associative memory and has been ex�
tensively studied in the 	eld of neural networks� The capability of content�
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addressable memory is achieved through association� There are two types
of associations auto�association and hetero�association� Auto�association
is de	ned when a piece of information is associated with itself in the pro�
cess of its storage� In the retrieval phase� one can recall the information
through a partial or lower resolution version of the original information�
With hetero�association� a piece of information is associated with another
piece of information� These two pieces of information can have relation�
ships such as having similar �or opposite� meaning�appearance and being
closely related� When two pieces of information are stored using hetero�
association� one piece of information can be used to recall another�

Content�based retrieval of multimedia information system can be clas�
si	ed into three categories corresponding to auto�association� hetero�
association� and a combination of both� These three categories of retrieval
are searching within one object class� browsing among object classes� and
partial matching of complex objects or cases�

Queries to 	nd the best matches within one object class can be formally
de	ned as
For a given query object Oq� �nd an ordered set of objects O�� O�� ��� from
the same object class in the database such that

sim�Oq� O�� � max
O�DB

sim�Oq� O�

sim�Oq� O�� � max
O��DB�O��

sim�Oq� O�

��� � ��� �����

where sim�Oq� O� is the similarity measure between query object Oq and
any object O from database DB� Depending on a given query object�
retrieval can be of several types

� Visual browsing� Quite often� multimedia information is either vi�
sual or audio� Con	rmation of query results is carried out inter�
actively� Instead of forming query object� user may want to just
browse through the collection of the data to 	nd desired ones� In
this case� a content�based index is useful�

� Similarity retrieval� The query object is given as Oq
mob �

fU� �� �� A�� �� snpg� where A� represents partially de	ned set of at�
tributes� The interpretation is �	nd objects whose data are most
similar to Oq

mob�s and whose attributes match A��� Usually� the
similarity evaluation is carried out via feature measures in feature
space� In the database� all feature measures are pre�computed and
indexed� When processing a query� feature measures of the query
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object are computed at runtime� Using these feature measures� the
query processing module searches the database by traversing the
index tree�

� Fuzzy retrieval� When the query object is given as Oq �
f�� ��M�� A�� �� snpg� where M� represents partial de	ned interpre�
tations in terms of concepts� it is then best to process the query
by fuzzy retrieval technique� These concepts can be represented by
fuzzy sets and the query is processed by fuzzy reasoning in fuzzy
space�

� Text retrieval� When the interpretation is given in terms of text in
query object Oq � f�� ��M�� A�� �� snpg� text retrieval method� such
as free text retrieval� can be applied�

Browsing among object classes is achieved by hetero�association and
internal links of composite objects Op � fOp

sup� O
p
sub� O

p
otherg� These links

are supported by object�oriented functionalities of the system�
A multimedia object Omob � fU�F�M�A�Op� Sg can represent com�

plex objects in real world� Complex object consists of sub�objects and
links among them� In query involving complex object� the query object is
given as Oq � fU�� F ��M�� A�� Op�� snpg� where data� feature� interpreta�
tion� attributes and pointers can be partially de	ned� Retrieval of complex
objects is then the partial matching between query object and objects in
the system� Successful retrieval of similar complex objects implies recog�
nition or problem solution� For example� in a medical information system
for diagnosis and therapy planning� medical cases are complex composi�
tion of elementary objects such as images� test signals� text� and graph�
ics� Doctors� experiences are represented as historical cases� Retrieval of
suitable past cases will help to make diagnosis and plan therapy for the
current patient� Another example of complex multimedia object query
is model�based Recognition� After processing� one view of a ��D scene
is represented by a complex query object with sub�objects representing
faces and links representing edges� Querying the ��D model base using
this complex query object completes the ��D object recognition�

����� Challenges in content�based retrieval

The challenges in content�based retrieval are due to the nature of multi�
media object �MOB�� Some of the properties include

� MOBs are complex entities and are di�cult to describe� Hence they
are less than completely represented when a query is submitted�
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� MOBs are audio�visual in nature� Hence they can have multiple
interpretations�

� MOBs are context sensitive and are often de	ned using subjective
and fuzzy descriptions in queries�

� MOBs are multi�dimensional� hierarchically structured� and can
have nested relationships�

Now we list some characteristics and challenges posed by content�based
retrieval of multimedia information systems due to the above special prop�
erties of multimedia objects�

� A multimedia information system must have a high performance
storage manger� as the object size could range from a few bytes
to few giga bytes� Images� video and audio are large in size and
require special techniques for their storage management� Fast access
to these large data sets remains a research challenge�

� The contents of multimedia object can be represented as data� fea�
ture� and interpretation� Content�based retrieval usually accesses
the database using a feature or an interpretation� To process
content�based queries� the system must provide e�cient feature ex�
traction and interpretation techniques to handle real world appli�
cations� This is a di�cult issue as it is commonly recognized that
understanding speech� image and video is far more complicated than
one can imagine�

� Content�based indexing is a non�trivial problem and there are chal�
lenging issues to be addressed� Firstly� feature measures of mul�
timedia object data are complex� Secondly� the index should be
consistent with categories of features� This needs domain speci	c
knowledge� training data sets� and training procedures� Thirdly� to
facilitate visual browsing an iconic image must be created for each
node in the index tree� If the original data is not visual� special
e�ort must be made to construct iconic images for nodes of index
tree� For viewing purpose� in some cases� nodes should be spatially
organized� Vertical� horizontal� and multi�resolution visual browsing
is often preferred�

� Collections of multimedia objects can be very large� For fast query
processing and visual browsing� sophisticated indexing techniques
�such as content�based indexing� on complex feature measures and
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interpretations are required� The feature measures can be of dif�
ferent modalities �numerical vector or symbol� and sizes� Fusion of
these measures to create conceptually valid indices is very di�cult�

� Multimedia information is hard to describe� It is doubtful whether
we can de	ne a query language like �SQL�� First� we need more
insight of user model so that more user friendly query languages can
be developed� Second� query processing methods must be proposed
to process fuzzy and incomplete queries�

� Utilization of multimedia information is an ultimate goal of any
multimedia information system� There is little work done to study
how much multimedia information system can add value to recog�
nition� planning� and decision making�

� Extensibility and reusability of the retrieval engine of such a com�
plex system are also challenging problems�

����� Representation of multimedia objects

Representations for elementary multimedia objects need to be developed
to aid the implementation of functions for elementary object class de	�
nition� According to the multimedia object model in Section �� all mul�
timedia objects will follow the same representation de	ned by the tuple
Omob � fU�F�M�A�Op� Sg� We choose image as an example to explain
the model�

Image representation scheme is crucial for image storage� analysis and
retrieval� Our representation scheme consists of four levels interpretation
�M�� descriptions and measures �F �� segmented image and gray�color im�
age �U�� Here segmented image is used to build correspondences between
images and feature measures� This representation follows the multimedia
object model depicted in Figure ��� and is an implementation scheme for
images� The correspondence between this representation scheme and the
multimedia object model is indicated by M�F and U in brackets� This
scheme is illustrated in Figure ���� The bottom level is gray�color image�
These images are digitized versions of original images� Usually� images
have �foreground� contents and background� They need to be segmented
so that regions of interest can be identi	ed� extracted and analyzed�
The second level contains segmented image� It is designed to spatially
code the segmented regions� The third level contains description�measure�
The descriptions and�or measures generated by image analysis functions
are captured here� Bi�directional links between image� segmented image
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and descriptions�measures are created to maintain associations among
them� Access to any level of the representation is facilitated with such
bi�directional links and propagation function supported by the retrieval
engine�

Segmented image consists of labeled regions� which clearly de	ne the
locations and boundaries of the regions and retain spatial 	delity� Be�
cause regions are labeled� the labels will be used to link region and their
descriptions�feature measures�

Feature measures are directly derived from the regions of image by
invoking feature extraction procedures� The descriptions can be text� de�
scribing the contents of the region� which is usually given by the user� The
descriptions can also be interpretations generated by classi	cation algo�
rithms using feature measures� For example� when a radiologist is reading
a CT image of a patient� he sees a tumor� and draws a contour on the
image� enters text such as �small tumor indicating early stage of cancer��
and then invokes a measurement tool to measure the area and diameter of
the tumor� The contour he draws is represented in segmented image� the
text he enters and the measurements he creates are captured in the de�
scription�measure level� However� within this level� only visual features of
the image are characterized by descriptions and feature measures in terms
of region� The description of a region may include spatial relationships
among regions� which are inherently represented by segmented image�

Interpretation level is the highest level� It contains global and domain�
speci	c interpretations of the image�

These four levels form a general representation scheme� As a matter
of fact� several images can be taken for one patient� and one medical
image may be interpreted by several doctors� These multiple links will be
created and maintained by the retrieval engine�

����� Multimedia data analysis

Multimedia data analysis is aimed to process the data of multimedia
object so as to produce feature measures� derive interpretation� and 	ll
up attributes of the object� The object creation process is thus completed�
Then� we need to build up links either to construct a complex object or
to build relationship among objects�

The multimedia data analysis module has following functions

� Data acquisition interacts with either local or remote data acqui�
sition device�	le to get data into the main memory as non�persistent
object�
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Figure ��� Image Representation Scheme

� Data preprocessing performs processing such as noise reduction�
normalization� geometric and grey scale transformation to correct
any distortions and scale variations for images� etc�

� Segmentation separates meaningful data entities or region�of�
interest from original data� In the case of images� this module pro�
vides three types of segmentation functions� namely� color segmen�
tation� morphological segmentation� and segmentation by boundary
extraction� Segmentation procedures written by users can also be
incorporated into the module� Interactive editing after segmentation
facilitates a set of functions like selection of component� region of
interest de	nition� draw�edit any shape of regions and link regions
with interpretations�

� Feature extraction functions are invoked to compute feature mea�
sures on segmented objects�regions� Due to the complexity of real
world objects� feature extraction has been a hard problem for the
last two decades� As a solution� multiple feature extraction pro�
cedures must be provided to meet the various needs of di�erent
applications� Examples include principal component analysis� mo�
ment invariants� shape measure by fourier descriptors� projections�
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shape parameters �area� elongation� etc��� texture energy� color fea�
ture measures etc� for images and video�

� Text Editor provides the facility for entering and editing of at�
tributes of objects�

��� Object Recall � A New Formalism for

Content�Based Retrieval

Although there have been a lot of R�D e�ort on content�based multi�
media databases from both academic and national research laboratories
��� ��� ��� and companies �IBM� NTT� Hitachi� Siemens� and Virage��
the state of the art is now still at the level of extracting the most e�ec�
tive feature measures with respect to shape� texture� color� and spatial
relationships� There is a lack of uni	ed formalism� �Formalization of the
whole paradigm of content�based retrieval to bring it to a su�cient level
of consistency and integrity is essential to the success of the 	eld� Without
this formalism it will be hard to develop su�ciently reliable and mission
critical applications that are easy to program and evaluate�����

����� Need for formalism of content�based retrieval

Content�based retrieval is basically �	nding something similar�� �Find�
ing something similar� is a natural phenomenon in people�s life� just as
�	nding something di�erent�� There is a formalism� pattern classi�cation�
for �	nding something di�erent�� We propose to de	ne a formalism� ob�
ject recall� for �	nding something similar�� Current multimedia databases
are feature�based� The techniques in this 	eld provide tools to store� pro�
cess� and analyze the data� Feature measures are derived from the data
items using these tools� Retrieval of data is done solely by evaluating
the similarity using simple distance or correlation between feature mea�
sures of the data items� �A is similar to B� is subjective� and depends
on human perception� The feature�based retrieval is objective� It is not
necessarily to represent the right interpretation of users� By �content��
we mean the users� interpretation of the data for certain applications� Ex�
isting techniques in multimedia databases are all feature�based� In order
to go from feature�based to content�based� we need a formalism to build
a bridge� as shown in Figure ���� The formalism must have capability of
learning�training to incorporate human perception as pattern recognition
has�

Let us have a look at a few examples�
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Figure ��� Feature�based retrieval represents the current state of the
art� It is objective� not necessarily represent the users� interpreta�
tion for certain applications� Fully content�based retrieval must have
user�application in the loop� A formalism is needed to build a bridge
in order to go from feature�based to content�based�

Case study is very important for lawyers and doctors� It is routine work
for them to 	nd some cases which are similar to the one they are working
at� They then pick up one or few of the most similar cases as references�
In what sense do they consider A is more similar to B than to C� What
features do they use in their judgement� and what type of similarities do
they employ� Further more� how do we model this process of 	nding the
most similar cases so that we can implement it as a computer system�

Another example would be buying textiles� You may have found one
which is nearly to your satisfaction� and would like to see something
similar to choose from� Here again� we need to de	ne similarity from your
perception�

A technical example can be road tracing in images� At each position� a
set of feature measures can be extracted� By knowing the feature measures
of previous positions� evaluation of candidates of next position is carried
out to 	nd the most appropriate one in terms of similarity between the
current position and the candidates� Here� the problems would be are
feature measures e�ective and adequate enough for similarity evaluation�

These three examples are �	nding something similar�� There is a need
of formalism to formally de	ne the similarity� and to provide mechanisms
to evaluate the e�ectiveness and adequateness of feature measures with
respect to applications and users� requirements� Based on the formalism�
algorithms will be developed� applications can be implemented�

In following sections� we will 	rst outline the di�erences between the
formalism of content�based retrieval and the pattern recognition� which is
the sister discipline of content�based retrieval� Object recall � the formal�
ism for content�based retrieval will be described in three parts content�
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based navigation� content�based retrieval by fuzzy concepts� and content�
based similarity retrieval�

����� Contrast to pattern classi�cation

Since both content�based retrieval and classical pattern classi	cation rely
on feature measures and similarity matching �or distance metric�� the fol�
lowing questions would come to one�s mind Can we directly apply pattern
classi	cation techniques to solve the problems in content�based retrieval�
In particular� can we use separability measure in pattern classi	cation to
evaluate the feature measures for content�based retrieval�

Our answer is negative� Pattern classi	cation ��� is concerned with the
partition of the feature space into subspaces� possibly disjoint� for distinct
pattern classes� Class boundaries �or decision boundaries�� which are at
the centerstage in pattern classi	cation� are de	ned by discrimination
functions which are mostly nonlinear� Under this context� feature selec�
tion aims to map the feature space into a new space where the patterns
are most separable� i�e� the inter�class distances are maximized and the
inner class distances are minimized� A central issue is to determine the
discriminant functions� Very often� similarity functions such as Euclidean
distances and correlation are used� Learning of pattern classi	ers� which
is usually done before operation� concerns the estimation of parameters
in the discriminant functions �in parametric approaches� or the selection
of prototypes �in non�parametric approaches�� In general� the de	nitions
and algorithms are class�oriented�

On the other hand� in content�based retrieval� individual objects play
a central role� There is no class boundary at all� Although some memory�
based approach such as nearest neighbor method in pattern classi	cation
also utilize training samples directly in classi	cation decision� they are
treated as varying representatives in each class to provide supporting
evidence rather than the 	nal goal by themselves� Therefore� in content�
based retrieval� the choice of similarity function is crucial as it is used to
evaluate the similarity between any two objects which can be employed
to rank retrieved objects for a query object from the most similar one to
the least similar one� Feature evaluation is then to 	nd the most e�ective
measures which can best relate similar objects� Feature measures which
can best distinguish among classes in pattern classi	cation may not be
appropriate for similarity matching in content�based retrieval�

Moreover� unlike pattern classi	cation� content�based retrieval is an
interactive and iterative process� Users� feedback must be respected and
incorporated to re	ne the retrieval results in successive iterations until the
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user is satis	ed with the retrieved results� Last but not least� in content�
based retrieval� users� perception of similarity is implicit and subjective�
Up to now� not much research has been done in learning a user�s preference
for similarity matching� Our work reported in this section would represent
a 	rst attempt in this direction�

feature selection

relativity measure

similarity function

learning

similarity retrieval

feature selection

separability measure

discriminant function

training

classification

color, texture, shape,

and spatial similarity

similarity retrieval

feature measure sets

pattern recognition

based retrieval

proposed formalism
for content-basedsound formalism

user’s perception added

no formalism

no user’s perception

current contentsimilarity retrieval

multimedia

objects

Figure ��� Formalism for content�based retrieval with comparison to pat�
tern classi	cation and current content�based similarity retrieval

As shown in Figure ���� the objective of pattern classi	cation is to
partition the patterns into disjoint classes� It has sound theoretical foun�
dation� Algorithms to 	nd the discriminant functions are very well de�
	ned� Users� perception can be incorporated by supervised learning on a
selected training data set� There are several separability measures avail�
able to evaluate the e�ectiveness of the feature measures� and to map
the feature vectors onto the new coordinate system where the best class
separation can be achieved�

Quite unlike pattern classi	cation� similarity retrieval in content�based
retrieval is to 	nd something similar� It is true that simple similarity
functions such as distance and correlation are used very often in pattern
classi	cation� It is used by assuming that patterns within the same class
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Figure ��� Formalism for content�based navigation with comparison to
clustering and self�organizing map�

are similar to each other� The classi	cation decision is still based on the
class boundaries derived by these simple similarity functions� Since the
research on pattern classi	cation is so mature� many people have tried
to use pattern classi	cation techniques to partially solve content�based
retrieval problems� Content�based retrieval has its own problem de	ni�
tion� �Finding something similar� does not involve distinguishing objects
into classes� The development of content�based retrieval calls for its own
formalism�

����� Formalism for content�based navigation

The technique of the self�organization of information for navigation and
retrieval uses a hierarchical clustering model for representing informa�
tion� Users can navigate through the hierarchy and manipulate the clus�
ter structure by selection of templates� Users� actions are required for
modifying the organization of information�

Self�organizing maps �SOM� represents another approach to informa�
tion self�organization and traversal� ��dimensional SOM are used to orga�
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nize text documents ����� The closeness between two documents is com�
puted based on the match degree of the document�s word category his�
tograms� The similarity function is 	xed and thus user preference is not
taken into account�

Picard ���� was concerned with content�based retrieval of images� She
made use of user feedback to select and combine di�erent feature group�
ings of objects� She used an algorithm to combine groupings which have
been assigned some weighting� To cater for di�erent type of learning prob�
lems� SOM was used to cluster the weighting vectors that represent dif�
ferent learning problems� The most distinctive feature of SOM� namely
the topological property� however was not used�

The work on content�based indexing �ContIndex� ���� creates self�
organized visual map and provides navigation hierarchy� We focused on
fusion of multiple feature measures rather than user�centeredness�

As shown in Figure ���� in the currently created indexes for naviga�
tion� it is very di�cult for users to generate their own views to tailor
to their speci	c tasks� We propose a formalism for customizable content�
based navigation� When samples and feedback have been collected from
the user� they can be used to evaluate the feature measures� and update
the similarity measures� The simplest way is to evaluate the e�ectiveness
of individual feature measures and assign high weights to those which are
most e�ective� The more sophisticated way would be to learn sophisti�
cated similarity functions which incorporate optimized selection�

The challenging issue would be the development of paradigms for incre�
mental evaluation of feature measures and learning of similarity function
used in SOM clustering so that the SOM can be customized to users�
needs�

����� Formalism for content�based retrieval by adaptive
fuzzy concept

Perhaps� retrieval by concepts is most preferred to users in many cases�
In our real world� description of characteristics of multimedia objects is
imprecise� Retrieval by fuzzy concept is a natural means to access mul�
timedia information� Unfortunately� little work has been done on fuzzy
content�based retrieval� In the 	rst phase� we have developed a novel ap�
proach of processing fuzzy queries in fuzzy space ����� We found that it
is very di�cult to 	nd suitable fuzzy membership function de	ned on
multi�dimensional feature measures� We have also tried to learning fuzzy
membership functions using neural networks with Gaussian activation
function �����
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Figure ��� Formalism for content�based retrieval by fuzzy concept�

As shown in Figure ���� the central point here is to incrementally adapt
the fuzzy membership function to users� perception�

Building a formalism for content�based multimedia systems is essen�
tial for the development of reliable and mission critical applications� This
chapter represents such an attempt to formalize the content�based re�
trieval paradigm for multimedia systems� While classical pattern classi�
	cation theory may provide useful ingredients for developing a content�
based retrieval formalism� we feel that a radically di�erent and fresh per�
spective is necessary as fundamental di�erences do exist in both research
areas� Our formalism will provide a generic framework and criterion for
describing and evaluating content�based retrieval applications� Based on
the framework and criterion� we propose novel learning methods to cus�
tomize the retrieval engine� With the proposed learning methods� using
the user�s feedback� the system is able to adapt its similarity matching
function to improve on subsequent retrievals� The experimental results
on using our learning aproach to mimick a user�s perception of similar�
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ity measure in face retrieval have demonstrated the validity of the our
proposed formalism and learning algorithms�

Although there has been a lot of R�D e�ort on content�based multi�
media databases from both research laboratories �e�g� ��� ��� ��� ��� and
private companies �IBM �
�� Hitachi� Siemens� and Virage�� the state of
the art is still at the level of extracting the most e�ective feature measures
with respect to shape� texture� color� and spatial relationships� There is
a lack of unifying formalism� As pointed out in ����a formalization of the
whole paradigm of content�based retrieval to bring it to a su�cient level
of consistency and integrity is essential to the success of the 	eld� Without
this formalism it will be hard to develop su�ciently reliable and mission
critical applications that are easy to program and evaluate�

��� A Content�Based Similarity Retrieval For�

malism

Following the de	nition in the previous sections� the query object is given
as Oq

mob � fU� �� �� A� � �� snpg� where we are given a raw data and partially
de	ned set of attributes� Following the multimedia description hierarchy�
objects need to be segmented and feature measures for those objects be
extracted and formed� and similarity function be de	ned to measure the
similarity between the query object and objects in the database� Let us
now start from the similarity function� Like the discriminant function in
pattern recognition� similarity function plays the central role in content�
based retrieval�

����� Feature measures and similarity functions

In content�based database� objects are characterized by a set of features
F �� F �� ���� Fm� A multimedia object �facial image�� for example� is char�
acterized by facial features such as chin� eyes� nose� and mouth� A feature
F i can be numerically represented by feature measures fF i

�� F
i
�� ���g� For

simplicity� let us just consider one feature and its measures� and omit the
superscript F�� F�� ���� Here� Fi is one type of feature measures for a fea�
ture� For example� the size of eyes can be a measure of the feature �eye��
and color and orientation can be the other two� Each type of feature
measure forms a feature vector which consists of several components

Fi � �fi�� fi�� ���fiN �
T �����
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The similarity function for object retrieval can be written as

S � g�h��f��� f
s
��� f��� f

s
��� ����� h��f��� f

s
��� f��� f

s
��� ����� ���� �����

where hi is the similarity function for feature measure Fi� and g is the
overall similarity measure� f s stands for feature measures of the sample
query object s presented to the database to retrieve similar objects from
the database� Notice here� neither h nor g are explicitly de	ned� h can
be distance� correlation� or more complicated functions� g is a function
which fuses similarity functions on di�erent type of feature measures� The
simplest similarity function is the linear combination of feature measures

S � w��!f�� "w��!f�� " ���" w��!f�� " w��!f�� " ��� �����

where !fij stands for jfij � f sij j�
Equation ��� plays a central role in content�based retrieval� We can

see� from this equation� that there are two main issues� The 	rst is the
e�ectiveness of feature measures� which is re�ected in three levels of gran�
ularity elements in a feature vector �fij�� feature measure �Fi�� and mul�
tiple feature vectors �F k

i �� The second is the suitability of the similarity
functions g and h�s for a given application�

In other words� the similarity retrieval should mimic the domain ex�
pert�s view on similarity� To achieve that� 	rst� the feature space de	ned
by the feature vectors chosen should be rich enough to represent human�s
perceptual space of the objects� In the case of similar face retrieval� the
saliant features which human beings use to compare faces should be cap�
tured and well represented in the feature space� Now the question would
be do we have the criterion and method to evaluate those feature mea�
sures to see if they e�ectively represent those saliant features �consis�
tency�� and if all saliant features have been represented by the feature
measures extracted �completeness��

Assume that we have the right feature space� the second issue would
be to 	nd the right similarity function�

In practice� these two problems are usually mixed up� The ultimate
criterion is the retrieval results� We will de	ne a loss function as a criterion
for evaluation of content�based retrieval�

����� Training data set and loss function

Ideal Recall For a given query sample� the result of the ideal recall
should exactly follow the user�s perception of similarity � all items
which are similar to the sample must be recalled and ordered from
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the most similar to the least similar according to the user�s percep�
tion of similarity matching�

To represent the ideal recall� the training data set can be written as
s�  d��� d��� ���� s�  d��� d��� ���� ���

where si �i � �� �� � � � � N� is the query sample presented to the retrieval
engine� and dij �j � �� �� � � � �K� is the desired retrieval sequence for the
sample si in a proper order�

In reality� the retrieval results are di�erent from the ideal one� and the
target sequences produced by the retrieval engine could be written as

s�  t��� t��� ���� s�  t��� t��� ���� ���
Having compared the retrieval results with the ideal one� we found

that some retrieval objects should appear more to the front� and some
should move more to the rear� We refer these absolute position shifts as
mis�rank� Then we have a mis�rank sequence

s�  m���m��� ���� s�  m���m��� ���� ���
If we assign a unit loss to a mis�rank� the total loss of the retrieval

would be

L �

P
ij
mij�K

K
where K is the length of retrieval sequence� and the average loss of the
retrieval would bebL � L

N
where N is the number of mis�rank sequences in the training data set�

After de	ning the loss function� we can evaluate the retrieval and con�
sequently the similarity function and feature measures� The learning al�
gorithms can be developed based on the minimization of the loss function
or the equivalent of it�

��� Learning of Similarity Function

����� Problem statement

In this section� we focus on the learning of similarity function in the
similarity retrieval engine using the mis�rank feedback on query results
from the user� The objective of learning is to mimic his or her perception
of similarity matching and thus reduce the loss function in a particular
content�based retrieval application�

More speci	cally� a user presents a sample query object to the system�
The system responds with an ordered sequence of retrieved objects� The
user reorders the sequence according to his or her perception of similarity
matching� The mis�rank information �i�e� mij� derived from the di�er�
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ence between the retrieved �i�e� target� sequence �i�e� tij� and the desired
sequence �i�e� dij� is feedbacked as error signal to the system for learning�

There are two possible types of learning problems� The 	rst type in�
volves short�term learning using only a single mis�rank sequence i� The
aim here is to learn user�s perception of similarity matching from this
sequence� The intention is that the system will be able to produce a new
retrieval sequence that is closer to user�s perception of similarity matching
for query re	nement� That is� the new mis�rank and loss function will be
reduced� The probable consequence is that objects considered similar by
the user but not retreived previously are now retrieved or ordered more
to the front of the retrieved sequence and objects considered dissimilar by
the user but retreived previously are now not retrieved or ordered more
to the rear of the retrieved sequence�

The second type of learning �long�term learning� is more ambitious�
Its objective is to capture a user�s perceptual consistency in similarity
matching� Learning requires the user�s mis�rank feedback on a number
�say N� of retrieval sequences corresponding to N sample query objects�
The intention is that the system will be able to learn the regularities in
the user�s perception of similarity matching for the multimedia objects
in the target application domain� After the learning� a new query sample
will produce retrieval sequence with less mis�rank and loss function� as
compared to the one without learning�

����� Related works

Although we are using error�correcting supervised learning for both types
of learning mentioned above� it is neither similar to conventional super�
vised learning for pattern classi	cation ��� nor adaptive Information Re�
trieval �IR� ����

To train a pattern classi	er� N training samples of the form� �Xi� di�
where Xi is a feature vector and di is the desired class label for Xi� are
presented to the classi	er� For each Xi� the classi	er will ouput a target
class label ti� The di�erence between di and ti is treated as an error
Ei � di � ti which can be used to modify the parameters in the classi	er
towards less erroneous classi	cation performance�

In our approach described in this chapter� the training patterns and
objectives are quite di�erent� First� the input vectors for learning are not
feature vectors� but similarities �or distances� between the feature vectors
of two multimedia objects� Second� the output vectors for learning are
not desired and target class labels� but mis�rank information� Last but
not least� the learning process modi	es the representation of the similar
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function which is fundamental in comparing two multimedia objects for
retrieval purpose� instead of some discrimination function used in de	ning
the class or decision boundaries�

While learning in content�based multimedia retrieval is new ���� adap�
tive IR has been an active research area ���� In fact� Fabio � Rijsbergen
��� have given a comprehensive and up�to�date survey of past works in
adaptive IR in their chapter� We shall not repeat the review here but
would like to point out some important observations�

First in IR� the feacture vectors are mainly binary vector representa�
tion of query and document descriptors �i�e� index terms�� But in multi�
media CBR� the feature vectors are usually real vectors� They are much
richer to capture color� shape� texture� and even spatial information� In
fact� due to their complex nature� they are best described in multi�level
structure� Second� learning in IR typically uses relevance feedback directly
in the form of class labels �graded class labels if non�binary feedback is
allowed� as in the case of supervised learning for pattern classi	cation� In
this chapter� error has to be derived indirectly from the mis�rank infor�
mation provided by the user� Last but not least� adaptive IR� as typi	ed
by the approach described in ���� attempts to acquire application domain
knowledge by learning the association between the queries �or actually the
query descriptors� and the documents �or actually the document descrip�
tors� into a query adaptation or expansion function� The latter can then
be used to modify a query for matching �by a �Matcher� ���� with doc�
uments in the database during retrieval� However� in our approach� it is
the similarity function �i�e� �Matcher�� that gets adapted using mis�rank
feedback�

In short� the uniquenss in our approach surrounds a common notion
of relativity since the similarity function is the function that determines
the relative closeness between any two multimedia objects� it is the focus
of adaptation� In the same token� the input and supervised information
for learning are also computed and presented in relative sense� namely
similarities between pairwise feature vector elements of query and re�
trieved objects and ranking error of retrieved sequence with respect to
ideal sequence respectively�

����� Learning of simple similarity functions

We start with learning of a simple similarity function as in equation ������
In this case� the similarity function is simply a linear combination of
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feature measures fj

S �
X
j

wj!fj �����

where !fj stands for jfj � f sj j� Here� the learning is to 	nd the proper
weights wj in the similarity function�

Assume that after one retrieval� the user rearranges the retrieval se�
quence �say t�� t�� ���� tK� into the desired sequence �say d�� d�� ���� dK� ac�
cording to his or her perception of similarity matching� From this pair
of sequences� we can generate a mis�rank sequence m��m�� ����mK as a
training sequence in the training data set� Note that m�s are absolute
positional shifts� A forward shifting means that the distance measure be�
tween the sample and this retrieved object is smaller than what it should
be� A backward shift means that the distance measure is larger than what
it should be�

For a forward shift mis�rank mi� the learning should increase the
weights by

!wj � �!jmi �����

where � is a parameter to control the learning rate� Similarly� for a back�
ward shift mis�rankmi� the learning should decrease the weights using the
same equation ������ Care should be taken in the selection of the learning
rate� A large � will lead to oscillation and a small � will hardly show any
e�ect in learning� Since there are forward shifts and backward shifts� the
	nal amount of modi	cation to a weight wj will be the summation of all
relevant adjustments�

����� Learning of multi�level similarity functions

Similar to discriminant function in pattern classi	cation� similarity func�
tion in content�based retrieval can be very complex and non�linear� As
shown in equation ������ the similarity function should initially consist
of su�ciently rich set of primitives �i�e� hi� before any customization or
learning can take place� More often than not� the similarity function is
multi�level �or hierarchical�� where similarity matching at level k is de�
	ned in terms of similarity matching at level k"� until the most primitive
distance measures or correlation metrics are used at the leaf level� The
multi�level structure re�ects the application domain knowledge used in
characterizing the multimedia objects in terms of features� feature mea�
sures� and feature vectors etc� An illustration of such a similarity matching
tree is shown in Figure ��
�
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Figure ��
 A multi�level similarity function

The learning rule �equation ������ given previously assumes a simple
similarity function �i�e� linear combination of distance measures�� It does
not lend itself immediately to a multi�level similarity function� To allow
learning in such similarity function and to derive learning rule for each
level uniformly from a global error function� we can treat the similarity
matching tree as a feedforward neural network and apply the Backprop�
agation �BP� learning rule for multi�layer perceptrons ���� However� the
BP learning rule cannot be applied directly as the error function in our
case is di�erent�

In standard BP learning� the error measure or cost function is de	ned
as ����� pp� ��
�

E �
�

�

X
�

��� � s��� ���
�

where �� is the desired value �i�e� supervised label� of the output node
for the �th training pattern and s� is the actual �or target� value of the
output node for the �th training pattern which is de	ned as �assuming
only one hidden layer as in Figure ��
�

s� � g�
X
j

wojv
�
j �

� g�
X
j

fwojg�
X
k

wjk�
�
k �g� �����
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where � indexes the �th training pattern� v�j is the output of the jth

hidden node� woj is the weight connecting the jth hidden node to the

output node� ��k is the kth element of the input vector ���� wjk is the
weight connecting the kth input node to the jth hidden node� and g is a
nonlinear transfer function at the hidden and output nodes�

In our case� the user does not provide the relevance feedback as the
desired value for the output node directly� Instead� based on the actual
outputs s�� which are the similarity values between the retrieved objects
and the query object� the system produces a target sequence in descend�
ing order of s�� The user rearranges the relative positions of the target
sequence into a desired sequence for ideal recall� There is no information
about the desired values for each s� though their desired relative ranking
information is available� Thus� one way to de	ne the error function could
be

E �
�

�

X
�

�d� � t���

�
�

�

X
�

�E��� �����

where � indexes the �th training pattern� E� � d� � t� is the error
contribution of ���� d� is the desired rank given by the user� t� is the
target rank actually obtained by the system�

Now using gradient descent as in BP learning rule and the chain rule�
we have

!w � ���E
�w

� ���E
�s

�
�s

�w

� ��
X
�

�E

�s

����s� � �s�w js� ������

and�
�E

�s
js� � ��d� � t��

�t

�s
js� ������

Now� since tu is the rank of a retrieved multimedia object� it is integral and
hence discrete� Therefore t is not di�erentiable in general� Without further
information� we assume that �t is inversely proportional to �s since the
obtained rank of a retrieved object will always improve �i�e� reduce in
value� with an increase in its similarity value s� Hence we heuristically
replace the term �t

�s in equation ������ with a negative number �	 �	 is
a positive constant�� Then� equation ������ becomes

!w � �	�
X
�

m� �s

�w
js� ������
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sincem� � �d��t��� the mis�rank for the �th training pattern� Combining
all the constants into one and simply call it �� we get

!w � ��
X
�

m� �s

�w
js� ������

where � the learning rate� is a small positive number�
More precisely�

!woj � ��
X
�

m� g��h�� v�j ������

where h� �
P

j woj v
�
j �

!wjk � ��
X
�

m� g��h��woj g
��h�j � �

�
k ������

where h�j �
P

k wjk �
�
j � In our experiments conducted� we have scaled

mu by tanh�mu� to fall within �������

��� Experimental Results

����� The data set

The data set for the experiments comprises of face images taken from
the NIST Special Database �� Mugshot Identi	cation Database �MID��
The details of MID can be found at http���www�nist�gov�� Only those
candidates who have � or more photographs have been selected for our
data set� Ordered sequences of images were prepared from this data set
as follows� Each sequence contains three or more images of the same in�
dividual� Within every ordered sequence� the images are sorted according
to their similarity to the 	rst image� This means that second image is
more similar to the 	rst image� than the third image is to the 	rst im�
age� as perceived by the person ranking them� Of course� the 	rst image
is most similar to itself� This procedure of ranking images according to
their similarity was done manually by one individual�

The learning algorithm in our experiments will attempt to mimick
the individual�s perception of similarity matching using these ordered
sequences� We have ��� such sequences in our data set�

����� Feature extraction

Every face image is marked with a set of �
 points called landmarks�
These points are a subset of anthropometric landmarks of the face� They
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identify salient points of the face like corners of eyes� tip of nose� chin�
etc� Using these landmarks as anchor points� six di�erent regions each
containing one of the six facial features namely� eye� nose� mouth� eyebrow�
hair and chin are extracted from each image� These six regions are then
individually subject to principle component analysis �K�L transform� and
�� components corresponding to the �� largest eigenvalues are extracted�
Hence in all� we have �� features�
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Figure ��� A multi�level similarity function for face retrieval

Let the features be represented by fj�k where j � f�� � � � � � �g represents
one of the facial features and k � f�� � � � � � ��g represents one of the ��
principle components� Each image is represented by its corresponding fea�
ture vector �f � Then the input ��u�v to a multi�level similar function �which
can be viewed as a feedforward multi�layer neural network as shown in
Figure ���� is given by

�u�vj�k � ��
�����z

u�v
j�k


j

����� and ������

zu�vj�k � fuj�k � fvj�k

where u and v represent the two images which are to be compared for
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similarity� and 
j is a normalizing constant for facial feature j given by


j � max�jmax��zu�vj �j� jmin��zu�vj �j� ����
�

taken over all pairs �u� v� where �zu�vj is the vector fzj��� zj��� � � � � zj���g
Note that ��u�v is a measure of similarity between images u and v� We
shall alternately refer to this vector as similarity vector�

Input vectors ��u�v are calculated for each of the ��� ordered sequences
as follows� Consider an ordered sequence fu�� u�� � � � � ung� The image pairs
obtained from this sequence are fu�� u�g� fu�� u�g� � � � fu�� ung� The input
vectors generated from this ordered sequence will be the n similarity
vectors comparing all images in the list with the 	rst image� We have in
all� ��� such similarity vectors from the ��� ordered sequences�

����� Within�sequence learning

This set of experiments concerns short�term learning� Using only a single
mis�rank sequence� the system will modify its similarity function to tune
its target sequence towards the user�s desired sequence� In the experi�
ments� each of the ��� ordered sequences obtained from the NIST MID is
treated as an independent training set for learning� The results reported
here are averages over the ��� training sets and each set was run for ��
times with di�erent initial weights�

bL
Before learning ����

After learning �

Table ��� Results of short�term learning on simple similarity function�

Table ��� shows the experimental results of short�term learning using
equation ����� for simple similarity function� The table shows that the
learning is able to correct the mis�rank errors in each of the ��� sequences�
thus reducing the average loss to zero� The average number of training
iterations is ���� and the learning rate � � �����

Table ��� shows the experimental results of short�term learning using
equation ������� The neural network architecture parallels the one shown
in Figure ���� The table shows the mean squared error �MSE� and the
average loss �bL� before and after learning� Once again� the errors in each
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MSE bL
Before learning ����� ����

After learning � �

Table ��� Results of short�term learning on multi�level similarity func�
tion�

of the ��� target sequences are corrected to the desired sequences af�
ter learning� The average number of training iterations is ���� and the
learning rate � � ������

From these two tables� we can see that both learning rules given by
equations ����� and ������ are e�ective for short�term learning of user�s
perception of similarity matching�

����� Across�sequence learning

This set of experiments deals with long�term learning� To capture a user�s
perceptual consistency in similarity matching� the learning looks across
the ordered sequences in a training set� built from the ��� sequences pre�
pared using the NIST MID� and modify the system�s similarity function
accordingly�

Since the learning rule of equation ����� does not have satisfactory
convergence results for long�term learning� we shall only report the re�
sults of long�term learning using equation ������ on multi�level similarity
function�

We will report on two types of experiments that investigated the learn�
ing and generalization capabilities of our learning approach respectively�

Learning capability

In these experiments� learning was conducted on all the ��� sequences
as training set� Table ��� shows the average results of long�term learning
using equtaion ������ over �� runs �with di�erent initial weights�� The
table shows the mean squared error �MSE� and the average loss �bL� be�
fore and after learning for two di�erent neural network architectures� The
�partly connected� label indicates the network architecture of Figure ���
and �fully connected� means full connection is allowed between the in�
put and hidden layers� While the partly connected network architecture
incorporates the domain knowledge of the problem in the form of a multi�
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level similarity matching tree� a fully connected network is treated as a
black box function mapping� The average numbers of training iterations
are ��
�� �partly connected� and ����� �fully connected� respectively� The
learning rates � are set as ���� �partly connected� and ����� �fully con�
nected� respectively� The stopping condition for training isMSE � �����

partly connected fully connected

MSE bL MSE bL
Before learning ����� ������ ����� ������

After learning ����
 ������ ����
 ������

Table ��� Results �on trg set� of long�term learning on multi�level simi�
larity function�

The results in Table ��� show that long�term learning based on equa�
tion ������ is able to reduce the mis�rank errors in the training set signif�
icantly by mimicking the similarity matching in the training set�

Generalization capability

Since our data set is relatively small� we have used the leave�one�out
method to evaluate how well our learning algorithm generalizes� ��� ex�
periments were conducted with partly connected and fully connected neu�
ral network architectures as described above� In each experiment� a unique
sequence was chosen as test set and the other ��� sequences as training
set� Table ��� shows the mean squared error �MSE� and the average loss
�bL� before and after learning on the test set over ��� runs� The aver�
age numbers of training iterations are ����� �partly connected� and �����
�fully connected� respectively� The learning rates � are set as ���� �partly
connected� and ����� �fully connected� respectively� The stopping condi�
tion for training is MSE � �����

The results in Table ��� show that the errors �MSE and bL� on unseen
queries after long�term learning of similarity function from the training
set have been reduced by ���
# to �
��#�

In another set of experiments� learning was conducted on a subset of
the ��� sequences as training set and tested on the rest of the ��� se�
quences as test set to examine the e�ect of generalization with respect to
their relative sizes� The results are averaged over �� runs �with di�erent
initial weights and di�erent training�test set sampling� and summarized
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partly connected fully connected

MSE bL MSE bL
Before learning ���
� ������ ����� ������

After learning ����� ������ ����� ������

Table ��� Results �on test set� of long�term learning on multi�level simi�
larity function�

in Figure ��� for both partly connected and fully connected network ar�
chitectures�
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Figure ��� Generalization with respect to training and test proportions

As expected from the theory of neural network learning� the errors on
test set decrease with the �relative� size of the training set� for both partly
connected and fully connected network architectures although the gener�
alization capability of the fully connected network seems to be slightly
better when more training data is available�
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��� Conclusions

In this chapter� a new formalism for content�based retrieval multime�
dia systems is proposed to provide a generic framework and criterion for
describing and evaluating content�based retrieval applications� In partic�
ular� we have proposed novel methods to customize the similarity�based
retrieval engine via learning based on ranking feedback from users� From
our preliminary experimental results in face retrieval� the system is able
to adapt its similarity function to improve on subsequent retrievals� in
both short�term and long�term senses� While the perceptual consistency
in similarity matching of a single user can be captured by our long�term
learning approach as suggested by the experimental results and thus can
be exploited to build personalized multimedia search engine� it is still un�
certain that the same perceptual consistency can be extended to multiple
users�
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Color Feature Extraction

Color is an important and the most straight�forward feature that humans
perceive when viewing an image� Human vision system is more sensitive
to color information than gray levels so color is the 	rst candidate used
for feature extraction� Color histogram is one common method used to
represent color contents� The algorithms follow a similar procession Se�
lection of a color space� representation of color features� and matching
algorithms�

��� Color Spaces Selection

There are several color spaces used internationally� Each of those color
spaces were designed for certain applications and based on certain con�
siderations�

����� RGB color space

RGB color space is the most common one used for images on computer
because the computer display is using the combination of the primary
colors �red� green� blue� to display any perceived color� Each pixel in the
screen is composed of three points which is stimulated by red� green and
blue electron gun separately� However� RGB space is not perceptually
uniform so the color distance in RGB color space does not correspond to
color dissimilarity in perception� Therefore we prefer to transform image
data in RGB color space to other perceptual uniform space before feature
extraction�

��
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����� Munsell color system

The Munsell color system organizes the colors according to natural at�
tributes� It represents three color primitives �hue� intensity and satura�
tion� by a sphere like � dimensional spatial model and names them as hue�
value and chroma� Its advantage is that it is a discrete system and gives a
	nite set of colors by perceptual similarities over an intuitive three dimen�
sional space� Because of its perceptual uniformity� Munsell color system
is used widely for color design� The disadvantage is that there does not
exist a simple transformation from RGB color space and often requires a
lookup table to convert�

����� CIE color systems

The CIE �Commission Internationale de I� Eclairage� in ��
� de	ned
the CIE ��
� �L�u�v�� and CIE ��
� �L�a�b�� two color spaces for the
perceptual uniformity� They are produced by linear transformation from
RGB to XY Z color space 	rst� then followed by one of two non�linear
transformations to CIE ��
� �L�u�v�� and CIE ��
� �L�a�b�� respectively
���� ��� X

Y
Z

��� �
��� ����� ����� ���
�
����� ����� �����
����� ����� �����

���
��� R
G
B

���
L� � ����Y�Y��

��� � �� for Y�Y� � ��������
L� � ������Y�Y�� for Y�Y� � ��������
u� � ��L��u� u��
v� � ��L��v � v��
u � �X��X " ��Y " �Z� u� � �X���X� " ��Y� " �Z��
v � �Y��X " ��Y " �Z� v� � �Y���X� " ��Y� " �Z��

a� � �����X�X��
��� � �Y�Y��

����

b� � �����Y�Y��
��� � �Z�Z��

����

Where �X�� Y�� Z�� are the tristimulus values of an appropriate reference
white� the perfect re�ecting di�user ����# di�use re�ectance at all visible
wavelengths�� illuminated by CIE standard illumination �eg� D���� The
total color di�erence are given respectively by

!ECIE�L
�� u�� v�� � ��!L��� " �!u��� " �!v�������

!ECIE�L
�� a�� b�� � ��!L��� " �!a��� " �!b�������

The CIE color spaces are perceptually uniform but they are inconve�
nient for existing non�linear transformation between them and RGB color
spaces�
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����� HSV color space

Commonly used in Computer Graphics� HSV color space ���� which rep�
resents color by hue� saturation and value components� is natural and
approximately perceptually uniform� HSV color space can be visualized
as a cone �see Fig� ����� The long axis represents value blackness �v � ��
to whiteness �v � ��� Distance from axis represents saturation amount
of color present �s � � � ��� The angle around the v�axis is the hue tint
or tone� In the hue circle� red� green� blue are separated by ��� degrees
red ��oC�� yellow ���oC�� green ����oC�� cyan ����oC�� blue ����oC��
magenta ����oC�� All coordinates range from � to �� The Cartesian co�
ordinates of points in the cone is �sv cos���h�� sv sin���h�� v�� Since the
HSV color space is nearly perceptually uniform� the similarity of two
colors �hi� si� vi� and �hj � sj � vj� is determined by their Euclidean distance
in Cartesian coordinates�

dij � j�sivi cos�	�hi�� sivi sin�	�hi�� vi�� �sjvj cos�	�hj�� sjvj sin�	�hj�� vj�j

�
p
�sivi cos�	�hi�� sjvj cos�	�hj��� � �sivi sin�	�hi�� sjvj sin�	�hj��� � �vi � vj ��

Transformation from RGB to HSV

For r� g� b � ��� ��� h� s� v � ��� �� is given by the following algorithm
h�unde	ned if s��

��� v�max�r�g�b�

��� let x�min�r�g�b�

��� s��v�x��v� if s�� return�

��� let r���v�r���v�x�� g���v�g���v�x�� b���v�b���v�x��

��� if r�v then �h�b��g��
else if g�v then �h��"r��b��
else if b�v then �h��"g��r��

��� if h$� then h�h"��

Transformation from HSV to RGB

For h� s� v � ��� ��� r� g� b � ��� �� is given by the following algorithm
��� if s�� then r�g�b�v� return�
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Figure ��� HSV color cone�

��� if h�� then h��
else h��h�

��� f�h�round�h��

��� let m�v%���s�� n�v%����s%f��� k�v%����s%���f���

��� switch�round�h��
case � �r�g�b���v�k�m�
case � �r�g�b���n�v�m�
case � �r�g�b���m�v�k�
case � �r�g�b���m�n�v�
case � �r�g�b���k�m�v�
case � �r�g�b���v�m�n�

The transformation between RGB andHSV color space is non�linear� but
easily implemented� Thus� HSV color space will be used in this research
for color representation�

��� Color Measures

For content�based retrieval� color is considered to be an important feature�
Color does form a vital component of our perception and moreover the
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color content does not change much if there is object motion� Therefore
it provides an important cue for retrieving objects which have signi	cant
color information� The motivation for developing e�ective color features
is to provide better methods for visual information retrieval� This is re�
quired in image and video databases and visual information systems like
multimedia databases� trademarks databases� face image databases etc�
In this section� we will talk about color features with an emphasis on
image retrieval systems� But it should be clear that these measures are
useful for any visual information system such as video databases or ani�
mation sequences� The problem can be de	ned as follows assume that we
have a large number of color images in the database� Given a query im�
age� we would like to obtain a list of images from the database which are
most �similar� in color to the query image� For solving this problem� we
need two things � 	rst� a feature which represents the color information
of the image and second� a similarity measure to compute the similarity
between features of two images�

Each pixel in a color image is speci	ed by a point in the ��dimensional
space� for example� the RGB color space� Similarity between two images
can be based on the extracted color features as well as the spatial location
of color components in the images� Here spatial information denotes the
positions of pixels having a similar color� Normally� the spatial locations
of the color components are not considered but we will show subsequently
that it is easy to incorporate this information� Initially� we brie�y review
some of the color features and then we will present a few color features
in detail�

����� A brief review of color features

In a discrete color space� such as RGB and LUV� the color histogram�
h�x� y� z�� is obtained by computing the number of pixels having the same
color� This histogram can be used as a color feature� Swain and Ballard����
have proposed a similarity measure based on color histogram intersection�
The underlying concept is to compute

Sim�I�� I�� �

Pb
i��min�I�i � I�i�Pb

i�� I�i
�����

where Sim�I�� I�� is the match value between images I� and I� respec�
tively� and I�i and I�i are the number of pixels in ith bin of images I�
and I� respectively� Here b denotes the number of bins which can range
from � to ��� for RGB color space assuming each of the RGB compo�
nents are in the range �������� A bin is a cube in the ��dimensional color
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Figure ��� Two dimensional histograms with normalized population�

space� Any two points in a bin are assumed to represent the same color�
Note that the match value between exactly similar images is �� A similar
technique has been employed in ������ as a color similarity measure� This
similarity measure depends on the bin resolution� This approach does
not take into account the similarity of colors in the neighborhood bins�
In general� the colors of two neighboring bins are perceptually similar
but this is not captured in this similarity measure� Consider the three
two dimensional histograms� h��x� y�� h��x� y� and h��x� y�� shown in Fig�
ure ���� Histogram � is obtained by shifting one column of histogram ��
The match value between these histograms� i�e�� Sim� is ���� The match
value between histograms � and � is also same� But the colors associated
with the neighborhood bins are more similar compared to colors in dis�
tant bins� It is clear that histograms � and � are more similar compared
to histograms � and �� But this approach is not able to bring out this
fact�

Ioka�
� has developed a generalized similarity measure which considers
the correlation among colors� This similarity measure is given by

Sim��I�� I�� �
bX

i��

bX
j��

aij�I�i � I�j ��I�i � I�j � �����

Here weight aij de	nes the similarity between ith and jth colors� This
reduces to Euclidean distance if aij � ��	i 
� j and aii � ��	i� The
computational complexity of this approach is O�b�� and in a typical case�
the number of bins is in the range ���� � ����� This means� we need to
perform � to �� million computations for 	nding similarity between two
images�

Stricker and Orengo ���� have proposed a color feature based on the
	rst three moments of each color channel of an image� If the value of the
ith color channel at the jth image pixel is pij� then the feature is de	ned
by these three moments for each channel �i�e� R� G and B�

Ei �
�

N

NX
i��

pij �����

�i � �
�

N

NX
i��

�pij � Ei�
��

�
� �����
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si � �
�

N

NX
i��

�pij � Ei�
��

�
� �����

where N is the number of pixels in the image� For two images� Q and I�
with r color channels� the distance measure is de	ned as

d�Q� I� �
rX

i��

w�jEQ
i �EI

i j " w�j�Qi � �Ii j " jw�jsQi � sIi j �����

Thus this method is based on the dominant features of the color distri�
bution of images�

We will now describe three color features in detail�

����� The distance method

As seen earlier� the histogram intersection technique takes into account
every color bin of the ��D color histogram of the two images compared and
it does a very detailed comparison� However� for many images like trade�
mark images� �ags� textile design patterns etc�� there are large regions
of uniform color� Therefore the ��D histogram will have a few dominant
peaks and the rest of the bins do not capture much color information of
the image� Hence a detailed comparison for such images is not required�
Also� it has been observed that there is some noise introduced during the
process of scanning color images� Hence� a 	ne comparison is not neces�
sary and may even produce incorrect results� The distance method ����
therefore does a coarse comparison of the color histograms of the query
and model images�

The feature used for capturing the color information is the mean value�
�� of the ��D histograms of each of the three color components of the im�
age� These components could be R� G and B for the RGB representation
or the three opponent color axes � rg� by and wb ���� given by

rg � R � G� by � � �B � R � G� wb � R � G � B �����

Therefore� the feature vector f for characterizing a RGB image will be

f � ��R� �G� �B� �����

The histogram can be normalized by considering the relative fraction of
pixels �compared to the total number of pixels in the image� in each bin
of the histogram� A distance measure can then be used to compute the
similarity or match value for a given pair of images� Depending on the
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type of the distance measure used � Manhattan �city block� or Euclidean�
the following measures can be used

DM
q�i � jfq � fij �

X
R�G�B

j�q � �ij �����

DE
q�i �

q
�fq � fi�� �

s X
R�G�B

��q � �i�
� ������

where DM
q�i is the Manhattan distance between the query image and a

database image� DE
q�i is the Euclidean distance between the query image

and a database image� fq is the color feature vector of the query image and
fi is the color feature vector of the database image� Note that a similar
feature and distance measures can be deduced for color images using any
other representation scheme� like the opponent color axes� It is obvious
that the distance of an image from itself is zero�

��� Reference Color Table Method

The distance method computes a coarse feature measure and uses a rela�
tive distance measure for a given pair of images� It involves less computa�
tion and gives fast and reasonably accurate results� The histogram inter�
section method is highly granular and it carries out a detailed comparison
of all the histogram bins in the �D color representation but is susceptible
to noise� The Reference Color Table method ���� can be considered as an
intermediate approach to the distance method and histogram intersection
approaches� which reduces the detail of histogram matching yet retains
the speed and robustness of the distance method�

In the Reference Color Table method� a set �table� of reference colors
is de	ned� This set of colors is selected such that all the colors in the
database are approximately covered perceptually� Table ��� shows a typ�
ical color table which we can be used� For every image in the database�
we can compute a histogram for this set of colors� �
 in this example� For
this purpose� each pixel in the color image is classi	ed against the colors
in the color table and assigned the nearest color� A simple city�block dis�
tance is used to compute the nearest color in the reference table� Then
the histogram of the pixels with the newly assigned colors is computed�
If the color table selected is good� the �new image� after assigning the
nearest color from the table� will perceptually be the same as the original
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Color R G B Color R G B

Black � � � SlateBlue ��� ��� ���

DarkBlue � � ��� LawnGreen ��� ��� �

Blue � � ��� PaleGreen ��� ��� ���

DarkGreen � ��� � LightCyan ��� ��� ���

Turquoise � ��� ��� Red ��� � �

SkyBlue � ��� ��� Maroon ��� � ���

Green � ��� � Magenta ��� � ���

SpringGreen � ��� ��� Orange ��� ��� �

Cyan � ��� ��� Pink ��� ��� ���

Brown ��� � � LightMagenta ��� ��� ���

Violet ��� � ��� Yellow ��� ��� �

MarineBlue ��� � ��� LightYellow ��� ��� ���

OliveDrab ��� ��� � White ��� ��� ���

Grey ��� ��� ���

Table ��� Reference Color Table

image� So� for this method� the color feature chosen is this reduced color
histogram based on the colors of the reference table� Therefore�

f � �
�� 
�� ���� 
n� ������

where 
i is the relative pixel frequency �with respect to the total number
of pixels� for the ith reference table color in the image� The size of the
reference color table is n� This feature is computed for all the images in
the database�

For a particular query image� the reference color histogram feature
described above is 	rst computed� Then� the image is matched against
all images in the database to obtain the similarity measure with each
image in the database� For computing the similarity� a weighted distance
measure is used

Dq�i � �
q
�fq � fi�� ������

which leads to

Dq�i �
nX
i��

�i

q
�
Qi � 
Ii �

� where �i �

�

Qi if 
Qi � 


I
i � �

� if 
Qi or 
Ii � �
������
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where fq and fi are the color features of the query image and database

image respectively� Note that 
Qi and 
Ii are the i
th reference color relative

pixel frequency of the query and database images respectively� n is the
number of colors in the reference color table� Note � is the weight factor
used� For a particular color� if both of the histogram bins are non�zero�
then the weight �i used is 


Q
i since we want to take the relative proportion

of color i in that image� If either of the corresponding histogram bins have
a value of zero �which means that color is missing�� then �i is taken to
be unity� In this case the relative di�erence of the two bins is used as a
push factor to separate the two images in the similarity measure� Again�
it is obvious here that the distance of an image from itself is zero�

����� The color clustering�based method

A comparison of the histogram intersection� distance and reference color
methods has been given in ����� The reference color table method was
found to be the best in terms of retrieval e�ciency� However� the drawback
of this method is that it requires a pre�de	ned set of reference colors which
can approximately cover all colors in the application� While this condition
may be satis	ed in some applications� in situations where there are on�
going additions�deletions to the database and where knowledge of colors
in the images is not available before�hand� such a technique will not give
good results� The reference color table method requires a representative
sample of all images stored in the database in order to select the reference
color table� For example� such a priori knowledge is impossible to obtain
in a trademarks database ����� Another color similarity technique based
on clustering ��� which does not need any knowledge about the colors in
the images to be handled is discussed next�

The cluster feature

The pixels of a color image can be regarded as points in the ��D color
space� Their coordinates are the values of the pixels� The chroma of syn�
thesized color images �also for natural images with a few dominant colors�
show continuity in the color space� Usually� since the number of objects in
an image is limited� the re�ection characteristics of each object in natural
light tends to be consistent and results as clusters in the color space� If we
perform clustering in the ��D color space� we would obtain a few clusters�
each cluster corresponding to one of the dominant colors in the image�
We can take a representative sample �e�g� the mean color� of all such
clusters and de	ne a new color feature representing the color information
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Figure ��� Block Schematic of the Clustering Algorithm

of the image� We also propose a new distance measure to compute the
color similarity between two images based on this feature� But before we
give the formal de	nition of our color feature and similarity measure� we
present the clustering algorithm which can be used to perform clustering
in color space� This algorithm is based on the method proposed in ��
��
An alternative method for clustering is ����

The clustering algorithm

A block diagram of the clustering algorithm is shown in Figure ���� The
input images are in RGB representation� Color image pixels can be re�
garded as points in the ��D color space� Now consider images such as
trademark images �basically images with a few dominant colors�� The
number of components in such an image is small and each component is
represented by one color� and the optical re�ection characteristics of each
component tends to be consistent� Thus� the color of each component
appears as one cluster in the color space� Color clustering can be used
to 	nd out these clusters and to assign a representative color to each of
these clusters�

Unfortunately� for a given set of color images� there is not enough infor�
mation about the number and population of clusters� Moreover� training
data is usually not available� Therefore� we make the assumption that each
color cluster has normal distribution with one peak and there is su�cient
distance between every two color clusters� In this case� the clustering op�
eration can be simpli	ed to a method for 	nding peaks and estimating
distribution parameters�

The distance measure is very important in clustering� The measure
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should be consistent with the visual resolution and should also be uni�
form in all directions in the entire color space� If we use the CIE ��
�
uniform color system �L�� u�� v��� the distance between two colors can be
calculated by the Euclidean distance

d�L�� u�� v�� � ��!L��� " �!u��� " �!v����
�
� ������

We now describe the initial clustering algorithm which does the peak
	nding in the ��D color space

�� Compute the RGB color histogram�

�� Find all the color peaks ���neighborhood maxima in the ��D color
space� using the histogram�

�� A peak corresponds to a color cluster� For each cluster� note the
RGB values and population from the histogram�

�� Sort the peaks in the descending order� based on the cluster popu�
lation�

�� Determine the number of peaks which do not have a very small
population�

�� If the number of peaks found in step � is less than in step ��
merge the very small clusters to their nearest color clusters� The
nearest cluster is computed based on the color�distance metric in
�L�� u�� v�� space� The representative color for this merged cluster
is the weighted mean of the two original clusters�


� For each pixel� compute the color distance to the di�erent clusters�
Assign the pixel to the cluster for which color distance is minimum�
Thus every pixel gets assigned to one of the clusters�

We now describe in detail the two major problems in reducing the clas�
si	cation error the design of the classi	cation method� and the utilization
of spatial information�

Design of classi�cation method

We have obtained the number of classes �clusters�� the coordinates of
center of each class� and the corresponding amplitude value through the
initial cluster analysis in the color space� For more accurate classi	cation�
Bayes classi	er is not applicable because the covariance matrices are not
available� We can use the minimum distance classi	er� Minimum distance
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classi	er makes an implicit assumption that all classes have the same
population� It is very often that within an image� the di�erence in number
of pixels for di�erent colors is quite large� In this case� the minimum
distance classi	er will result in large classi	cation errors� Hence� we use
a classi	er which takes care of population di�erences in the color space�
Suppose we have N samples to classify into M clusters ��� ��� � � � � �M �
each cluster being Gaussian distributedN�mi� �i�� containing Ni samples�
All clusters have the same covariance matrix� With the assumption that
Ni �� �� we have the optimal decision rule

d�x�mj�� �log�p��j�� � min
i
fd�x�mi�� �log�p��i��g ������

where d�� is the Euclidean distance from the sample to the center of class
�i calculated in the uniform color space� The ratio of the population of
class �i to the total samples� p��i�� can be calculated by the ratio of the
corresponding ith amplitude value to the total value� Ni�N � obtained by
clustering in the ��D color space�

Use of spatial correlation information

There has been a lot of research to improve the image classi	cation accu�
racy through the use of spatial information ����� These methods fall into
three main categories

�� Relaxation Methods� which represent spatial correlation informa�
tion by consistency coe�cients�

�� Contextual Classi	ers� which directly make use of spatial informa�
tion�

�� Use of image texture measure� together with the spectral data�

The 	rst two methods are very complicated and computation�intensive�
The third method does not seem to be applicable here� Therefore a pre�
dictive classi	er based on the Markov random 	eld model of image data
can be used� In the 	rst order Markov random 	eld� a pixel is closely
related to its two neighbors �top and left�� It means that the probability
that a pixel and its neighbors belong to the same color class is relatively
high� The following decision procedure is then applicable

Perform classi	cation using equation ���� in a raster scan or�
der� For the current pixel�
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� Record the class label of top and left neighbor pixels
�t and �l and compute corresponding distance measures
dt�� and dl�� �i�e� the distance of the pixel from the class
mean��

� Calculate the decision function dc�� which measures the
distance between the present pixel and its current class
�c� This distance dc�� is used for deciding the new label
for the current pixel� Then� if jdt�dcj  � then the pixel
is assigned class �t� otherwise class �l is given the same
consideration� If the pixel can not be classi	ed to either
class �t or class �l� it is classi	ed using equation �����

This method makes use of spatial correlation property of image data�
It also reduces the e�ect of noise in the clustering and saves considerable
computational time�

Cluster matching

Suppose we have an image I of size N pixels and assume that a clustering
operation on the image obtainsm color clusters� Each cluster Ci is de	ned
as follows

Ci � fRi� Gi� Bi� 
ig where i � �� �� � � � �m ������

where �Ri� Gi� Bi� is the representative color of the cluster �we use the
mean� and 
i is the fraction of the pixels in that cluster as compared to
the total number of pixels� i�e�


i �
Number of pixels � Ci

N
� ����
�

Now� we can de	ne the color feature of image I as

f I � fCi j i � �� �� ����mg ������

Ci refers to a cluster in the color space computed by some clustering
algorithm� Now this feature vector can be computed for every image and
stored in the database�

The similarity between a pair of images Q and I is given by a distance
function� d�Q� I�� It is not necessarily true that the two images to be
compared have similar or same number of colors� Assume that image Q
has m clusters and image I has n clusters and that m � n �the reverse
case can be similarly handled�� We 	rst compute the permutation function
P for Q which maps every cluster i of Q to the closest cluster �in color
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space� P �i� of image I� This permutation can be very easily computed�
as follows

�� Form the distance matrix G � �g�pq� � � p � m� � � q � n where
gpq � coldis�CQ

p � C
I
q ��

�� Find the minimum entry gxy in G�

�� P �x� � y�

�� Delete row x and column y �but do not change the index numbers
of the rows � columns of matrix G��

�� If G is empty �all rows and columns have been deleted� then stop
else go to step ��

The color distance in the above algorithm can be the simple euclidean
distance

coldis�CQ
p � C

I
q � � 	�RQ

p �RI
q�

� � �GQ
p �GI

q�
� � �BQ

p �BI
q �

�

�

� ������

If desired� the RGB representation could be converted to the ��
�
CIE color representation and the distance can be computed in the CIE
space using equation ����� The CIE space distance is perceptually a better
distance measure than the RGB space�

For computing the similarity� we use a weighted distance measure

D�Q� I� � �
q
�fq � fi�� ������

which leads to

D�Q� I� �

min�m�n�X
i��

�i

r
�
Qi � 
IP �i��

� "

min�m�n�X
i��

cdist�CQ
i � C

I
P �i�� ������

where

�i �

�

Qi if 
Qi � 


I
P �i� � �

� otherwise
������

and

cdist�CQ
i � C

I
P �i�� �

�
coldis�CQ

i � C
I
P �i�� if 
Qi � 


I
P �i� � �

� otherwise
������
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where fq and fi are the color features of the query image Q and

database image I respectively� Note that 
Qi and 
IP �i� are the i
th cluster�s

relative pixel frequency of the query and database images respectively� If
the number of clusters is not the same� the value of 
 � � is assumed for
the corresponding cluster of any unmatched cluster in the image with the
larger number of clusters�

The distance formula has two factors � the relative frequency of the
pixels of the corresponding clusters as well as the color distance between
the two clusters� Note that � is the weight factor used� For a pair of
corresponding clusters� if both the histogram bins are non�zero� then the
weight �i used is 


Q
i since we want to take the relative proportion of color i

in that image� If either of the corresponding histogram bins have a value of
zero �which means that it is an unmatched cluster�� then �i is taken to be
unity� In this case the relative di�erence of the two bins is used as a push
factor to separate the two images in the similarity measure� Therefore
the 	rst term �relative frequency term� represents the proportion of each
individual color in the image� This factor in the distance expression helps
to rank the images based on color similarity when the retrieved images
have either an unequal number of colors �more or less number of colors�
or a di�erent mix of proportions of the individual colors than the query
image� If the two corresponding clusters have exactly the same relative
frequency� then the color distance becomes the primary factor in deciding
the distance� It is obvious here that the distance of an image from itself
is zero�

As far as the computational complexity is concerned� both the cluster
method and the reference color table method require O�m�� time for a
m�m image for the feature computation �which is done only once�� For
the matching part� the reference color table requires O�L� time where
L is the size of the reference color table� The cluster method requires
O�pq� time for the matching� where p and q are the number of clusters
respectively in the two matched images� The actual time taken is not
very high since the number of dominant colors in an image is usually very
small�

����� Experimental results

We have implemented the cluster�based color matching algorithm in an
image information system and tested it on two databases� We 	rst used
one database of ��� airline trademark images and then tested on another
database of 
� �ag images of di�erent countries�

We designed the tests in this manner we picked �� query images each
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Matching Method Airlines DB Flags DB
T�� T��� T��� T��� T�� T��� T��� T���

Hist� Intersection ����� ��	�� ����� ����� ����� ��	�� ����
 ��
	


Distance Method ��

� ����� ���
	 ����� ��	�� ��
�� ����
 ���
�

Ref� Color Table ����� ���
� ���
� ����� ����� ���
	 ���

 �����

Cluster Matching ����� ���	
 ���
	 ����� ����� ���	� ����� �����

Table ��� Average E�ciency of di�erent methods over �� queries�

for both the databases which represented the population well� For each
of these query images� we manually listed the similar images found in the
database� Then we applied the techniques to each query image against
all the images in the database to obtain short lists of similar images� The
summary of results are presented in table ���� For any query� we de	ne
the e�ciency of retrieval� �T � for a given short list of size T as follows

�T �

�
n
N if N � T
n
T if N � T

������

where n is the number of similar images retrieved in the short list and N
is the total number of similar images in the database� Table ��� represents
the retrieval e�ciency� �T � for both the methods� averaged over �� queries�
We have presented the results for short list sizes of T � �� ��� �� and ���
It can be seen from table ��� that the e�ciency of the clustering method
is superior to that of the histogram intersection and the distance method�
While the e�ciency of the reference color method is better than the clus�
tering method� both are almost of the same order� This shows that if we
have a priori knowledge of the colors in the database� then one can use a
suitable reference color table to obtain good retrieval e�ciency� However�
in case where such information is not available� the clustering method is
very good since it can give almost a similar e�ciency� Figure ��� shows
a sample query image with the retrieved images for the airline database
with a short list of size T � � using the clustering method� The image
on the lower�right is the query image and the results of the query are pre�
sented as a � � � grid of image icons� The images are ranked from most
similar to least similar in a left�to�right and top�to�bottom scan order�
Any of these icons can be clicked in the system and the corresponding
image is displayed on the lower�left area�

����� Remarks

We have presented a brief review of color features for the purpose of im�
age retrieval� Three features were then described in detail� These meth�
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Figure ��� Retrieval Results for a Sample Query Image

ods although not invariant to lighting condition� are not very sensitive
to it� As long as the light is white light� variations in intensity should
not matter� This is because white light will ensure the same proportion�
ality of chromal re�ection� and hence preserve the color information� The
cluster�based method has the additional advantage that it can be used for
building e�cient indexes ���� This is because clustering can be viewed as a
generalized form of indexing ���� Moreover� it can be naturally combined
with shape measures ����� Finally� by noting the spatial coordinates �say
by the centroid� of the objects �corresponding to a blob of contiguous
pixels belonging to the same color cluster�� spatial information can also
be easily incorporated in this method ����� This color feature is being
incorporated in our Trademarks image database which uses shape� text
and phonetics as other features �����
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Texture Feature Extraction

Texture is an important element of human vision� Texture has been found
to provide cues of scene depth and surface orientation���� In computer
graphics people often map textures onto �D surface to achieve the stereo
e�ect� Texture analysis has been studied for at least �� years and applied
to problems of texture classi	cation� discrimination and segmentation�
What is texture� We recognize it when we see it� but it is di�cult to de�
scribe� For di�erent domain textures have di�erent appearance� So far no
one has given a universally accepted de	nition of texture� Figure ��� shows
some of the examples of Brodatz texture images ��� widely used in tex�
ture analysis literature� These textures may be considered as structured
or random placement of texture primitives���� But in unconstrained home
photos� textures often lack these primitives� In general� texture refers to
the presence of visual patterns or spatial arrangement of pixels that re�
gional intensity or color alone does not su�ciently describe� Texture may
have statistical properties� structural properties or both� Conceptually� it
is di�cult to make a concise de	nition for any texture� It is also di�cult
to obtain general mathematical model for various textures� For example�
sky seems to be homogeneous with little texture� grass land and trees
seem almost random but have di�erent scale of granularity and complex�
ity� while buildings have very strong structural characteristics and water
exhibits prominent orientation�

Even though extensive research work on texture has been done and
many technologies��� have been proposed and developed for the last three
decades� none has produced very clear solutions for the problem of tex�
ture analysis and classi	cation�
�� The existing texture analysis methods
can be categorized into statistical methods� signal processing methods�
model based methods and structural methods� There are also some other

��
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Figure ��� Some examples of Brodatz texture images

methods such as multi�resolution analysis and Wold decomposition��� ��
which are di�cult to categorize�

��� Discrete Cosine Transformed Texture

����� Discrete cosine transform

The 	rst method we used in our research to extract texture features
was the discrete cosine transform �DCT������ DCT is a traditional and
useful method in image processing� ��dimensional cosine transformation
is de	ned by

F �u� v� �
�C�u�C�v�

N

N��X
j��

N��X
k��

f�j� k� cos
��j " ��u�

�N
cos

��k " ��v�

�N
�����

f�j� k� �
�

N

N��X
u��

N��X
v��

C�u�C�v� cos
��j " ��u�

�N
cos

��k " ��v�

�N
F �u� v� �����

where�

C�u�� C�v� �

� p
�
� u�v��
� otherwise

Here we use block DCT because we are only interested in image regions�
and not the whole image� Due to the irregular edges of regions the block
size selected cannot be too large� and if the block size is too small it will
not cover the su�cient area including texture elements� Here the block
size is ������ Figure ��� shows the block DCT of the images in Figure ����
From these 	gures we found strong directionality in the DCT of buildings
and water � multi�direction for buildings and uni�direction for �D water
wave texture� For grassland� trees and sky there is no obvious direction�
ality in their DCT� Sky has less high frequency components comparing
to grass land and trees�
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Figure ��� Images of various textures

Figure ��� Block DCT of images in Figure ����

����� Texture feature based on discrete cosine transform

Let F �u� v� denote DCT of each block� Set F �u� v� � � to discard the
average gray scale since we are only interested in changes in pixel intensity
along with spatial positions� The three feature measures are given below

�� Texture Energy Measure

ENERGY �
M��X
u��

M��X
v��

jF �u� v�j �����

�� Directionality Measure

DIR �
M��X
u��

M��X
v��

tan���v�u�jF �u� v�j�ENERGY �����

If there is a horizontal strip in transformed space� the value of DIR
is close to �oC� if there is a vertical strip� the value is close to ��oC�
therwise it is about ��oC�

�� Directional Dispersion Measure

DISP� � �
Z �

�

�
PF ��� logPF ���d� �����
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where�

PF ��� �

Z R

�
jF �r� ��jdr�ENERGY �����

If there is obvious directionality in the transformed space� DISP�
approximates � otherwise it approximates maximum�

�� Frequency Dispersion Measure

DISPr �

Z R

�
PF �r� logPF �r�dr ���
�

where�

PF �r� �

Z �
�

�
jF �r� ��jd��ENERGY �����

����� Feature vector formation

If � denotes mean and � denotes standard variation� in each image region
we form the feature vector as ��ENERGY � �DIR� �DIR� �DISP� � �DISP� ��
For the images in Figure ���� feature vectors are

�����
� �
����� ������ ��
��� �������
������
 ������� �����
 ��
��
 �������
������� ���
��� ������� ������ �������

Obviously� the value of DIR of buildings is about ��oC� and DISP�
is small� It indicates that the DCT of buildings has strong directionality�
but it does not have uniform directions� such as in Figure ���� In contrast�
the texture of water has a prominent direction�

����� Test results

For these feature vectors the divergence measure between any two cate�
gories is calculated and illustrated in Figure ����
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Figure ��� Divergence measure for DCT texture features�

Using back propagation feed�forward neural network as the classi	er�
training ������� iterations� sum of square error is around ��� momentum
constant is ����� The classi	cation results for test images is

light sky blue sky grass land trees buildings water percent

light sky �� 	� � � � � ����
blue sky 	
 �� � � � � ��


grass land � � �	  � � ����
trees � � � 	� � � ����

buildings � � 	 � 	� � �	�
water � � � �  �� ����

The classi	cation results of all the images are listed below

light sky blue sky grass land trees buildings water percent

light sky 
� 	 � � � � ���

blue sky � 

 � � � 	 ��

grass land � � 	  � � 
���
trees � � � �� � � 
���

buildings � � 	 � �� � ����
water � � � �  
 ����

From these data we 	nd DCT texture feature can extract structure
information for buildings and water and their correct classi	cation rate
is relatively high� But for water it is still not good enough� This may be
because water surface is normally calm and has no waves at all�
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��� Wavelet Transformed Texture Feature

����� Wavelet Transform

Multi�resolution analysis techniques such as Gabor and wavelet
models���� ��� are most aligned with the mechanisms of human vision
and have attracted great attention in recent years� They often outperform
traditional methods� Multi�resolution analysis� as implied by its name�
analyzes the signals at di�erent frequencies with di�erent resolutions�
Wavelet transform��� is the transformation which decomposes a signal
with a set of real orthonormal bases �s�l�x� obtained through translation
and dilation of a kernel function ��x� known as the mother wavelet�

�s�l�x� � ��s������sx� l� �����

where s and l are integers� The scale index s indicates the wavelet�s
width and the location index l gives its position� The function ��x� must
satisfy the admissibility conditionZ �

��
j&���j�

�
d� � ������

where &��� is the Fourier transform of ��x�� Due to the orthonormal
property� the wavelet coe�cients of a signal f�x� can be easily computed
via

cs�l �

Z 	�

��
f�x��s�l�x�dx ������

and the synthesis formula

f�x� �
X
s�l

cs�l�s�l�x� ������

can be used to reconstruct f�x� from its wavelet coe�cients� Thus� the
continuous wavelet transform was computed by changing the scale of the
analysis window� shifting the window in position� multiplying by the sig�
nal� and integrating over all times� In discrete case it is convenient to
regard discrete wavelet transformation as passing a signal through a pair
of 	lters H and G with impulse responses h�n� and g�n� and downsam�
pling the 	ltered signals by two� The pair of 	ltersH and G correspond to
the halfband lowpass and highpass 	lters� respectively� and are called the
quadrature mirror �lters �QMF� in the signal processing literature� The
halfband 	ltering halves the resolution� but leaves the scale unchanged�
Then the 	ltered signal is downsampled by two since half the number of
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samples is redundant� The scale will be doubled after the downsampling�
One important property of the discrete wavelet transform is the relation
between the impulse responses of the lowpass and highpass 	lters� They
are related by the equation g�L���n� � ����nh�n�� where L is the 	lter
length� The two 	ltering and downsampling operations can be expressed
by

yH�k� �
X
n

x�n� � g��k � n� ������

yL�k� �
X
n

x�n� � h��k � n� ������

Of the many family of wavelets the most important one is that of com�
pactly supported orthogonal wavelets� In the discrete wavelet transform�
compactly supported wavelets correspond to FIR 	lters� Two popular
families of compactly supported wavelets are the Daubecheis wavelets
and Coifman wavelets ���� A major disadvantage of compactly supported
wavelets is their asymmetry� This property translates into nonlinear phase
in the associated FIR 	lters� In computing a DWT using a nonlinear phase
wavelet 	lters with 	nite�length data� a periodic �wrap�around� extension
is often used� This may cause artifacts at the borders due to the disconti�
nuity in the �wrap�around� borders� These artifacts can be avoided if the
linear phase wavelet 	lters and a ��ip�over� data extension are used� The
linear phase means the wavelet must be symmetric� which can be obtained
only if we are willing to give either compact support or orthogonality� If
both the symmetry and the compact support are wanted� biorthogonal
wavelets are inducted� When using biorthogonal wavelets� the QMF used
to compute a DWT are no longer an orthogonal pair� They are� however�
orthogonal to another QMF pair that are used to compute the inverse
DWT� The perfect reconstruction property is still preserved�

����� Feature vector formation

The 	lters designed by Ingrid Daubechies ��� are widely used� and have
been used in this research� Some Daubechies wavelet coe�cients are listed
in Table ���� For �D image signal� separable QMF 	lter bank is used to
decompose images� By iterating the four channel �D QMF 	lter bank on
the output of the low frequency� a pyramid�structured QMF 	lter bank is
constructed and a � scales �D pyramid wavelet QMF 	lter bank diagram
is given in Figure ���� In the 	gure Hxy denotes 	lter� and the 	rst sub�
script denotes horizontal direction highpass�H� or lowpass�L� 	ltering� the
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Figure ��� �D pyramid�structured wavelet QMF 	lter bank�

second subscript denotes vertical direction highpass�H� or lowpass�L� 	l�
tering� � � means downsampling by �� Figure ��� shows a ��scales wavelet
transformed image� The original image is decomposed into a low reso�
lution subimage�top left� and a series of detailed subimages� The low
resolution subimage is obtained by iteratively lowpass 	ltering the orig�
inal image and information lost in this process is retained in the detail
subimages� From the output of � channels a texture vector is computed
for each pixel by the magnitude of 	lter outputs� The feature vector of
interested region is represented by the mean and standard deviation of
the texture vector� The wavelet transforms of the images in Figure ���
are shown in Figure ���� Here we use the Daubechies wavelet transform
and the order is �� The coe�cients of the lowpass 	lter h�n� is shown in
Table ��� and the coe�cients of the highpass 	lter g�n� is calculated by
the equation g�L� ��n� � ����nh�n�� The frequency responses of these
two 	lters are shown in Figure ��
�
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Table ��� The 	lter coe�cients h�n��low�pass 	lter� for Daubechies
wavelets
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Figure ��� A wavelet transformed image�
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Figure ��� Pyramid�structured wavelet transforms of images in Figure
����

����� Performance evaluation and test results

Divergence measure for wavelet transformation mean value of each chan�
nel is given below and shown in Figure ���� Obviously� the mean values
alone have very poor separability
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Using variation of each channel as the feature vector the divergence

measure is calculated and illustrated in Figure ����� It is not unusual
that the divergence measures between classes light sky and blue sky� grass
land and trees are relatively small because they are similar in perception
respectively�
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Combination of mean value and variation can improve the separability

and the divergence measure is illustrated in Figure �����
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Figure ��� Divergence measure for DWT texture features�mean��
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Figure ���� Divergence measure for DWT texture features�variation��
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Figure ���� Divergence measure for DWT texture features�combination
of mean and variation��

Only the variation is used as the feature vector� After ������� train�
ing iterations� the sum of square error is close to �� and the momentum
constant is about ���� The classi	cation results for the test images are as
follows

light sky blue sky grass land trees buildings water percent
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If all the images including training data are classi	ed� the classi	cation
results are listed below
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When using the combination of mean and variation as the feature vector�
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the neural network converges very slow and there is no improvements in
the performance� Therefore� we discard the mean measures�

��� Texture Features Based on Second Moment

Matrix

A texture description proposed by Serge Belongie et al ��� models tex�
ture as a cone like HSV color space� The basic idea is to extract texture
features based on information obtained from the windowed image second
moment matrix� The 	rst step is to compute the gradient� denoted by
rI� using the 	rst di�erence approximation along each dimension� Then
the windowed image second moment matrix M��x� y� is computed via
the expressionM��x� y� � G��x� y� �rI��rI�T where G��x� y� is a ���
separable binomial approximation to a Gaussian smoothing kernel with
variance ��� At each pixel location�M��x� y� is a ��� symmetric positive
semide	nite matrix� thus it provides us with three pieces of information
about each pixel� Rather than work with the raw entries in M� � it is
more common to deal with its eigenstructure� Consider a 	xed � and
pixel location� let 
� and 
� �
� � 
�� denote the eigenvalue of M� at
that location� and let � denote the argument of the principal eigenvector�
When 
� is large compared to 
�� the location neighborhood possesses a
dominant orientation� as speci	ed by �� When the eigenvalues are com�
parable� there is no preferred orientation� and when both eigenvalues are
negligible� the local neighborhood is approximately constant� The polar�
ity is a measure of the extent to which the gradient vectors in a certain
neighborhood all point in the same direction� The polarity is de	ned as

p �
jE	 �E�j
E	 "E�

������

where�

E	 �
X

�x�y��

G��x� y��rI � 'n�	 ������

and

E� �
X

�x�y��

G��x� y��rI � 'n�� ����
�

�q�	 and �q�� are the recti	ed positive and negative parts of their argu�
ment� 'n is a unit vector perpendicular to �� and ( represents the neigh�
borhood under consideration� We can think of E	 and E� as measures
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Figure ���� Gradient of images in Figure ����

of the number of gradient vectors in ( are on the �positive side� and
�negative side� of the dominant orientation� respectively� Once a scale
� is selected� each pixel is assigned four texture descriptors the polar�
ity p� anisotropy � � 
��
�� normalized texture contrast �

p

� " 
� and

the doubled orientation ��� The mean and variation of these descriptors
in interested region form the feature vector� The gradient of images in
Figure ��� is shown in Figure �����

����� Performance evaluation and test results

Using theses features the divergence measure is as follows and shown in
Figure ����� We notice that the dissimilarities between less texture and
rich texture classes are high� and small among those textureless classes
or rich texture classes�
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Following are the classi	cation results for test images using UCB tex�

ture feature� training ������� iterations� sum of square error is around
��� momentum constant is ���
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If all the images including training data are classi	ed� the classi	cation
results are listed below
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Figure ���� Divergence measure for UCB texture features�
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��� Comparative Study

����� Comparison based on classi�cation

Individual method is always good at some aspects and bad at other as�
pects� When they are combined� they may complement each other�

����� Multiple features � combination of color and texture

As described in the previous sections� using these feature alone can achieve
the good results� It is natural to think that integration of these features
will achieve the better results������� Here we simply concatenate the re�
spective features to form a �� dimensional feature vector� The divergence
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Figure ���� Correct classi	cation rate comparison for test data�
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measure for this new feature is as follows

	BBBBB


light sky blue sky grass land trees buildings water

light sky � ��� ������� ����� 	
��� �����
blue sky ��� � 		�
�� 
� ���� ���	
grass land ������� 		�
�� � ��
� �
���� ���	�
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� � 
	� �
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��� ���� �
���� 
	� � 	���
water ����� ���	 ���	� �
	 	��� �

�CCCCCA
Because we use neural network as classi	er we need not care about

the weights for each component of the features� The network is four layer
feed�forward neural net� training ������ iterations� sum of square error is
around �� momentum constant is ����� and the classi	cation results for
the test images are

light sky blue sky grass land trees buildings water percent

light sky �� � � � � � ���
blue sky � ��  � � � ����

grass land � � �� � � � ����
trees � � � 	� � � ����

buildings � � � � 	� � ���
water � � � � � 	� 
��	

If all the images including training data are classi	ed� the classi	cation
results are listed below

light sky blue sky grass land trees buildings water percent

light sky ��� � � � � � ����
blue sky � ���  � � � ����

grass land � � � � � � ���
trees � � � �� � � 
���

buildings � � � � �� � ���
water � � � � � �� �	��

We 	nd the results are reasonably good� Let�s 	nd out which compo�
nent is more important in the feature vector by the following method� If
wij denotes the weight which connects the ith node of the input layer and
the jth node of the 	rst hidden layer� the following measure will indicate
the relative importance of components in the feature vector�

Wi �
X
j

jwij j ������

For the above mentioned feature vector� the Wis are f	��
��
�
�
�����
� �����	�� 		���
�� 	������� 	����
�� �	�	���� ����		��
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�������� �������� �������� �������� ���
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������� ����		
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��������
����� 	������ �������� 
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���� ���������
�������
� �

������ �������� ��������� ��
���

� ��������g� The 	rst ��
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Figure ���� Automatic cataloging results�

components are color features� and the next � components are wavelet
features� the next 
 components are discrete cosine transform features�
and the last � components are windowed image second moment matrix
features� These 	gures give two clues one is that windowed image second
moment matrix components play a more important role than others� and
the other is that the mean measure is a bit more important than variation
measure�

����� Retrieval test

Based on the multiple features mentioned above� two prototypes are im�
plemented and tested on a database containing ���� digital home photos�
The 	rst one is an automatic cataloging system as shown in Figure ����
and Figure ���
� A segmented image is presented to the system� For each
segment in the image multiple features are extracted� then the features are
fed into the trained classi	er to automatically catalogue the segment into
one of the prede	ned categories� If no category exists� it assumes the seg�
ment doesn�t belong to any of the prede	ned categories and �unknown�
is returned�

The second one is an object�based image retrieval prototype� which
support queries by high level concept �images of my family on a grass
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Figure ���
 Automatic cataloging results�

Figure ���� Query results by semantic descriptions�
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Figure ���� Query results by images�

Figure ���� Query results by visual objects�
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land�� and query by similar image content �in terms of object categories
and appearance�� The preliminary experimental results presented here
are based on the six de	ned objects Tree� Sky� Water� Field� Mountain
and Building� In this experiment� users submit the queries in three ways

�� Query by semantic descriptions Users submit queries by one or a
few semantic descriptions that describe the desired contents in im�
ages� The valid semantic descriptions are the object category titles
already de	ned in the system� From the vague instructions� it is
unlikely to accurately estimate the actual needs of the users due to
the variant appearances of objects�shown in Figure ������

�� Query by images Users submit queries by one or a few images� By
examining the contents in the image�s�� the system is able to esti�
mate the requirements of the users more speci	cally� As no speci	c
object is located� the estimation of the users� requirements is not
accurate�shown in Figure ������

�� Query by visual objects Users submit queries by pointing out one
or a few visual object�s� presented in images� which represent more
speci	c contents for the image retrieval� By the information ex�
tracted from the visual object�s�� the system is able to understand
the particular query requirements more accurately�shown in Figure
������
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Video Processing

Among the media delivered through the Internet� digital video is play�
ing an increasingly important role� Digital TV has been mandated as
the future of television in many countries� The most important is the
United States� where all TV broadcasts will be digital by ����� HDTV
broadcasts will start soon� and consumer HDTV sets are already selling
in the US� In recent years� the development of compression and network�
ing technology has enabled the creation of a large amount of digital video
content� Owing to the rapid increase in the size of digital video databases�
users are being provided with a very broad selection of video content� and
thus they require more �exible as well as powerful video handling tools�
Therefore� development of advanced video data management tools is a
very important area of research�

From the video production process to the storage of video data� video
data management is diverse and covers almost every aspect of audio� im�
age� text and other medium processing technique� For example� given a
video sequence� we can recompile it or attach it to another video� Both
image and audio content of the video could be manipulated using im�
age processing and audio processing techniques to obtain special results�
Also� image and audio content of interest could be extracted based on the
retrieval technique� Other kinds of manipulation include data protection�
data compression etc� In this chapter� we focus on the indexing of digital
video and its application on video retrieval�

Because of the temporal redundancy of video frames� segmentation of
video sequence into small partitions is always the 	rst step of video index�
ing� This is also the basis of most of the other processes� Since the video
data is very large� and with redundancy� it is very important to select one
image to represent a series of images having very similar content� Based

��
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on the conventional video production process� we can divide video into
scenes and shots which represent periods of continuous camera action�

Content based image retrieval systems like Core����� QBIC���� and
Virage��� have focused on the static low level features of images in a large
image and video database� While some other systems� Video�Book��
��
for example� have incorporated the motion feature� all of them stay at
the low�level feature stage� To advance to a level higher� video frame
structure should be analyzed� In this chapter� we will also talk about our
indexing method for this purpose� The main aim of our feature based
indexing work is to get the key points on each representative frame and
cluster them according to their motion features� Building a video retrieval
system based on such indexing method is our on�going work�

In this chapter� the video data characteristics and related techniques
are discussed in section �� An overview of the state of the art of current
research on video data management is presented in this section as well�
Section � presents a new method on content based representative frame
extraction� The criterion� the extraction process with experimental results
are described� The applications of video summary are also demonstrated�

��� Review of Video Processing Techniques

In this section� we will discuss the background of video processing tech�
niques and review the state�of�the�art of video processing techniques�
Since video processing covers a wide range of research topics� it is impos�
sible to discuss it in detail in this chapter� Therefore� we only concentrate
on the software related topics�

When we talk about video processing� the 	rst question we should
answer is �What is video�� While we focus on the visual content of video
data� the video is a medium which has both visual and audio content� In
this chapter� video refers to the visual content unless explicitly pointed
out�

����� Video features

Video is very di�erent from other media like text� audio� etc� These unique
features make watching a video generally more enjoyable� So� we base our
research on these features�

One feature of video is that it is a kind of non�alphanumeric data�
which can not be de	ned by a 	nite set of symbols� This can be seen from
its primitive production process� Using a video camera to record a scene
or using an audio recorder to record an audio signal does not usually
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require text or numeric representation� Therefore� description and repre�
sentation of video data usually go with similarity measurement� Actually�
the information existing in it is so large that it is almost impossible to
describe it using a 	nite set of words� This is a common feature of mul�
timedia� As far as this work is concerned� the objective of video analysis
is to use limited �words� to describe unlimited video content�

Another feature of video lies in its large volume� This large volume
requires a large space to store it� a large bandwidth to transfer it and
a long time to manipulate it� Therefore� video data usually exists in a
compressed manner� Video standards like MPEG� H���� etc� consider the
compression aspect as the most important part�

The third feature of video comes from its multi dimensional compo�
nents� Not taking audio content into account� if we regard the video frames
as two dimensional signal� then video is three�dimensional with the third
dimension coming from time� Because of its multi�dimensional feature�
video content is much richer than its components and thus provides more
information than them�

����� Video applications

Video has such a wide range of applications that today it is a part of our
daily life� Although researchers have tried to provide a general approach
to process video� because of the limitation of the available techniques�
most of them still provide solutions restricted to a special domain with
typical features� A model would usually be constructed to process a spe�
cial domain video� The solutions are usually ad hoc� but they are suitable
for some practical applications� Therefore� it is necessary for us to un�
derstand the class of a given video� The class of a video determines its
production process� content features� application areas and processing
methods�

Transport video� security video� etc� have been successfully developed
for scienti	c usage for a long time� The production process of these videos
is very largely with a 	xed camera position� Their production is passive�
Video content is also constrained and fairly well de	ned� For example�
the content of transport video mainly contains cars detected by a camera
when passing by it� the content of a security video mainly contains people
within the range of a camera� Unique background� few objects and simple
motion styles make object analysis easier for these videos than for other
kinds of videos�

The content of sports video and news video has a wider range� but it is
still highly structured� For example� soccer video would have a grass 	eld
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as background� the lines and gates in 	xed positions� the players wearing
conforming clothes� News video does not have 	xed background� but it
is temporally structured� Each part of news video has anchor�person�s�
sitting in a 	xed position� The structural content is very suitable for
model based content analysis�

The feature 	lm video is much more complex in content� Its main
purpose is to provide entertainment for people� Feature 	lm video has
subjects� plots and story units which convey information of high level� We
can also further classify the video into di�erent categories� like war movies�
western movies etc� Since the theme of this kind of video is to re�ect
human activities� it is featured with limited number of roles� As a result�
automatic searching of people in this kind of video is very important for
indexing�

����� Research areas

The emergence of video is due to the development of several closely re�
lated research areas� Video processing is a combination of techniques of
signal processing� data compression� computer vision� networking� etc�
In this chapter� we emphasize on the software aspect� Here� we classify
video processing into the following 	ve areasindexing and retrieval� data
management� representation�interaction and data compression�
Indexing and Retrieval� We always begin the video data analysis by
dividing it into small partitions� This makes it easier to access video
data� Therefore� devising a fast algorithm to partition video is a very
important issue� On the other hand� how to organize the indexed data into
a proper database is also important� Because it will determine the way
of accessing the data� With the indexed data� diverse retrieval methods
could be implemented� The underlying issue here is how to measure the
similarity of images� sequences� etc and how to present retrieval results�
Data Management� Editing of video data is part of video production
process� Before the video data is 	nally assembled� data insertion� data
cutting and e�ect processing are usually needed� We can group the man�
agement of indexing and retrieval data into this area as well� A powerful
video data management system is the basis of other video applications�
Representation� Once the content of the video is indexed� it is necessary
to represent it� The representation of video data could be icons� text� or
other kinds of content transformations� Semantic summarization of video
plots� story units also belong to this issue� Whether transforming video
content into a di�erent domain or not� representation of video data is to
describe it in a more compact way� temporally� spatially or both�
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Interaction� With the interactive tools� users can fully utilize the video
data� The function of user interface is as important as the function of video
data itself� The user interface includes the ways a user plays or browses
a video� It can also include the ways of querying and representing video
content� By interacting with video systems� users can be more active in
accessing video data�
Compression� Data compression technique is always an important issue
in video processing� When we talk about data compression techniques�
we refer not only to the compressing of large amount of data� but also to
the processing of video data in the compression domain� The objective
of the latter is to improve the processing speed by avoiding the decoding
process� This approach is receiving more and more attention recently�

����� State of the art review

In this section we will discuss about the state of the art of the research
areas related to video processing�

Video segmentation

While Sun ���� developed an algorithm to extract representative frames
without shot detection� most other researchers have focused on shot de�
tection� The basic assumption of shot detection is that low level features
of frames at shot boundaries would change abruptly and high above those
in other places�

Techniques involved in shot detection are pixel di�erences� statistical
di�erences� histogram comparisons� edge di�erences� compression di�er�
ences and motion vectors� Comparison of these techniques could be found
in ����

Zhang ����� Shahraray���� and Hampapur ���� applied the pixel di�er�
ence technique between two consecutive frames as metric to detect shot
boundaries� The di�erences were computed upon individual pixels� or im�
age regions� or chromatic images of the two frames� When the di�erence
exceeded a threshold� a cut or shot boundary was declared� The method
was sensitive to camera motion� In ����� images were broken into regions
and the statistical measures of those regions were compared to get frame
di�erences� This method tolerates noise� but it was slow and might gener�
ate a lot of false positives� Nagasaka ����� Swanberg ����� Zhang ����� Ueda
����� applied histogram comparison technique to detect shot boundaries�
The bin�wise di�erence between the color or gray level histograms of two
frames was computed in di�erent ways in their work� Threshold was also
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set for detection�
Little ����� and Arman ��� detect shot boundaries in the compression

domain� Di�erence in the size of compressed frames and coe�cients were
used to detect change� This method avoids the need to decompress video
frames� so the detection process can be speeded up�

Zabih ���� use edge detection technique to detect di�erent kinds of
video boundaries� Since the method detect the edge feature of images� it
is less sensitive to motion and scaling�

Zhang ����� Ueda ���� and Shahraray���� applied motion vectors in their
shot detection work� Because motion vector information can be obtained
from MPEG videos� this method will also speedup processing� However�
because the MPEG video use a strategy which may lead to wrong motion
estimation� the performance of block matching is not very good�

Video indexing

Our primary concern of the indexing technique is with the retrieval of
video information� We classify related techniques into high level� low level
and model based areas�

The high level indexing techniques like those of Davis���� and Dav�
enport ��� provided global representations and archives for retrieval of
video content in a layered or annotated way� Bimbo ��� also developed a
symbolic language to represent spatial relationship between objects�

The low level indexing techniques utilize the segmentation techniques
mentioned above to index image sequences� In the system of ����� the
motion properties of objects was adopted for indexing� Motion vectors
were mapped into spatio�temporal space and the relevant trajectories
were used for vector groups� In the system of ���� one frame from each
detected shots was extracted to index a video� Based on the so called R�
frames� browsing and retrieval could be achieved� In ����� 	xed percent of
video frames were extracted to index the whole video� The frames could
be extracted using di�erent kinds of low level features�

Video retrieval

Retrieval of images from a video database is similar to the retrieval of
images from a image database if we do not consider the dynamic feature
of video content� Therefore� the techniques developed by systems like
CORE����� QBIC���� and Virage��� still work on video images� Some of
their developers claim that their systems are for both images and videos�

In ���� ��
�� ����� etc� motion feature was considered� For example� in
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the Video�Book��
� system� low level image features as well as motion are
used for the comparison of di�erent video sequences� In ����� the motion
trajectories are detected and indexed� The object motion styles could be
retrieved based on the indexed data�

Video representation

Video frames can be sub�sampled or mixed to represent video content� If
segmentation is for the indexing of video data� representation provides a
concrete way to index or to describe video content� In the IMPACT�����
for example� a global structured view of a video document was intro�
duced� In ���� and ����� automatic construction of images representing
video content was proposed�

Video summary

A digital video is usually very long� therefore it is important to summarize
its content for a variety of uses� In this chapter� we propose a method of
summarizing which is based on our representative frame extraction tech�
nique� Representative frames plus its a number of following frames will
provide a kind of summary with a dynamic feature� In ���� and ����� the
methods of abstracting of video shots into similar clusters were proposed�
Their objective was to describe the video content in structures� The ulti�
mate objective of video summary is to provide semantic analysis of video
content�

Video compressed domain manipulation

Manipulation of video data in compressed domain will speedup a video
data processing because it will avoid the decoding of compressed data
into the uncompressed domain�

Shen ����� Smith ��
�� Chiptprasert ��� and Chang �
� have proposed
methods for processing video images in DCT domain� The methods could
realize common image processing techniques like 	ltering� translation�
scaling etc�

Zhang ����� Arman ��� and Yeung ���� have proposed methods of in�
dexing video in compressed domain� Because the temporal segmentation
of video frames is to 	nd changes of content and the changes of content
are re�ected by the changes of the coe�cients in the compressed domain�
in ��� compression coe�cients are used to detect shot boundaries� Since
the indexing technique does not require exact image matching� some re�
searchers� like ����� tried to speed up processing using degraded images
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by eliminating parts of coe�cients�

��� Content�Based Representative Frame Ex�

traction and Video Summary

A digital video is temporally very long� requiring a large storage capacity�
Therefore� given a long video� a user would like to obtain a pre�determined
	xed number of important frames to describe the video� This would help
the user in getting an approximate idea of the video content� This num�
ber can be � or �� percent of the total number of frames in the original
video� Such a request is reasonable since a video normally contains much
redundant information� The objective of this work is actually to tempo�
rally compress a digital video for a given length criterion� In this chapter�
we will discuss how to achieve this objective by using our adaptive clus�
tering method� We will also show its applications on content�based video
browsing and summary�

����� De�nition

While much work has been done on video indexing and browsing� the work
of extracting a 	xed number of important frames from a given video has
not been addressed by researchers� Here� we term the important frames as
representative frames �R�frames�� Some researchers call them key frames
as well�������� The representative frames therefore should re�ect the con�
tent changes of a video� Even now� automatic understanding of image
and video content in terms of semantics is not possible� So video process�
ing is still based on low�level features like color� motion� shape� texture
etc������ As a result� in this chapter we also base our analysis on these
low�level features� However� unlike shot detection� our work is not based
on the assumption that all kinds of low level features like color� motion�
shape� texture� etc� change somewhat abruptly at shot boundaries� For
extracting representative frames� our result depends on the selected low�
level feature of interest� This is because each di�erent low�level feature
changes in a di�erent manner even in the same video� For example� in a
soccer game� the most dynamically changing low�level feature is motion
and not color� The above requirements can be formally described as

Given

� an ordered set of input digital video sequence V with cardinality
N � V � F�� F�� ���� FN � where F�� F�� ���� FN are the frames of V �
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� a ratio � such that �  �  ��

� low�level content P of fcolor� motion� ���g�
To extract
a set of output frames V � with cardinality of N ��

V � � fRp�� Rp�� ���RpN �g �����

where�

� N � � N  ��
� Rp�� Rp�� ���� RpN � � V � are the representative frames of V with re�
spect to feature P �

� V � � V �

So� basically given a digital video V having N frames� we would like
to extract an N � cardinality subset of frames which best represents the
content P of the video V �

����� Related work

An example of early work on video content analysis was carried out by
Connor����� Speci	c object changes are detected for key frames� Mills
���� applied the temporal sub�sampling method in their �magni	er tool��
Finkelstein ���� utilized a multi�resolution method for video browsing�
which can both spatially and temporally subsample a video sequence�

After the development of shot detection techniques� researchers would
select one frame�usually the 	rst frame� from a shot to represent the
entire shot� One example of such work is the content�browsing system by
Arman ���� Boreczky ��� compared shot boundary detection techniques
such as pixel di�erences� statistical di�erences� compression di�erences�
edge track tracking etc� Using shots as the basic unit is not enough for
detailed video analysis� so other researchers have focused their work on
	nding representative frames�

In Zhang ����� color and motion features are utilized for key frame
extraction based on shot detection� For the color feature based criterion�
the 	rst frame is used both as a reference frame and as a key frame in the
beginning� The distances to this frame from the subsequent frames are
computed� When the distance exceeds a given threshold� a new represen�
tative frame is claimed and the claimed frame serves as the new reference
frame for the following frames� For the motion feature based criterion�
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mainly two types of motions � pans and zooms are detected� The 	rst
and the last frame of a zooming process are taken as key frames� For the
panning process� key frames are extracted depending on the scale of pan�
ning� The aim of this work is not to solve the problem we put forward�
but it is a large step beyond the usual one key frame per shot methods
of video description�

Smith ���� have proposed a method of selecting key frames based on
audio� image and text� The audio track is created based on keywords� The
image frames are selected using a ranking system which regards faces or
text as most important� static frames following camera motion the second
important� etc� Though the integration of speech� language and image
information is the best way to understand a video� the generation of key
frames based on such a technique still requires manual intervention and
there is a lot of scope for further improvement�

Until now� most of the previous work on video parsing was based on
the shot detection technique� Detection of shot comes naturally from the
video production process but it is di�cult to accurately detect all shot
boundaries in a video� While Hampapur ���� proposed using post pro�
duction editing frames to detect shot boundaries� advanced video editing
techniques can blur the shot boundaries as well� The morphing technique�
for example� can process a video in a way that even humans cannot 	nd
the explicit shot boundaries in it� One example of such a video is em�
ployed in our experiment in section ������ Therefore� the question arises
� can we e�ectively extract representative frames without detecting the
shot boundaries�

To meet the above considerations� in out work we propose the CBAC
technique that can extract a 	xed number of representative frames from
a video without shot detection� Di�erent fractions of a video possessing
di�erent number of frames can thus be computed based on any desired
low�level feature� When required� they can be retrieved and utilized for
diverse applications�

����� Extraction of representative frames

Suppose a user is asked to select some important frames of a video based
on a typical low�level content like color� motion� shape or texture� He
will probably make the choice based on the amount of change of the low�
level content� In the places where there are more changes he will choose
more frames and will choose a lesser number of frames where there is less
content change� In fact� the work of extracting representative frames is
based on such an assumption�
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Spatial feature of video frames

If we use an M�dimensional feature to analyze a video� each frame of the
video maps to a point in the Euclidean space EM � The visual similar�
ity between any two frames is well re�ected by the distance between the
two corresponding points in the space� Thus the entire sequence of video
frames maps to a set of points in theM �dimensional space� The temporal
succession of the frames in the video traces a corresponding trajectory
of points in the feature space� Thus the video begins from a point which
corresponds to the 	rst frame and the temporal sequence of frames subse�
quently traces a path through the points in the space� When the content
of frames changes quickly� the path also moves quickly with a larger step
size between the points� When the feature changes slowly� the points are
also more closely spaced on the path� The feature could be color� motion�
shape or texture� We base our work on color� As histogram is a good
tool ����for video processing� we describe our algorithm using histogram�
However� it must be noted that our technique is more general and can be
used with the other low�level content with appropriate feature measures�

Given two M bins color histograms of two images� the distance metric
for image retrieval is as followed����

D��X�O� � �X �O�TA�X �O� �
MX
i��

MX
j��

aij�Xi �Oi��Xj �Oj� �����

where A�aij� is an M  M matrix� and aijrepresents the proximity
of the bin i and j� Xi and Ojdenotes the histogram value of X and
O respectively� When A is an identity matrix� equation ����� yields the
Euclidean distance�

In our implementation� to save computational time without degrading
performance����� we use the gray�level histogram city�block distance as
the metric

Dc�X�O� �
M��X
i��

jXi �Oij �����

If we use the 	rst frame of a video as the reference frame and compute
the distances of this frame to all the subsequent frames� we can map all
the frames to a one�dimensional discrete signal� This method is similar to
����� except that only the 	rst frame of the whole video rather than the
	rst frame of each shot is selected as the reference frame�

Suppose O is the histogram of the 	rst frame of a video and we use it
as the reference frame� X is the histogram of a randomly selected frame
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from the same video� Given a constant � � �� if the video moves on a
hyper�cube

MX
i��

jXi �Oij � � �����

then� such distance measurement can not detect any change� For the sake
of simplicity� in Figure ��� we assume M � � and O�A�B�C are frames
of a video� So all the points are located on the same plane� If we use O as
a reference point� because OB�AC� on the line ABC we can not detect
any distance change� Actually� we can see that the distance between A
and C is even larger than that of OA� Figure ��� shows an example video

Figure ��� Examples of video trajectories in the feature space� M � ��

with such a problem� A test video �skate� starts with a black picture
whose histogram is O � �S� �� ������ where S is the number of pixels of
each frame� If we use the M �bin histogram for analysis� then according
to equation ����� we can obtain

Dc�X�O� �
M��X
i��

jXi �Oij � �S � �X� �����

This will re�ect changes only of the 	rst bin of each frame� In the begin�
ning� for more than ��� frames� X� is very similar� so the above distance
will not detect change although the real content �and the value of other
bins� changes a lot�

Similarly� we can also apply this analysis to the Euclidean distance
measure �the problem occurs when the points corresponding to frames
move on a hyper�sphere in the feature space� and equation ������ Although
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The Distances to the First Frame

Frame � Frame ��

Figure ��� Part of experiment result on �skate�

the severity of the above problem may vary with the metric selected�
since a video is generally very long� the overall possibility of the problem
occurring is still signi	cant�

In ����� the 	rst frame of each shot is used as the reference frame in the
beginning and its distances to the subsequent frames are computed� When
the distance exceeds a given threshold� a representative frame is claimed
and the claimed frame serves as a new reference frame� By changing
the reference frame intermittently� the errors due to the above problem
may be limited� However� the above problem still persists� In the case we
require a very small fraction of frames to be extracted� it will require a
big threshold� So it is possible that this may introduce large errors�

Also� if we want to extract a 	xed pre�determined number of frames
from a video� then it will be very di�cult to control the output number by
controlling the threshold� Moreover� our aim is to extract representative
frame without shot detection� Therefore� we would like to pursue other
solutions which can avoid these di�culties�

Using clustering method for extraction of representative frames

As described earlier� the temporal sequence of frames of a video maps
to a trajectory of points in the feature space� The nature of the spatial
distribution of the points corresponding to a video can be described as
clusters connected by abrupt or gradual changes� During most of the time�
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the trajectory will move around in a small cluster� It is impossible for all
the frames in a video to be spatially far apart and thus have unrelated
content� because the frames of a video work together to convey meaningful
information� This nature of the distribution of points provides a sound
basis for our clustering technique�

Clustering Criterion If we regard a video V as the set of N points
in the multi�dimensional feature space� then the representative frames in
fact divide V into N � clusters� We call such clusters units in the context�
The units are temporally contiguous and they are delineated by the rep�
resentative frames Rp� to RpN � � According to equation ������ we can also
use the units to describe V as

V � U� � U� � ��� � U �
N �����

where�

� Ui � Rpi� Rpi�� ���� Rp�i	��� i � ��� N ��

� � is the temporal concatenation operation
Since we are analyzing the feature�points trajectory of a video in tem�

porally localized regions� it is possible to use the change between consec�
utive representative frames to represent the change within a unit� Given
a unit Ui and a selected feature P � we de	ne the unit change as following

Change�Ui� � Dc�Rpi� Rp�i	��� ���
�

From the optimization point of view� given a selected feature� the objec�
tive of representative extraction is to divide a video into units that have
very similar unit changes� Our algorithm should thus try to make the unit
changes as similar as possible� This can be described as to minimize

N ���X
i��

N ���X
j�i	�

jChange�Ui�� Change�Uj�j �����

Therefore� we base our algorithm on this criterion� We begin the algorithm
with 	nely divided units which are classi	ed into two clusters after each
iteration� And then the units are modi	ed by deleting redundant frames
from the units of one of the clusters so as to make the unit changes
similar� This clustering and deletion process is carried out several times�
The algorithm thus iteratively converges to the desired number of units
in an adaptive way based on the content change within units�

Adaptive extraction process The whole process of our clustering
algorithm is shown in Figure ���� Here� we will provide the description�
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For a given video V with length N � suppose we want to extract N �

representative frames� The feature �in this work we use histogram� of
each frame in V is computed 	rst� This algorithm works in an iterative
fashion� We start initially with all the frames of the video and iteratively
drop frames till the desired result is obtained�

The sequence of the video frames is partitioned into small units whose
length are all L� All the units are temporally consecutive� Figure ���
shows the partitioning with L � � and L � � respectively� The units
for L � � are f��� �� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� 
� ��g� In each unit� the unit
change is computed� which is the distance between the 	rst frame and
the last frame of the unit� The computed changes stand for each unit
and they construct an array of length K � d�N��L � ��e� Because our
objective is to extract representative frames according to frame content
changes� the changes do re�ect the actual degree of content change in all
the units� This is because the distance metric is computed in a temporally
localized region� By sorting the unit changes in an ascending manner� we
get an array which represents the general content change of the video� The
elements which are located in the beginning part of the array represent
the frames where there are small changes� while the units in the later part
consists of frames having large changes�

By selecting a ratio �  r  � we cluster the array into two clusters
according to the value of unit change� The 	rst cluster comprises of the
smallest elements of the array and its length is K  r� here we call it the
small�change cluster� The rest of the elements comprise the large�change
cluster�

If the change of a unit belongs to the currently large�change cluster�
then we take all of its frames as part of the current extracted representa�
tive frames� If the change of a unit belongs to the small�change cluster�
then we will delete all the frames except the 	rst and the last frames from
the unit� The 	rst and the last frames are retained as part of the current
extracted representative frames� After the deletion process� K r �L���
frames will be deleted�

Suppose the number of frames left is N ��� If N � � N ��� then our desired
result is obtained and we can stop the algorithm� If it is not true� we can
dynamically regroup all the retained frames as a new video and repeat
the last procedure�

With the decrease in the number of frames for comparison� small units
are consequently clustered together� A unit will physically span across
more frames in the original video� So it will adaptively represent a larger
range of frame changes in the original video� The smaller the number we
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Figure ��� Adaptive clustering algorithm
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Figure ��� Sequence partitions

desire� the more times the algorithm would adaptively repeat the pro�
cedure� After each iterative process� there will be frames deleted from
the sequence� so the overall number of frames left will decrease each time�
Therefore� no matter how small a number may be required� the algorithm
will adaptively and iteratively converge to the desired requirement�

Throughout the algorithm� shot boundaries do not need to be de�
tected� The algorithm will automatically converge� So� an adaptive way
of extracting is achieved�

Selection of Parameters
As the whole extraction process is basically unsupervised� the result

will depend on the proper selection of the parameters L and r�
�� Selection of L
If L � �� the distance is in fact consecutive frame di�erence� Consec�

utive frame di�erence has been successfully applied for shot detection�
but it is not suitable for 	nding representative frames� As illustrated in
Figure ���� assume on line GH are ten frames of a video� They are labeled
� to �� Their positions are shown as ticks on the line in the 	gure� Each
step in 
 � � is larger than those in ��
� Suppose we want to select �
frames from G�H and use consecutive frame di�erence as measurement�
we would delete all the frames in ��
� However� the overall distance from
��
 is actually even larger than that of 
��� so we should extract at least
one frame in ��
� The failure of consecutive frame di�erence arises from
the fact that it loses the cumulative change information in a video�

In general� if we use a large L� the algorithm will converge very fast and
it will save a lot of computation time� In the beginning of the algorithm�
a large L will not degrade result� However� if the required number is
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very small� the algorithm will iterate many times� With the iterations of
the algorithm� the unit will in the end may physically span across many
frames� Consequently� the smaller the L is� the better the result quality
will be� Table ��� shows the frame numbers extracted from our test video
�news�� Its content is listed in Table ���� Required representative number
is N � � ���  ���� � �
� When L � �� the main information is indeed
extracted by the algorithm but when L � �� frames of section � are all
missed� In practice� if a video is very short� then we use L � � in the
algorithm� If the video is very long� then we use a variable L� In the
beginning of algorithm� we let L � � and when the extracted number
drops to no more than ��# of original video� we then change L to ��

L r Nr Representative Frames

 �� �� � �� �
 �
 ��� ��� ��� ��
 ��� ��� 	�
 	�� 	�� �� �� ��

� �� �� � �� �
 �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��
 	�� 	�� �� �� �� �� ��

Table ��� The extracted frames of �news�� N���
� Nr is the actually
extracted number� The positions of the frames for L � � and L � � are
displayed in Figure ����e and ����f respectively�

�� Selection of r
If L � � or �� then � or � frames in each unit of the small�distance

cluster will be deleted after the execution of one loop of the iterative
algorithm� Accordingly� if before the iteration the retained number is N ���
then after the iteration� around

N ����  r  � � N ��  r  ����� for L � �

N ����  r  � � N ��  r  ����� for L � � �����

number of the frames will be deleted�
In many cases� it is really not critical that the number of extracted

representative frames is strictly equal to the required number� Assume
that the maximum allowed error is ��#� Then we can calculate that the
maximum allowed r is

r � ��������� � ��� for L � ��

r � ��������� � ��� for L � � ������

Since the bigger the ratio r� the faster the algorithm converges� we try to
use the largest r that we can possibly use in our algorithm� In practice�
we select a r � ��� in our work�
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Experimental results

As our aim is to extract representative frames without shot detection�
here we classify the videos into two types� one type is the video with
explicit shot boundaries and the other is without explicit boundary� We
provide experimental results on the two types of videos to see how the
algorithm works e�ectively�

Section Range Content Section Range Content

� ��� The �rst
man�s head
is moving

� ������ The second
man�s head
is moving

� ����� The �rst
girl�s head is
moving

� ������ The third
girl�s head is
moving

� ����� The second
girl�s head is
moving

Table ��� The content of �mjackson�

Section Range Content Section Range Content

� ���
 Two anchor
persons are
speaking

� �
����� An o�cial
is
commenting

� ������ The 	rst
girl
is receiving
award

� ������� The second
girl
is receiving
award

� ������� A man is re�
ceiving
award

� ��
���� The
third girl is
receiving
award

Table ��� The content of �news�


� Video without explicit shot boundaries
The content of our test video �mjackson� is shown in Table ���� The

morphing technique has been used in the video sequence� The changes
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Figure ��� The representative frames in Figure ����e of �mjackson�

Figure ��� The representative frames of Figure ����e in �news�

Figure ��
 The CBAC MPEG video player
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Figure ��� Experiment result on �mjackson�� The vertical lines in b�
c� d and e represent the positions of extracted representative frames�
L � �� r � ���

across the sections are gradual and it is very di�cult even for human be�
ings to de	ne precisely where the shot boundaries exist� So� we only give a
rough boundary in the table� There have been a lot of techniques proposed
by researchers on video segmentation� yet none of them has claimed work
on this kind of video� Figure ����a shows the consecutive frame histogram
di�erences of �mjackson�� If we apply the threshold method proposed in
Zhang ����� apparently we can not detect any shot boundary in it� How�
ever� using CBAC� we successfully extract representative frames from the
video according to content changes� When required number reaches � per�
cent length of the original video� the main information of the video is still
captured very well in the representative frames�

�� Video with explicit shot boundaries
Table ��� shows the content of our test video �news�� In section � and

�� there are only people speaking and the video content changes very little�
This can also be seen in Figure ����a which shows the distances to the
	rst frame for all frames in the video� The result shows that though the
two sections are much longer than other sections� the number of extracted
representative frames from them are smaller than all other sections for all
the fractions selected� Representative frames are extracted with respect to
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Figure ��� Experiment result on �news�� The vertical lines in b� c� d
and e represent the positions of extracted representative frames for L �
�� r � ��� The vertical lines in f represent the positions of extracted
representative frames for L � �� r � ���

the changes of content selected� shown in Figure ���� We can also see from
the 	gure� that although we do not explicitly segment a video into shots�
the algorithm automatically produces representative frames following the
change of shots� Therefore� it can re�ect the content of the video very
well�

����� Application of representative frame extraction tech�
nique

To gather information from videos� we go back and forth between three
stages grazing� browsing and watching����� In the grazing stage� the user
is passive� just waiting for interesting information to appear� In the brows�
ing stage� a user interactively searches for information with no speci	c
target in mind� In the watching stage� a user concentrates on understand�
ing information� Since video data is usually very large� before starting a
video and begin the understanding stage� it is worthwhile to spend some
time getting a general idea about its content� After the extraction of rep�
resentative frames� we obtain a subset which represents the important
content of a video very well� It therefore provides a good basis for the
development of video reviewing tools� Based on our content�based repre�
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sentative frame extraction technique� we have developed a CBAC video
player system which has the functions of content based browsing and
content�based video summary�

Content based video browsing

The functionality of content�based browsing is often compared to the
function of a video cassette recorder�VCR�� It is the next logical step
beyond simple browsing using the fast�forward�rewind �FF�REW� but�
tons� After the development of shot detection techniques� many e�orts
have been made by researchers on how to provide an e�ective browsing
tool� These e�orts range from using a representative frame in a shot in
Arman ���� to the clustering of shots by Yeung ���� and Zhong ����� to
the clustering of story units of Yeung ����� All of the development of
such browsing techniques concentrates on providing a general structural
description of a video�

In practice� a user mostly wants to use the VCR�s fast forward and
rewind functions� The user may just want to skip over some uninterest�
ing sequence of frames when watching a video� Because within a shot
there maybe many changes� skipping a shot will probably not meet the
requirement of the user� The user in fact would like to skip to the next
interesting part of a video�

Zhang ���� have proposed a way for extraction of frames from a video
for content�based video browsing� But their work does not provide a way
to obtain a 	xed number of frames for video description� Based on our
CBAC technique� we make such a function possible� As the representative
frames with respect to a content have been computed and indexed� we
can let the user select on�line his feature of interest and the percent of
representative frames he would like to use for skipping� The user is thus
provided with a very �exible tool�

Content�based video summary

Browsing tools provide interactive functions which help users to get hi�
erarchical views of a video� from a global view to a detailed one� The
interactive functionality of a browsing tool is very useful� However� the
interaction process itself involves a lot of feedback between the user and
the computer� There can be anywhere from ��� to ���� shots per hour
in a typical video program ���� If one frame of each shot is selected from
the video� it will compose a very large structure graph� So� traversing
the graph is still very time consuming for many end users� Therefore�
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many users would prefer a grazing view over the traversal of a browsing
structure�

Zhang ���� have proposed a way of 	nding representative frames within
a shot� The extracted frames are output sequentially for video review�
However� from the process of frames extraction we can see that these
frames are of di�erent content�

From our experiments we have found that if a sequence of unrelated
pictures is output sequentially at the normal frame rate� the user will 	nd
it very di�cult to grasp some information from it� In our content�based
video summary� we use the representative sequences which is composed
of a representative frame plus its several successive frames to describe a
video� The length of the following frames is called the smoothing factor
and can be tuned by a user to obtain a smooth output� If we use equation
����� to describe representative frames� then representative sequences can
be described as 

V �� � V� � V �
� � ���V �

N �

� fRp��� Rp��� ���� Rp�Sg �
fRp��� Rp��� ���� Rp�Sg � ���
fRpN ��� RpN ��� ���� RpN �Sg ������

where�

� S � �� is the smoothing factor

� V �
i � fRpi� Rpi�� ���� RpiSg� is the representative sequence of Rpi of
feature P � i � ��� N ��

� V �
� � V

�
� � ���� V

�
N �andV �� � V

� � is the temporal concatenation operation

So� given a video V � we can obtain the representative frames by using
CBAC with an appropriately speci	ed ratio� These representative frames
can be augmented by �S� successive frames and this entire concatenated
sequence constitutes the summary video of V � If S � �� then V �� � V �

and the result is the representative frame sequence� From our experiments�
we 	nd that to obtain a visually pleasing result� S � � is the smallest
smoothing factor required�
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MPEG video player

The video browsing and summary technique has been incorporated in
our CBAC system� The system works on the Sun Solaris system and has
been written in C using Motif �The software is written based on Brown�s
MPEG decoders� which is written around the Berkeley�s decoders�� The
user interface of the system is shown in Figure ��
�

The representative frames pre�computed at di�erent percents and on
di�erent features are indexed for a given MPEG video� When a user
opens a video 	le in the system� he has three choices play� summary and
browsing� If he only wants to play the video� he can set the �Ratio� to
���# and click the play button�

If the user wants to perform a content�based reviewing� then he has
to select his content of interest by changing the �Feature� 	rst� followed
by selecting a ratio����� of the representative frames he wants to use�
When he wants to do content�based browsing� he may then just click on
the FF�REW buttons to skip to the positions of his interest� Each time
the user clicks the FF�REW button� the system will automatically jump
to the next�last consecutive representative frame� If he wants a content�
based video summary to be played� he has to select the smoothing factor
as well� After the selection of a proper smoothing factor� he can press the
play button and a representative sequence is displayed� The rightmost
button on the top row displays the current frame number�
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Object Segmentation

Object segmentation is the 	rst step toward object�oriented representa�
tion� Formally� segmentation is to split an image into disjoint regions
while each region represents a meaningful object or object part� Object
segmentation is achieved by looking into uniformity of the region with
respect to measurable properties such as brightness� color and texture�

In general� segmentation can be divided into two main types� super�
vised and unsupervised� In applications such as remote sensing� medical
imaging and industrial automation the prior knowledge of the objects and
backgrounds are known in advance so the segmentation can be executed in
a supervised manner� For automatic indexing of images and video� we are
dealing with variety of image and video content� about which we do not
have any prior knowledge� In this case� the segmentation is unsupervised�

The challenge here is� it is expected that the segmentation should be
object�oriented� but even the concept �object� itself is not well de	ned�
For example� we de	ne a person as an �object�� but at the same time the
face and clothes can also be referred to as �objects� because they have
distinct visual properties� In this case what is the �ideal� segmentation
becomes fuzzy� It depends on how many details are expected to be kept
after the segmentation� There are some e�orts ��� to de	ne objective cri�
teria but in most cases the results are subjectively evaluated based on
perceptual or semantic meaning� Here� we will evaluate the segmentation
subjectively and the evaluation will inevitably be in�uenced by context
and personal preference�

As mentioned above� for unsupervised segmentation� the most impor�
tant clue we can use is the homogeneous property of certain measurable
image features�e�g� brightness� color� texture� within a region and diver�
sity of these features among regions� The �homogeneity� itself is also ap�

���
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plication or domain dependent� Since our eventual goal is the cataloging of
objects� the aim of our segmentation is to segment out major regions in an
image or video frame for the following indexing procedure� The regions
preferred to be segmented out may correspond to sky� tree� grass� wa�
ter�sea� river� pool�� road� building� 	eld� human faces etc� Furthermore�
it is preferred that the image is over�segmented than under�segmented�
because in the latter case� the indexing task will be very di�cult since
di�erent objects are mixed up�

The image feature utilized in our experiment will be color� texture or
the combination of them� For better segmentation performance� distance
in CIE�L�u�v� color space is used to measure the color similarity� Tex�
ture features are extracted by wavelet frame transform that generates an
over�complete but shift�invariant representation which is demonstrated to
be well suited to the segmentation application� Edge�preserved smoothing
is carried out to smooth away noise and small variation within regions
while keeping the salient edges between regions� After this procedure the
feature vectors are ready to be taken as input for the segmentation algo�
rithm�

For the segmentation algorithm� we propose an unsupervised statisti�
cal approach in which the image is modeled as a random 	eld and the
segmentation problem is posed as a maximum a posteriori �MAP� es�
timation problem� By using Bayes� theorem� the optimal segmentation
is achieved by jointly optimizing two probability functions� correspond�
ing to a region process modeled by Markov Random Field and a nearest
neighbor clustering process in feature space respectively� We also propose
a likelihood based approach to solve the cluster validation problem to
make the algorithm fully automatic� In the above process parameters are
set to obtain an over�segmented result in order to avoid any mixture of
di�erent objects� Following this we design a region merging procedure
which merges small regions and regions sharing weak boundaries� The
region merging procedure� which works by testing the boundary merit
value� can compensate for the over�segmented result derived before and
	nally obtain a reasonably good segmentation� The advantage of such
an approach is that both global feature properties and local spatial con�
straints are incorporated�

In this chapter� edge�preserved smoothing for color and texture fea�
tures is presented in Section ���� Section ��� deals with segmentation
algorithm based on feature space clustering and region merging� It in�
cludes the clustering algorithm� cluster validation problem� the spatial
constraint using the Markov Random Field model� region labelling and
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region merging� Experiment results are given in Section ���� where the
various aspects and the overall performance of the segmentation solution
are tested and evaluated� The e�ect of various thresholds and parameters
on the 	nal result is investigated in the last section�

��� Edge�preserved smoothing of features

����� Principle of edge�preserved smoothing

It is highly preferred that adaptive smoothing on the color and texture
features be performed before they are applied in the segmentation� Edge�
preserved smoothing �EPSM� or adaptive smoothing ���� ��� ��� is a tech�
nique to smooth away the noise and small variation in a signal while
preserving the major edges or discontinuity� It is achieved by repeatedly
convoluting the signal with a very small average mask weighted by a mea�
sure of the signal continuity at each point� Two results can be obtained
from the method one is the sharpening of the strong edges and the other
is the smoothing within regions� It can be applied in edge detection� range
image feature extraction� image enhancement or stereo matching� We fo�
cus its application in image segmentation as a feature post�processing
stage where color and texture features are involved�

The most common 	lter used in smoothing is the Gaussian 	lter� Gaus�
sian 	ltering can be implemented by repeated convolutions with a small
averaging 	lter� The degree of smoothing� or the � of the Gaussian� is
equivalent to the number of iterative convolutions� If the one dimensional
signal is f�x�� the smoothing kernel is S � �� � ��� then the smoothing at
�t" ��th iteration is�

f �t	���x� �
�

N

	�X
i���

f �t��x" i�S�i� �����

where�

N �
	�X
i���

S�i� �����

The Gaussian smoothing implemented as above uses a 	xed smooth�
ing kernel� It smoothes the signal everywhere resulting in a blurred sig�
nal where the noises are averaged away and sharp edges also become
smoothed� Adaptive smoothing requires that small variations are removed
while major edges are kept� It can be implemented by setting the weights
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of the convolution mask to zero where the signal has a high contrast� so
the smoothing of the signal near those discontinuities will not take into
account the points belonging to the discontinuities� Since the smoothing
kernel adopted is very small� data belonging to di�erent regions separated
by an edge will not be averaged� The repeated convolution will force it
to be closer to one of the regions� At the points where the signal contrast
is low� the weight of the smoothing kernel is high which means these
points can be averaged� The discontinuity or contrast of the signal can
be guessed from its gradient g�x� � jdf�x�dx j and the weighting function
can be any form of decreasing function W �g�x�� such that W ��� � � and
W �g�x��� � as g�x� increases� We choose the W to have the form of

W �g� � e�
g�

��� �����

Therefore the smoothing at �t" ��th iteration is given as�

f �t	���x� �
�

N
�t�
x

	�X
i���

f �t��x" i�W �g�t��x" i��S�i� �����

where�

N �t�
x �

	�X
i���

W �g�t��x" i��S�i� �����

For clarity� the above equation can be written in a simple convolution
form

f �t	�� �
f �t�W �g�t��  S
W �g�t��  S �����

The algorithm is proved to converge in ���� and the parameter � in
Equation ����� determines the 	nal result of the iteration� The edges
whose gradient value is higher than � will be kept and sharpened dur�
ing the iterative smoothing while the small noises and variations with a
gradient lower than � will be smoothed away�

Figure ��� illustrates the e�ect of the algorithm on a �D signal plotted
in Figure ���� which is a horizontal slice taken from the red channel of
the scenery image shown in Figure ���� In this experiment we do not 	x
the value of the parameter � � Instead it is set adaptively according to the
content of the signal� In each iteration� it is set to twice the mean value
of the gradient of f�x�� Therefore at the beginning� the signal varies a lot
so the � is big� As the iteration evolves� the signal becomes smoother and
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Figure ��� A scenery image

the � decreases� The result in Figure ��� is generated with �� iterations� It
can be seen that the main structure of the original signal is kept after the
adaptive smoothing� Those major features of the signal are well preserved
and the important edges are sharpened while the small variation or noise
within the regions are averaged away� For comparison� the result of the
Gaussian smoothing performed on the same signal is shown in Figure ����
It is generated using the same smoothing kernel S but without adaptive
weighting by W and the iteration is also performed �� times in this case�
It can be seen that some important structures in the original signal are
lost�

It should be realized that the EPSM algorithm results in two e�ects�
One is the sharpening of strong edges and the other is the smoothing
within regions� The 	rst one is achieved rather quickly while the smooth�
ing converges rather slowly� In segmentation the main purpose for EPSM
is its smoothing function so the slow converging speed may cause the
processing time to be too long� Choosing the value of parameter � adap�
tively can help to speed up the convergence� As mentioned before� the
parameter � determines what kind of content of the signal to keep and
what to remove� If the � is chosen to be very large then every part of the
signal is smoothed so the e�ect is just the same as a normal Gaussian
	ltering� If � is small then less smoothing will be carried out� Setting the
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Figure ��� Original �D signal
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Figure ��� �D signal after Gaussian smoothing

value of � adaptively will make the smoothing converge more quickly at
the beginning� saving some processing time�

����� EPSM for �D signal

The adaptive smoothing can be applied to a �D signal easily� For intensity
image f�x� y�� the iteration becomes�

f �t����x� y� �
�

N
�t�
xy

��X
i���

��X
j���

f �t��x� i� y � j�W �g�t��x� i� y � j��S�i� j� �����

where�

N �t�
xy �

	�X
i���

	�X
j���

W �g�t��x" i� y " j��S�i� j� �����

and the g�t��x� y� is the magnitude of the gradient ��f
�t�x�y�
�x � �f

�t�x�y�
�y ��

The averaging mask S adopted here is�

S �

��� � � �
� � �
� � �

��� �����
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Since S is a separable 	lter�

S � �� � ��T �� � �� ������

The �D convolution with S can be implemented by the cascade of two �D
	ltering with �� � �� in horizontal and vertical directions consecutively�

����� Application in color feature

For a complex �vector� signal where data takes a multi�channel form�
such as color imagery� the de	nition of gradient at a pixel level is not
readily available� In this case we need a notion of �generalized gradient� so
that the adaptive smoothing framework can be applied to these �vector�
signal� We assume that the signal is de	ned over �� and takes value in
�m �which means we restrict the signal to be the m�dimensional feature
data of �D image�

F �X� � F �x� y� � ff��x� y�� f��x� y� � � � fm�x� y�g ������

Assuming the signal can be Taylor expanded�

F �X "!X� � F �X� " F ��X�!X ������

where the higher order forms are omitted and F ��x� is the m � �
Jacobian matrix of F �

F ��X� � J�X� �

	BBBBB

�f�
�x

�f�
�y

�f�
�x

�f�
�y

���
���

�fm
�x

�fm
�y

�CCCCCA ������

dF � kF �X ��X�� F �X�k � kF ��X��Xk �
p
�XTJTJ�X ������

The step direction which maximize dF is the eigenvector of JTJ corre�
sponding to its larger eigenvalue 
� The square root of the 
 corresponds
to the gradient magnitude g�

According to Equation �������

dF �
�X
i��

�F

�xi
dxi ������

so�

kdFk� �
�X
i��

�X
j��

�
�F

�xi
� �F
�xj


dxidxj ������
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since �F
�xi

� f�f��xi
� � � �fm�xi

g� we have�

kdFk� �
�
dx�
dx�

�T �
g�� g��
g�� g��

� �
dx�
dx�

�
����
�

where�

gij �
mX
k��

�fk
�xi

�fk
�xj

������

so the larger eigenvalue of JT J is�


 �
�

�

�
g�� " g�� "

q
�g�� � g���� " �g���

�
������

Now we have the �generalized gradient� for the color image� The orig�
inal data in RGB space is transformed into CIE � L�u�v� space 	rst�
The �generalized gradient� of every pixel is calculated as above �equal top

� using the CIE � L�u�v� data and then smoothing is carried out in

L� u and v channels using Equation ������
The smoothing experiment has been done on the scenery image in

Figure ���� The smoothing result shown in Figure ���� where the data in
CIE � L�u�v� space is transform back to RGB for display� is obtained
after 	ve times iterations� It can be seen that the performance is satisfac�
tory in preserving the main structure of the color image while removing
the 	ne detail and noise�

����� Application in texture feature

Texture features extracted by the WFT can be treated as a m�channel
image� where m is the dimension of the texture vector� Therefore the
�generalized gradient� concept introduced in the previous section can be
applied to texture smoothing as well� However color is a point property
of an image while texture is de	ned over a neighborhood� The di�erent
wavelet subbands� or the texture feature channels� are obtained by convo�
lution with 	lters of di�erent support sizes� When derivatives ��fk�x �

�fk
�y �

are computed� the scale of the subband k should be taken into account�
i�e�� the derivatives should be obtained by applying operators of appro�
priate magnitude and spatial support�

A synthetic texture mosaic image ��
� is shown in Figure ���� where
seven texture patterns are presented and every di�erent texture pair
shares at least one common border� The magnitude of the wavelet sub�
bands obtained by the WFT is shown from Figure ��
 to Figure ���� The
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Figure ��� Color image after EPSM

W �g� image calculated before any smoothing is displayed in Figure �����
where the dark color represents high gradient �g� and bright color repre�
sents low gradient� From these images it can be seen that although the raw
texture features derived from the WFT are able to represent the proper�
ties of textures in di�erent scales and orientations� they are not uniform
within a single texture region� High texture gradients appear inside a
uniform texture region rather than along the true texture boundary� The
reason of this has been stated at the end of Section ���� Therefore if the
raw texture features are used directly for segmentation the performance
can not be expected to be satisfactory�

The EPSM is executed for �� iterations and then the magnitude of
these smoothed subbands is shown from Figure ���� to Figure ����� For
comparison� the W �g� image after smoothing is also displayed in Fig�
ure ����� Compared to the experiment of color smoothing� in this ex�
periment we choose a smoothing kernel S with longer support to make
the convergence faster� The parameter � is also set larger for the same
purpose� It can be observed that the texture features become much more
uniform within the same texture region while the di�erent features in two
neighboring regions are not mixed together� The texture gradient within
a texture region is low and the contrast between neighboring regions are
preserved�
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Figure ��� A synthetic texture image
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Figure ��
 Wavelet subband image scale �
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Figure ��� Wavelet subband image scale �
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Figure ��� Wavelet subband image scale �
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Figure ���� Texture gradient before smoothing
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Figure ���� Wavelet subband image smoothed scale �
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Figure ���� Wavelet subband image smoothed scale �
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Figure ���� Wavelet subband image smoothed scale �
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Figure ���� Texture gradient after smoothing

��� Segmentation algorithm	 clustering and re�

gion merging

In the previous sections we have proposed the feature extraction meth�
ods for color and texture� Once the features are well prepared� the next
issue is which segmentation algorithm to adopt� It will largely determine
the performance and complexity of the overall segmentation� Techniques
available include region growing� split�merge� edge detection and cluster�
ing� Among them� unsupervised clustering �������� in feature space has
certain advantages� in which it needs least human interaction and few
pre�set thresholds� Moreover� it can represent the global distribution of
the feature data in the image� which often guarantees the good segmen�
tation result in a global view� A similar alternative to clustering is known
as expectation�maximization �EM� algorithm that can be understood as
a version of �soft� clustering� The EM algorithm can sometimes generate
better results but its computational complexity is much higher� We fo�
cus on normal �hard decision� clustering method� The major drawback
of clustering when used for image segmentation is that the local spatial
information among image pixels is omitted� We try to add the Gaussian
Markov Random Field�Gibbs Distribution�GMRF�GD� model �������
�
to the clustering algorithm to take into account the spatial interactivity�
Furthermore� the spatial information can also be utilized by the proposed
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region merging strategy� which is executed after clustering and region la�
beling� Therefore� our segmentation method is a combination of clustering
�with GMRF�GD model integrated� and the region merging process�

����� Clustering in the feature space

Clustering algorithms

Clustering the N dimensional feature space to K classes is very similar
to the vector quantization �VQ� process� In VQ� a K�level N dimensional
quantizer is a mapping that assigns each input vector a reproduction vec�
tor� drawn from a reproduction codebook with K codewords� The index
of the codebook is used to represent the original vector thus compres�
sion coding can be achieved� In our application of segmentation while the
mapping is the same� the result is further processed to group those pixels
having the same index and spatially connected as regions� Although the
aim is di�erent� the main problem is the same� i�e�� how to obtain the
most representative K cluster centres� or codebook with K codewords�
from a training set� In VQ it is known as a codebook design problem�
The training set is partitioned into K non�overlapping clusters and their
centres are chosen to be codewords� For unsupervised segmentation� the
training set is the image feature data itself�

A well known VQ codebook training method is the LBG algorithm
����� The objective is to get a codebook that minimizes the quantization
error over all training data� In clustering terminology it means the av�
erage within�cluster distance is minimized among all possible clustering�
When given a codebook� the partition of the training set can be decided
by using the nearest neighbor measure and when given a partition� the
codebook can be obtained by computing the center of each cluster� The
LBG algorithm 	nds the best quantizer by iteratively adjusting the cen�
ters of clusters and the partition of the training set until the whole process
converges�

Let X � �X��X�� � � � �XM��� be the training set of N dimensional
vector samples� Y � �Y�� Y�� � � � � YK��� be the codebook and distance
measure chosen is d� the LBG algorithm works as following

��� Initialization Given an initial codebook Y �method of choice dis�
cussed later�� set n � � and D� ���

��� Given the Y � �Y�� Y�� � � � � YK���� 	nd the minimum distortion
partition of the training set X� assigns sample Xi to index j if
d�Xi� Yj� � d�Xi� Yl� for all l� Computes the average distortion
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Dn �
�
m

Pm��
i�� d�Xi� Yj��

��� If the iteration is converged� i�e�� Dn�Dn�� � ����"����n��������
stop and output Y as the 	nal codebook�

��� Find the optimal codewords for the partition� Yj �
�
Mj

PMj��
i�� Xi�

where Xi having the index j andMj is the number of training data
assigned to index j� Update n � n" � and goto ����

We modify the convergence criterion to avoid too many iterations the
iteration is stopped if n � �� or the original criterion above is satis	ed�
The distance measure can be chosen as any form to meet di�erent needs�
A good measure for segmentation is Euclidean distance� For color features
in CIE � L�u�v� space and texture features derived from the WFT� the
Euclidean measure can be applied directly�

Initial condition of clustering

The aim of the algorithm is to generate a globally optimal codebook� i�e��
a codebook that has the least reproduction error among all codebooks of
the same size� A codebook is called locally optimal if slight changes in
codebook cause an increase in distortion but the codebook is not globally
the best� The initial selection of the codebook has substantial in�uence on
the 	nal convergence state� i�e�� if the initial codebook is near some local
optimal position� the LBG algorithm will converge to it instead of the
global optimal point� Therefore the initial codebook is strongly preferred
to be located near the global optimal state� The simplest selection method
is to choose the 	rst K training data as the initial codebook� Since the
	rst K data may not be well separated� the global optimal codebook can
not be guaranteed�

We use a simple and e�ective approach to solve this problem the 	nal
K�entry codebook is designed by training codebooks of successively bigger
sizes until size K is achieved� It is illustrated as following

��� Initialization Given initial codebook containing only one
codeword)the centre of all training data�

��� Quantize the training data using current codebook of size k� 	nd
out the cluster i that has the largest clustering error� split the cor�
responding codeword Yi into two codewords close to each other
����Yi " � and ����Yi � �� � is a small perturbation vector equal
to ����Xj � where Xj is the training data in cluster i which is the
farthest from cluster centre Yi � Now the codebook has size k " ��
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Figure ���� Clustering results for synthetic data

��� Use LBG algorithm to train the enlarged codebook until it is con�
verged�

��� If k  K� goto ����
If k � K� stop and output the codebook�

This approach produces the 	nal codebook by gradually increasing the
codebook size and optimizing the codewords� Every time the codebook
size is increased� the new codewords added are designed along the direc�
tion to minimize the global reproduction error� Since the generation of
codewords follows the direction of global optimization in each step� the
	nal codebook can be expected to be located at those globally optimal
points�

Experiment results have shown that this approach can spot the most
salient cluster centres under various distributions� Figure ���� illustrates
the distribution of a two�dimensional data set� which is generated by a
mixture of � Gaussian distributions plus random noise� The � Gaussian
distributions have various variance value and prior probability and two
pairs of them are close to each other� The codebooks with � and � code�
words are displayed� codewords marked by �"�� It can be seen that under
both circumstances the codewords correspond well to the best cluster cen�
tres that can be found�

Another advantage of the gradual training is that it can generate code�
books of various sizes at a time� When designing a K�entry codebook�
we can also get codebooks of sizes � to K � � as by�product� It is use�
ful in unsupervised clustering because it is generally not known a priori
how many clusters are presented in the training set�image�� When having
codebooks of various sizes� we can choose one that best 	ts the training
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data according to some criterion� This is known as �cluster validation�
problem� which is discussed in next section�

����� Cluster validation for unsupervised segmentation

The clustering method presented in the previous section has the abil�
ity to form representative feature vectors e�ectively and automatically�
However� in order to use it in a fully automatic segmentation system� the
number of clusters �or classes� actually existing in the image should be
determined� For simplicity� we denote the number of clusters by K in the
following� K is generally not known as a priori and has to be estimated
directly from the image data itself� It is known as a cluster validation
problem and is critical to the 	nal segmentation result� If the K is chosen
to be too big �i�e�� more than that of the actual clusters in the image�� the
image will tend to be over�segmented so the result will be too fragmented
than expected� On the other hand� if it is chosen to be fewer than the
actual number� the image will be under�segmented in that some di�erent
regions will be mixed up�

The di�culty of the cluster validation lies largely in the inability to
provide accurate sampling distributions for the various K classes and the
lack of su�cient regularity conditions� Moreover� in some cases the best
number of clusters itself is a vague concept because the data distribution
is not well separated as several obvious clusters� Therefore� it is hard to
determine the K even for a human observer� For example in Figure ����
it is not clear whether there are � or � clusters exist� and both answers
seem reasonable� An answer can be only possible when there is a speci	c
application or when some prede	ned criterion measure exists�

Due to its important role in many applications including unsupervised
segmentation� a lot of research has been done on this topic ����������������
and many approaches have been proposed� We will brie�y review these
various solutions and then provide a simple criterion derived from the
maximum likelihood estimate of the training data�

Review of relevant methods

Various cluster validation solutions have been proposed since ��
�s� Gen�
erally they belong to a few main categories

� The performance of some �� heuristic methods of determining the
K in cluster analysis is compared in ����� They all use some stop�
ping rules to 	nd out the best number of clusters� These stopping
rules are heuristic� ad hoc procedures which are mostly based on
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the between and within cluster distances� A threshold is heuris�
tically established to indicate when a su�ciently good clustering
representation is achieved� The testing of their performance is done
with arti	cial multi�dimensional data sets consisting of externally
isolated and internally cohesive clusters� A comparison given in ����
indicates some have better results than others�

� In some hierarchical clustering approaches such as ISODATA �����
some thresholds are set to decide whether a cluster is to be further
split or two clusters are to be merged together� In this hierarchical
way� it attempt to solve the cluster validation problem and the
segmentation itself simultaneously� By setting parameters within
some appropriate ranges� it can converge to a proper number of
clusters� In ���� the color image segmentation using the ISODATA
method is experimented on various color spaces� It is attractive due
to its conceptual simplicity but it needs many pre�set parameter
values which are decided by user experience and are not likely to
work well for di�erent kinds of images�

� In ��� a VQ strategy which jointly optimizes the distortion error and
the codebook complexity is proposed� According to ���� the design of
an optimal vector quantizer requires to 	nd codebook with minimal
representing errors and to specify the complexity of the codebook�
Both design speci	cations are mutually dependent and cannot be
optimized separately� In order to achieve the joint optimization�
they adopt a VQ cost function which consists of quantizing error and
the entropy of the codebook� The design of codebooks of di�erent
sizes is carried on and the codebook having best cost performance
is selected� In this approach� the weight of codebook complexity in
the cost function has decisive e�ect on the 	nal codebook to be
selected� For image compression coding task this weight is easier to
set according to the trade�o� between the bit rate and image quality�
whereas in segmentation it is not intuitive how to set this value�
Therefore we think this approach is more suitable for compression
more than for segmentation�

� There is a group of similar approaches where the cluster validation
is treated as a multiple decision problem� Criteria such as Akaike�s
information criterion �AIC�������� and minimum description length
�MDL���� have been proposed to determine the model order� Gen�
erally they are all based upon likelihood and the principal di�erence
is the penalty term associated with the model order �K�� However� it
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is pointed out in ��� that due to the fact that penalty terms in AIC
and MDL are independent of the image size� they are dominated
by the log likelihood term and therefore ine�ective for assessing the
proper number of classes�

A likelihood based model��tting approach

In order to decide the number of clusters automatically for unsupervised
segmentation� we propose a solution based on the likelihood estimation
of the data under di�erent K and select the best one according to this
criterion� We 	rst simplify the data model and show that under this sim�
pli	cation the log likelihood criterion turns out to be a simple combi�
nation of two terms� corresponding to the variance and the entropy of
the classes respectively� The experiment result for synthetic data is given
next� Finally the criterion is slightly modi	ed to make it work for natural
images�

Following the clustering approach described before� we can de	ne the
criterion of selecting K to be the negative of the log probability likelihood
of the training data given the cluster result � logfPK�X�g� where X is
the sample data� The number of clusters is selected as

Kbest � arg min
Kmin�K�Kmax

� �

M
logfPK�X�g ������

whereM is the number of data sample� TheKmin andKmax are the lower
and upper limit of cluster numbers existed�

For simplicity we assume that the sample data is independent of each
other� Although the independence assumption may not hold for the seg�
mentation application� it provides a good approximation and the estima�
tion result is reasonably good� Therefore the overall probability likelihood
can be expressed as

� �

M
logfPK�X�g � � �

M
log

MY
i��

p�xi� � � �

M

NX
i��

log p�xi� ������

If a sample data xi is classi	ed to class k by the clustering procedure�
it can be considered coming from the particular class k which have a
probability �k of occurring��k can be estimated as the ratio of the number
of samples belonging to class k to the total number of samples�� The
probability of this data vector can be expressed as

p�xi� � �kpk�xi� ������
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It is also assumed that the data vectors x are N �dimensional� x �
fx�� x�� � � � � xNg� and every component of the vector is conditionally in�
dependent of each other given the class k it belongs to�

pk�xi� �
NY
j��

pjk�x
j
i � ������

For simplicity� each of the components is modeled by a Gaussian pdf�

pjk�x
j
i � �

�q
���jk

�
exp

	
��xji � yjk�
�

��jk
�

�A ������

where yjk and �jk are the mean and variance of the pdf of the class k�
dimension j�

Combing Equation ������� ������ and ������ with ���� we have�

� �

M
logfPK�X�g

� � �

M

MX
i��

log p�xi�

� � �

M

MX
i��

log

���ik NY
j��

�q
���jik

�
exp

�
� �xji � y

j
ik�

�

��jik
�

��
� � �

M

MX
i��

log�ik �
�

M

MX
i��

	
 NX
j��

log �jik

�A�
�

M

MX
i��

NX
j��

�xji � y
j
ik�

�

��jik
�

where by using notation ik we denote that sample xi belongs to class k�
As the last term of the right side of the above equation is a constant�

the log likelihood of the data can be expressed as a simple combination
of the entropy and the log variance of the clusters�

� �

M
logfPK�X�g � �

KX
k��

�k log�k "
KX
k��

�k

NX
j��

log �jk ������

With this simpli	cation� the best cluster number can be estimated eas�
ily using Equation ������� We demonstrate its e�ectiveness by using some
synthetic data 	rst� These data samples are two dimensional �N � ���
generated by using identical and independent Gaussian mixtures� Data
distribution are displayed from Figure ���� to Figure ���� where there are
��� and � clusters existing� The corresponding negative of log likelihood
computed by Equation ������ are listed from Table ��� to Table ��� re�
spectively� For each case� we present three di�erent distributions in the
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Figure ���� Distribution of synthetic data  � clusters

number of clusters log likelihood

K left image middle image right image

� ����� ����� �����
� ������min� ������min� ������min�
� ����
 ����� �����
� ����
 ����� �����
� ����� ����� �����

Table ��� Log likelihood computed with di�erent K �� clusters exists�

left graph the clusters are well separated� in the middle graph the clus�
ters are separated but their variances are big� in the right graph some
clusters are very close to each other�but still not mixed together�� Data
in Table ��� to Table ��� show that the number of clusters can be found
out correctly under all these synthetic distributions� It seems that the log
likelihood is a good criterion to detect the number of clusters in synthetic
data which comply with the mixed Gaussian distribution�

When the experiments are extended to natural color images� we set
Kmin to � and Kmax to 
� We 	nd that the negative of log likelihood
derived using Equation ������ tends to decrease monotonously as K in�
creases from � to 
� Therefore the method of 	nding the minimum point
suggested in Equation ������ can not be applied here otherwise the cluster
number will always be set to 
 whether the image content is complicated
or not� Several explanations can be found for this monotonous behavior
of the log likelihood of real images� First� for natural images the assump�
tion of independence among feature elements does not hold� The color
channels are not independent of each other� for example� the three chan�
nels are highly correlated in RGB space� The situation will be better if
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Figure ���
 Distribution of synthetic data  � clusters

number of clusters log likelihood

K left image middle image right image

� ����� ����� �����
� ����
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� ������min� ����� �min� ������min�
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 ��
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Table ��� Log likelihood computed with di�erent K �� clusters exists�
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Figure ���� Distribution of synthetic data  � clusters
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number of clusters log likelihood

K left image middle image right image

� ����� ����� �����
� ����� ����� ��
��
� ����� ����� ��
��
� ������min� ������min� ������min�
� ���
� ����� ���
�

Table ��� Log likelihood computed with di�erent K �� clusters exists�

CIE�L�u�v� or HSV space is selected because the correlation between
color channels in these spaces is smaller� Second and more important� the
distribution of colors in real images is not so regular as mixed Gaussian
distribution� Some clusters are very close to each other or maybe even
mixed up� There are also many small irregular clusters existing and in
some value range the distribution can be quite uniform or it may present
a white noise alike appearance� All these possible situations make the real
distribution highly irregular compared to the synthetic mixed Gaussian
distribution where there are only several salient and smooth clusters� In
Figure ���� the three dimensional histogram of CIE � L�u�v� data of
the natural image in Figure ��� is displayed� It can be seen that the dis�
tribution is irregular and it is not obvious how many clusters actually
exist�

Although it is di�cult to determine the best cluster number or K for
real world images� since it is critical to the 	nal segmentation result we
must get an estimate of it in order to achieve a reasonably good per�
formance� For real world images� although the negative of log likelihood
calculated using Equation ������ tends to decrease monotonously as K
increases� we can 	nd out a turning point where afterwards the further
increasing of the K only causes small decrease of the Equation �������
This point is considered as the start of the stable state and the true clus�
ter number is taken here� In practice the candidate cluster numbers we
choose are from � to 
� The � �

M logfPK�X�g computed for each K is
normalized to be within ��� �� �� logfP �

��X�g � ��� logfP �
��X�g � ���

� logfP �
K�X�g �

� logfPK�X�g " logfP��X�g
� logfP��X�g" logfP��X�g ������

The smallest K which satis	es � logfP �
K�Y �g  threshold is selected as

the number of clusters� where threshold is set to ���� in our experiment�
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Figure ���� Histogram of a real world image

����� Markov random �eld model and Gibbs distribution

Need for spatial constraint

The clustering algorithm discussed in the previous sections only consider
visual features� It does not take into account any spatial relationship
among the image pixels� In fact� spatial information or the spatial con�
straint is very important in segmentation the purpose of segmentation
is to label out pixels spatially connected and having similar features as
di�erent regions� If segmentation is only based on features� the result
will likely be more fragmented than expected� Although techniques like
edge preserved smoothing will be helpful� the problem can not be totally
solved� Our solution is trying to incorporate the spatial constraints by
using the Markov Random Field and Gibbs Distribution model�

Basic concepts of Markov random �eld

A Markov Random Field �MRF� as a statistical approach to model and
process image and other random signal has been extensively used since
��
�s when the correspondence between MRF and Gibbs distributions
�GD� was established� In our segmentation algorithm� we try to incorpo�
rate the spatial constraint of image data by using GD� The GD is used to
characterize the spatial grouping of pixels into regions whereas the clus�
tering of the previous section is used to group pixels of similar feature
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values into regions� The combination of the two is expected to generate
better results�

The basic idea of applying MRF model in segmentation is as follows�
If a pixel is of a certain region type� then neighboring pixels should also
have a high probability of belonging to the same type� First� let us brie�y
introduce the basic concepts of MRF� i�e�� neighborhood system� cliques�
clique potential and GD�

Digital image is usually de	ned over a 	nite N� �N� rectangular lat�
tice of points L � f�i� j�j� � i � N�� � � j � N�g� The neighborhood
system on the lattice L is de	ned as

De�nition 
� Subsets � of L described as

� � f�ij j�i� j� � L� �ij � Lg ����
�

is a neighborhood system of lattice L if and only if �ij obeys
�� �i� j� not belong to �ij and
�� if�k� l� � �ij � then�i� j� � �kl

A hierarchically ordered sequence of neighborhood systems which is
most commonly used in image modeling is shown in Figure ����� The
neighborhood system �ij is called mth order neighborhood system�

Markov Random Field is characterized by the Markov property� that
is� the probability of a pixel taking a particular value is dependent only
on its neighborhood pixels�

p�xij jx� � p�xijjxkl� xkl � �ij� ������

To concisely de	ne the probability function of MRF� the de	nitions of
cliques and GD are given below�

De�nition �� A clique C related to a neighborhood system � is a subset
of neighborhood that�
�� C is a single pixel� or
�� if �i� j� and �k� l� both belong to C� then �i� j� � �kl�

The types of cliques associated with a �st and �nd neighborhood sys�
tem are depicted in Figure ����� It can be seen that pixels in a clique are
neighbors of each other�

De�nition �� A random 	eld de	ned on a neighborhood system has
Gibbs Distribution� if and only if its joint distribution is of the form

p�x� �
�

Z
expf�

X
C

VC�x�g ������
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Figure ���� Hierarchically ordered neighborhood system

where VC�x� � potential associated with clique C� which depends only
on pixels that belong to clique C�

Using the above probability formula� the MRF model allows us to
model the joint probability distribution of the image pixels in terms of
the local spatial interaction� which is expressed as GD� The usage of GD
in segmentation and the related clique potential de	nition method are
discussed in the following�

MAP segmentation algorithm

After the feature extraction step� every image pixel is characterized by a
feature vector� We model the image as a collection of regions of uniform
or slowly varying feature vectors� The only sharp transition of feature
values occur at the region boundaries� Let the feature image be x� A
segmentation of the image into regions is denoted by q� where qs � i
means that the pixel at s belong to region type �cluster� i� Therefore� the
segmentation problem is de	ned as an estimation of q given x� We try to
maximize the a posteriori probability density function p�qjx�� By Bayes�
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Figure ���� Clique types in �st and �nd order neighborhood system

theorem�

P �qjx� � P �xjq�P �q�
P �x�

������

where P �q� is the a priori density of the region process and P �xjq� is the
conditional density of the observed image data given the distribution of
regions� Since x does not e�ect the maximization process� we have�

P �qjx� � P �xjq�P �q� ������

Equivalently� we can maximize the logarithm of the right hand of the
Equation ������ lnP �q� " lnP �xjq��

In this maximum a posteriori �MAP� estimation� the two probability
function P �q� and P �xjq� can be imagined as a two layer model� The high
layer is the region process P �q�� which is modeled by a MRF� having the
form of Equation ������ and Equation ������� It is used to characterize the
spatial clustering of pixels into regions� that is� as we mentioned above� if
a pixel is of a certain region type� then neighboring pixels should also have
a high probability of belonging to the same type� Implicit in this distribu�
tion is the statistical information related to region size� shape� orientation
and probability of various type of regions� The low layer P �xjq� represents
the feature distribution characteristic of the speci	c region type� In our
implementation� we assume that inside a particular region� the features
should have uniform intensities added with white noise� As we can see
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from above discussion� the two layers have di�erent emphasis the high
layer deals with spatial continuity of the region and low layer constraints
the feature uniformity inside the region� If the continuity in both spatial
and feature domain can be well represented� the segmentation can be ex�
pected to have good performance� Now let us cover these two layers in
more detail�

In the high layer� the region is modeled by MRF� using Equation �������
The probability is determined by the various clique potentials� The less
the total energy� the more probable is the scene realization to happen�
We apply a class of GD to model the region� considering only �nd order
neighborhood system and assuming that the random 	eld is homogeneous�

In Figure ���� there are �� types of cliques� For the single pixel clique�
the clique potential is de	ned as

VC�q� � �k� if qij � k ������

� is the parameter representing the a priori probability of a certain region
type or the percentage of pixels in various regions� The lower the value
of �� the more likely the pixel belongs to that region type�

For cliques containing more than one pixels�

VC�q� �

�
��� if all qij in C are equal
�� otherwise

������

where each clique type has its corresponding ��
They are the parameters controling the size� shape and orientation of the
regions� The parameter � is positive so the neighboring pixels are more
likely to belong to same region than di�erent regions� The bigger the value
of �� the smaller the opportunity for small regions to appear�

It is assumed that the random 	eld is homogeneous� that is� the clique
potential parameters are not dependent on the location of the cliques� only
dependent on the clique type and the pixels within the clique belonging
to which region types�

In the low layer� the region features within the region are supposed
to be uniform� The variation in intensity which is inevitable in reality is
modeled as white noise� Assuming there are K region types in the image
and the feature vectors are yq� q � ���K� Thus� given the region type k
and the Gaussian noise nij with zero mean and variance �� the feature
vector of the pixel can be modeled as�

xij � yq " nij ������
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and P �xjq� can be expressed as a Gaussian function �

P �xjq� � �p
����

exp

�
� �

���
�xij � yq�

�
�

������

So lnP �q� " lnP �xjq� can be expressed as

lnP �q� " lnP �xjq� � �
X
C

VC�q��
X
ij

�

���
�xij � yq�

� ������

The global maximization of this log�likelihood corresponds to the best
segmentation of the image under the MRF model�

Suboptimal greedy algorithm

Since there are KN��N� possible scene realizations altogether� the global
maximization of the Equation ������ requires extensive computation� It
can be done using Gibbs sampler or simulated annealing� Since the com�
putational complexities of these algorithms are too high� we adopt a sub�
optimal implementation� Instead of maximization of the global probabil�
ity function� we maximize the conditional probability density of every
pixel P �qijjxij � qkl� �k� l� � �ij�� given its feature vector xij and the seg�
mentation result of neighborhood pixels qkl� �k� l� � �ij� Thus the objec�
tive function is 

minflnP �qij jxij � �k� l� � �ij�g � min
k
f�
X
C

VC�qij � k�� �

���
�xij � yk�

�g ������

The algorithm begins with an initial segment from the ordinary cluster�
ing procedure� Then it iterates between the maximization for every pixel
using Equation ����
� and estimating the vector codebook y� The circle
is carried out until convergence� The convergence condition can be when
the number of pixels with changing region type between cycles is under a
threshold� In calculation of a pixel probability� the labels of neighboring
pixels equal to their values of the previous circle� The pixels are updated
within the iteration in raster scan order� The algorithm can be called a
greedy algorithm� The result of this iterative algorithm is that small re�
gions tend to be smoothed away and the segmentation becomes smoother
and less fragmented than before�

Now we have the algorithm framework but still need to know the
parameters used in Equation ����
�� The feature vector codebook �mean
and variance of various classes� is easy to get in the estimation step� while
the di�erent clique potentials determining the region process are di�cult
to get a priori� Actually the main di�culty of using GD as a region
model is how to estimate the parameters of the model� The parameter
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estimation issue is usually done o��line using some realization from the
distribution as training data� Some approaches �
� require solutions to a
set of non�linear equations or uses histogram and standard� linear� least
square equations� In both implementations� training data of all region
types should be given� However� in our home photo segmentation project�
the objects are not restricted to a few kinds and the appearance of the
same kind of object can be very di�erent from picture to picture� We
use MRF�GD model roughly as a spatial constraint and a supplement
to the clustering algorithm carried out in feature space� rather than use
di�erent GD cliques potentials precisely to model the object� as done in
some supervised segmentation applications� In fact� in our applications�
the MRF�GD as a region model is only a supplement to the clustering
algorithm� The Gibbs region model by itself is not very useful� It can be
seen that� without the feature space knowledge derived from clustering�
the optimal segmentation is just one region� However if combined with
feature space clustering� it can impose some spatial constraint in the
process of segmentation� so the spatial continuity can be emphasized�

Our model uses a second order neighborhood system and for simplicity
omits the clique types containing � pixels or more� We assume all region
types have the same prior possibility so that clique potentials associated
with one pixel are not taken into account� Therefore after the simpli	�
cation only four types of cliques are considered� The clique types whose
pixels are four�connected are given potential value �� and whose pixels
are eight�connected are given value ��� where �� � ��� In our implemen�
tations� the �� is set to be equal to half the average clustering error when
the iteration begins and �� is set to be half of ��� As the iteration evolves�
we increase the � value to accelerate the smoothing process�

In Equation ����
�� the variance of each region type is considered in
the maximization� In practice we 	nd that adding this form will cause
the region type with larger variance to become bigger and bigger during
each iteration while the small regions disappear gradually� It seems that
in this iterative procedure the variance of each region type should not be
incorporated� So the Equation ����
� is rewritten as

minflnP �qij jxij � �k� l� � �ij�g � min
k
f�
X
C

VC�qij � k�� �xij � yk�
�g ������

Summary

We adopt a MRF�GD model to include spatial constraints into the clus�
tering algorithm� The image data is represented by a two layer model
at the high layer� the GD is used to characterize the clustering of im�
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age pixels into regions with similar features� At the low layer the feature
uniformity within a region type is guaranteed� Given the feature vector
codebook� the a posteriori probability function for the distribution of the
regions is de	ned� It has two components� corresponding to the two layer
constraints respectively� Since the global optimization is computationally
prohibitive� a suboptimal estimation method is proposed� It alternates
between maximizing the a posteriori probability density and estimating
the vector codebook� This algorithm sub�optimally separates the image
pixels into clusters based on both their feature vector proximity and spa�
tial continuity� The advantage is that it keeps the signi	cant regions while
removing trivial details� It has advantage over both region growing algo�
rithms that uses only local information� and clustering which uses only
global feature distribution and neglects local spatial information� It is
also superior than the edge detection method because it deals with re�
gions directly� In edge detection it is often di�cult to get regions from the
detected boundaries because these boundaries are often not closed and
discontinuous� In our implementation the regions are well de	ned and it
is easy for subsequent processing such as object recognition�

����� Region analysis and region merging

As introduced in the previous sections� the segmentation algorithm
adopted is clustering in the feature space� where the MRF model is ap�
plied to emphasize the spatial continuity� Whether MRF is applied or
not� clustering can be viewed as a process in which each image pixel is
assigned to one of a 	nite number of �region types� characterized by im�
age properties �color� texture�� It does not label out each object spatially�
The de	nition of �object� applied here is a group of image pixels that
are spatially connected ���neighborhood� and belong to the same region
type� Because the following cataloging and recognition procedure works
on the objects� it is necessary to carry out a �region labeling� or �con�
nected component analysis� process to give each spatially isolated object
a unique label as its identi	cation number�

When region labeling is 	nished� the whole segmentation routine can
come to an end� However we would like to do some extra work which is
region merging� The purpose is to remove those very small regions �which
will be of trivial importance for the image interpretation� and to merge
regions which share a very weak boundary� As said before� clustering takes
place in feature space so its disadvantage is lack of spatial information�
Although MRF model is incorporated� due to simpli	cation only spatial
information of a small local neighborhood is taken into account� Larger
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scale spatial interactivity is not used till now� Therefore it is preferable
to combine the clustering with other segmentation techniques based on
spatial operation� which include the �split and merge� algorithm ���� and
edge detection approach� We will design a region merging method which
works by examining and eliminating region boundaries based on their
merit values� By region merging the spatial continuity in a larger scale
can be used e�ectively�

In fact in the clustering stage the parameters have been deliberately
set up so that an over segmented result will be obtained� Region merging
is used to compensate for this over segmented result adaptively� The al�
gorithm we design will only merge regions sharing weak boundaries and
it uses di�erent decisive rules for tiny� small and medium regions� The big
regions will be left unchanged� This method will work particularly well
for slow varying areas that are often likely to be separated into two or
more parts by an over�segmenting clustering approach� Since there are no
strong edges between them� our region merging procedure can e�ectively
merge them together�

Region labeling algorithm

The region labeling procedure for binary image can be found in ����� It
works for images which contain objects �pixel value of �� and background
�pixel value of ��� Only a minor change is needed for images containing
multiple kinds of objects as in our case� The algorithm is given in the
following� where num reg is used to denote the number of total regions�
T �i� j� represents the region type of the pixel �i� j� and L�i� j� denotes the
region label of the pixel�

��� algorithm begins let num reg � ��

��� Scan the image from left to right� top to bottom

�a� if T �i� j� � T �i� j � �� and T �i� j� 
� T �i � �� j�� let L�i� j� �
L�i� j � ���

�b� if T �i� j� � T �i � �� j� and T �i� j� 
� T �i� j � ��� let L�i� j� �
L�i� �� j��

�c� if T �i� j� � T �i��� j� � T �i� j��� and L�i��� j� � L�i� j����
let L�i� j� � L�i� �� j��

�d� if T �i� j� 
� T �i� j � �� and T �i� j� 
� T �i� �� j��
then take the current pixel as the start of a new region
let num reg � num reg " �� L�i� j� � num reg�
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�e� if T �i� j� � T �i��� j� � T �i� j��� but L�i��� j� 
� L�i� j����
then the two regions are actually one region� let L�i� j� �
L�i� �� j��
previous region labels should be modi	ed by executing subrou�
tine adjust�i�j��

��� calculate the information for each region region area� the minimum
rectangular box that contains the region�

The subroutine adjust�i�j� is given as

��� let low � min�L�i� j � ��� L�i � �� j��
high � max�L�i� j � ��� L�i � �� j���
num reg � num reg � ��

��� scan image from left to right� from top row to current row�
for each pixel �k� l��

�a� if L�k� l� � high� let L�k� l� � low�

�b� if L�k� l� � high� let L�k� l� � L�k� l�� ��

Region merging based on edge merit

In the region merging process we decide whether or not to merge two
regions based on the boundary merit� i�e�� whether the boundary between
them corresponds to a real edge or not� Edge is an image property related
to both feature and spatial domain and it is very important for human
visual perception� In digital images di�erent objects are usually separated
by salient edges therefore edge detection is a critical technique for many
applications such as compression� segmentation� vision for industrial au�
tomation and stereo vision� By incorporating boundary veri	cation the
overall segmentation can be made more consistent with human percep�
tion� For region merging the merit of boundary is calculated from the color
gradient around the boundary� Since color gradient is already obtained
when performing adaptive smoothing� it can be directly used here�

There can be two di�erent approaches to implement the region merg�
ing� One way is working directly on the boundaries keeping record of all
boundaries and their topological relationships� deciding whether to keep
a boundary or eliminate it and adjust the topological relationship appro�
priately� The process begins with the weakest boundary and it repeats
until all remaining boundaries can not be deleted anymore� The other
approach is working on the regions keeping record of all regions� decid�
ing whether to merge a region with one of its neighbors by investigating
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its boundaries� In similar work reported in ����� the 	rst approach was
taken� A major problem with working on boundaries is that they can
not be removed arbitrarily without considering topological constraints�
Otherwise some unacceptable topologies will occur�

In our experiment we propose a method that works on regions� Di�er�
ent approaches are adopted for regions with tiny� small� medium or big
area because of their di�erent roles in the image� Area thresholds are set
to decide which class the region belongs to� Regions smaller than ����� of
the total image area are classi	ed as �tiny�� Those bigger than tiny but
smaller than ���� of the image size is regarded as �small� and �medium�
region can occupy up to ��� of the total area� Big regions which takes up
more than ��� of the image area will be left unchanged because they are
usually important for subsequent classi	cation or recognition so we are
very careful with them and do not merge them to prevent the possibility
of any mixture of major objects� For a tiny region� the algorithm will
merge it with its neighboring region sharing the longest border whatever
the intensity of that border is� For a small or medium size region� the
merit value of each of its boundaries is computed using the weighting fac�
tor W �g�i� j�� derived and used in color adaptive smoothing� The merit
of a boundary is de	ned as the average of theW �g�i� j�� along the bound�
ary� where g�i� j� is the color gradient value� W �g�i� j�� takes value from
� to � and it is a decreasing function with regard to g�i� j�� Therefore the
larger the merit value of a boundary� the more likely it is to be elimi�
nated� Among all boundaries which are not very short� the weakest one
is selected as a candidate and it is compared with a merit threshold to
decide whether to merge the two regions that it separates� If the merge is
not suggested then the region under investigation will be left unchanged
and will not be processed later� It is also guaranteed that other regions
will not be merged with it in further processing� The only di�erence when
processing small or medium size region is that for a medium size region a
more strict threshold is applied to determine whether merging is permit�
ted� The algorithm begins with the smallest regions and terminates when
there are only big regions and those that can not be merged remaining�
The overall algorithm is given below

��� algorithm begins� when there are tiny regions left in the image� do
the following

�a� get the smallest region� calculate the length of its boundaries�
	nd out the longest boundary�

�b� merge the two regions separated by that boundary�
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update the region labels and region information�

��� when there are small and medium size regions not processed left in
the image� do the following

�a� get the smallest region among them as the candidate region�

�b� calculate the length and merit value of its boundaries� Among
the boundaries not very short� select the weakest one as a
candidate boundary�

�c� compare the merit value of the candidate boundary with the
appropriate threshold
if it can be removed� merge the two regions separated by this
boundary� update the region labels and region information�
if it can not be deleted� mark the candidate region as �cannot
be merged� and it will not be processed again�

��� merging terminates�

Compared with the approach that works directly on boundaries� the
advantage of this method is that it is easy to implement and there are
few topological constraints to consider� Every time the region is merged�
the necessary adjustment on region labels and other region information
can be easily achieved�

We have discussed various aspects of our segmentation algorithm in
detail� Experiment results on synthetic data have been given to prove
the e�ectiveness of the clustering algorithm and the cluster validation
method� More experiment results on real home photos and some other
test images will be provided to illustrate the performance of our solution
of color and texture segmentation�

��� Experiment results

����� Experiment setup

We have discussed our feature extraction methods and segmentation al�
gorithms� We will demonstrate the e�ectiveness of the algorithms on real
home photos and some synthetic images�

The algorithms are implemented in C language on a SUN SPARC ��
workstation running UNIX system�

The collection of home photos used for testing contains over �����
images� The contents of the images vary greatly from each other� The
majority of the photos are taken outdoor while there are also many indoor
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scenes� In most cases there are one or more persons present in the images
while some photos are pure natural scenes� landmarks� or objects�

To test the performance of the wavelet texture features� the natural
home photos can hardly meet our requirements because usually very few
regular texture patterns are present in these images� To give a better
evaluation of the texture features� we use some Brodatz texture patterns
to make a few synthetic texture images to do the testing on texture seg�
mentation� As to the segmentation involving a combination of color and
texture� natural images are chosen as test data�

The experiments will be divided into � parts� emphasizing the
MRF�GD constraint� color segmentation�color spaces comparison�� re�
gion merging� texture segmentation� and the segmentation combining
color and texture� respectively�

����� Experiment results

Color segmentation � performance of the MRF�GD model

First we will demonstrate the e�ect of the MRF�GD model in the seg�
mentation of color images� The original image� clsutering results with and
without MRF�GD model are presented in Figure ���� and Figure �����

In these examples� the color features are the CIE�L�u�v� color com�
ponents� The common parts of the two procedures include the transform
from RGB to CIE � L�u�v� space� the edge�preserved smoothing step
and the unsupervised clustering� The only di�erence lies with whether
MRF�GD model� as spatial constraint� is applied or not after the clus�
tering�

The results show that the clustering result with the MRF�GD con�
straint can be smoother than without it� Not only the region edges ap�
pear smoother� there are also less small regions which are noise look�alike
existing in the results� It should be noted that there are no signi	cant
di�erences between the results because the MRF�GD model is applied in
a limited way in this research and it will not greatly alter the clustering
results�

Color segmentation � comparison of color spaces

Color is the most important clue for home photo segmentation because
almost all digital home photos are stored in true color or indexed color
format and the color feature itself is very reliable for segmentation� Color
is a well de	ned feature and it is closely related to the surface property of
the object material in the image� When lacking any other prior knowledge
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Clustering result without MRF�GD model
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Figure ���� Color segmentation)with or without MRF�GD model ex�
ample �
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of the object properties in the image� it is generally reasonable to assume
that an object will present uniform color and di�erent objects can be sep�
arated by their color appearances� Many color spaces have been proposed
and studied for various color processing tasks ���������� In the experiment�
we test the performance of two color spaces HSV and CIE � L�u�v� in
segmentation�

The segmentation scheme is given as

��� Color space transformation from RGB to HSV or CIE � L�u�v��
For CIE � L�u�v� space� color features are L� u and v�
For HSV space� color features are v� vs cos h� vs sinh�
In both cases Euclidean distance is used to measure the color simi�
larity�

��� Edge�preserved smoothing for color feature�

��� Clustering in the ��dimensional color feature space
Varying the number of clusters from � to 
 and select best K and
the codebook�

��� Segmentation using codebook size K derived above�
GMRF model incorporated by using Equation �����

We try to use as few thresholds as possible in this algorithm� Only
several parameters and thresholds must be set for the algorithm
In the EPSM part� the iteration of smoothing is repeated for � times� In
each iteration the parameter � � which controls the degree of smoothing� is
set to twice of the mean value of the color gradient of the whole image at
the beginning of that iteration� As for the cluster validation part� as just
discussed� only one threshold is necessary to 	nd out the best number of
clusters�

The segmentation results on various kinds of home photos�natural
scene� city scene� portrait� objects� � � � are evaluated and compared� Some
examples are displayed from Figure ���� to Figure ����� All the images
are of ��� � ��� resolution�

In the 	rst example� segmentation results from CIE � L�u�v� and
HSV have only minor di�erences and it is di�cult to judge the results�
As both results are reasonable in these cases� it can be said that their per�
formance is very close to each other� It is noteworthy to mention that for
the same image the cluster number detected using CIE�L�u�v� or HSV
are not exactly the same� Because of the di�erent color representation by
CIE�L�u�v� andHSV � the color histograms will present di�erent shape�
so the simple cluster validation criterion we adopt will probably not get
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the same estimation� The di�erence� if existing� is usually small �"� or
����

In the next three examples� the CIE � L�u�v� model has a slightly
better performance than HSV in that the major objects are less frag�
mented�grass in Example �� trees in Example ���

From Example � to �� the experiment results strongly favour CIE �
L�u�v� thanHSV � In Example �� �owers are not well segmented byHSV 
the result is a�ected by small color variation� while CIE � L�u�v� gives
encouraging result� In the Example � where a street scene is presented�
both segmentation results are not very satisfactory due to the complexity
of the image content� In this case� the ideal segmentation is very di�cult
to achieve by color alone� However� it can be observed that CIE�L�u�v�
still out�performs HSV  the human face is kept as a whole object and
the background�building� road� tree� is also treated better� The building�
tree and road are labeled as di�erent classes using CIE � L�u�v� while
signi	cant parts of them are all mixed together using HSV �

Generally speaking� the performance of HSV and CIE � L�u�v� for
segmentation is comparable and similar in many situations� This is be�
cause both color spaces are perceptually uniform or sub�uniform� The
di�erence is that the distance measure in HSV seems to emphasize more
on the brightness variation� while proximity in CIE � L�u�v� is based
more on the chromatic distance� HSV has good discriminating ability for
di�erent hues when the color intensity is high but the discrimination is
poor when the color is dark� However for CIE�L�u�v� it seems that the
discriminating ability for di�erent hues does not decrease as the color be�
comes darker� and thus it is more perceptually uniform than HSV � So the
distance derived from CIE � L�u�v� space reduces the e�ect of shading
and highlights existing within objects� This results in di�erent perfor�
mance of these color spaces� CIE � L�u�v� is less sensitive to changes
in lighting conditions than HSV � which means it is better when dealing
with shadow and highlights� The results from CIE�L�u�v� is also more
perceptually satisfactory than HSV and it will give a result closer to the
manual segmentation� if there is one� In summary� the experiments show
that the CIE�L�u�v� color space has similar or better performance than
HSV in most cases� Therefore� it is favorable to use CIE�L�u�v� color
space for segmentation�
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Color segmentation � performance of region analysis and region
merging

In this section� we will test our region labeling and region merging al�
gorithm as described previously� After the region labeling and merging
procedure� the 	nal results of segmentation are given from Figure ����
to Figure ����� CIE � L�u�v� color features are used in these examples�
The left images are the original photos while the middle ones are the
intermediate results after clustering� The right images are segmentation
results after region labeling and merging� In most cases visually accept�
able results are derived the important and large objects are segmented
correctly� such as sky� tree� 	eld� building� human face� road� etc� The
over�segmented intermediate result by feature space clustering is com�
pensated e�ectively by the region merging algorithm� In some cases the
segmentation is not ideal as some mixture or over�segment exists� These
kinds of error are very di�cult to be corrected when only low�level fea�
tures are considered� Usually� a more satisfactory segmentation is only
possible when some high level prior knowledge or training is available�

The reason for the better performance for the combination of cluster�
ing and region merging can be summarized as Two kinds of constraints
can be applied to segmentation � one is the uniformity of feature within
the region and the other is the discontinuity of the feature between re�
gions� Clustering or region merging emphasize one side of these two as�
pects respectively� Moreover� clustering works on global feature distribu�
tion� while region merging works on local feature variation� By combining
them� a better overall performance can be expected because both global
and local information are applied� It is required that clustering obtain
an over�segmented result because the information loss caused by under�
segmentation can not be recovered or compensated by region merging�
The requirement for region merging to work e�ectively is that the clus�
tering procedure does not merge di�erent types of regions�

Texture image segmentation

Texture is more di�cult to process than color� In real world images� tex�
ture can often be perceived but most of them are not so regular and most
often there are only few kinds of texture patterns in one image� There�
fore natural images are not ideal for the experiments to test the texture
features� To test the performance of the features extracted by the wavelet
frame transform and edge�preserved smoothing� we use some synthetic
texture images that contain a few di�erent texture patches� The purpose
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�a� Original image �b� Segmentation result

Figure ���� Texture segmentation example �

of this experiment is mainly for testing the performance of the features�
i�e�� their ability to describe and discriminate various kinds of textures�
The cluster validation will not be a major concern here� so we manually
set the cluster number in each case� Region merging step is not included
in this experiment because we are more interested in the clustering result
which re�ects the performance of the features�

The segmentation scheme is given as

��� Wavelet frame transform to extract feature vectors
�th order symmetric QMF 	lter
��level decomposition� ��dimensional feature vectors

��� Edge�preserved smoothing for feature vectors�

��� Clustering in the ��dimensional texture feature space�

The four examples displayed in Figure ���� and Figure ���� are of
������� resolution� The image in Figure ���� is also used as an example to
show the result of edge�preserved smoothing for texture vectors� In all the
cases the segmentation results are encouraging� It proves the e�ectiveness
of our feature vectors in describing and discriminating textures�

Segmentation combining color and texture

It may seem natural and easy for human beings to use di�erent
clues�color� texture� � � � e�ectively when they segment or interpret an im�
age� In fact when a person is doing manual segmentation� he�she is very
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�a� Original image �b� Segmentation result

Figure ���� Texture segmentation example �

likely to incorporate some high level knowledge� whether consciously or
not� The manual segmentation result may be based more on the high
level human interpretation than on color or texture feature� So it is very
hard for us to know how users combine color and texture in segmentation�
When coming to the automatic segmentation� the combination of color
and texture is a di�cult and challenging issue because they belong to
two di�erent domains and have di�erent physical meaning� In automatic
segmentation algorithm� an appropriate distance measure is crucial to a
good 	nal result� For color or texture feature alone� a suitable distance
measure is easy to select but it is not readily available for their combina�
tion� In some retrieval systems ������� based on low�level �color� texture�
structure� � � � similarity� users can specify the importance of each feature
by giving it an appropriate weight� The 	nal score of a matching is based
on the weighted distance of various features� The weights can be decided
by the user according to their particular request� but for us the automatic
selection of such weights are nearly impossible as they are really domain
and application dependent and there is no general rule for deriving them�

The 	xed weights are given to the color and texture features� This is
done by setting the dynamic range of the texture feature to the same as
that of the lightness feature� It is also preferable to decrease the dimen�
sion of the texture features� because in most natural scenes there are not
so many subtle distinctions to discriminate as in the synthetic texture
images �e�g�� that shown in Figure ������ In most cases it is only nec�
essary to discriminate between texture and non�texture area so we use
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a one�dimensional texture feature� It is calculated by using Karhunen�
Loeve transform on the original texture vector� The transforming matrix
is derived from the statistics of the whole image and the transformed fea�
ture component corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is selected as the
one�dimension texture feature� Since the dynamic range of the texture
feature is often quite small compared to that of the color features� if they
are combined directly to form a feature vector� the texture di�erence will
be overwhelmed by that of color� Therefore in our implementation the
dynamic range of the texture feature is extended linearly to the same as
the dynamic range of the lightness feature� After this the texture feature
is added to the color feature as an extra fourth dimension� For gray im�
ages� the texture feature is combined with the lightness feature �L of the
CIE � L�u�v�� in the same way�

The segmentation scheme is given as

��� Color space transformation from RGB to CIE � L�u�v��

��� Wavelet frame transform in the L channel to extract texture fea�
tures
�th order symmetric QMF 	lter
��level decomposition� ��dimensional feature vector

��� Edge�preserved smoothing for color and texture feature vectors

��� Karhunen�Loeve transform to extract the main texture feature

��� Clustering in the ��dimension ���dimension for gray image� feature
space

The experiment result is given from Figure ���
 to Figure ����� The
result using color alone is not satisfactory because the texture information
which is very important for these images is not taken into account� The
textured objects �building and clothes� are fragmented by the color seg�
mentation� This kind of fragmentation can not be repaired by the region
merging procedure because the color variation along the region boundary
is high� By adding the texture feature� it can be observed that various
objects are better segmented� The combination of the color and texture
feature makes the segmentation closer to the ideal �object oriented� goal�
A gray scale indoor scene is also given as example� It is not able to seg�
ment the sofa as an object by using lightness alone� By incorporating
texture feature� the segmentation is satisfactory�

In the end it is noteworthy to point out that in our experiment with
the home photos� we 	nd that for the majority of the images� color fea�
tures alone give satisfactory segmentation results� This is because in most
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�a� Original Image �b� Segmentation using color only �c� Segmentation
combining color and texture

Figure ���
 Segmentation combining color and texture example �

home photos there does not exist any strong texture pattern� Sometimes
there are objects with weak textured appearance but it can be smoothed
away by the smoothing procedure� Therefore for most images the color
segmentation results are acceptable� Only in a few cases the texture fea�
ture must be included to signi	cantly improve the result� It is also found
that the main challenge when trying to add texture as extra feature is
that there are many irregular patterns existing in the image� They are
not uniform in color� presenting many strong edges� but at the same
time they can hardly be recognized as �texture� under any de	nition of
texture� Therefore the traditional texture processing method can not be
applied in these cases� Texture segmentation will give unreliable results
in these circumstances� The existence of these regions makes the unsuper�
vised segmentation very challenging and it is unlikely to be solved at the
very low level� When lacking any prior information� the best way is to go
for a color segmentation� If possible� it is highly preferable to apply some
texture detection routine before deciding which feature to incorporate in
the subsequent segmentation� If there is strong textured regions then it
is better combine the color and texture segmentation� If there are only
smooth regions and irregular regions then it is only necessary to do the
color segmentation�

����� Summary

We have highlighted some experiment results on home photo segmenta�
tion� The MRF�GD model is proved to be useful in practice� Experiment
results demonstrate that the CIE � L�u�v� color space performs better
than HSV in the unsupervised clustering based segmentation on digi�
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�a� Original Image �b� Segmentation combining lightness and texture

Figure ���� Segmentation combining color and texture example �

tal home photos� The region merging algorithm can serve as an e�ective
compensation step for the clustering based segmentation� Texture features
extracted by the wavelet frame transform are found to be promising in
discriminating di�erent textures� The combination of color and texture
for the segmentation of natural images is a challenging research area�
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Human Face Detection

For image and video� it is very often that people are within the scene as
its central content� For example� a home user hopes to 	nd a sequence
of photos containing his�her daughter� To identify people in an image or
video frame or even recognize the person� the best and reliable way is
to detect the human face as the 	rst step� Human face perception has
been a very appealing research topic in the computer vision community�
Face detection� face tracking and face recognition have been studied for
many years� Many face recognition algorithms have either assumed that
the face has been cropped from the image ���� or they have imposed some
constraints about the face or background such that face detection becomes
easier ���� or for on�line system� motion and color are jointly used to trace
the head and face �������� But in general situation these assumptions are
not true� Therefore� automatic human face detection still remains as an
unsolved problem�

The basic face properties are skin color and facial structure� The meth�
ods of face detection can be categorized as model�based� feature�based�
neural network�based and color�based� The model�based approach as�
sumes a di�erent face model in di�erent coarse to 	ne scales� For e��
ciency� the image is searched at the coarsest scale 	rst� Once a match
is found the image is searched by next 	ner scale model until the 	nest
scale is reached� The feature�based approach searches the image for a set
of facial features and groups them into face candidates based on their
geometrical relationship� The color�based approach labels each pixel ac�
cording to its similarity to skin color� The neural network based approach
searches face in the every image region by resizing the region into a 	xed�
size window and then feeding it as the trained network input� In ���� Sung
and Poggio have developed an example�based trainable system and used

�
�
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it for locating vertical frontal views of human faces in complex scenes�
The technique models the distribution of human face patterns by means
of a few view�based �face� and �non�face� prototype clusters� At each
image location� a di�erence feature vector is computed between the local
image pattern and the distribution�based model� A trained multi�layer
perception classi	er determines� based on the di�erence feature vector�
whether or not a human face exists at the current image location�

We found color�based approach can localize the face region fast but
not reliable while Sung and Poggio�s approach matches face very well but
needs more time to scan the whole image with the variant scales� As mat�
ter of fact� we can use color and shape information to extract the face�like
image objects as candidates �or we can call that hypothesis generation��
and then verify those candidates based on the priory knowledge of face
structure� In this chapter� color�based face detection method is discussed
in Section 
��� Face detection using shape� feature points and template
will be discussed in Section 
��� 
�� and 
���

��� Color Segmentation of Faces

Our aim is to detect the human face in color images discounting the
disturbing in�uences of surface orientation change� direction of the il�
lumination and shadows� The result can then be combined with other
information to segment the face from the background� We detect the face
in two steps First the image is segmented into homogeneously colored
regions� Second� the segment corresponding to the face is detected� To
this end� chromatic diagrams are examined� in theory� for the dichro�
matic re�ection model and� in practice� for histogram based segmenta�
tion� The projection from ��D to ��D color space e�ects color distances
and the ��D chromaticities become unstable in the case of low lighting
conditions� Ameliorating strategies are presented to overcome these di��
culties� Experiments are conducted on color images taken from complex
o�ce environment� On the basis of theoretical and experimental results it
is concluded that chromaticity diagrams allow face detection invariant to
a change in surface orientation� viewpoint of the camera� and illumination
intensity�

Computer programs that recognize faces could be applied to a wide va�
riety of problems� including security systems� image and 	lm processing�
and human�computer interaction� Prior to the face recognition� the ap�
proximate location of the face needs to be detected in the image� The
recognition task can then focus solely on the expected face location�
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thereby greatly reducing the required computation time� Our aim is to
investigate the possibility of using color to obtain an initial estimate of
the region in the image that contains the face� The images are taken in
complex o�ce environments� The result of the facial region detection us�
ing color could then be combined with other information� such as texture�
symmetry� convexity etc� to segment the face from the background�

Face detection using color is complicated due to a number of factors
The observed color values are dependent on the color 	lters� dark cur�
rent� gamma correction and the �automatic� white�balance settings of
the camera� In an arbitrary o�ce environment� the color and intensity of
the illumination and thus the observed colors depend on whether the sun
shines� or on which and how many lights are turned on� The color of the
human face is further in�uenced by shading and highlights and depends
on race� suntan� health etc� The demands for the face detection and recog�
nition algorithm is that they operate in real time� Taking these factors
into account� the task of face detection based on color is challenging�

Fleck� Forsyth and Bregler ��� present a system for detecting naked
people in image databases� They use a human skin 	lter to identify im�
ages which contain large regions whose color and texture resembles the
skin� Sun� Huang and Wu ��� detect potential face pixels in normalized
color space� Segments are then merged to form elliptic shapes and the
similarity with the face of the result is evaluated in L�a�b� space� The
drawback of these color segmentation methods is that they do not account
for the intrinsic problems of color space transformations� nor do they ac�
count for the image forming process� In contrast� Kender ��� explored the
problems which arise when color image processing techniques based on
saturation� hue and normalized color are applied � He points out that
these color transformations are singular at some points and are unsta�
ble at many others� In addition� the transformations introduce anomalies
into the frequency distribution of their generated values� Color segmenta�
tion methods that account for the process of image formation are studied
more recently� One of the 	rst methods based on physics considerations
is by Klinker� Shafer and Kanade ���� They developed a color segmen�
tation algorithm based on the dichromatic re�ection model proposed by
Shafer �
�� This method is based on evaluating �dog�leg� clusters in sensor
space� Based on a detailed analysis of the physics underlying color image
formation� Gevers et al� ��� analyze the distribution of pixels belonging
to homogeneously colored objects in sensor space� Region detection algo�
rithms are developed which take these distributions into account� and as
a result� are invariant to object geometry and highlights� The methods
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are based on the k�means clustering algorithm� and as such are compu�
tational expensive and depend on a good estimate of the initial clusters
initialization� Furthermore� the number of clusters needs to be known in
advance� This report extends the work of Gevers as we present a com�
putational e�cient face detection algorithm based on normalized color
histograms where the result do not depend on proper initialization� We
also analyze error propagation in normalized coordinates and the e�ect
of normalization on color distances in chromaticity diagrams and propose
ameliorating strategies�

To that end� we analyze in section 
����� in theory� the distribution
of pixels in various color spaces belonging to both matte and shiny ob�
jects when they are projected on various ��D surfaces� The chromaticity
diagrams that result from this projection are evaluated in section 
����
for the frequency distribution of the chromaticity coordinates� for color
distances and for the e�ect of error propagation� The method for face
detection takes the two latter factors into account and is presented in
section 
����� The approach is veri	ed by experiments in section 
�����

	���� Chromaticity diagrams

Dichromatic re�ection model

Consider an image of an in	nitesimal surface patch� Using red� green and
blue color 	lters with spectral sensitivities given by fR�
�� fG�
�� fB�
�
to obtain an image of the surface patch illuminated by a spectral power
distribution of the incident light denoted by e�
�� the measured sensor
values will be given by Shafer �
�

Cn � mb��n��s�

Z
�

fn���e���cb���d� �ms��n��s� �v�

Z
�

fn���e���cs���d� �����

for Cn giving the nth sensor response� n � fR�G�Bg� Further� cb�
�
and cs�
� are the albedo and Fresnel re�ectance respectively� 
 denotes
the wavelength� �n is the surface patch normal� �s is the direction of the
illumination source� and �v is the direction of the viewer� Geometric terms
mb and ms denote the geometric dependencies on the body and surface
re�ection respectively�

At the moment an image is captured� the spectral sensitivities of
the color 	lters� the spectral power distribution of the illuminant�
and the spectral transmission of the object are constant� The termR
� fn�
�e�
�cb�
�d
 can therefore be abbreviated as the constant kfn �
and the term ms��n��s� �v�

R
� fn�
�e�
�cs�
�d
 as constant lfn � This allows
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Equation 
�� to be written as	B
 R
G
B

�CA � mb��n��s�

	B
 kR
kG
kB

�CA"ms��n��s� �v�

	B
 lR
lG
lB

�CA �
���

Linear color spaces are de	ned using the transformation	B
 P
Q
R

�CA �

	B
 a� a� a�
a� a� a�
a� a a�

�CA
	B
 R

G
B

�CA �
���

where a���a� are constants and PQR are the transformed color coordi�
nates� The actual values of a���a� in matrix A depend on the color space�
Substitution of Equation 
�� in Equation 
�� gives	B
 P

Q
R

�CA � mb��n��s�

	B
 a�kR " a�kG " a�kB
a�kR " a�kG " a�kB
a�kR " akG " a�kB

�CA

"ms��n��s� �v�

	B
 a�lR " a�lG " a�lB
a�lR " a�lG " a�lB
a�lR " alG " a�lB

�CA �
���

A homogeneously colored matte object with constant kR� kG� kB but
with varying surface normal �n� and thus � � mb��n � �� �s��ms��n��s� �v� � ��
will draw a half�ray� emanating from the origin� in linear color space�
A homogeneously colored shiny object varying surface normal �n� and
thus � � mb��n��s� " ms��n��s� �v� � �� will draw two half�rays in linear
color space� All pixels that belong to the homogeneously colored shiny
object are located in the triangle spanned by these two vectors� If the
scene is illuminated by more than one di�erently colored light sources� a
homogeneously colored object will exhibit more than two half�rays�

Distribution of pixels in ��D and ��D color spaces

Colors di�er in saturation� hue and brightness� If we ignore the brightness
component� we obtain a ��D color space� The ��D color space is obtained
by the intersection of the ��D half�ray with a surface� The requirements for
this surface is that it does not contain the origin and that it cuts every
half�ray exactly ones� The orientation of the surface can be arbitrary�
the only requirement is that each color appears as an intersection� For
example� the intersection surface can be described by a plane de	ned as

b�x" b�y " b�z � � �
���
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or as an ellipse described as

b�x
� " b�y

� " b�z
� � � �
���

The values b�� b�� b� determine the orientation of the intersecting surface�
The representation of colors in such intersection surface will be called
a chromaticity diagram� each point represents a chromaticity� that is a
color modulo mere intensity changes� The chromaticity diagram can be
transformed by a perspective transformation� The general form of the
transformation is

x� �
c��x" c��y " c��
c��x" c��y " c��

y� �
c��x" c��y " c��
c��x" c��y " c��

�
�
�

where xy are the original chromaticity coordinates and x�y� the coordi�
nates of the new chromaticity diagram�

The chromaticity coordinates are obtained by substitution of the trans�
formed color coordinates of Equation 
�� in� for instance� Equation 
��

mb��n��s��b�p" b�q " b�r� � � �
���

where p� q� r represent �a�kR"a�kG"a�kB�� �a�kR"a�kG"a�kB�� �a�kR"
akG " a�kB�� respectively� Equation 
�� is solved for mb��n��s�

mb��n��s� �
�

b�p" b�q " b�r
�
���

For matte objects without surface re�ection� back substitution of Equa�
tion 
�� into Equation 
�� gives the chromaticity coordinates as

x �
p

b�p" b�q " b�r

y �
q

b�p" b�q " b�r
�
����

Note that the third row of Equation 
�� is omitted as the dimensionality
is reduced from three to two� The xy chromaticity coordinates are thus
independent of the body re�ection term mb��n��s�� As a result� the chro�
maticity coordinates are invariant to the surface normal �n of the object
and the direction of the illuminant �s� The invariance does not apply for
the regions in shiny objects that contain specular components� For this
case� the chromaticities are dependent on �n��s and camera viewpoint �v�

If a half�ray in ��D color space �matte object� is intersected with a
surface which intersects the half�ray exactly once� the half�ray maps onto
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Transform a� a� a� a� a� a� a� a a�
Opponent � �� � � �� �� � � �
XY Z ���� ���� ���� ��

 ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Perspective c�� c�� c�� c�� c�� c�� c�� c�� c��
uv � � � � � � �� �� �

Table 
�� Listed are the speci�c a���a� values for the linear transform of
Equation ��� from sensor color space to opponent and XY Z color space
which are used in this report� The resulting color spaces are projected
onto the opp and xy chromaticity diagrams� The uv diagram is obtained
from the xy diagram by the perspective transformation of Equation ���
for which the values c����c�� are listedf�

a single point� If the object is shiny� the distribution of the pixels in ��D
space is con	ned within a triangle spanned by two vectors� Both vectors
individuallymap onto two single points� The ��D colors that are the result
of a color mixture of these two vectors� will map onto the line between
the two points� Thus� matte objects map on points in the chromaticity
plane while shiny objects map on lines in the chromaticity plane�

Design of chromaticity diagrams for linear color spaces

We construct chromaticity diagrams for sensor color space� opponent color
space ��� and XY Z color space� The latter two are transformed according
to Equation 
��� The speci	c values of matrixA are given in Table 
��� The
tristimulus values XY Z are related to CIE RGB tristimulus values ����
We assume no a�priori knowledge of the spectral sensitivities of the color
	lters RGB of the color CCD camera and therefore adopt the values given
in the table by default�

Conventionally� the chromaticity coordinates of a color are the ratios
of each tristimulus value of the color to their sum� The instantiation of
parameters of Equation 
�� is therefore b� � b� � b� � � for the RGB and
XY Z projections� Consider the opponent color transformation� Division
of the 	rst and second component by their sum results in a �color�blind�
chromaticity diagram� as the condition that each half�ray intersects the
plane only once is violated for this orientation of the intersection plane�
For the opponent color space� we therefore orient the projection plane
perpendicular to the 	rst and second component� the orientation of the
intersection plane is z � ��
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The xy chromaticity diagram of the XY Z space is transformed using
Equation 
�
� The resulting chromaticity coordinates uv now corresponds
to the CIE ��
� uniform color scale diagram� which is designed to give a
perceptually more uniform space than that of the xy diagram� Opposed
to chromaticity diagrams that might be obtained from the perceptual
uniform ��D color space L�u�v� and L�a�b�� this transformation has ad�
vantages First� projection of these spaces on planes will result in two
points instead of one� The cause is the discontinuity of the L� compo�
nent

L� �

�
���� YYn �

��� � �� if Y
Yn

� ��������

������ YYn � otherwise
�
����

Second� due to the projection� perceptual uniform color distances no
longer apply� Third� although the L� component encodes the intensity
information� both the u�v� and a�b� are dependent on the Y term of
Equation 
���� Segmentation using only the u�v� and a�b� coordinates
therefore remains dependent on the intensity�

The chromaticity diagram inherits structure from the original color
space� The linear ��D color space derived from sensory space is bounded
by red� green� blue� white and black extremes� Likewise� ��D chromaticity
diagrams are bounded by red� green and blue extrema if linear color spaces
are projected onto planes� This is shown in Fig� 
��� Our aim is to detect
the human face using ��D color histograms obtained from chromaticity
diagrams� The chromaticity coordinates therefore need to be digitized as

x� � Round�S � x� �
����

where x denotes an arbitrary chromaticity coordinate� The coordinates
are scaled by a factor S� where S attains equal values for both coordinates�

	���� E
ects of the projection of ��D color spaces on chro�
maticity diagrams

Error propagation

It is desirable that small tristimulus changes cause small transform
changes� As can be seen from Equation 
���� the transformation from
��D colors pace to ��D color space is unstable close to the black point�
For instance� consider the e�ect of quantization errors in the RGB com�
ponents� The maximum e�ect of quantization occurs for the r component
if R changes from value � to � while the sum R " G " B remains con�
stant� The e�ect of this quantization is S

R	G	B � Thus a change of one
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Figure 
�� Chromaticity diagrams� �a�� RGB color space� projected on
plane x " y " z � �� �b�� RGB color space� projected on plane x� "
y� " z� � �� �c�� Opponent color space� projected on plane z � �� �d��
Projection of the columns of the XY Z color matching matrix on plane
x"y"z � � yields the triangular shaped color gamut of the RGB camera�
The �horseshoe� gamut corresponds to the 
��
 average human observer�
The camera has high sensitivity to red colors and a low sensitivity to blue
colors� This is re�ected in �e�� The XY Z color space� projected on plane
x"y"z � �� �f�� The uv diagram after perspective transformation of �e��
Color distances in uv space are approximately perceptual uniform� Green
colors are �compressed� by the transformation� spurious gaps occur at the
purple line which connects the blue and red extrema�
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unit input will give a change of one unit output if S � R"G"B� Sim�
ilarly� a change of one unit input will give a change of k units output
if S � R	G	B

k � Thus� the probability of an error in the r component is
linearly dependent on the sum of the RBG components A twice as high
value for R"G"B results in a twice as low certainty of the correct value
of r� The exact error probability can be derived as follows If an arbitrary
normalized color coordinate x is derived using functionf�R�G�B� then
the reliability of the value x is

P �x� � j �f
�R

j" j �f
�G

j" j �f
�B

j �
����

A higher value of P �x� indicates an unreliable x value� a value close to
zero indicates a reliable chromaticity value�

For the case that linear color spaces are projected onto planes� the
general form of the error propagation for chromaticity coordinate x can
roughly be approximated as

P �x� �
c�B " c�G" c�R

�c�B " c�G" c�R��
�
����

where c�� ��c� are composed of multiplications and additions of the a���a�
terms of Equation 
��� The error propagation functions are expensive
to compute� Due to the real time requirements of face detection� only
projections on planes will be considered� where the error propagation is
approximated by the function

P �x� �
�

�B "G"R�
�
����

As a result� this approximation is more accurate for the rg coordinates
since the the terms c�� ��c� are approximately equal to one� than for the
uv coordinates�

Frequency distribution due to the computation of chromaticity
coordinates

There are other di�culties with the projection onto planes� Kender ��� an�
alyzes the e�ect of the computation of rg with respect to spurious modes
that occur in the distribution of the normalized coordinates� The essen�
tial problem is the use of the division in the computation of the projected
coordinates� Because the input is digital� certain output quotients are
�favored� over others� creating false modes in the digitized chromaticity
diagrams� The cause is that fractions are equivalence classes of pairs of
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Figure 
�� For image segmentation using color histograms� we need to
assign the pixels in the image to the closest local maxima occurring in the
histogram� Therefore� we need to compute the distance between the color
of the pixel and the color of the local maximum� The distance between
the projection of the two lines on the chromaticity diagram depends on
the orientation of the two lines in color space� If instead the ��D color
space coordinate of the pixel that is to be classi�ed� and the ��D color
space coordinate of the local maximum is used� the distance is no longer
dependent on the orientation of the two lines in color space�

integers� and given the digital input� certain of these equivalence classes
can have more representatives than others� For example� the r value of ���
can be attained through various fractions� by many more input triples can
can the value of ������ Histograms are negatively a�ected by the spurious
modes� as they may lead to spurious groupings of pixels� When discrete
values RGB are transformed to the XY Z color space� the color space co�
ordinates are transformed to real values� The transformation from RGB
to XY Z e�ectively undigitizes the input XYZ values� However� the per�
spective transformation from xy to uv� some indices in the uv diagram
within the color triangle can not be attained� see Fig� 
��� The occurrence
of these spurious gaps might be prevented by adjusting the scale factor S
of Equation 
��� which� in turn� reduces the discriminative power of the
uv diagram to distinguish small color di�erences�
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Color distances in chromaticity diagrams

In image segmentation using color histograms� 	rst the ��D dominant
colors are detected in the histogram� Next� individual pixels are assigned
to a dominant color based on the minimal distance� Color distances are
a�ected by the projection onto ��D chromaticity diagrams� As pointed
out by Healey ���� the distance between two ��D chromaticity coordinates
�which will be called �chromaticity distance��� where these coordinates
correspond to two distinct half�rays in ��D color space that are separated
by a 	xed angle� depends on the location of the lines in ��D color space�
Colors having equal distances in ��D color space have di�erent distances
in ��D space� Healey therefore computes the normalized rg coordinates by
division of R and G by

p
R"G"B� which corresponds to the projection

of RGB color space on the surface x� " y� " z� � �� or alternatively� to
the projection of R�G�B� on the surface x" y " z � ��

However� for assigning pixels to ��D dominant colors� the ��D chro�
maticity representation of the pixels can be ignored� since the ��D color
information is still available� As an alternative to computing color dis�
tances in ��D space� we therefore use the ��D color of the pixel that is to
be classi	ed� and the ��D color space coordinate of the dominant color�
The dominant color represents a half ray in ��D color space� The distance
between the ��D pixel and the ��D local maximum is computed as the
shortest distance from the ��D pixel to this half ray� This distance will be
referred to as �line distance��

To see this in two dimensions� consider the dominant color represented
by line L and the ��D coordinate of the pixel M as depicted in Fig� 
���
Let � denote the angle between L and the line M through the origin and
pixel M � The shortest distance between the point M and the line L is
the distance between the point M and the point P � where P is a point
on the line L� The distance d between the dominant color and pixel M is

d � jM j tan��� �
����

where jM j denotes the length from the black point to M � Therefore� d
depends only on � and not on the orientation in color space of L or the
line from the black point through M �

	���� Method for face detection using chromaticity dia�
grams

Face detection is a two step process� First� the image is segmented into
homogeneously colored regions using ��D color histograms� Second� the
region that most closely corresponds to the color of the face is detected�
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The chromaticity coordinates are computed by the method described
in section 
����� The probability of errors in these coordinates is approxi�
mated� regardless of the color space transform� by Equation 
���� Given a
pixel� the histogram index corresponding to the chromaticity of the pixel
is increased by the scaled intensity of the pixel� Thus� a probability value
close to � corresponds to a high probability that the coordinate is correct�
A value close to � corresponds to a high probability that the coordinate
is erroneous� In e�ect� pixels with a high probability of error have small
e�ects in the histogram�

The histogram is then iteratively smoothed with a Gaussian 	lter� with
�� � � � ��� The local maxima detection algorithm automatically adjusts
the value of � until a speci	ed number of local maxima are detected�
Local maxima are found by evaluating� for every histogram index� the
eight nearest neighbors� If the height at a histogram index exceeds that
of its eight neighbors� the index is classi	ed as a local maximum� The
method is not able to detect local maxima which extend over more than
one consecutive indices�

The face color is composed of melanin �yellow� and blood �red�� To
determine which local maximum corresponds to the face� the chromaticity
distance is computed for each local maximum with the chromaticity value
that corresponds to the RGB color value ��� ���� ��� The local maximum
with the minimal chromaticity distance is assigned to the face�

For rg and opp color space� individual pixels are assigned to the local
maximum that corresponds to the face based on the minimal line distance
between the ��D pixel color and the ��D local maxima colors� For uv
space� individual pixels are assigned to the face local maximum based on
the chromaticity distance� as this space is designed to yield approximate
perceptual uniform color distances�

	���� Experiments

In the experiments shown in Fig� 
�� 
�� 
��� the region most likely to
correspond to the face is depicted in color� the non�face regions are shown
in white�

Segmentation of color images by ��D histograms is dependent on the
color and intensity� In section 
���� it was shown that chromaticity dia�
grams� are invariant to shadows� the surface orientation of the face and to
the direction of the light source� In Fig� 
�� the results are shown for ��D
histogram segmentation in RGB space and for ��D histogram segmenta�
tion in the rg� uv and opp color space� The experiment shows that regions
detected through the chromaticity diagrams are una�ected by shadows
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and varying illumination� In Fig� 
�� the face is detected under varying
direction of the illuminant� The experiment shows that the face region
detection is una�ected by a change in the direction of the light source�

Matte objects cause peaks in the ��D histogram� whereas highlights
cause lines in the histogram� as was shown in section 
����� The local
maxima detection method� described in section 
����� detects peaks in the
histogram� As a result� the face detection method is negatively a�ected
by highlights� Due to the instability of the color space transform� pixels
of low intensity are likely to be misclassi	ed� Both e�ects can be observed
in the experiment of Fig� 
���

In section 
����� the error propagation of the projection of linear color
spaces on chromaticity diagrams was estimated as a function of the in�
tensity Color pixels with high intensity result in a low probability of
error in the chromaticity coordinates� The histogram indices are there�
fore weighted with this probability function� In Fig� 
��� a large part of
the image is dark and as a result� the chromaticity coordinates are un�
stable� Weighting with intensity prevents that those pixels have a large
e�ect on the histogram� and as a result negatively e�ect the detection of
local maxima in the histogram�

Once the image is segmented into homogeneously colored regions� the
dominant colors of the regions are inspected� The region with a color most
closely corresponds to the face color is then assigned as the face region�
The experiment shown in Fig� 
�� show that this method seems robust to
changes of the color of the illuminant and to changes of skin color� How�
ever� if two regions are detected which both approximately correspond to
the skin color� it is not unlikely that the region not corresponding to the
face will be selected�

The goal of this work is to detect the region belonging to the face dis�
counting the disturbing in�uences of surface orientation change� direction
of the illumination and shadows� The result can than be combined with
other information as convexity and symmetry to segment the face from
the background�

Using the dichromatic re�ection model� we analyzed in theory the
distribution of color pixels belonging to homogeneously colored objects
in chromaticity diagrams� It was found that matte objects cause peaks in
the ��D chromaticity diagram� The method for detection of local maxima
takes this information into account� As a result� the method presented
detects the face invariant to a change in surface orientation� viewpoint of
the camera� and illumination intensity but is sensitive to highlights� The
transformation from ��D to ��D color space e�ects color distances and the
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�a� �b�

�c� �d� �e�

�f� �g�

Figure 
�� Segmentation results for color image shown in �a�� The
face contains shadows and highlights� the illumination of the background
changes gradually� �b�� Segmentation based on the ��D RGB histogram is
negatively e�ected by shadows and illumination intensity� As a result� the
face is split up in more than one segment� �c�� �d� and �e�� Segmentation
based on chromaticity diagrams rg� uv and opp� respectively� The im�
age is segmented in an achromatic and a face region� Segmentation based
on chromaticity diagrams is invariant to shading and intensity changes�
In section ��
�
 it was shown that segmentation by ��D histograms� ob�
tained from chromaticity diagrams� is invariant to the direction of the
light source� In �g� the direction of the illumination is altered� As is shown
by the face detection results of �g�� segmentation based on chromaticity
diagrams is invariant to changes in the direction of the light source�
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�a� �b� �c�

Figure 
�� �a� contains the color of the face and the color of the shirt�
A large part of the image is very dark� As a result� the chromaticity co�
ordinates due to the dark pixels are unstable� The weighting of the chro�
maticities with the intensity prevents that unstable chromaticities have a
large e�ect on the chromaticity histogram� �b� shows the result of face
detection based on the weighted histogram� two local maxima are found
that correspond to the face color and to achromatic color� In contrast� �c�
shows the result if the histogram is not weighted� A large number of local
maxima� caused by the unstable dark pixels� are therefore detected� As a
result� the speci�ed number of segments can not be detected and the image
is over segmented�

��D chromaticities become unstable in the case of low lighting conditions�
Ameliorating strategies were presented to overcome these di�culties�

The major drawback of the presented method is that the number of
dominant colors occurring in the image need to be speci	ed� The method
would bene	t if a method would be incorporated that automatically de�
tects the number of local maxima occurring in the histogram�

��� Shape Information As a Cue

	���� Geometric characteristic of face

After the median 	ltering� there are still many small regions and the large
regions with the holes in them and spurs and ditches on their boundaries�
Morphological operations like dilation� erosion� opening� closure are ap�
plied to the binary images to remove isolated pixels� to eliminate the
spurs and the ditches on the boundaries� to connect the small objects in
the neighborhood� to 	ll the small interior holes� Then the large holes
like eye holes are 	lled� After all these operations only a few large regions
are retained� Women and people in tropical countries like Singapore or in
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�a� �b�

�c� �d�

�e� �f�

Figure 
�� The method for face detection is a two�step process� First� the
image is segmented in homogeneously colored regions� Second� the region
that most closely resembles the face color is detected� �b�� �d� and �f�
show that the second step of the face detection algorithm appears to be
invariant to racial color� �f� and �h� show that the detection appears to
be invariant to a change in illumination color� The detection method is
negatively e�ected by background colors that resemble the color of the
face� In �f�� the region under the chin is illuminated by inter re�ection
of the chin� The face is therefore illuminated by two di�erently colored
illuminants� As a result� the region under the chin is not assigned to the
face�
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Summer often wear short�sleeved or sleeveless or low�cut shirts and skirts
or shorts� So their exposed skin include not only face� neck� hand but also
chest� arms and legs even trunk� After 	nishing all these preprocessing
operations the objects in the image are mainly faces� arms� legs and other
body parts plus some skin color like objects� From now on some priori
knowledge is used to identify the face from other objects� For a good pic�
ture� it is unlikely that a face intersects with any image borders� Even if
it is the case sometimes� this person must be taken in by accident and is
the persona non grata� Therefore� objects connected to image borders are
discarded except for those objects which cover the signi	cant part �say�
great than ��#� of the segmented skin color image because sometimes
naked trunk may intersect with the image borders�

Although faces� legs� arms can�t be discriminated by the skin color�
they have di�erent shapes� Limbs are generally long and thin while face
is not� In ���� shape analysis involving ellipse 	tting is employed based on
the observation that the appearance of a face resembles an oval shape� To
avoid the extensive computation of ellipse 	tting� two shape descriptors
are used in our research�

	���� Shape descriptors

Eccentricity is de	ned as the ratio of major axis to the minor axis of
the region� in other words� the ratio of the eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix� Given the number of points in the region is N � the eccentricity
of the region� e� is computed by the following formula�

x� �
�

N

X
x� y� �

�

N

X
y �
��
�

Mij �
X

�x� x��
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M�� M��

M�� M��

�
�
����

e �
M�� "M�� "

q
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����

where �x�� y�� is the centroid of the region and Mij is the ij�th central
moment C is covariance matrix� Eccentricity is a translation and rotation
invariant measurement� For some symmetrical shapes� such as circle� some
regular polygons� e equals �� Of cause� for those hollow shapes like rings�
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Figure 
�� Small objects and long� thin objects have been discarded�

e still equals �� Thus another measure� compactness� is needed to describe
these shapes�

Compactness measures how closely�packed the shape is and is de	ned
as the ratio of the squared perimeter �the number of pixels in the bound�
ary of the shape� to the area �the number of pixels in the shape� of the
region perimeter��area� For the compact shape� disc� its compactness
is ��� for the other shapes� their compactness are greater than this value�

	���� Experimental results

According to these measurements some long and thin objects like legs
and arms can be discarded completely� After using these morphological
operations and shape description measurements the result image in the
Figur 
��� is shown in Figure 
��� But when these objects connect with
the face and trunk� the problem is still there�

��� Face Feature Detection Using DOG Opera�

tors

To validate a candidate region as face� it needs to be checked if the facial
features like eyes� nose� mouth are presented there� Before we describe
the face structural information detection method we introduce a DOG
�Di�erence of Gaussians����� operator which will be used later�

	���� The DOG �Di
erence of Gaussians� operator

In the photo human eyes are always darker than surrounding area� How
to detect such intensity changes� In image processing there are many edge
detectors which are based on measuring the intensity gradient at a point
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in the image� The gradient operator r is a 	rst�derivative operator

r �

�
�
�x
�
�y

�
�
����

The 	rst�derivative operator gives a peak where intensity changes�
Some examples of this kind are Roberts� Kirsch� Prewitt and Sobel op�
erators� However most edges are not sharp steps� They are often gradual
transitions from one intensity to another� In this case we will get a smooth
hump instead of a steep peak� To 	nd the accurate edge location is equiv�
alent to 	nd the local maximum �for a rising edge� or local minimum
�for a falling edge�� There are other methods to 	nd these edges directly�
One of them is the second�derivative operator which di�erences the 	rst
derivative� Then the problem has been changed into 	nding the places
where the second�derivative is zero� When we apply second derivative
operators to images� the zeros rarely fall exactly on a pixel� They may
fall between pixels� We can 	nd zeros by 	nding the zero�crossing in the
second derivative as illustrated in Fig 
�
 for one dimensional signals� �A
zero�crossing is a place where the value of a function passes from posi�
tive to negative�� For two dimensions the second derivative operator is
denoted by r� and is called Laplacian operator

r� � r � r �

�
�
�x
�
�y

�
�
�
�
�x
�
�y

�
�

��

�x�
"

��

�y�
�
����

In fact� the di�erencing operators are sensitive to the noise� One way to
deal with the sensitivity of the Laplacian operator is to smooth the image
	rst� If the Gaussian kernel

G�x� y� �
�

����
e
�r�

��� �
����

�where r� � x� " y�� is applied the smoothed image

I � G�x� y�  f �
����

Then the Laplacian operator is applied on the smoothed image

r�I � r��G�x� y�  f� � �r�G�x� y��  f �
����

where�

r�G�x� y� �
��
���

��� r�

���
�e

�r�

��� �
����

It is to say there is no need to do these operations in two steps� Simply
di�erencing the Gaussian to get a single Laplacian of Gaussian operator
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�a� �b� �c�

Figure 
�
 The notion of a zero�crossing� The intensity change �a� gives
rise to a peak �b� in its 	rst derivative and to a zero�crossing �c� in its
second derivative�

�a� �b�

Figure 
�� The one �a� and two �b� dimensional form of r�G�

r�G� r�G is a symmetric Mexican�hat�shaped operator and its one� and
two�dimensional forms are shown in Fig 
��� It can be interpreted that
the Laplacian of a Gaussian is the derivative with respect to ��� of a
Gaussian� That is� it is the limit of one Gaussian minus a just every so
smaller Gaussian� For this reason it can be approximated as the di�erence
of two Gaussian� This is known as the Di�erence�of�Gaussian or DOG
operator�

	���� Face feature detection by DOG operator

r�G can be applied to edge detection� It is found that the elongated 	lter�
a one�dimensional DOG operator in one direction and a one�dimensional
Gaussian 	lter in the perpendicular direction� is more e�cient than the
round DOG operator for face feature detection�
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Figure 
�� The elongated DOG operator��a� Image form display� �b� Mesh
surface plot�

The elongated DOG operator is separable and it can be represented by
a product of two one�dimensional functions in perpendicular directions�
For instance� operator illustrated in Fig 
�� can be expressed as

G�x� � d
�

dy�
G�y� �
��
�

where G�x� � �p
����

exp�
x�

��� is a one�dimensional Gaussian distribution�

This makes implementation relatively easy by convoluting the image with
two one�dimensional vectors in two directions rather than a single two�
dimensional matrix�

	���� Experimental results

A thresholding operation is applied to suppress those small local maxima
and limit the search range before the detection of local maxima� Fig 
���
shows the output of convoluting original image with the elongated DOG
operator and the feature points �marked with the crosses� detected by
	nding the local maxima� These results indicate that the elongated DOG
operator is indeed able to detect the structural features in the face� More�
over� the operator is able to localize the eyes location accurately which are
used in many face recognition application as the datum points to resize
and normalize the face size and orientation ����� A prototype face detec�
tion system is developed using skin color segmentation� shape veri	cation
and elongated DOG operator validation�shown in Fig 
�����
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Figure 
��� Human face detection results�
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	���� Discussion

DOG operator has the strong ability of localizing the eyes location and can
be used for face normalization� However� this method has some problems

� It produces too many feature points especially at the edges� But
when we only examine those feature points falling into the face
candidates obtained from skin color� the number of points is signif�
icantly reduced� The result is shown in Fig 
����

� It can only detect the facial features within the certain range of
scale and orientation variations although Yow ���� demonstrated it
is invariant to scale� orientation� pose and viewpoint over a wide
range and the faces can be at the di�erent scales and orientations�
The problemmay be resolved by using multi�scale steerable pyramid
decomposition ����� But the computational e�orts will be multiplied�
Fortunately for those large face �for instance�� greater than ��� ��
pixels� image� it has the broad orientation variation tolerance which
can cover all the non�intentional poses in the home photo album�
even for the faces like in Fig 
��� it can detect the feature points
correctly� For the smaller faces such tolerance doesn�t hold any more�

� It fails to detect the small facial features due to the uncertainty
principle in spatial�frequency space� It cannot attain high resolution
spatial�frequency discrimination while keeping the accurate space
localization� This di�culty is fatal weakness because a large number
of home photos contains small human portrait� For ������� image�
human face is smaller than ������ thus facial feature region is very
small� This curbs the usability of the elongated DOG operator� The
solution is to use the high resolution image�

For those feature points which fall into the face candidates obtained
from skin color� we use the geometry information between those points
to verify if there is a true facial structure or not� For the frontal face� two
eyes are symmetrical� the cheek under the eyes is textureless� two eyes
and nose or mouth form a triangle� the ratio of the distance between two
eyes to the distance between nose�mouth and the eye line� Using these
prior knowledge the frontal face can be validated� But for the side view�
due to the absence of one eye or even mouth� some feature points are lost�
It is di�cult to verify by the structural information�
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�a� �b�

Figure 
��� �a� Output of the elongated DOG operation� �b� Detected
feature points �marked by cross��

Figure 
��� Feature points �marked by cross� falling into the face candi�
dates obtained from skin color�
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Figure 
��� The elongated DOG operator can correctly detect the feature
points in the faces although the heads tilt in a large angle�

��� Template�based Human Face Detection

	���� Overview

Generally speaking most of human faces are all similar� They have roughly
similar structures� They have the same facial components which are dis�
tributed over the face with the similar spatial relationship� However� hu�
man faces do have some variations for the di�erent individuals� Precisely
because of these variations� the world is getting varied� interesting� Peo�
ple takes advantages of these variations to recognize each other or if all
the human faces were same� people would be confused and life would be
in disorder� On the other hand� human face is a non�rigidity object� the
same face will have di�erent appearance in the di�erent time with the
change of the subject�s mood� makeup and accessories� These variations
come from the face itself� In fact for the faces in the image� a large number
of variations results from imaging condition including illumination� tak�
ing viewpoint� subject�s pose and etc� For the face recognition problem�
which compares the input face image with a number of known faces and
determines it matches the one of them� these variations are used to dis�
criminate the one face from the other faces� On the contrary� for the face
detection problem� which detects if there exists a human face in the input
image� the key issue is to 	nd out the similarity among the faces despite
of those variations� There are many methods to deal with the variations�
In essence most of them are templates�based methods� One of them is
an example�based learning approach for locating vertical frontal views
of faces in complex background ����� We implemented this approach and
combined it with our method� The procedure is divided into two steps
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	rst� a set of face templates is constructed through the example�based
learning� then these templates are used to match the test image in every
scale and every location to 	nd out whether there exists a �matching� or
not�

	���� Normalized face space�

Faces are structured objects in essence with the same key facial compo�
nents geometrically arranged in roughly the same location� Thus� when
we map these geometrical location related information into a high di�
mensional location space� it will form a unique distribution in this �face
space��

To simplify the algorithms� the face is normalized 	rst� A rectangle
is drawn around the face with its upper edge just above the eyebrows�
lower edge just under the mouth and left and right edge just outside the
cheek as shown in Fig 
���� To minimize the in�uence caused by noise this
face window is blurred by a lowpass Gaussian kernel� Then the intensity
of pixels is adjusted to reduce the illumination non�uniformity� The face
window is resized to �� � �� using the bilinear interpolation method�
Choosing a �� � �� normalized window size is somewhat arbitrary�����
The main reason is that the �� � �� size is small enough to keep the
�face space� tractable while large enough to preserve the facial details�
The pixels near corners and boundaries are less relevant to the descrip�
tion of a face� In order to reduce the dimensionality of �face space� and
eliminate the possible negative e�ect a �� � �� binary pixel mask shown
in Fig 
����b� is used to zero out these pixels� Subtracting these pixels
from �� � window� only �
� pixels are left� If each column of pixels is
spread to form a long column of pixels� we get a �
� dimensional face
vector� This face vector will span a �
� dimensional space which we call
�face space��

	���� Dimensionality reduction

When all sample faces are mapped into the high dimensional �face space��
it will form a unique distribution� But all the faces will not be randomly
distributed in this high�dimensional �face space�� they will be compactly
distributed in a small region� Thus� they can be characterized by a rel�
atively low�dimensional subspace� This subspace can be approximated
by the principal component analysis� which is often used to reduce the
dimensionality while keeping the most of information� In our case� the
�face space� is �
� dimension� If we perform a principal component anal�
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Figure 
��� �a� Part of face region concerned� �b� Mask

ysis and retain only those components which contribute more than ����
percent to the variance in the data set� the dimensionality of the subspace
will reduce to �� �shown in Fig 
����� This proves performing principal
component analysis is Signi	cant� since it can reduce the complexity of
the operations followed at the price of losing very little information�

	���� Clustering and face template generation

We can imagine even in ���dimensional subspace of �face space� the face
distribution is still very complicated and not easy to be characterized by
a few parameters� But it is reasonable to assume that this probability dis�
tribution is a mixture of Gaussian distributions with di�erent means and
deviations� That means we can split the subspace into a few clusters and
for each cluster it can be characterized as a multi�dimensional Gaussian
distribution� So we use the clustering algorithms to generate a few face
templates�

Traditional k�means clustering algorithm is simple and easy to use�
but it has a main drawback� In essence� k�means clustering is a local
optimal algorithm but not a global optimal algorithm� Its performance
is sensitive to the initial cluster centers� Good initial values will result
in good performance� Many methods have been proposed to tackle this
problem� Here a method called progressive increment of cluster numbers
k�means clustering algorithm is proposed� This algorithm increases the
number of clusters progressively from one to the preset value� so there is
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Figure 
��� The variance of each principal component

little chance to trap into a local minimum due to the improper selection
of initial values� This method works very well for the data with isolated
clusters� For the partially isolated clusters� it also works reasonably well�
The procedure of the algorithm is as following

�� Compute the mean value of the sample data� Find the furthest point
from the mean value�

�� Split the mean value into � cluster centers along the direction from
the mean value to the furthest point�

�� Divide the sample data into the current clusters by assigning each
sample into the nearest cluster center based on Euclidean distance�

�� Update the cluster centers to be the centroids of the current clusters�

�� Using the updated cluster centers� to reassign the data samples to
the nearest cluster center� If the results remain unchanged proceed
to the next step� otherwise� go to the last step�

�� If the number of current clusters is not less than preset number�
go to the next step� Otherwise compute the deviation of the each
cluster� Find the cluster which has the biggest deviation� In this
cluster� 	nd the furthest point from the its center� Increase the
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number of clusters by �� Split this cluster center into � along the
direction from center to the furthest point� Assign one to it and
another one to the new increased cluster� Go to the step ��

About Mahalanobis distance

In Chapter � a distance measure named Mahalanobis distance is intro�
duced� It is de	ned by

D�
M � �x� �x�T*���x� �x�� �
����

We said the Mahalanobis distance is better metric than Euclidean dis�
tance in measuring how far a point is from a set of points by considering
its spatial distribution while the distribution of the set is not isotropy�
When used in feature space to determine the decision boundary� Maha�
lanobis distance is superior to Euclidean distance� The initial point set
is marked by ��� The locus of the constant Mahalanobis distance �in the
	gure the distance is

p
�� from this set is drawn by the solid line� When

some points �marked by ���� are added to enlarge the point set� the same
Mahalanobis distance �drawn by dash�dot line� will cover a larger region�
Because clustering algorithm is a iterative process� when Mahalanobis dis�
tance is used as the distance metric in the clustering algorithm� it tends
to make a particular cluster bigger and bigger and make the algorithm
unstable� This problem results from the fact that when more points fall
into the set� the elements of covariance become larger� and the Maha�
lanobis distance becomes smaller� As we know the multivariate Gaussian
probability density function is de	ned as

f�x� �
�

����
d
� j*j ��

exp���
�
�x� �x�T*���x� �x�� �
����

where x is a d�dimensional vector� �x is the d�dimensional mean vector�
* is the d�by�d covariance matrix� j*j is the determinant of *� Its log�
likelihood is expressed as

ln f�x� � �d
�
ln �� � �

�
ln j*j � �

�
��x� �x�T*���x� �x�� �
����

or equivalently

�� ln f�x� � �x� �x�T*���x� �x� " ln j*j" d ln ��

� D�
M " ln j*j" C
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Figure 
��� �a�Loci of the same constant Mahalanobis distance �solid
line and dash�dot line� for the di�erent set sizes versus locus of the same
constant Euclidean distance �dashed line�� �b�Loci of the same constant
modi	ed Mahalanobis distance for the di�erent set sizes�

where C is a constant� From this expression we 	nd the cue� The modi	ed
Mahalanobis distance is shown in Fig 
����b�� As in Fig 
����a� the initial
point set is marked by ��� The locus of the constant modi	edMahalanobis
distance from this set is drawn by the solid line� Additive points are
marked by ��� and the locus of the same modi	ed Mahalanobis distance
for enlarged set is drawn by the dash�dot line� We can observe that for the
enlarged point set the modi	ed Mahalanobis distance pulls some points
near while pushes some points far to keep the point set stable� Therefore�
the modi	ed Mahalanobis distance can be used as the distance metric
in the clustering algorithm� Performing this clustering algorithm � face
template are generated �see Fig 
��
��

	���� Template matching

First� a minimum rectangle which embraces the largest region in the im�
age is determined� Then a square window with the size equivalent to the
longer side of the rectangle is shifted over the search region by the step
of one pixel or several pixels to reduce the search locations� At the each
location� subimage in the window is normalized to the �� � �� by bi�
linear interpolation and subsampling� Then the � modi	ed Mahalanobis
distances between the normalized region and � templates are computed
respectively and only the minimum value among them is retained� Then
the window size is shrunken by a factor of ��� and repeat the above op�
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Figure 
��
 � face prototypes

erations until the window size is smaller than ������ So for each face
candidate region� we get a two dimensional array of distance with the in�
dex representing the location and window size�scale� index respectively�
Now the problem is converted to� the location� and the scale where the
best match is found� From the experiments we observed that choosing the
global minimum of the distance array as the best match is not reliable�
It reaches its minimum when the window covers the target face exactly�
Thereafter� it will rise up with the window shrinking further� Based on
such hypothesis� In each scale the best location is determined 	rst by 	nd�
ing the position where the distance is minimum� Thus two dimensional
array is transformed into one dimensional array with the index indicating
the scale�window size�� If the distance is decreasing monotonously the
minium window size is thought to be the best match scale� In these two
cases the true face is thought to be detected� Otherwise� it is thought
there does not exist a human face in the current candidate region�

Some detected faces are shown in Fig 
���� For the more than ��# face
candidate regions this method can successfully validate it is a face pattern�
Some failed cases are caused by non�frontal views� some are caused by our
non�global optimized minimum distance search method�
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Figure 
��� Faces detected by template matching
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Visual Keywords

Despite the simplicity of keyword�based matching� text retrieval systems
have achieved practical success in recent decades� Keywords� which ex�
hibit meaningful semantics to users� can be extracted relatively easily
from text documents� In the case of visual contents which are percep�
tual in nature� the de	nition of corresponding �keywords� and automatic
extraction are unclear and non�trivial� Is there a similar metaphor or
mechanism for visual data� In this chapter� we propose a new notion of
visual keywords which are abstracted and extracted from exemplary vi�
sual tokens tokenized from visual documents in a visual content domain
by soft computing techniques� A visual content is indexed by compar�
ing its visual tokens against the learned visual keywords of which the
soft presence of comparison are aggregated spatially via contextual do�
main knowledge� A coding scheme based on singular value decomposition�
similar to latent semantic indexing for text retrieval� is also proposed to
reduce dimensionality and noise� An empirical study on professional nat�
ural scene photograph retrieval and categorization will be described to
show the e�ectiveness and e�ciency of visual keywords�


�� Introduction

In the past few decades� successful text retrieval models �e�g� ��������
and systems �e�g� text search engines available on the world�wide�web�
have been developed based on matching of keywords �or terms� between
those speci	ed in a query and those extracted from text documents in the
database� Despite their conceptual simplicity� keywords are natural and
yet powerful means for indexing and retrieval of text documents�

However� non�text materials are very di�erent in content representa�

���
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tion from text documents� Texts are conceptual and symbolic in nature�
Keywords� which are relatively well�de	ned and well�segmented entities�
convey meaningful semantics to human querists� Visual data are percep�
tual and pattern�based� Interpreting visual data is underconstrained in
general� There are multiple interpretations of the world consistent with
the visual data� Visual variations such as scale� translation� illumination
etc� further complicate visual perception and understanding�

For instance� look at the photographs of natural scene shown in Fig�
���� Each column of photographs constitutes a semantics class of images
perceived as similar by human users� although images in the same class
could vary in signi	cantly in color� texture� and spatial con	guration�
The classes are �from left to right�� namely� coasts� 	elds� trees� snowy
mountains� and streams�waterfalls respectively� How would a computer
perform retrieval and classi	cation based on the visual contents of these
images� What would be the natural sets of features for indexing and
retrieval of visual data� Can we describe and compare visual contents
beyond primitive perceptual features such as color� texture� shapes etc
speci	c to their contents� Are there corresponding �keywords� that are
inherent and consistent in a visual domain�

Consider Figure ���� The left half �say I�� shows a perceptually coher�
ent view of a coast and the right half of the same 	gure is its scrambled
version �say I��� Based on distributions of color or other low level features
solely� I� and I� will be considered very similar �if not identical� though
they are perceptually dissimilar� Scrambling I� in di�erent ways can eas�
ily produce perceptually incoherent images I�� I� � � � etc� to fool a search
engine that relies only on distribution of low level features and make its
performance looks bad for comparison�

How would one describe visual content such as the coast image given
in �left of� Figure ���� An intuitive and reasonable textual description
could be �there is cloudy blue sky at the top� dark blue sea on bottom
left� brownish rocky highland �or mountain� on bottom right� and white
bubbly waves along the bottom middle�� The latter textual description
utilizes visual features �color� texture� that characterize types of visual ob�
jects ��sky���sea� etc� as well as spatial con�guration ��top���bottom right�
etc��

This observation motivates the insight in our visual keyword approach�
In essence� we argue that both local type information and spatial con	g�
uration information are useful in describing and comparing visual con�
tents� Visual keywords are visual data types abstracted and extracted
from visual documents in a content domain� They are inherent and con�
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Figure ��� Some photographs from each class �column��

Figure ��� A coast image and its scrambled version
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sistent features present in visual contents to alleviate the problems of
ambiguity and variations in visual data� Although visual keywords are
content�domain�dependent� our proposed framework allows them to be
customized towards di�erent visual content domains�

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows� Related works are dis�
cussed in the next section� In Section ���� the proposed visual keywords
methodology is introduced� We describe how visual keywords are learned
from visual data� We present a visual content description scheme based
on spatial distribution of visual keywords and a coding scheme based on
singular value decomposition for the resulting non�textual content de�
scriptions� In Section ��� and ���� we describe evaluation experiments
on professional nature scenery photograph retrieval and categorization
respectively to demonstrate the e�ectiveness and e�ciency of visual key�
words� Last but not least� we conclude the chapter with an integrative
view with outlook for future directions�


�� Related Works

Text retrieval based on keywords has been the main stream in the 	eld
of information retrieval ����� Many existing visual retrieval systems �e�g�
����� extract and annotate the data objects in the visual content manually�
often with some assistance of user interfaces� It is assumed that once
keywords are associated with the visual content� text retrieval techniques
can be deployed easily� Although text descriptions are certainly important
to re�ect the �largely conceptual� semantics of multimedia data� they may
result in combinatorial explosion of keywords in the attempt of annotation
due to the ambiguous and variational nature of multimedia data� Also
there is a limit to how much semantic information the textual attributes
can provide ����

On the other hand� in the past� visual content�based retrieval systems
�e�g� ���������� have mainly relied on aggregate measure �e�g� histogram�
of primitive features such as color� texture� shape etc for describing and
comparing visual contents� These methods often produce results incon�
gruent with human expectations ����� For example� images sharing simi�
lar overall color distribution can di�er greatly in semantic content� This
has been argued in the previous section using Figure ���� This paradigm
roughly corresponds to pre�attentive similarity matching which is a low�
level function in human visual perception�

Nevertheless� a new low�level feature called banded color correlograms
was proposed recently ��� to improve color histograms by exploiting local
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correlational structure of colors for hierarchical image classi	cation� No
attention is paid to global spatial con	guration� Similar to our coding
method presented in this chapter� singular value decomposition was used
to recon	gure the feature space to reduce noise and dimensionality� How�
ever� our coding scheme applies to abstracted visual entities rather than
low level features�

In contrast� recent region�based methods ��� ��
� ���� pre�segment an
image by color �or both color and texture� into regions and compute
the similarity between two images in terms of the features �and spatial
relationships ��
�� of these regions� But image segmentation is generally
unreliable� A poor segmentation can result in incongruent regions for
further similarity matching�

The VisualSEEK system ��
� and its descendents consider spatial re�
lationships among regions extensively and combine them with primitive
features of regions for image retrieval� The matching algorithm merges
lists of image candidates� resulting from region�based matching between
query and database images� with respect to some thresholds and tends to
be rather complex and ad hoc in realization� Segmentation of regions is
based on color only and no object or type information is obtained from
the segmented regions�

In a di�erent approach that advocates the use of con	guration� the
work reported in ���� hand�crafted relational model templates that encode
the common global scene con	guration structure for each category� based
on qualitative measurements of color� luminance and spatial properties of
examples from the categories� Classi	cation is performed by deformable
template matching which involves heavy computation� The manual con�
struction of relational model templates is time consuming and incom�
prehensive� To avoid this problem� a learning scheme that automatically
computes scene templates from a few examples ���� is proposed and tested
on a smaller scene classi	cation problem with promising results�

Going beyond primitive features� a new image representation called
blobs� which are coherent clusters segmented in color and texture space�
has been developed ���� Similarity�based retrieval is performed using these
segmented regions� For image classi	cation� all the blobs from the cat�
egories in the training data are clustered into �canonical� blobs using
Gaussian models with diagonal variance� A decision�tree classi	er was
trained on the distance vectors that measure the nearest distance of each
canonical blob to the images� However� the classi	cation result did not
outperform that of color histograms� In general� image segmentation is
not robust and may result in incoherent or fragmented regions� Although
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the construction of canonical blobs corresponds to the unsupervised op�
tion in our creation of visual keywords� we do not restrict ourselves to
only clustering� Last but not least� in our work� the detection of visual
keywords in an image preserves all probable occurrence scores instead of
distance to nearest matching blob and an additional step summarizes the
occurrence scores in spatial distribution based on contextual knowledge�


�� Methodology

In this chapter� we de	ne a visual document as a complete unit of visual
data� Examples include a digital image� a video shot represented by some
key frame etc� A coherent unit in a visual document� such as a region
of pixels in an image� is called a visual token� There are prototypical
visual tokens present in a given distribution of visual documents� Using
soft computing techniques� these visual keywords can be abstracted and
extracted from a su�ciently large sample of visual tokens of a visual
content domain�

Visual keywords could correspond to �things� like faces� pedestrians
etc and �stu�s� like foliage� water etc in visual contents� represented
by suitable visual characteristics� They are called �keywords� as in text
documents for the following reasons� First� they represent unique types
�or classes� of visual tokens occurring in a visual content domain� Next�
a visual content is described by the presence or absence of these typed
visual entities at a spatial abstraction� rather than directly by the visual
entities or primitive features� Last but not least� the higher�order semantic
structure implicit in the association of these typed visual entities with the
visual documents are exploited to develop a coding scheme�

Figure ��� summarizes our proposed framework in a �ow diagram� The
top row depicts the extraction of visual keywords� A systematic and au�
tomatic component called tokenization extracts visual tokens from visual
documents� A typi�cation component creates visual keywords from the set
of visual tokens� The visual keywords are visual representation resulting
from supervised or�and unsupervised learning�

The middle row of Figure ��� shows the steps to produce visual con�
tent signature based on extracted visual keywords� During indexing �or
retrieval�� a visual document �or a query sample�� is subjected to tokeniza�
tion to produce visual tokens� The location�speci	c visual tokens are eval�
uated against the visual keywords and their soft occurrences aggregated
spatially �type evaluation " spatial aggregation� to form a Spatial Aggre�
gation Map �SAM� as visual content signature for the visual document�
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Figure ��� The methodology of visual keywords

With appropriate similarity measure� the SAMs of visual documents can
be used in similarity matching for image retrieval and categorization ap�
plications�

Last but not least� the bottom row illustrates a coding process based
on singular value decomposition to reduce the dimensionality and noise
in SAMs�

����� Typi�cation

The typi	cation component in Figure ��� aims to induce the types �or
classes� of visual tokens from su�ciently large number of examples in a
visual content domain� Both supervised and unsupervised learning meth�
ods can be employed� Thus� while visual keywords are visual content
domain�dependent� our framework allows them to be customized for the
domain via learning�

Unsupervised learning

Alternatively unsupervised learning methods such as Self�Organizing
Maps �SOM� neural networks ���� Fuzzy C�Means �FCM� algorithm ����
and the Expectation�Maximization �EM� algorithm ��
� can be used to
discover regularities in the visual tokens in visual documents� Soft clusters
�visual keywords� that represent prototypical visual tokens are formed
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from a training set of visual tokens sampled from visual documents of a
given visual content domain�

The term soft clustering is opposed to hard �or crisp� clustering
whereby each input pattern is assigned to one and only one cluster �i�e�
winner�take�all� during the clustering process� In the case of soft clus�
tering� an input pattern can belong to multiple clusters with di�erent
uncertainty degrees� This has advantage over the crisp version �e�g� K�
Means clustering� because a visual token� based on its feature vector� may
resemble multiple visual keywords and a crisp assignment may result in
incorrect clustering� With soft memberships� it can still contribute to the
computation of the relevant visual keywords�

We 	rst look at the probabilistic memberships computed using the EM
algorithm and then point out its similarity with the fuzzy memberships
computed by the FCM algorithm � Note that the cluster centers are the
visual keywords�

Suppose we have N input patterns Xj � �X�
j � X

�
j � � � � �XD

j �� j �
�� �� � � � � N to be clustered into M Gaussian clusters Ei �
gi�X��i�*i�� i � �� �� � � � �M where �i and *i are means and covariance
matrices respectively� Typically the E�step of the EM algorithm computes

Pij �
P �Xj jEi� � P �Ei�PM

k�� P �Xj jEk� � P �Ek�

i � �� �� � � � �M �����

X i �

PN
j�� Pij �XjPN

j�� Pij

i � �� �� � � � �M �����

SSpqi �

PN
j�� Pij �Xp

jX
q
jPN

j�� Pij

i � �� �� � � � �M � p� q � �� �� � � � �D� �����

and the M�step computes new values of the parameters of the Gaussian
model as

Pi �

PN
j�� Pij

N
� �����

�i � X i� �����

*pq
i � SSpqi �X

p
iX

q
i � �����

where i � �� �� � � � �M �
The posterior probability Pij � P �EijXj� in ����� indicates the degree

of Xj being assigned to cluster Ei and thus acts as the weight of each
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input in computing the weighted sum in ����� and ������ They sum up
to � �

P
i Pij � � for each Xj� and their counterparts in the FCM is the

fuzzy membership degree Gij which is computed ��� as

Gij �
� �
d��Xj �Vi�

�
�

����PM
i���

�
d��Xj �Vi�

�
�

����

� ���
�

where d��Xj � Vi� � �Xj � Vi�
TA�Xj � Vi�� A is some positive de	nite

matrix� 	 � � is the fuzziness index� and Vi are the cluster centers �i�e�
counterparts of X i�� updated as

Vi �

PN
j���Gij�� �XjPN

j���Gij��
� �����

To sum up� we see that both the EM and FCM make use of soft
membership degrees to weigh every input in updating the new centroid
positions iteratively though they are derived from di�erent objective func�
tions �maximum likelihood and sum of distance respectively�� This is in
contrast to the hard clustering like K�Means where Pij �or Gij� is either
� or ��

. . . . .
. . . . .

feature vector (visual token)

cluster memberships

soft clusters (visual keywords)

Figure ��� Visual keywords as soft cluster centers

Likewise upon completion of clustering� the cluster centers can be used
to detect visual keywords in a visual content� The feature vector Xj as�
sociated with a tokenized visual token will be determined and the soft
presence of the visual keywords will be computed as the memberships Gij
�� ��� ���Pi Gij � �� �Figure ����� These soft presences will undergo a spa�
tial aggregation step to serve as an index for the visual content �Section
�������

Supervised learning

For supervised learning� view�based detectors such as neural network rec�
ognizers for salient objects such as human faces� pedestrians� foliage�
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clouds etc can be induced from a training set of positive and negative
examples of visual tokens collected from visual documents of a given vi�
sual content domain �e�g������� Suppose the domain is natural scene im�
ages and we employ neural networks as object detectors� Then we need
to design neural network object detectors for foliage� skies� sea waves�
snowy mountains etc and train them using positive and negative exam�
ples of these objects represented in suitable feature vectors �e�g� color�
texture�� Detectors may be further specialized for di�erent views �e�g�
di�erent types of foliage� skies of cloudy and clear days etc� to improve
the accuracies of the view�based neural network object detectors� In this
supervised paradigm� a visual keyword is a neural network trained on a
class of visual objects �Figure �����

. . . . .

. . . . .

(visual token)

neural network
pattern classifiers
(visual keywords)

class memberships

feature vector

SKY SEA FIELD

1 2 n

Figure ��� Visual keywords as neural network pattern classi	ers

In Figure ���� each triangle represents a feedforward neural network
pattern classi	er fi�Xj� ��� trained to recognize a visual keyword of type
i based on the feature vector Xj that characterizes a visual token j�

Gij � fi�Xj�� �����

The pattern classi	er can be trained using the backpropagation learning
algorithm or constructed as a Radial Basis Functions �RBF� network ����
Though it is possible to train a large multi�class network for all the visual
keywords simultaneously� it is recommended to have multiple smaller net�
works� each for a visual keyword� to reduce the complexity of the training
task� That is� pattern classi	er � in Figure ��� will be presented with pos�
itive and negative examples of sky visual tokens to modify the connection
weights� pattern classi	er � trained with positive and negative examples
of sea visual tokens� and so on�

After the training� the pattern classi	ers can be used to detect visual
keywords in a visual content� The feature vector Xj associated with a
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tokenized visual token will be computed and fed into each pattern clas�
si	er i as an unknown input� Each pattern classi	er fi��� will output a
class membership Gij of Xj to visual keyword i� To ensure each network�s
contribution falls within ��� �� and sums up to unity� we can apply the soft�
max function ��� as normalization� The class memberships for each visual
token in the visual content will be aggregated spatially to form a signa�
ture for the visual content� The details of tokenization� type evaluation�
and spatial aggregation will be given in Section ������

Learning by instruction

While the unsupervised learning approach may produce visual keywords
without clear semantics� the supervised learning approach generally re�
quires many examples for training neural network classi	ers� Yet another
alternative approach is to explicitly teach the visual keywords to the sys�
tem by a user�

That is� visual keywords are visual prototypes speci	ed by a user�
Using an appropriate visual tool� the user crops domain�relevant regions
from sample images and assigns sub�labels and labels to form vocabulary
and thesaurus respectively� Suitable visual features �e�g� color� texture�
are computed for each cropped region into a feature vector� i�e�

ci  �si�� vi��� �si�� vi��� � � � � �sij � vij� � � � ������

where ci are concept labels� sij are sub�labels for speci	c instances of
concept i� and vij are feature vectors for regions ij� For instance� the sub�
labels for the sky �label� visual keywords shown in Fig� ���� are cloudy�
blue� bright� yellow� dark�cloudy� purple� gray� and orange respectively�

Then an image to be indexed is compared against the visual vocabu�
lary to detect visual keywords automatically� The fuzzy detection results
are registered in a Type Evaluation Map �TEM� and further aggregated
spatially into a Spatial Aggregation Map �SAM�� With visual thesaurus�
the SAM can be further abstracted and reduced to a simpler representa�
tion� Concept Aggregation Map �CAM�� This work�ow is summarized in
Figure ����

����� Description scheme

Based on visual keywords� we have developed a description scheme �DS�
for visual contents� In essence� the proposed non�textual DS combines
both local type information and spatial con	guration information� Below
we describe a ��layer visual information processing architecture �Figure
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Figure ��� Indexing by spatial aggregation of visual keywords

��
� that computes a description for a visual content as a spatial distri�
bution of visual keywords� This architecture can be easily realized as a
neural network�

sx

ys

rx

ry

dxdy

pixel-feature layer

N

M

B

A

Q

Ptype evaluation map

spatial aggregration map

Figure ��
 Visual keyword detection and spatial summary

The lowest layer is a collection of low�level feature planes at pixel level
called Pixel�Feature Layer� For example� the color feature of an image can
have three R� G� B planes of the same resolution�

The middle layer� Type Evaluation Layer or Type Evaluation Map
�TEM�� is an abstraction of the lowest layer� More precisely� given an
image I with resolution M � N � its TEM G has a lower resolution of
P �Q�P �M�Q � N � Each pixel or node �p� q� of TEM G has a recep�
tive 	eld ��� R that speci	es a two�dimensional region of size rx� ry in I
which can in�uence the node�s value� That is� R � f�x� y� � Ijxp � x �
x�p� yq � y � y�qg where rx � x�p�xp"�� ry � y�q�yq"�� and �xp� yq� and
�x�p� y�q� are the starting and ending pixels of the receptive 	eld in I re�
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spectively� We further allow tessellation displacements dx� dy � � in X�Y
directions respectively such that adjacent pixels in G along X direction
�along Y direction� have receptive 	elds in I which are displaced by dx
pixels along X direction �dy pixels along Y direction� in I� That is� two
adjacent G pixels share pixels in their receptive 	elds unless dx � rx �or
similarly dy � ry��

For simplicity� we 	x the size of receptive 	eld �rx� ry� and the displace�
ments �dx� dy� for all pixels in G and assume that �M � rx� is divisible by
dx ��N � ry� is divisible by dy�� That is� the spatial dimensions of TEM

G is determined by �rx� ry� and �dx� dy� P � M�rx
dx

"�� Q �
N�ry
dy

"�� If

this is not the case �i�e� indivisible�� we can always center the collective
receptive 	elds at the center of I and ignore the residues at the bound�
aries�

A visual token corresponds to a receptive 	eld in I� It can be charac�
terized by di�erent perceptual features such as color� texture� shape� etc
deemed appropriate for the visual content domain� It is represented as a
feature vector in type evaluation process� to feed as an input vector to
neural network object detectors �supervised visual keywords� or to com�
pute its soft memberships to fuzzy�probabilistic clusters �unsupervised
visual keywords��

The number of visual tokens in a visual document can be quanti	ed
by the spatial dimensions of its TEM G� Every pixel or node �p� q� in
a TEM G registers the set�class membership of a visual token governed
by its receptive 	eld against T supervised�unsupervised visual keywords
which have been extracted a priori� In short� a TEM is a ��dimensional
map� G � P � Q � T � that captures local type information� More than
one TEM can be designed to tessellate I with di�erent con	gurations of
receptive 	elds and displacements �e�g� multi�resolution��

Likewise� the highest level� Spatial Aggregation Layer or Spatial Ag�
gregation Map �SAM�� is a summary of TEM� A receptive 	eld S of size
�sx� sy� and a displacement size �cx� cy� are used to tessellate the spatial
extent �P�Q� of TEM with A � B�A � P�B � Q receptive 	elds� The
memberships G�p� q� t� �� ��� ��� of visual keywords t at TEM pixel �p� q�
that falls within the receptive 	eld of SAM pixel �a� b� are aggregated as�

H�a� b� t� �
X

�p�q��S�a�b�
G�p� q� t�� ������

where S�a� b� denotes the receptive 	eld of �a� b�� In short� SAM is a ��
dimensional map� H � A � B � T � In a linear form� SAM is a vector
of A�B � T dimensions� More than one SAM can be used to tessellate
TEM with di�erent con	gurations of receptive 	elds and displacements�
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thus encoding contextual knowledge as di�erent spatial layout templates
for relevant categories of visual contents �more details below��

����� Selection

Intuitively� when one searches for relevant text documents� supplying spe�
ci	c keywords tends to be more e�ective in retrieving relevant documents
than using common terms which appear in many documents� For exam�
ple� the word �disease� will return a lot more documents than using the
word �cancer� or �lung cancer��

The same intuition can be applied to the case of visual keywords� In
this chapter� we propose a simple visual keyword selection scheme as fol�
lows� The frequencies of visual keywords detected in the set of visual
documents from which they are created are tabulated or histogrammed�
Next we systematically eliminate visual keywords starting with those of
highest frequencies of occurrences and test the e�ectiveness of the re�
maining number of visual keywords on a classi	cation task �could be a
retrieval task as well�� We repeat this elimination process of visual key�
words selection until the performance starts to degrade and keep those
visual keywords that give the optimal performance� The method can re�
duce the number of visual keywords signi	cantly �as will be shown in
the experimental results in Section ���� and simplify the computation of
coding �to be described next��

����� Coding scheme

In text retrieval� Latent Semantic Analysis �LSA� �
� exploits higher�order
semantic structure implicit in the association of terms with documents�
Using singular value decomposition �SVD� with truncation� LSA captures
most of the essential underlying structure in the association of terms
and documents� yet at the same time removes the noise or variability
in word usage that plagues word�based retrieval methods� The derived
coded description achieves a reduction in dimensionality while preserving
structural similarity in term�document association for good discriminat�
ing power in similarity matching�

Similarly� in this chapter� we form a frequency matrix X that asso�
ciates location�dependent visual keywords and visual documents as fol�
lows� Each column denotes a visual document in its linearized SAM rep�
resentation� Each row is about the frequency of a visual keyword ap�
pearing in a particular spatial region of the visual documents� That is�
X�i� j� � Hj�i� where j indexes a visual document and i is a linear index
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in A � B � T � before subject to cell transformation as given in ���� to
obtain a measure of the 	rst order association of a visual keyword and its
context�
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Figure ��� Singular value decomposition

Next we apply SVD to X as shown in Figure ��� �
�� In this 	gure�m is
the number of SAMs �� A�B�T �� n is the number of visual documents�
r is the rank of X� k is the number of factors to be selected� U� V are the
matrices of left and right singular vectors� and * is the diagonal matrix
of singular values� i�e�

X � U*V T ������

A coded description +D of a visual document D �a query example or
a database document� is computed as

+D � HT
DUk*

��
k ������

where Uk�*k are approximated �truncated� versions of U�* respectively�
Using this coded description� a query example q can be compared

to all existing visual documents D in the database by evaluating the
similarity between vectors +q and +D� and the documents ranked by
their similarities to the query� In practice� the z top ranked documents
or all documents with similarity exceeding some prede	ned threshold are
returned as query results� Possible similarity measures include� but not
limited to cosine� � � d

dmax
� e�d�� ��� where d is some distance measure

such as Euclidean distance and dmax is some large distance value for
normalization purpose�


�� Image Retrieval

In this section� we report experimental results of using visual keywords
for image retrieval� A total of ��� natural scene professional photographs
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from prepackaged Corel PhotoCD collections ��������� and �The Natural
Wonders of Europe� VideoCDs are collected as test data in our exper�
iments� The images are preclassi	ed into the following non�overlapping
classes �with sizes in brackets� coasts ������ fields ������ trees

������ snowy mountains ������ and streams�waterfalls ����� Figure
��� shows a variety of images from each class �column� in the same left�
to�right order given in previous sentence�

����� Unsupervised learning

The images are size�normalized to resolution of ������� and preprocessed
into � pixel�feature planes of same resolution � RGB color planes and �
wavelet�based texture planes� The texture features are based on one level
of orientation �horizontal� vertical� diagonal� wavelet details �����

Each image is scanned with a �� � �� receptive 	eld and a �� � ��
displacement size for TEM on each of the pixel�feature planes simultane�
ously� In this case� TEM has ��� �� pixels� The means are computed for
each pixel�feature region covered by a receptive 	eld and taken as a fea�
ture vector for the visual token� In short� a visual token is represented by a
��dimension feature vector summarizing its average color and orientation
components�

With ��� images� there are ���� ��� visual tokens available for visual
keyword creation� In our experiment� fuzzy c�means clustering is adopted
to create visual keywords� The resulting T fuzzy cluster centers are the
visual keywords� Di�erent number of visual keywords �T � ��� to ����
step ���� were attempted and the one which gave best result is T � �����
Visual keyword detection is carried out by computing a visual token�s
fuzzy memberships to the fuzzy clusters�

There are two spatial con	gurations �SAMs� used to summarize de�
tected visual keywords� The 	rst one �sc��� has � � � receptive 	elds of
size �� � each� The second one �sc�h� consists of � horizontal rectangu�
lar receptive 	elds of sizes � � ��� 
 � ��� and � � �� respectively� Intu�
itively� sc�� is designed for fields and trees images where the layout
are relatively uniform� On the other hand� sc�h is intended to capture
the spatial layouts for majority of the coasts� snowy mountains� and
streams�waterfalls images� The spatial con	gurations are depicted in
Figure ����

Visual keyword selection based on their frequencies was carried out
on the ���� visual keywords� The distribution of frequencies of visual
keywords occurring in the ��� images is shown in Figure ����� Eventually�
visual keywords selection by eliminating the high frequency candidates
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sc25 (3x3 each) sc3h (4x15,7x15,4x15)

sea/stream/mountain

beach/grass

sky

Figure ��� Context�based spatial con	gurations

reduces the number of visual keywords from ���� to ��
 before SVD�
based coding� The similarity measure adopted is s�x� y� � �� d�x�y�

dmax
where

d�x� y� is the Euclidean distance between vectors x and y� and dmax is
the maximum Euclidean distance for normalization purpose�

The standard precision P and recall R performance criteria are adopted

P �
jRelv �Retrj

jRetrj � ������

R �
jRelv �Retrj

jRelvj ������

where Relv is the set of relevant visual documents for a query q and Retr
is the set of visual documents returned for q�

While Retr is determined by some parameter in a retrieval system�
Relv concerns subjective judgement about all visual documents in a
database for a given query q issued by a user� To minimize subjectiv�
ity� we approximate relevance with crisp class membership� That is� given
a query q � Ci� the relevant visual documents are all dj � Ci� P and R
are reformulated as

P �
jCi �Retrj
jRetrj � ������

R �
jCi �Retrj

jCij � ����
�

The experiments are conducted by treating each of the ��� images in
turn as a query image to retrieve relevant �i�e� same class� images from
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Figure ���� Frequency distribution of visual keywords

all the ��� images� Precision and recall are computed for each query and
averaged over all the queries� Figure ���� summarizes the precision�to�
recall curves of di�erent methods compared�

The C�Hist and T�Hist curves are produced by using histograms of
RGB color and wavelet�based texture features respectively� The curve
labelled CT�Hist is obtained by combining the similarities of C�Hist and
T�Hist with ratio �

�  �
� respectively tuned for best performance� The

curves with legend VK�sc�h� and VK�sc��� correspond to the results
of using SAMs as signatures with spatial con	gurations sc�h and sc��
respectively� The number of visual keywords is ����� after experimenting
with ��� to ���� �step ����� These curves clearly show that the visual
keyword approach outperforms methods that rely on aggregate measures
of color �C�Hist�� texture �T�Hist�� or both �CT�Hist�� We will see a more
detailed comparison later�

Figures ���� and ���� illustrate the e�ect of coding� The curves with la�
bels VK�sc�h����� and VK�sc������� are based on the coded descriptions
with ��� SVD factors for VK�sc�h� and VK�sc��� respectively� The num�
ber of SVD factors are selected from �� to ��� �step ���� For VK�sc�h��
the improvement as shown by the gap bewteen the relevant curves is more
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Figure ���� Comparison of Di�erent Methods

Figure ���� E�ect of coding for VK�sc�h�
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Figure ���� E�ect of coding for VK�sc���

signi	cant than that of VK�sc���� In terms of reduction of dimensionality�
the reduction ratios for VK�sc�h� and VK�sc��� are ���
  � and �����  �
respectively�

Figure ���� compares CT�Hist and VK�sc�h"������� which combines
both VK�sc�h����� and VK�sc������� as follows� Given a query image
chosen from existing images in the database� the preferred spatial con	g�
uration is determined as either sc�h or sc��� depending on its class� The
signatures of database images based on the determined spatial con	gu�
ration are then used for similarity matching and ranking� Tables ��� and
��� summarize the absolute �in actual P�R values� and relative �in per�
centage� improvements at 	xed precision and recall points respectively�
As a single measure� the break even point improves from ��� to ��
�

����� Learning by instruction

In this set of experiments� seven semantical categories of ��� visual
keywords are cropped from samples of ��� professional photographs
�Fig� ����� The categories �and quantitites� are sky ����� water �����
mountain�beach ����� snowy mountain ����� field ����� tree ����� and
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Figure ���� Improvement over CT�Hist

R in abs� value in rel�#

��� ���
 ����

��� ���
 ���


��� ���� ����

��� ���� ����

��� ���� ����

Table ��� Improvements in Precision
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P in abs� value in rel�#

��� ���� ����

��� ���� �����

��� ���� �����

��
 ���� �����

��� ���� �����

Table ��� Improvements in Recall

shadow�dont�care ���� Fig� ���� to ���� show the appearances of some
visual keywords for selected categories� Each visual keyword has a seman�
tical label and sub�label�

Figure ���� Selected visual keywords for sky

Figure ���� Selected visual keywords for water

The images are size�normalized to �������� Three scales ������� ���
��� �� � ��� are adopted for visual token scanning� The features used to
characterize a visual keyword and token are based on color and texture�
For color� each wx � wy region are down�sampled into � � � YIQ chan�
nels� which work better than simple means and local color histogram� For
texture� we adopted similar Gabor 	lters�based features ���� with � scales
and � orientations� Both TEM and SAM have �� � resolutions�

In this case� visual tokens corresponding to scales ������� ������ ���
��� are extracted into feature vectors tk and compared against the visual
keywords vij �as in Equation ������� to compute the fuzzy membership
vectors �k�tk� vij�� The most con	dent scale is taken as the 	nal candidate
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Figure ���
 Selected visual keywords for snowy mountain

Figure ���� Selected visual keywords for field

for detection�

T �p� q� i� j� � �z�tz� vij�� ������

Each SAM pixel �a� b� aggregates the fuzzy memberships for visual
keyword ij over those TEM pixels �p� q� covered by �a� b��

S�a� b� i� j� �
X

�p�q���a�b�
T �p� q� i� j�� ������

As a sub�label sij for visual keyword vij describes a speci	c appear�
ance of the concept labelled by ci� they are visual synonyms that allow
abstraction by further aggregation over visual keywords sharing identical
concept labels�

C�a� b� i� �
X
j

S�a� b� i� j�� ������

This is useful when more general semantical concepts take precedence
over speci	city captured in di�erent visual keywords� This concept�
oriented visual thesaurus is di�erent from the visual relations proposed
by R�W�Picard ����� which are founded on similarities between low�level
visual features�

The similarity matching adopted in our experiments for two images
x� y is the city block distance� which performs better than other measures

Figure ���� Selected visual keywords for trees
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�e�g� Euclidean distance� cosine� experimented�

s�x� y� �
X
�a�b�

X
i�j

jSx�a� b� i� j� � Sy�a� b� i� j�j� ������

or

s�x� y� �
X
�a�b�

X
i

jCx�a� b� i� � Cy�a� b� i�j� ������

In our experiments� retrieval based on visual keywords and thesaurus
outperforms methods that rely on global histograms of color and texture
signi	cantly� In this chapter� we show some sample retrieval results to
illustrate our point� In Fig� ���� to ����� the top�left image is the query
image and the top �� retrieved images are ranked in descending similari�
ties from top down� left to right�

Figure ���� Retrieving Snowy Mountains by global colors and textures

As the global measures of color and texture do not care about seman�
tics at spatial locations� the retrieved images could be far from expecta�
tion� For example� in Fig� ����� the query image is a snowy mountain and
only retrieved images �� �� �� �� �� are of the same class� For the same
query� the visual keyword approach has returned all except �� �stream
below mountains� relevant �i�e� snowy mountain� images� In the same to�
ken� only retrieved images �� ��� �� are trees �query� in Fig� ����� In fact�
the query contains coconut trees which are rare in our test data� Never�
theless� using visual thesaurus which only considers the abstract concept
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Figure ���� Retrieving Snowy Mountains by visual keywords

Figure ���� Retrieving Trees by global colors and textures
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Figure ���� Retrieving Trees by visual thesaurus

of trees� images ����������� ������ which exhibit di�erent types �color�
texture� shape� of trees are returned�

In short� visual keywords and thesaurus allows visual content descrip�
tion and similarity matching in terms of location�sensitive semantics with
both speci	city and abstraction as necessary�


�� Image Categorization

In this section� we report experimental results of using visual keywords
for image categorization� Classi	cation of documents is a critical function
in conventional libraries� It organizes vast amount of documents into hi�
erarchy of categories and thus facilitates e�cient searching of documents
by the users� The same need is valid for digital libraries� Moreover� new
functionalities such as information 	ltering agents that alert users of rel�
evant classes of information based on his�her pro	le have to make similar
classi	cation judgements� With rapidly increasing amounts of multime�
dia material becoming available� manual annotation and classi	cation of
these documents become a forbidden task� While text categorization has
received much attention in the information retrieval and 	ltering commu�
nity �e�g� ��������� the case of visual data is relatively less explored�

The leave�one�out method and K�nearest�neighbor �K�NN� classi	er
are adopted� Each of the ��� images is used as an unknown input to
the K�NN classi	er using the rest of the ��� images as training set� The
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classi	cation rate is averaged over all ��� images� For K�NN� the number
of nearest neighbors was ranged over K � � to �� and the best result is
chosen� Voting is done by summing up the similarity values of the votes
�up to K� for each class and the class with maximum sum of similarity
values is output as decision of classi	cation� Table ��� summarizes the
classi	cation rates �all classes and individual classes� for di�erent methods
compared� The classi	cation rate is adopted as the performance measure
here as it gives a single e�ectiveness measure of classi	cation systems ����
�i�e� error rate � � � classi	cation rate��

In Table ���� the labels C�Hist and T�Hist denote the methods that use
histograms of RGB and wavelet�based texture values respectively for com�
paring natural scene images� The label CT�Hist is the result of combining
the similarities of C�Hist and T�Hist in �

� and
�
� proportions respectively

tuned for best performance� The labels VK and VT refer to the visual
keywords and visual thesaurus approaches respectively�

method overall �A� �B� �C� �D� �E�

C�Hist ���� �
�� ���� ���� ���
 ����

T�Hist �
�� ���� ���
 
��� ���� �
��

CT�Hist ���� �
�� ���� ���� ���� ����

VK 
��� ���� 

�� 
��� 
��� 

��

VT 
��� 
��� ���� 
��� 
��
 
���

Table ��� Classi	cation results for all classes �overall� and each class �A�
coasts �B� 	elds �C� trees �D� snowy mountains �E� streams�waterfalls

Clearly� the visual keywords approach is more e�ective than global
measures for the classi	cation task� The classi	cation rate based on 

visual semantical categories �C�a� b� i�� is similar to that based on ���
speci	c visual keywords �S�a� b� i� j��� In classes �coasts� snowy mountains�
and streams�waterfalls� where sky and mountains �and in a lesser extent�
water� are common� speci	city is crucial in discrimination� On the other
hand� the 	eld class manifested itself in many variations �color� texture�
of visual keyword field� In this case� abstracting them into one single
concept 	eld pays o��
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�� Conclusions and Future Directions

Visual keywords are adaptable high�level features that can be statisti�
cally induced from example�based learning� They are canonical visual
entities abstracted from visual contents to serve as reference model for
location�speci	c registration of visual keyword occurrences as TEM� On
the other hand� domain�speci	c contextual knowledge can be realized by
di�erent spatial con	gural templates that describe a �sub��class of images
most appropriately� This will be implemented as multiple SAMs that ag�
gregate visual keyword occurrences in di�erent tessellations� resulting in
favoritism in similarity matching for their respective �sub��classes of im�
ages�

In a nutshell� the visual keyword approach integrates both statistical
and domain knowledge by supporting multi�feature� multi�context repre�
sentation for multimedia content�based retrieval and categorization�

The future directions for visual keywords is rich� We mention three pos�
sibilities here� First� other feature transformation methods besides SVD
are worth looking into� For example� the holographic reduced representa�
tion from subsymbolic paradigm to code symbolic predicates as numerical
patterns via circular convolution ���� is an interesting option�

Second� better means to select or weigh the visual keywords or�and
spatial con	gurations by minimizing some cost function are available� For
instance� we can train a neural network to weigh the SVD factors based
on relevance feedback from a user to 	ne�tune the precision and recal
performance towards user�s preference� A similar attempt was described
in �����

Last but not least� the visual keywords framework is readily extensible
to other media �i�e� audio �keywords�� video �keywords��� For example�
in the case of audio domains� audio �keywords� refer to prototypical au�
dio patterns such as dog barking� baby crying� cheering roar during a
football goal shot etc� Tokenization involves placing time windows across
audio signal and typi	cation abstracts audio keywords from appropriate
audio features� Spoken word detection or recogition is a special case just
as object detection or recognition in the case of visual keywords� With
a uniform �keywords� metaphor or mechanism in place for di�erent me�
dia� we can provide an elegant and adaptable framework to unify the
feature representations and similarity matching functions in multi�modal
applications�
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Fuzzy Retrieval

Our world has always been called the �information society�� and a ma�
jor portion of our economy is devoted to the handling� storing� selecting�
processing and analyzing of information� We also realize that our world
is full of uncertainty� with problems that are often not clearly de	ned�
and with imprecise and vague descriptions that may not be quanti	able�
These two elements immense amounts of information coupled with mas�
sive uncertainty� together constitute the most challenging research issue�

It is also well known that large portion of information we perceive is
in visual form such as images� Description of image contents are inexact
and subjective After seeing a person�s face� 	ve people would have 	ve
di�erent descriptions� To describe the facial outline of a face� one might
say �it is rounded� but seems little bit oval� too�� Problems arise when
we have thousands of facial images and want to pick up some faces with
rounded chin� big eyes� and thick hair� No one can give clear and exact
de	nition to the descriptions such as �rounded chin�� As for eye size�
di�erent people would have di�erent criteria�

Because of the diversity of image contents and the subjective descrip�
tions of images� it is not wise to archive images using manual descriptions�
On the other hand� computer feature extraction can produce relatively
objective measures of visual characteristics of images� When images are
archived along with their feature measures� the archival is referred to as a
feature�based image database� In feature�based image databases� feature
measures are objective representation of image content� Di�erent types
of users � applications may have di�erent interpretations of the same im�
ages with the same feature measures� That is to say that there must be
a context�dependent mapping between feature measures and users inter�
pretations �or content to the users�� Fuzzy logic o�ers a possible mapping

���
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which is most acceptable to human�
Fuzzy recall of images is a natural phenomena of human memories� In

our conversation� one might say �Oh I recall the person you are talking
about� Yes� she has an oval face and big eyes��� Fuzzy retrieval from an
image database has application potential� An immediate application is
criminal identi	cation� According to witnesses� descriptions� the database
should be able to search and identify the criminal if his�her photo is in
the database� Other applications include textile pattern retrieval� medical
image analysis and archival based on contents of medical records� etc� For
discussion convenience in this chapter� we will use face image database as
an example in the following sections�

In retrieving a computerized database using fuzzy queries� there are
several important issues� First� images must be properly archived ac�
cording to their feature measures� Before an image is inserted into the
database� computer feature extraction must be performed to generate
feature measures which can represent the visual characteristics of the im�
age� Second� feature measures must be correctly mapped to fuzzy subsets
which conceptually categorize the images� Third� fuzzy query interface
and query processing should be formulated so that searching for the most
relevant images from a large database is possible� All three issues� feature
extraction� fuzzy membership learning� and fuzzy query processing� are
open research topics� In this chapter� we will 	rst de	ne various problems
that arise in content�based fuzzy retrieval of image databases �Section
����� Section ��� is dedicated to fuzzy database model� Section ��� is de�
voted to fuzzy query processing� while section � is for the learning of
fuzzy membership function� The last section contains some experimental
results�

��� Problem De�nition

����� Content�based fuzzy retrieval

If we classify queries according to their conditions and results� there are
four types as listed in Table ���� In the traditional information retrieval
	eld� the most popular queries are Boolean the query de	nition is ex�
act� and the query result obtained exactly satis	es the query conditions�
Nowadays� similarity retrieval has been accepted in many application ar�
eas� People realize that quite often we can only 	nd the best match to the
query condition � an exact match does not exist� In this case� the query is
exactly de	ned� but the result is presented as a ranked list of items which
approximately match the query conditions�
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query type query condition query result

conventional Boolean� exact exact match

similarity retrieval exact best match

fuzzy logic query complete� boolean best match

content�based fuzzy retrieval incomplete� fuzzy best match

Table ��� Query types

As a result of rapid progress in multimedia database research� there
is an unavoidable trend of including fuzzy concepts in query de	nition�
That leads to a brand new research topic fuzzy retrieval of multimedia
information� In fuzzy retrieval� the query conditions are inexact� the query
results are approximate�

A similarity query is processed in the feature space� and e�orts have
been made to develop e�cient methods to process similarity queries of
multimedia data� see ���� ���� Unfortunately� there is little work done
in fuzzy query processing� In this section� we will 	rst give reasons for
fuzzy queries not being processed in the feature space� like ordinary sim�
ilarity queries are� and then address new concepts and technologies that
must be developed to process fuzzy queries required by many multimedia
applications such as image database systems�

For the sake of problem de	nition� let us look at a scenario for a
given set of facial images� we want to 	nd a facial image with a long
chin� big eyes� and thin hair� Here� the retrieval process is in terms of
images� or objects in a more generic terminology� Images are described by
a set of natural concepts �long� big� thin� with respect to several visual
features �chin� eyes� hair�� Fuzzy sets provide us means to capture the
vagueness and imprecision of the natural concepts� This scenario suggests
the following representation framework as de	ned in Chapter �

� Fuzzy retrieval of multimedia information is in terms of multimedia
objects O� each characterized by a set of features F �� F �� ���� Fm� A
multimedia object �facial image�� for example� can be characterized
by facial features such as chin� eyes� nose� mouth�

� A feature F i can be either numerically characterized by feature
measures in the feature spaces F i

� � F i
� � ��� � F i

n� or conceptu�
ally described by fuzzy subsets fAi

�� A
i
�� ���� A

I
pg� which de	ned fuzzy

space Ai
� �Ai

� � ����Ai
p�
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� According to the de	nition of �fuzzy ��granule� by Zadeh ���
���
the multi�dimensional feature space is referred to as a universe of
discourse U � where a fuzzy subset of U is de	ned by its membership
function� Therefore� fuzzy membership functions relate the fuzzy
space of a feature to its corresponding feature space�

If we choose to use width and height to measure the eye size� width
and height are two feature measures for the facial feature eyes�
Eye size can also be described by concepts �small� medium� large��
which are referred to as fuzzy subsets� Fuzzy membership function
msmall�width � ���cm� height � ��cm� � ��� say that for an eye
with width of ���cm and height of ��cm is small with a grade of
membership ���� In this case� the membership function is a map�
ping from �width� height� to ��� ��� Conceptually� this mapping is
from feature space to fuzzy space� and referred to as fuzzi�cation�

� Hence� an object can be represented as a triple O � �F�A� I�� where
F represents the feature measures in the feature space� A stands for
the fuzzy space representation� and I is the image�

� For a given object �such as facial image�� feature measures can be
derived from the object data �image data in facial image case� by
speci	c feature extraction methods� When fuzzy membership func�
tions are de	ned� conceptual descriptions of the object in terms of
fuzzy sets can be derived from its feature measures�

� A fuzzy query provide only a conceptual description of an object to
be searched �referred to as query object�� The conceptual description
usually is in terms of fuzzy sets and possible con	dence values� In
other words� the query object is described in the fuzzy space� and
most often it is not completely described� For example� a facial
image is described with respect to six features chin� eyes� hair�
eyebrow� mouth� nose� In most cases� a witness can only provide
descriptions on about three features� This incomplete description
is denoted by A�� The fuzzy query object is then denoted by Of

q �
�� A�� ��

����� Fuzzy sets over multi�dimensional universes

Extracting shape and texture features to re�ect the visual characteristics
of images is a research topic which has attracted interest since ��
�s �����
In face database in ����� image features are extracted over six sub�regions�
and are referred to as six facial features chin� hair� eye� eyebrow� nose�
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and mouth� All extracted feature measures are in vector form and written
as xi � �xi�� x

i
�� ���� x

i
Mi
�T � where i stands for i�th facial feature� Mi is the

dimension of the i�th feature vector� A typical value of Mi is sixteen�
As a result of imprecision and vagueness of descriptions of facial fea�

tures� we have designed a number of fuzzy sets for each facial feature
using fuzzy descriptions� For example� we have nine fuzzy subsets con�
ceptually representing chin types tapered� oblong� short oval� rounded�
long tapered� long oblong� short oblong� short rounded� long rounded�
These fuzzy sets are de	ned over the multi�dimensional �M�� universe
x� � �x��� x

�
�� ���� x

�
M�
�� The membership function for fuzzy set Bi

j � where
i denotes the facial feature and j denotes the fuzzy subset for a facial
feature� takes the following form

mBi
j
�x� � e��x�u

i
j�
T�i

j�x�uij� �����

where u is the central point of the membership function in the multi�
dimensional feature space� It is actually the Gaussian shape function as
shown in Figure ����a�� There is a linguistic meaning for the fuzzy subset
�approximately u�� * is the covariance matrix of all data points falling
into the fuzzy subset�

����� Fuzzy queries cannot be processed in the feature
space

One may ask �why fuzzy retrieval� why process fuzzy query in fuzzy
space�� The answer to the 	rst question is obvious fuzzy retrieval of
images is required by system users� It is a natural way in which human
beings think and communicate� The second question can be interpreted
as �although initial queries are fuzzy� can we process them in the feature
vector space �here in this chapter� we use the term feature space� as we
usually do for documentation retrieval��� To explain why we process a
fuzzy query in the fuzzy space� not in the feature space� let us now look
at Figure ����

Figure ��� clearly shows that there are two possible �ows for fuzzy
query processing� One is to defuzzify a fuzzy query de	nition in order to
map from the fuzzy space into the feature space� and then process the
query in the feature space� In this case� we could make use of already
existing information retrieval techniques such as those for document re�
trieval in a vector space described by Salton ����� The other is to fuzzify
feature measures of images to get their fuzzy vector representation and
then process the query in the fuzzy space� Unfortunately� fuzzy queries
are very often incompletely de	ned� it is nearly impossible to defuzzify
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Figure ��� There are two possible fuzzy query processing �ows� Because
of incompleteness of fuzzy query condition de	nition� defuzzi	cation of
fuzzy query into the feature space is not possible� subsequently� fuzzy
query processing cannot be processed in the feature space�

them into the feature space� This means that we have to adopt the second
process �ow and process fuzzy query in the fuzzy space� It should be also
mentioned that mapping from the fuzzy space to the feature space by
defuzzi	cation may be not unique� This increases the di�culty of fuzzy
query processing in feature space� It will be further explained in the sec�
tion dealing with query processing�

����� Fuzzy querying of multimedia information calls for
new technology for its processing

Based on our representation framework� fuzzy retrieval of images from an
image database can be formally de	ned as

For a fuzzy query object Oq � ��� A�� ��� �nd an ordered set of objects
O�� O�� ��� from the database DB such that

sim�Oq� O�� � max
O�DB

sim�Oq� O� �����

sim�Oq� O�� � max
O��DB�O��

sim�Oq� O�

��� � ���

where sim�Oq� O� is a similarity measure between a query object and an
object from the database� It can be evaluated either in the image space�
the feature space� or the fuzzy space� In most cases� direct evaluation of
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similarity in the image space is impossible because of the complication
of image data� As discussed in the previous subsection� since fuzzy query
object Of

q has null feature and null image in its triple representation�
so similarity evaluation in the feature space is impossible� Therefore� the
equation for fuzzy query processing becomes

sim�A�q � A�� � max
A�DB

sim�A�q� A� �����

sim�A�q � A�� � max
A��DB�A��

sim�A�q � A�

��� � ���

where the similarity between the query object and an object from the
database is reduced to the similarity between their fuzzy space represen�
tation� Now our main concern becomes is there any available technique
which can be used to evaluate sim�A�q � A�� If the answer is no� what is
the solution to this problem�

There is no technique available which can be readily used to evaluate
this similarity measure� The rest of this section will explain the reason�
A new solution to this problem will be explained in more detail in the
following sections�

As the evaluation of similarity sim�A�q � A� is in the fuzzy space� let
us now have a look at some relevant research topics in the 	eld of fuzzy
information processing�

Fuzzy reasoning tries to reach a conclusion by moving from one feature
space to another via fuzzy reasoning rules� which are coded in terms of
fuzzy subsets� for example� a fuzzy reasoning technique by Peng ��
��
Fuzzi	cation and defuzzi	cation processes are used to convert between
the feature space and the fuzzy space� The main e�ort in this area is to
de	ne and control the reasoning �ow� A typical reasoning rule can be
�if p�o� then q�o��� where o represents an object� For example� consider
a tomato� p and q are two fuzzy subsets conceptually characterizing the
two properties of the object o� For example� a rule for the tomato can be
�if a tomato is red then it is ripe�� It seems that our retrieval problem
does not fall into the category of the problems fuzzy reasoning tries to
solve because we are looking for ways to evaluate the similarity among
object instances of the same class and the evaluation is with respect to
the same fuzzy subsets�

Fuzzy reasoning can be considered as a tool which can readily solve
problems in fuzzy control and fuzzy recognition� For example� if we want to
classify tomatoes into �ripe� and �unripe� categories� or want to control
the temperature of the tomato store� we would expect fuzzy reasoning
rule to play an important role�
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Fuzzy reasoning has been used to deal with certain image similarity
retrieval problem ���� They consider images containing patterns� such as
colors and geometric shapes� Instead of a feature space� they use a delta
feature space to capture feature di�erences between a pair of patterns�
Fuzzy subsets �low�� �medium� and �high� are used to represent the de�
gree of feature di�erence� The 	nal result is derived by evaluating all fuzzy
subset values of pairs of patterns contained in a pair of images� Clearly�
they calculate similarity query using a fuzzy classi	cation method� The
query is exactly de	ned� image data of the query object are given� its
feature measures and fuzzy descriptions can all be derived� It does belong
to the second type of query in the Table ��� � similarity retrieval� not
the fourth type � content�based fuzzy retrieval� The only di�erence be�
tween this technique and ordinary similarity retrieval is that it uses fuzzy
concept for similarity evaluation when processing a query�

Li � Liu ���� developed a fuzzy PROLOG database� A fuzzy relation
is characterized by an n�variate membership function �R  D��D�� ����
Dn � ��� ��� A domainDi can take real value such as �� or fuzzy set values
such as �middle�aged� for the domain �age�� This scheme belongs to the
third type of query in Table ��� � fuzzy logic query� It cannot be applied to
our case because image data is characterized in multi�dimensional space
and a single fuzzy subset value is not adequate for its description�

Other relevant work� such as feature�based image database systems by
Bach et al ��� and fuzzy recognition of face expressions by Ralescu and
Iwamoto ���� can give us insight into ideas� but not solutions�

��� Fuzzy Database Model

In this section� we will describe a fuzzy database model using a face
database as an example� In the face database� each face is described by
facial features� Facial features are further described by feature vectors
extracted from the face images and commonly used concepts�

There are several fuzzy relational models ����� Unfortunately� they can�
not support large images and their fuzzy schema does not provide a so�
lution to content�based fuzzy image retrieval� We extend the relational
database model to accommodate facial images and their fuzzy descrip�
tions by allowing ADT�s �Abstract Data Types� in the relation tables�

For convenience of discussion� let us quote the de	nition of conven�
tional relational model as follows

Given a set of domains D��D�� ����Dk� written D� �D� � ��� �Dk� R is
a relation on those k domains if there is a set of ordered k�ary tuples
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�d�� d�� ���� dk� such that d� is in D�� d� is in D�� and so on�

We can see� from the above de	nition� that a relation R is a two
dimensional table� Tuples of R are rows of that two dimensional table�
while columns of the table are referred to as attributes� and written as
A�� A�� ���� Ak� Each attribute Ai is associated with a domain Di�

In a conventional relational database� attribute values are atomic and
precise� Li � Liu ���� extends the relation model to accommodate fuzzi�
ness� while Stonebraker ���� ��� extends the relational model to sup�
port large object storage and typing� and Kim ���� considers the object�
oriented model one type of extended relational model of data� Wu ex�
tended relational model to accommodate images ���� and geographic data
���� The extension here mainly involves three aspects data type exten�
sion� procedure attachment� and class hierarchy and inheritance� Here in
image database systems� images are large objects with variable size� They
require special processing procedures for their input� output� display� stor�
age and manipulation� To accommodate images and related information
we need to extend the domain to include abstract data types� and to de�
	ne procedures for image manipulation� After proper formalization� fuzzy
description of images can be well captured by ADTs�

Abstract data type is composed of atomic data types and�or ADTs
in either �at or hierarchical way� That is to say that ADT can represent
object classes and can be de	ned recursively� Following six ADTs are used
for the facial image database system�

ADT facial�feature�measure �
ADT FacialFeature chin�
ADT FacialFeature hair�
ADT FacialFeature eye�
ADT FacialFeature eyebrow�
ADT FacialFeature nose�
ADT FacialFeature mouth�
�

ADT FacialFeature �
float FeatureVector�	
��
�

ADT image�data �
unsigned char �image�
�

ADT fuzzy�age �
FuzzyMembership young�
FuzzyMembership middle�
FuzzyMembership old�
�

ADT fuzzy�feature�description �
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ADT fuzzy�chin�
ADT fuzzy�hair�
ADT fuzzy�eyes�
ADT fuzzy�eyebrow�
ADT fuzzy�nose�
ADT fuzzy�mouth�
�

ADT fuzzy�chin �
FuzzyMembership tapered�
FuzzyMembership oblong�
FuzzyMembership short�oval�
FuzzyMembership rounded�
FuzzyMembership long�tapered�
FuzzyMembership long�oblong�
FuzzyMembership short�oblong�
FuzzyMembership short�rounded�
FuzzyMembership long�rounded�
�

Here we list only fuzzy ADTs for chin� Using ADTs we can have an
extended relation table for facial image as follows

Table Facial�image �
char person�id�	��
char person�name����
ADT fuzzy�age�
ADT fuzzy�feature�description�
ADT facial�feature�measure�
ADT image�data�
�

Existing models ���� impose a degree of certainty on the tuple of a
relation by de	ning an k�variate membership function

�R  D� �D� � ����Dk � ��� �� �����

The degree of data certainty is embedded in ADTs in our extended
data model by a data type de	nition

�r  FuzzyMembership� ��� �� �����

For example� the facial image of a person aged �� years old has the
�fuzzy age� slot values ��� �� ��� From these values we are pretty sure
that he is young� Our model can well model reality� With this model� the
fuzzy query processing will be carried out in the fuzzy space by searching
for the best matches�

To de	ne an ADT� the registration process is similar to that by Stone�
braker ������
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define ADT�name �
input � input�procedure�name�
output � output�procedure�name�
storage � storage�type�
display � display�procedure�name�
match � match�procedure�name�
�

where input procedure name refers to the procedures which converts the
ADT before storage� It can be the compression routine� for example� for
the image data� There are two storage types small and 	xed size objects
are stored inside the tuple� large and�or variable size objects are stored
elsewhere using multiple 	xed length data chunks� In this case� a pointer
will be created at the position of the ADT in the tuple to indicate the
address of its actual storage�

When an image is accessed� either the image data or its descriptions
will be displayed� This is achieved by calling the display procedures� The
matching procedure is acting as an operator� which calculates the fuzzy
similarity measure between a pair of images� Fuzzy similarity measure
will be discussed further later� The registration of the fuzzy similarity
operator is done by

define operator fuzzy�similarity �
token � ��
left�operand � fuzzy�ADT�name�
right�operand � fuzzy�ADT�name�
result � float�
precedence like ��
�

����� Extended tuple relation calculus for image retrieval

After extension of relation model for fuzzy image database� we now ex�
tend a tuple relation calculus on the extended model for content�based
fuzzy query processing� The de	nition of the extended tuple calculus is
as follows

�� Every atomic formula is an extended tuple calculus formula� An
atomic formula is of three forms�

�a� �R�t�

Where R is an extended relation name� t is a tuple variable�
�R�t� denotes the degree to which t satis	es the relation�

�b� t�i��C or C�t�i�
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Where t�i� denotes the i�th component of t� C is a constant�
� can be any of the conventional arithmetic comparison op�
erators �� 
�� ��� ��� and special comparison operators for
ADTs ������ � here denotes the similarity measures on
ADTs� which can be either fuzzy or nonfuzzy� This atomic op�
eration returns the degree to which t�i� and C satis	es the �
operation�

�c� t�i��u�j�

This atomic formula is the same as previous one except that
it performs a comparison between two tuple variables t and u�

�� If � is an extended tuple calculus formula� then so is ��� and �����
�� If �� and �� are extended tuple calculus formula� then so are ��� �

��� and ��� � ����
�� Nothing else is an extended tuple calculus formula�

As de	ned in last subsection� the extended relational table Fa�
cial image has six attributes person id� person name� fuzzy age�
fuzzy feature description� facial feature measure� and image data� If we
denote a tuple of the relational table Facial image by u� u��� represents
the attribute value of fuzzy age� Using above extended tuple calculus�
similarity queries is to 	nd a similar tuple from the database so that

R � R�above �
� ftj�R��t� � �g �����

where � is a threshold and

�R�
�t� � �facial�image�u� � u	�
 � w	�
 � u	�
 � w	�
 � �����

u	�
 � w	�
 � u	�
 � w	�
 � u	�
 � w	�
 � u	�
 � w	�


where w represents the query condition� and u represents tuple in the
database� The above equation says that u satis	es the retrieval conditions
provided u is a tuple in the table Facial image� and it six attributes are
equal or similar to the query condition� In case of content�based fuzzy
queries� w is a fuzzy query object� Its 	fth �feature measure� and sixth
�image� attributes are not de	ned� In most cases� we do not know name
�u���� and identi	cation number �u���� of a person� hence� above equation
is reduced to

�R��t� � �facial�image�u� � u��� � w��� � u��� � w��� �����

It is the same as equation ��� except that here we have a threshold
and the result should be ordered according to the similarity measure�
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��� Fuzzy Query Processing

Fuzzy query processing consists of two parts preprocessing and process�
ing� The preprocessing tries to recover fuzzy membership functions from
user de	ned fuzzy queries� The processing is then to search the database
to 	nd the best matches based on the fuzzy similarity measures� The
fuzzy similarity measures are between fuzzy vectors� whose elements are
fuzzy membership values in the fuzzy space de	ned by the fuzzy subsets
of the same facial feature� As a preparation for fuzzy query processing
discussion� we will look at the feature space and the fuzzy space in the
	rst subsection�

Fuzzy query processing is e�ected by a fuzzy query interface through
which query conditions are obtained� Fuzzy query interface should be
friendly to users and provide the ability to get as much information as
possible about the query� By the nature of a fuzzy query� the informa�
tion obtained from the user through fuzzy query interface is fuzzy and
incomplete� The query processing then consists of approximate reasoning
to 	nd the most relevant images from the database�

����� Feature space and fuzzy space

Recall that� after feature extraction� a feature vector xi �
�xi�� x

i
�� ���� x

i
M i�

T is obtained for each image with respect to the i�th facial
feature� It is a vector in the M i dimensional feature space� Recall also
that fuzzy subsets Bi

j� j � �� ���� qi for facial feature i can be considered
as a fuzzy vector in the qi dimensional fuzzy space� The mapping from
the feature space to the fuzzy space is referred to as fuzzi�cation� De�
fuzzi	cation refers to the mapping from the fuzzy space to the feature
space�

Both fuzzi	cation and defuzzi	cation are non�linear mappings� Fig�
ure ��� and Figure ��� show two examples of membership functions and
their corresponding fuzzy spaces� We see from Figure ��� that the fuzzy
membership functions de	ned in the feature space is mapped to two
straight lines in the fuzzy space� Obviously� defuzzi	cation� mapping from
fuzzy space to feature space is not unique� It is one�to many mapping in
the case shown in Figure ���� and may be many�to�many mapping in some
other cases�

Figure ����a� shows Gaussian membership functions of three fuzzy
subsets in a two�dimensional feature space� The three subsets de	ne the
fuzzy space shown in Figure ����b�� The trace of all possible combinations
of fuzzy membership values are inside the shaded area� which we call
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Figure ��� �a� Fuzzy subsets A� B� C de	ned on universe x and �b� their
fuzzy vector trace in the fuzzy space A � B � C shown as thick lines�
The fuzzy subsets de	ned in the interval ��� x�� are mapped to a point
A� in the fuzzy space since within this interval� A � �� B � �� C � �� It
is a many to one mapping� Similarly� fuzzy subsets de	ned in intervals
�x�� x��� �x�� x��� �x�� x�� are mapped to straight line A�B�� point B�� and
straight line B�C� in the fuzzy space� respectively�

domain of fuzzy set de�nition� Again� the defuzzi	cation for this set of
membership functions is not unique�

We have observed� from these two examples� that for a set of de	ned
fuzzy set membership functions� the domain of their de	nition occupies
only a portion of the fuzzy space� Any point outside the de	nition domain
would violate the original fuzzy set membership de	nition�

����� Fuzzy query interface

When the user selects to activate the fuzzy query module� the prompt
panels for all six facial features will appear in sequence� In the prompt
panel for a facial feature� there are slots for all fuzzy subsets for a user to
	ll in certainty values� see Figure ����� The certainty values are in terms
of percentages� The user can choose to either 	ll in a value or leave it
blank� Quite often� one may have no idea about certain facial features� For
example� when you see a person� the only impression left may be her large
and bright eyes� With this interface� the query condition obtained from
the user is represented as a vector array �Qi

j� j � �� ����Mi� i � �� ���� q��
where most of the elements will be blank due to the limited knowledge
of the user� We refer to this vector as the certainty vector� The certainty
vector is in the fuzzy space�

The di�culty of query processing in due to the following three prob�
lems

� Query conditions are user�dependent� in other words� subjective�
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Figure ��� �a� Fuzzy subsets A� B� C de	ned in a two dimensional feature
space �x�y�� �b� They form a fuzzy space� The fuzzy vector trace in the
fuzzy space is shown as the area enclosed by bodied lines�

� The certainty vectors may not comply with the constraints imposed
by fuzzy membership functions� In the fuzzy space� they may not
fall into the domain of fuzzy set de	nition� and consequently cannot
be directly used to search for the best matches�

� Mapping from the fuzzy space to the feature space is not unique and
usually impossible due to incompleteness of the query conditions�

�
Having taken account of these problems� we develop a fuzzy query

processing procedure as shown in Figure ���� The 	rst step of query pro�
cessing is to process the certainty vector with the context model to make
it user�independent� The second step is to consider the certainty vector as
a product of a con	dence value and a fuzzy vector� The con	dence value
is then separated from the certainty vector to produce a valid fuzzy vec�
tor� Because of the incompleteness of the query de	nition� after these two
preprocessing steps� we still may not be able to locate the fuzzy vector
in the fuzzy space � very often� there are too many blank elements in the
fuzzy vector� The fuzzy vector with blank elements cannot be mapped
into the feature space� Therefore� searching for the most relevant images
should be carried out in the fuzzy space�

����� Context model

The fuzzy query conditions de	ned by the user with the fuzzy query inter�
face are subjective� This is mainly because di�erent people have di�erent
views for the same object� For example� two boys see a girl whose weight
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Figure ��� Diagram of fuzzy retrieval

is ���kg� a boy weighting ���kg would think of her being slim� while a
boy weighting only ��kg would certainly consider her very big� For the
facial image retrieval� when a witness is a small child� from his eyes� the
object�s facial features would be scaled up by a factor greater than �� To
deal with this context�sensitive query de	nition� a special context model
has been developed� When a user is logged in� a default context model for
him or her is loaded� An alternative context model can be also selected
by the user in case the fuzzy query is formed by someone who is not the
end user� After this processing step� fuzzy queries are considered to be
user independent�

To learn a context model for a person� a set of standard images are pre�
sented to the person and he�she is asked to describe facial features using
given fuzzy subsets� The learning module then records his�her description
and derives the model� and saves it into a user dictionary�

����� Extraction of the con�dence value

In the fuzzy space� coordinates represent fuzzy subsets� For a set of de	ned
fuzzy subsets� all valid fuzzy vectors will fall into the domain of a fuzzy
set de	nition as illustrated by Figure ��� and Figure ���� When users
de	ne their fuzzy queries� it is di�cult to impose some constraints to
users to let the resultant certainty vector fall into the domain of fuzzy set
de	nition� Usually� the certainty vector can be considered as the product
of a con	dence value and a valid fuzzy vector

Qi � ti Bi �����

where ti is a con	dence value� and Bi is a valid fuzzy vector for the i�th fa�
cial feature� Therefore� fuzzy query preprocessing should include a process
to extract the con	dence value from the certainty vector� We know� from
Figure ��� and Figure ���� that the con	dence value extraction process
must move the certainty vector into the domain of fuzzy set de	nition in
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the fuzzy space� Certainly� this process very much depends on the fuzzy
membership function� The con	dence value extraction process consists of
two steps� The 	rst step is to derive the boundaries of the domain by ex�
amining the intersection part between fuzzy membership functions� The
second step is to extract the con	dence value so that the resultant fuzzy
vector falls into the domain� Following is an example of this process� For
the fuzzy membership function illustrated in Figure ����a�� in the fuzzy
space� we haveX

j

Bj�x� � � ������

where B�� B�� B� are A�B�C� respectively� That is� for any x� summation
of the membership value of the three fuzzy subsets is always �� For ex�
ample� at x�� A � �� B � �� C � �� and at x�� A � ��
�� B � ����� C � ��
In this case� separation of con	dence value is straightforward we scale
the certainty vector to meet the constraints by above equation� and the
con	dence value will be the scale factor� The con	dence value is then used
to weight the facial feature when computing the overall fuzzy similarity
measure�

Suppose the fuzzy subsets A�B�C shown in Figure ��� represent the
concepts �small�� �medium�� and �large� for eye size� When a user is
asked to put certainty values for these three concepts of a person he saw�
it is very rare that the results can follow the constraints�

What will happen if the certainties he input are ����� ���� ��� Af�
ter separation� the con	dence value is ��� and the valid fuzzy vector is
���
�� ����� ��� the point E in Figure ����b�� The matching will not have
any problem because all fuzzy vectors in the database are valid ones� If
the certainties input by the user� ����� ���� ��� is straightforward used in
searching� it will not match ���
�� ����� ��� instead� ����� ���� �� is the
nearest one to ����� ���� ��� the point H in Figure ����b��

For the fuzzy membership functions in Figure ����a�� the domain of
fuzzy sets is an area rather than a set of lines� In this case� there can be
several valid pairs of fuzzy vectors and con	dence values which 	t into
equation ���� and any of them can be considered as a valid solution�

After these two steps of preprocessing� we get fuzzy vectors for all
facial features� We call them fuzzy query vectors in our discussion�

����� Incomplete query condition

Now we are ready to deal with the incompleteness of fuzzy query con�
ditions� When user de	nes the query� he�she just speci	es what he�she
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knows� and leaves unknown terms blank� For example� when a witness
describes a criminal� all he can recall is that the chin of this criminal is
long� and eyes are large� but not quite certain� He cannot provide any
other information since he was very frightened� That is� in fuzzy query
de	nition� chin can be de	ned with high certainty for long and zero cer�
tainty for the rest� In case of eyes� the certainty for large cannot be high
since he is not sure� The rest for eyes �medium� small� should be left blank
for the same reason� The certainty for other facial features are all blank
because he does not have any idea�

Blank elements in the certainty vector� and then in the fuzzy vector
do not mean the same as zero� Blank means �not known�� or �not sure��
while zero simply means �no�� To deal with this incompleteness we can
only make use of already de	ned elements� and ignore blank elements�
That is do not process anything which is not known�

We know that fuzzy queries are de	ned in fuzzy space� while feature
measures of images are in feature space� The incompleteness of the fuzzy
query de	nition forces us to process a fuzzy query in the fuzzy space� If
we could convert the fuzzy query vector in the fuzzy space to a feature
vector in the feature space� we can directly invoke similarity retrieval
technique and content�based index ContIndex described in ���� to process
the fuzzy query� Unfortunately� it is not possible� Both fuzzy space and
feature space are multi�dimensional� Mapping from the fuzzy space to
the feature space is usually very di�cult and not unique� Mapping the
incompletely de	ned fuzzy query vector in the fuzzy space to the feature
space is even more di�cult� and usually is impossible� If we cannot even
locate the incompletely de	ned fuzzy query vector in the fuzzy space� how
can we map it to the feature space�

Now the only choice left to us is to map image feature vectors of images
in the database from the feature space to the fuzzy space� This can be
easily done by fuzzi	cation� After fuzzi	cation� images in the database
are described as points in fuzzy space� which we call fuzzy image vectors�
We can then evaluate the similarity between fuzzy query vector and fuzzy
image vector�

����� Similarity measure

After preprocessing the user de	ned fuzzy queries� we are ready to 	nd
the similarity between fuzzy query vector and fuzzy image vector� For the
sake of discussion� let us now consider the similarity measure of fuzzy age
as an example� to de	ne the similarity measures between the fuzzy query
vector Qj� j � �� �� ���� q and the fuzzy image vector Bj� j � �� �� ���� q�
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Note here we have omitted the superscript� Qj� Bj are fuzzy subsets in
the same fuzzy space�

The fuzzy space is not orthogonal� The coordinates represent the fuzzy
subsets� Fuzzy subset membership functions overlap each other as de	ned
by fuzzy set theory� Therefore� ordinary correlation and distance measures
cannot be used as similarity measures� Previous work on fuzzy similarity
measures ��� mainly discuss the similarity measures between fuzzy sets�
and processes fuzzy queries using fuzzy logic ����� They do not provide us
with a solution for retrieval of multimedia data which are characterized
by multidimensional features�

Similarity plays a fundamental role in theories of knowledge and be�
havior� Tversky ���� studied features of similarity from cognitive point of
view� We now study similarity measures in multidimensional fuzzy space
as metric distance functions� A metric distance function� dis� is a scale
that assigns to every pair of points a nonnegative number� called their
distance� in accordance with the following three axioms

Minimality dis�a� b� � dis�a� a� � ��

Symmetry dis�a� b� � dis�b� a��

Triangle inequality dis�a� b� " dis�b� c� � dis�a� c��

The distance between Q and B� de	ned as follows� satis	es these three
axioms and can be used as a similarity measure between fuzzy vectors in
the fuzzy space

dis�Q�B� �

sX
j�k

jQj �Bj jcor�Aj � Ak�jQk �Bkj if Qj not blank ������

cor�Aj � Ak� is the correlation between fuzzy subsets Aj and Ak which
de	ne the j�th and k�th coordinates of the fuzzy space� and is de	ned as

cor�Aj � Ak� � �card�Aj �Ak��card�Aj �Ak� ������

The cardinality of a fuzzy set card�A� is de	ne as

card�A� �

Z
mA�x�dx or card�A� �

X
x

mA�x� ������

Note here the distance is evaluated against non�blank components
of the query object� �Blank� means �not known�� It is meaningless
to evaluate a �not known� item� To demonstrate the basic idea be�
hind this distance measure� let us again have a look at Figure ����b��
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cor�A�B�� cor�B�C� are not equal to zero �it is �frac���� This is equiva�
lent to the case that the angles between coordinates A and B� and between
B and C are less than ��o� A simple triangular derivation will show that
the negative sign of cor�� will partially take account of the correlation
between coordinates�

The distance measure de	ned by Equation ���� well coincides with
the above three axioms by its de	nition� Let us have a look at three
fuzzy vectors E���
�� ����� ��� F������ ��
�� �� and G��� ��
�� ����� shown
in Figure ����b�� The distance among them computed using equation
���� are dis�E�F � � ���
� dis�F�G� � ���� dis�E�G� � ���
� Here�
dis�E�F � " dis�F�G� � ���
 � dis�E�G� � ���
�

����	 Relevance feedback for query re�nement

By a feedback function� the user can select from the current query re�
sult one or several images he�she thinks are closest to the desired one�
The feedback function can then extract the information from the selected
images to re	ne the query� Our feedback method assumes that feedback
images are selected in a sequence that the most desirable one is selected
	rst� and that the selection will be based on the most similar features
among those selected images� Suppose N images have been selected� the
feature vectors for feedback is computed using following procedures

�� With a prede	ned threshold� 	nd facial features with respect to
which those N selected images are similar�

�� For the rest of the facial features� 	nd facial features with respect
to which N � �� N � �� ��� selected images are similar�

�� For those facial features� with respect to which no images among N
selected images are similar� the 	rst image is taken as a representa�
tive for the facial features�

�� Find the center of the facial feature vectors by averaging over the
images which are similar with respect to the facial features�

�� Perform a similarity search using the computed center of the facial
feature vectors�

��� Learning Fuzzy Membership Functions

One of the bottlenecks for fuzzy system applications is that there is no
e�ective method for deriving fuzzy membership functions for applications�
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Currently� application developers empirically design fuzzy membership
functions� Empirical design is only e�ective for single dimension of feature
measures� such as age� It cannot deal with multiple dimensional feature
measures such as those extracted from face images by image processing
methods� It would be ideal to have a system which can automatically learn
the association between multi�dimensional numerical feature measures
and fuzzy subsets from a sample set of data items su�ciently representing
the whole domain�

Neural and fuzzy systems estimate sampled functions and behave as as�
sociative memories� They can estimate functions without a mathematical
description of how the output should correspond to the multi�dimensional
numerical inputs� It is because of this ability� they are known asmodel�free
estimators ����� Fuzzy neural networks can learn to function as a trans�
formation function based on a sample set of feature measure and fuzzy
subset pairs� Wang used feedforward neural network with backpropaga�
tion learning method to learn these associations �����

We feel that model free learning require very large sample set� In many
applications� the size of available sample data sets are limited� In this case�
opposing model constraints can reduce the sample data set size require�
ment� and embed the desired concepts and shapes into the membership
functions� Therefore� we propose to use feedforward networks with Gaus�
sian units�

����� Need for learning fuzzy membership functions

As mentioned in the previous sections� every image in the database has
its fuzzy membership values stored along with it� These values cannot
be manually set for all images in a large database� Therefore a proce�
dure which computes the fuzzy membership is essential� The procedure
which assigns the various fuzzy membership function values based on the
multi�dimensional feature vectors is an important component in fuzzy
retrieval� The contour of a fuzzy membership function represents the se�
mantic properties of the underlying feature it estimates �
�� A number of
contours such as lines� S�curves� bell shapes are employed to function as
a fuzzy membership function� The calculation of the fuzzy membership
values is a multi�dimensional mapping� which maps the n dimensional
numerical feature measures of a feature to the m dimensional fuzzy space
for that particular feature� as shown in Figure ����

For example� in the case of face image retrieval� let us assume that
we have computed a �� element feature vector F eye from images� which
has to be mapped to � fuzzy subsets� small� medium and big� Then the
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Figure ��� Mapping feature measures to fuzzy subsets

fuzzy membership function�m has to map a �� dimensional feature vector
representing eye size to the � fuzzy subsets of eye size� i�e

eyesizesmall � msmall�F �

eyesizemedium � mmedium�F �

eyesizebig � mbig�F �

This function� m should be recon	gurable and work for di�erent do�
mains and applications� Moreover interpretation of these images varies
among people� Therefore when images are being classi	ed to the various
fuzzy sets� the con	dence values set for each fuzzy subset will be di�erent
among di�erent people� The truth membership values are usually com�
puted as a mean of the membership values as classi	ed by di�erent people�
This method of computing the truth membership values accounts for the
subjective interpretations of features by di�erent people� Once this asso�
ciation is obtained� a procedure has to be devised which can learn this
association and behave as a fuzzy membership function� The solution
must be able to provide a domain to truth membership mapping function
by analyzing su�cient equidistantly spaced truth membership values� In
addition to this it would be ideal to have a system which can automati�
cally correlate the truth membership values with the domain and create
fuzzy regions� This will be the 	rst step in developing a generic fuzzy
retrieval system�

Arti	cial Neural Networks have the remarkable ability to cluster the
feature measures to classes� in our case fuzzy subsets ����� Neural networks
can 	nd natural membership functions for the data and directly create
fuzzy regions �����

In an image retrieval environment� typically we are confronted with
problem of 	nding a fuzzy membership function for the multi�dimensional
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numerical feature measures� Therefore the neural networks which can take
real number inputs and map them to their corresponding fuzzy subsets
yielding the membership function values� is appropriate to the problem
of fuzzy image retrieval ������� The structure of the network is shown
in Figure ���� x�� ���� xn represent the real number inputs to the neural
network� The wij are real number weights for the link between input xi
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Figure ��� A neural net with real number inputs and outputs considered
as fuzzy membership values

and hidden unit j� The input to the hidden neuron is computed as�

Ij � x�w�j " x�w�j " ���" xnwnj� � � j � K

where standard fuzzy arithmetic is used to compute Ij � The output from
the jth hidden neuron will be

Zj � f��Ij�� � � j � K

where f� is an activation function which can be a sigmoidal or Gaussian
function� The vjm represent weights for the link between hidden unit j
and output unit m� It then follows that the input to the output neuron
will be computed as

Io � z�v�o " z�v�o " ���" zKvKo� � � o � m
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for the m output units� The fuzzy membership value is then obtained
from the 	nal output as�

Y � f��Io�

where f� is a sigmoidal activation function� Most of these network sys�
tems have a function �ij between each xi and wij as some form of an
interpretation for the input xi� These �ij are usually triangular fuzzy
numbers�

Training this kind of feedforward network can be done using a modi	ed
version of the backpropagation algorithm� The membership function can
be trained from the membership values at 	nite data points along the
membership curve�

����� A Fuzzy neuro membership function

For a network to function e�ectively as a fuzzy membership function�
it has to be recon	gurable and it should be easy to train new feature
measures� In other words� this network should be able to automatically
cluster the feature measures to fuzzy subsets�

A three layered neural network with one hidden layer of Gaussian
units is used for learning and representing the membership functions for
a fuzzy set� The hidden layer of Gaussian units works as a membership
function and helps to speed up the training process ����� The learning
of membership functions is through the learning algorithm of these three
layer feedforward neural networks�

Let us denote the pth data point of the input by Xp � �xp�� xp�� ���� xpn�
and the membership value at that point by tp� When the n�dimensional
input is presented to the network� ideally the network output� yp� should
correspond to the desired output� tp� The output of the feedforward net�
work for the input Xp is computed according to the following procedure�

The activation function of the hidden units is a Gaussian function
expressed as

z inj �
X
i

�xi � cij�
�

���ij

zhj � f��z inj� � exp��
X
i

�xi � cij�
�

���ij
� ������

where cij and �ij are weights from input unit i to hidden unit j� repre�
senting the center of gravity and standard deviation of each cluster� A
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detailed discussion on the clustering algorithm used can be found in �����
The Gaussian activation function de	nes quadratic decision surfaces in
the feature space and approximates fuzzy membership functions very well�

The activation of output neuron m is then computed as

y in �
kX

j��

vjp zj

ym � f��y in� � f��
kX

j��

vjm zj�

where f� is a sigmoidal activation function� If the network is trained with
su�cient sample data points from the n�dimensional input space� then
the output yp should be the same as tp�

The gradients of the activation function for the hidden units with
respect to cij and �ij are computed as

�zhj
�cij

�
zhj �xi � cij�

��ij

�zhj
��ij

�
zhj �xi � cij�

�

��ij
������

Because the Gaussian activation function de	ned by equation ����
and the standard sigmoid function are di�erentiable� this kind of neural
network can be trained using the back�propagation learning algorithm�

����� Training the neural network

The neural network� which is a feedforward network� has to be trained
with sample input and output pairs before it can simulate a fuzzy mem�
bership function� The standard backpropagation technique can be used
to train the network ������� As mentioned earlier� the desired target value
of the network for an input is the membership value for that data in fuzzy
space�

A set of input�output pattern is 	rst prepared for the system to learn
the association� It is generally assumed that the domain of the input
chosen is su�cient to represent the input pattern� While training the
network� the activation of an output neuron may not be our desired fuzzy
membership function value� In this case� the error in membership function
value for the pth input�output pattern is tp� ym� when tp corresponds to
output ym� Each such output unit computes an error information term�

�m � �tp � ym�f
�
��y inm�
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This �m propagates to all hidden units j from output unit m� The weight
correction term for links between hidden unit j and output unit m is
calculated as

!vjm � ��mzj

Each hidden unit sums the � inputs from units in the layer above and
multiplies it by the derivative of its activation function to calculative its
error information term�

� inj �
X
m

�mvjm

�j � � injf
�
��z inj�

and its weight correction term as

!wij � ��jxi

After the error information terms have propagated and the weight
correction terms computed� the weights for the links between the input
and hidden layer units and the weights for the link between the hidden
layer units and output units are updated as�

vjm � vjm�old� " !vjm
wij � wij�old� " !wij

��� Experimental Results of Fuzzy Retrieval

The implementation and testing of the content�based fuzzy retrieval of
images was carried out on a facial image database system� CAFIIR �����

����� Face database indexing and retrieval

The face database contains ��� images� together with their facial feature
measures� personnel particulars� and linked criminal records� All these
data are arti	cially created only for experimental purpose� and do not
refer to any real people� The experiments include determination of fuzzy
subsets and membership functions� implementation and testing of the
retrieval method�

In the face database system� each of the six facial features� namely�
chin� hair� eyes� eyebrow� nose and mouth� is characterized by three fea�
ture measures �� landmark coordinates� from which certain feature di�
mensions� such as the length of the eyes� can be derived� �� The 	rst ��
principal coe�cients of the Principal Component Analysis �PCA� of the
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feature region �ROI� with the region positioned by landmarks and con�
tains one feature only� For example� the chin region has a banana shape
and contains chin image only� No part of the mouth is included� There�
fore� the �� principal coe�cients re�ect the major gray scale changes �chin
shape� texture� of the chin� �� Fitting parameters of deformed template
����� This is only available for a few facial features�

chin PCA of ROI pointed� rounded� tapered� squared�
bony cheek� short�chin� long�chin� jowls

hair thickness thin� normal� thick

eyes height small� medium� large

eyebrow thickness sparse� medium� thick

nose legnth short� medium� long

mouth width narrow� medium� wide

Table ��� Feature measures and fuzzy subsets for facial description

The experiment has been designed to test the validation of the content�
based fuzzy retrieval method described in this chapter� To avoid compli�
cations� we choose the feature measures and their corresponding fuzzy
subsets for facial description as listed in Table ����

Among six facial features� we choose ���dimensional feature measure
vector �PCA� for chin� and one dimension measure for all others� Con�
sequently� fuzzy subsets are chosen as in Table ���� The membership
function of fuzzy subsets for chin has Gaussian shape as illustrated in
Figure ���� The fuzzy membership function for other facial features has
trapezoid shape� see Figure ����

Fuzzy membership function

More attention has been paid to fuzzy membership functions for the chin
feature� There are two possible ways one is to partition images into cer�
tain number of clusters using clustering algorithm� A group of people is
then asked to view these clusters and to check facial feature consistency
within clusters and to assign facial feature description to each cluster�
When clusters have been formed� parameters of the membership func�
tions can be derived from the images in these clusters�

The other way is to have a set of facial sample images and to have
a group of people� Each of them is asked to describe facial features of
sample images using a given set of concepts together with certainty val�
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ues� For example� if we want to describe eyes as either �large�� �medium�
and �small�� a viewer should put valid description such as �large �����
�medium ���� and �small ���� for each given sample facial image� Hav�
ing gathered these descriptive data� fuzzy membership functions will be
derived to best 	t the data� In this method� we do not expect viewers to
give consistent descriptions over all sample images� In other words� the
descriptions obtained are subjective� and there is an inherently embedded
context model in the descriptions� To overcome this di�culty� we give a
con	dence measure to each viewer based on how objectively he�she can
produce descriptions� These con	dence measures are then used as weights
in the algorithm for membership function derivation�

The 	rst method is easier to implement than the second� It organizes
facial image features into categories based on feature measures� For ex�
ample� we use PCA for chin� the 	rst �� coe�cients represent the most
salient gray scale changes on the chin image� The clusters generated will
also re�ect the major appearance variations on the chin images� The sec�
ond method is preferred by many domain experts because there is greater
human involvement in the fuzzy subset de	nition and fuzzy membership
learning�

In the experiment here� we adopt the 	rst method because of its sim�
plicity� and because we are testing our fuzzy retrieval method� not the
fuzzy membership learning methods�

Q query object � 
� ��

No� Similarity measure B� B� B�

� ���� �� �� �

� ���� �
 �� �

� ���� �� �� �

� ����� �� 
 �

� ����� ��� � �

� ����� �� �
 �

Table ��� The best match to the query object ���
� ���� �� �membership
function values have been scaled by ����

Fuzzy query processing

In the fuzzy query preprocessing� separation of the con	dence values and
the membership functions is very important� For the facial features other
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query object � �� ��

Similarity measure B� B� B� B� B� B� B� B B�

����� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �� �

����� �� �� �� 
� �� �� �� �� �

����� �� � �� �� �� � �� �� �

�
��� �
 �� �� �� �
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Table ��� The best match to the query object ��� �� �� ���� �� �� ���� �� ��
�membership function values have been scaled by ����

than the chin� the fuzzy membership functions have the form as shown
in Figure ����a�� We can apply the constraint in equation ���� to sepa�
rate the con	dence from the membership function� Table ��� shows the
best matches for the query object ���
� ���� ��� After con	dence value
separation� it becomes ������� ������ ��� It matches the database object
������ ����� �� the best� The query object and the six best matches are
also plotted in Figure ��
� which gives us an intuitive view of the similar�
ity between the query object and database object retrieved as the best
matches� From the 	gure we can see that the algorithm selected those
database objects which are the most similar ones� and that ordering of
retrieved database objects is conceptually correct� The database object
� is considered to be less similar to the query object than object � be�
cause in database object � fuzzy subset B� �rather than B�� is dominant�
This evidence shows that the similarity measure de	ned in equation ����
coincides well with fuzzy subset de	nition� and is conceptually correct�

Table ��� lists the retrieval results for �chin� query object� From the
table we can see that the ordered query result re�ects the similarity be�
tween the query object and the best matches well� Some retrieved objects
have large values for fuzzy subsets other than those having speci	ed val�
ues in the query object� For example� the fourth retrieved object has a
large membership value for the 	rst fuzzy subset� However� this will not
e�ect the validity of the query result because the null value in the query
object means �not known� � his chin may be pointed� but the user did
not notice� It is retrieved as long as its feature matches the query object
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Figure ��
 The best match to the query object in terms of fuzzy vector�

Figure ��� Fuzzy retrieval of images� The query was de	ned as to retrieve
facial images with round chin ������ short round chin ������ normal hair
������ thin hair ������ The value inside the brackets are certainty values�
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Table ��� The best match to the query objects ��� �� �� ���� �� �� ���� �� ��
and ����� ���� �� �membership function values have been enlarged by ����

well with respect to those fuzzy subsets whose membership values are
speci	ed in the query object�

Table ��� is a retrieval example using both chin and hair� The chin
query object is ��� �� �� ���� �� �� ���� �� �� and the hair query object is �����
���� ��� It means that we want to retrieve facial images having �rounded
���# sure� and short rounded ���# sure� chin� and �thin ���# sure� and
normal ���# sure� hair�� The weights for chin and hair are ��� and ����
respectively� which implies emphasis on the chin feature�

The interface and the query result is shown in Figure ���� Within the
interface panel� there are six push down menus for the six facial features�
The user is asked to 	ll in certainty values for these fuzzy subsets used
to describe the facial features� and to skip those about which he�she has
no idea� Retrieved images are displayed on nine small display buttons�
Clicking on any display button will lead to the corresponding image to
be displayed in a large display area on the top�right of the screen �half
covered by the push�down menu titled �certainty of chin description���
Particulars of the person are also displayed in a message area right be�
neath the image display area� This message area is also half covered by
the push down menu titled �fuzzy query� and used to control weights
among facial features and to activate query feedback�

Since there is no objective criteria for fuzzy retrieval methods� content�
based fuzzy retrieval methods can be only evaluated subjectively by view�
ers� The fuzzy retrieval results such as one in Figure ��� shows conceptual
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consistency with our perception� We are planning to conduct a subjective
evaluation by a group of users�

Conceptual acceptance by users of the fuzzy retrieval results needs
valid fuzzy membership functions and good fuzzy retrieval method� Here
we have proposed and tested a novel fuzzy retrieval method which o�ers
an unique fuzzy query processing technique� It processes fuzzy queries in
the fuzzy space and query results are in terms of a best match technique�

��� Conclusion and Remarks

Fuzzy retrieval is a natural means to access image data� In this chapter we
have described extended image data model� tuple calculus� fuzzy query
processing� a fuzzy content�based indexing method� and learning fuzzy
membership functions using neural networks� The experimental results
have shown its e�ectiveness�
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Chapter �	

Face Retrieval

We would like to demonstrate some core techniques for content�based
multimedia systems using the CAFIIR system Firstly� CAFIIR is an in�
tegrated system� Besides database management� there are image analysis�
image composition� image aging� and report generation subsystems� pro�
viding means for problem solving� Secondly� the richness of multimedia
data requires feature�based database for their management� Therefore�
CAFIIR is feature�based� An indexing mechanism� iconic index� has been
proposed for indexing facial images using hierarchical self�organization
neural network� The indexing method operates on complex feature mea�
sures and provides means for visual navigation� Thirdly� special retrieval
methods for facial images have been developed� including visual browsing�
similarity retrieval� free text retrieval and fuzzy retrieval�

Multimedia database systems are integrated systems� Except data
management and retrieval� they can o�er data manipulation� analysis�
recognition� and even planing and decision making� Some complicated
problems can be solved by case�based reasoning in multimedia database
environment�

As an example of multimedia database systems� CAFIIR stores and
manages a large number of facial images together with criminal records
����� It provides users with a �exible means to manipulate� archive� re�
trieve� and make use of facial images and text data� The facial images are
visual than descriptive� Each digital image is a large array of pixels� of
an arbitrary size� and a facial image database contains thousands or even
hundred thousands of images� Therefore� this huge visual database needs
special techniques for its management� namely� embedded functions for
image preprocessing� feature extraction� presentation �screen display and
report formatter�� visual access to image data via special indexing tech�

�
�
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niques� application�speci	c image inference to derive new images based
on images and other available information�

Feature�based indexing� and special query processing are di�cult re�
search issues for multimedia database systems� Here� we present a content�
based indexing method ContIndex� which provides a mechanism to create
index on composite feature measures� and facilitates visual browsing and
similarity retrieval� Other than visual browsing� similarity retrieval� and
free text retrieval� fuzzy retrieval is desirable for image databases� A novel
fuzzy query processing method is presented�

As a feature�based multimedia database system� CAFIIR o�ers an
iconic indexing method and four special data retrieval methods� A fuzzy
query processing method in fuzzy space is also used in the system� which
is described in Chapter ��

In the following sections we will 	rst give an overall description of
CAFIIR and the data model of the facial image data in Section ����� Sec�
tion ���� deals with iconic indexing mechanism using neural networks�
Sections ���� and ���� is devoted to data retrieval� Visual browsing� sim�
ilarity retrieval are visual queries and included in Section ����� while
descriptive queries� fuzzy retrieval� free text retrieval are in Section �����
Further improvement of queries� query feedback and combined query are
in Section �����

��� CAFIIR system

As shown in Figure ����� the CAFIIR system consists of 	ve functional
subsystems facial image preprocessing and feature extraction subsystem
provides functions for creating� processing� editing images and text� facial
image and criminal record database subsystem provides functions for cre�
ation� processing� editing� storage and management of facial image and
criminal record data� facial composition works interactively to compose
facial images by choosing the desired facial components� based on growth
model and available image of a person� facial aging subsystem derives
facial image of the same person at di�erent age� image output formatting
produces formatted output�

The image database retrieval engine is shown in Figure ����� Retrieval
by attributes is a conventional data access method which is useful for
system administration� It is constructed using functions provided by a
database� management system� dbVista� on top of which the object�
oriented image database is built�

Four retrieval methods� namely� similarity retrieval� visual browsing�
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Figure ���� Subsystems within CAFIIR�

fuzzy retrieval� and free text retrieval are special to the image database�
Visual browsing and similarity retrieval are visual� They are supported by
iconic indexing� Both fuzzy retrieval and free text retrieval are descriptive�
The fuzzy index used for fuzzy retrieval is created by the mechanism of
iconic indexing� The di�erence between the iconic index and the fuzzy
index is iconic index is created using composite feature measure� while
fuzzy index is created using composite fuzzy membership function� Both
composite feature measure and composite fuzzy membership function are
vector arrays� Therefore� the same indexing mechanism can be applied
to both case� However� the similarity measures are di�erent� The fuzzy
similarity measure will be discussed later in this section� Free text retrieval
provides access to criminal records via their text description and to facial
images via their special feature description� By �free text� we mean little
constraint is imposed on the query speci	cation� It is� therefore� a lot
more user friendly�

Let us now look at the information retrieval problem from a point of
view of inference� Information systems such as databases and knowledge�
based systems� are aimed at solving problems� Inference is referred to as
the act of drawing a conclusion from premises� Traditional expert system
performs logical inference� The di�culties of expert systems which seem
to be impossible to overcome are learning and knowledge acquisition� On
the other hand� case�based reasoning performs inference by analogy� In
case�based reasoning� one uses memory of relevant �past� cases to in�
terpret or to solve a problem case� Reasoning by analogy has several
advantages� First� the performance is enhanced by its shortcuts in rea�
soning� and the capability of avoiding past errors� Second� learning has
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Figure ���� Block diagram of retrieval engine of CAFIIR

been much simpli	ed� and the knowledge acquisition bottleneck is much
easier than all other methods� Third� recalled cases can serve as explana�
tions of the problem� which are more satisfactory than those generated
by either expert systems or connectionist systems�

Two fundamental problems of case�based reasoning are indexing
method used to organize cases in the memory� and methods for 	nding
the most relevant cases at reasoning time� Multimedia database systems
provide ideal environment for representation of complicated cases� These
two fundamental problems� the case organization and searching for the
best match� correspond to modeling� feature�based indexing� and query
processing in multimedia database systems� In CAFIIR� the past crime
and criminal cases are organized by an extended object�oriented data
model� which will be explained later� To speed up searching for the most
relevant cases� iconic indexing mechanism provides an e�cient way for
navigation�

As shown in Figure ����� a criminal identi	cation problem can be
solved by similarity retrieval� According to the witness� description� a
sample image is composed using image composition subsystem� and sub�
mitted to similarity query processing module� The module then derives
feature measures from the sample image� With the derived similarity mea�
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sure� the module traverses the iconic index tree down to the leaf level�
	nds a few most similar images� and displays them on the panel� After
viewing the results� the user can revise the query either by adjusting the
weights of similarity measure� or by activating feedback function with one
or more the most relevant images selected from the results� The whole
inference �ow is a closed loop of information derivation� within which the
user plays an active role�

The fuzzy query processing is another inference �ow of case�based rea�
soning� where fuzzy membership functions and fuzzy similarity measure
play an important role� With fuzzy membership functions and fuzzy in�
dex� the criminal and crime cases are organized into a fuzzy case space�
The fuzzy similarity measure provides a criterion to 	nd the best match�

������ Data model

The data hierarchy in CAFIIR is shown in Figure ����� As we can see
from Figure ����� there are two major object types face record and crime
record� A face record is created for each person whose facial image is to
be stored in the system� A face record consists of three types of records
�� Person record� which stores the identi	cation number� name� date of
birth� address� etc� �� Feature record� consisting of two structured fea�
ture descriptions� One is the feature measure obtained by image feature
extraction method� Feature measures are usually numerical and internal
to the system� The other is description of visual features of facial images
generated either by automatic mapping from feature measures or by man�
ual text input� �� Image record� consisting image header and image data�
Image header keeps record of the parameters and history of the image
data� The items of the image header include date of acquisition� perspec�
tive view� size� etc� Usually� image data are of di�erent size and therefore�
are split into several physical 	xed length records for their storage� There
may be several image records in a face record�

A crime record consists of routine description of a crime� such as time�
type� weapon used� etc�� and a more detailed text description of the crime�
The length of text description can vary from one paragraph to several
pages� Again� we split the text description into 	xed length records for the
storage� Text index will be created to gain access to this text description�
One crime record may have several witness records and several victim
records� which consist of items to describe witnesses and victims�

The correspondence between face record and crime record is many�to�
many� A person may commit several crimes� and one crime may involve
several criminals� We use HAV E�A to indicate this relationship� These
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Figure ���� Data hierarchy in CAFIIR

links will facilitate either access of face record from crime record� or access
of crime record from face record� Once a face record is retrieved� a list of
crimes which this person has committed will be gathered on request�

Object�oriented model is the most preferred data model for multimedia
database systems� We extended the object�oriented model to describe the
data hierarchy in CAFIIR� There are two major extensions extension of
elementary data types and extension of procedure de	nition�

We 	rst extend the elementary data types to include vector� array� and
text paragraph� In CAFIIR� vector represents internal feature measure�
unsigned character array represents digital image� and paragraphs of text
are used to describe a crime or special features of a face� Vector� image
array� and text paragraph can be constructed by elementary data type�
char� integer� real� and string� We consider them as elementary data type
because they show strong integrity� An image can be mapped to another
image by image processing functions or mapped to feature measures by
feature extraction functions� An indexing process can be performed on
text paragraphs� These mapping and processing are carried out in terms
of whole image� feature vector� or text� At the database level� they are
treated entirely as a whole entity�

In object�oriented model� a set of procedures should be de	ned on
each object class� Here we extend the model to include procedure types
which perform mapping across object classes� It consists of the feature
extraction procedure which generates a set of internal feature measures
from a facial image� and feature mapping procedure that maps these
internal feature measures to facial feature description�
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������ Indexing of facial images

Visual query of image database is advantageous for several reasons First�
it provides views of facial image database at every position� so as to enable
visual navigation� Second� visual query is sometimes absolutely necessary
when one cannot form a de	nitive opinion without actually seeing the
image�

Retrieval based on similarity measures should be the basic access
method to the facial image database� The user interactively composes
a sample facial image according to the witness� description using the im�
age composition module of CAFIIR� and then presents it to the query
language to 	nd facial images which are most similar to the sample� The
results are ranked according to similarities�

Query by fuzzy descriptions of facial features is also desirable� Quite
often� a witness comes and says that he cannot clearly remember the
criminals face but he knows that his face is somewhat square� and eyes a
little bit small� These fuzzy descriptions should be used to direct the user
to certain position of visual navigation�

These three type of queries� namely� visual� fuzzy and similarity queries
can be realized by using iconic index based on composite feature measures�
They cannot be realized by conventional indexing techniques such as B�
trees and inverted 	le� Conventional indexing techniques are based on
individual keys� which are de	nite and too simple to represent visual
features of facial images�

We have proposed an iconic indexing method by extending the concept
of indexing with abstraction and classi	cation� and by proposing a spatial
self�organization neural network� The proposed spatial self�organization
neural network is used to generate spatially self�organized index tree� In
the following subsections we will discuss issues on iconic indexing�

������ Feature extraction

The features of similarity serve as an organizing principle by which people
classify objects� form concepts� and make generalization� Facial feature
extraction and mapping feature measures to facial feature categories are
essential to the system performance � The di�culties of these two issues
lie in the facts that

� It is not clear so far how humans recognize faces� and what features
are used by human to distinguish between faces� Therefore it is
not yet possible for cognitive science to provide practical hints to
computer recognition of facial images�
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� There is no an image processing method which can readily solve
our problem� For example� it is nearly impossible to automatically
extract accurate face outline for some facial images�

� Subjective descriptions of facial features are fuzzy� There is no clear
de	nition of facial feature categories� This makes mapping from
feature measures to facial feature categories very di�cult�

Having considered these di�culties� we have designed our feature ex�
traction procedure by working together with domain experts� First� a
facial feature category table is de	ned� It contains six facial aspects chin�
hair� eyes� eyebrows� nose� and mouth� Each facial aspect contains several
items and possible descriptive values �such as large� middle� small� etc��
for those items� To be consistent with this facial feature category table�
image feature extraction is carried out on whole images as well as facial
components to generate features on these six aspects to form a composite
feature measures� Each aspect of the composite feature measure is a fea�
ture vector of dimension M i� and denoted by xi � �xi�� x

i
�� ���� x

i
M �

T � The
composite feature measure is then represented by X � �x��x�� ����x���

According to user requirements the facial images stored in the system
are all frontal images� After investigation of various methods ��� ���� we
choose to use facial landmarks together with selected principal compo�
nent analysis coe�cients of face images as feature measures� To reduce
the e�ects of image variations� a normalization process is performed be�
fore feature extraction� Feature enhancement of facial features prior to
principle component analysis is found to be e�ective in improving visual
similarities of image feature measures� Fitting spline model to facial chin
by optimization is very e�cient� a few 	tting parameters very well re�ect
the chin shape�

������ Content�based indexing

Content�based retrieval systems do not necessarily have content�based
indexing� Content�based indexing is aimed at creating indexes in order
to facilitate fast content�based retrieval of multimedia objects in large
databases� Generally speaking� an index consists of a collection of entries�
one for each data item� containing the key for that item� and a refer�
ence pointer which allows immediate access to that item� To accelerate
searching of speci	c data items� most database systems use a tree index�
ing mechanism� In an index tree the intermediate nodes are abstractions
of their child nodes�
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The index in traditional databases is quite simple� It operates on at�
tributes� which are of primitive data types such as integer� �oat and
string� For example� to build a binary index tree on the age of people
in a database� the 	rst two branches can be created for �age � ��� and
�age  ���� Here the operation is simple and the meaning is de	nite and
obvious� The situation becomes very complex in content�based indexing�
which operates on complex feature measures� Let us take chin of faces as
an example� In the face image system in ��
�� the chin is characterized
by the 	rst �� coe�cients of principal component analysis and � land�
mark coordinates� To create index tree� the boundaries among branches
are very complex and the meaning of the index tree become vague� We
cannot imagine how traditional indexing methods can be applied here�

The three issues of similarity� namely� objects are represented as col�
lections of features� similarity depends on context and frame of reference�
and features are characterized by multiple multi�modal feature measures�
have posed special requirements on content�based indexing algorithm�
The challenges for content�based indexing are

� The index must be created using all features of an object class� so
that visual browsing of the object class is facilitated� and similarity
retrieval using similarity measure can be easily implemented�

� The context and frame of reference in similarity evaluation suggest
that nodes in index tree show consistency with respect to the con�
text and frame of reference� For example� if� in a level of an index
tree� the similarity is evaluated with respect to eye size� the nodes
in this level will represent object categories with various eye sizes�
This implies that the index tree has similar property as classi	cation
tree�

� Multiple multi�modal feature measures should be fused properly to
generate index tree so that a valid categorization can be possible�
Two issues must be addressed here 	rst� one measure alone is usu�
ally not adequate because of the complexity of objects� Second� to
ensure the speci	ed context and frame of reference� care must be
taken in feature selection process�

ContIndex method is designed to meet these challenges� The indexing
tree is de	ned by adapting tree classi	er concept� A special neural network
model has been developed to create nodes using multiple multi�modal
feature measures� Algorithms have been developed to support multimedia
object archival and retrieval using ContIndex�
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��� Content�Based Indexing of Multimedia

Object

We can see� from the challenges and special requirements discussed in the
previous section� that ContIndex share some characteristics with classi	�
cation tree� Therefore� we adapted classi	cation tree de	nition for Con�
tIndex� To handle multiple features of object� we introduced horizon�
tal links in ContIndex� Iconic images are also necessary for intermediate
nodes� Those iconic images will visually represent the categories of the
corresponding nodes and facilitate visual browsing� The 	nal topic of this
section is the retrieval algorithm based on ContIndex�

������ De�nition

Let us now give a formal de	nition to ContIndex�
Assume * is a set of multimedia objects� ( � f��� ��� ���� �mg repre�

sents a set of m classes to which * is to be classi�ed� Assume also that
( satis�es that


� �i 
� * for all i � �� �� ����m�

�� ���i�m�i � *�

�� �i 
� �j for i 
� j�

The indexing process consists of recursive application of mapping *� (
denoted by  � ��D�(�� where D is a set of parameters to de�ne the
mapping� and classes in ( represent the categories of multimedia object
set *� and are associated with nodes of the index tree fN�� N�� ���� Nmg�

In ContIndex tree� number of classes m is kept the same for all in�
termediate node for manipulation e�ciency� In this case� the index tree
is a m�tree� The mapping  is de	ned by D and (� According to the
de	nition� ( is a set of classes representing the goal of the mapping� D
is related to a set of feature measures used for the mapping� When the
mapping is de	ned� D is represented by a set of reference feature vectors�
For simplicity� only one feature is used to create a level of the index tree�

Figure ���� shows the 	rst three levels of a ContIndex tree� Features
selected for creation of these three levels are Fl� � F i� Fl� � F j and
Fl� � F k� Nodes are labeled with number of digits which is equal to their
level number �the root is at level ��� For example� N�� is a node in second
level� and is the 	rst child of node N�� N��� N��� ��� are children of nodeN��
They are similar with respect to feature Fl� � F i� inherit the reference
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feature vectors of feature F i� and represent categories ����� ���� ���� with
respect to feature Fl� � F j� New reference feature vectors will be created
for them upon the creation of these nodes�

A top�down algorithm for the creation of m�tree ContIndex is summa�
rized as follows

�� Attach all objects to root and start the indexing process from the
root and down to leaf node level�

�� For each node at a level Select a feature� partition the multimedia
objects into m classes by using a set of feature measures� create a
node for each class� and generate a reference feature vector�s� of the
selected feature and an iconic image for each node�

�� Repeat the second step until each node has at most m descendants�

�� Start from second level� build horizontal links with respect to fea�
tures which have been already used at the levels above�

������ Horizontal links

When a user starts browsing the database using this index� he�she sees
categories of the objects with respect to feature Fl� � F i� The user then
selects one node �assume N�� and down one level� Now he�she arrive at
the second level and gets a set of nodes N��� N��� ���� N�m� These nodes
are associated with object categories with respect to feature Fl� � F j �
These categories are numerically represented by reference feature vectors
and visually represented by icon images� Since these nodes have the same
reference feature vectors for feature Fl� and di�erent reference feature
vectors for feature Fl�� Their icon images should appear di�erent with
respect to feature Fl� and similar with respect to feature Fl�� We create
another index tree with Fl� � Fj � Fl� � Fi� and switch among index trees
whenever necessary� But� this would require too many index trees with
every possible selection of features� It would be also very inconvenient to
switch among index trees�

The horizontal zooming in ContIndex o�ers a satisfactory solution to
this problem� Horizontal zooming is facilitated by horizontal links between
nodes in the same level� Let us have a look at nodes in the second level�
Nodes at this level under the same parent Np� Np�� Np�� ���� Npm� represent
categories with respect to feature Fl� and under the same category with
respect to feature Fl�� Now suppose user 	nds Npq is preferable with
respect to feature Fl� and wants to have a look at categories of feature
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(a) node structure of ContIndex tree

(b) ContIndex facilitates content-based retrieval and visual browsing. It is created

by self-organized neural networks on multi-modal feature measures.
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Figure ���� The structure of content�based index ContIndex� As indi�
cated in the 	gure� features selected for creation of these three levels of
the index tree are Fl� � F i� Fl� � F j and Fl� � F k� Nodes are labeled
with the number of digits which is equal to their level number� For ex�
ample� N�� is a node in second level �the root is at level ��� It is the 	rst
child of node N��
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Figure ���� ContIndex indexing tree and its horizontal links�

Fl�� which are represented by nodes N�q� N�q� ���� Nmq � To achieve that�
we can simply create horizontal links among these nodes� The algorithm
is as follows
Horizontal link creation

� At level l
Node labeling convention Np�p�			pl�
for�pl � �� pl  m" �� pl ""�

� for feature Fl�� 	nd nodes N�p�			pl� N�p�			pl� ���Nmp�			pl� which
represent categories with respect to feature Fl� and are similar
with respect to all other features� Make bi�directional horizon�
tal links among them�

� perform same operation for features Fl�� ���Fll��
�

� Repeat the above labeling process for all levels�

������ A practical example

Figure ���� is a practical example of ContIndex indexing tree created
for a face image database system CAFIIR� In the face image database�
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each image is described by � facial features� namely� hair� eyebrows� eyes�
nose� mouth and chin� Feature measures ��� principal components and
landmarks� are extracted from the image regions which cover these facial
features� The index was created by using one facial feature at each level�
Three levels are shown in the 	gure� At the level three� there are two
types of horizontal links� These two types of horizontal links create two
virtual indexing trees as shown in boxes�

������ Iconic images construction

According to the de	nition� an intermediate node of ContIndex tree is an
abstract representation of all its child nodes� ContIndex is content�based�
the content of this intermediate node should be a representative of the
contents of its child nodes� That is to say that an image �referred to as
icon image�� a set of feature measure vectors� and interpretation of the
content must be created upon creation of an intermediate node� As far
as feature measures are concerned� feature measure vectors are computed
as centroid of its child nodes� The interpretation is then the name of the
category this intermediate node represents�

There are several ways to generate icon image for an intermediate
node� One possibility is to average icon images of its child nodes� The
icon image obtained this way may be blurred due to averaging� To avoid
icon image blurring� we can choose one of its child node which is the
nearest to the centroid� and use the icon image of this child node as the
icon image of this intermediate node�

Principally� icon image of an intermediate node must show certain
characteristics of the category this intermediate node represents� For this
reason� in some applications line drawings are used as icon image to il�
lustrate the categories�

������ Content�based retrieval using ContIndex

One major type of content�based retrieval is that for a given query object
	nd the best matches from a database� The query object can be given by
using a sample object� or by descriptive or numerical speci	cation� Sup�
pose now that from a given query object� feature measures can be derived�
The retrieval process is then to 	nd the best matches using ContIndex�

Since the criterion used to search the best matches is the similarity
measure� This similarity is the weighted summation of similarities on fea�
tures of the objects� The weights are usually adjustable by users� There�
fore� these weights cannot be built into index� ContIndex o�ers �exibility
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for the content�based retrieval� The retrieval process is a top�down clas�
si	cation process starting from the root of the tree� At each node� the
process chooses from the child nodes one or more nodes which are the
nearest to the query object with respect to the feature used for creation
of this node in the index creation process� The number of child nodes to
be chosen depends on the weight for the feature� A higher weight implies
that the feature is more critical� and therefore� less child nodes should be
chosen� The retrieval algorithm is as follows

siml�O
q� O� � wl�siml��F

q
l�� Fl�� " wl�siml��F

q
l�� Fl�� " ��� ������

wl�� wl�� ��� � � for all l�� l�� ��� � l

where subscripts l�� l�� ��� denote the levels of the tree� For example� Fl�
denotes the feature used in level l� for index creation� wl� is the weight
for the feature Fl� in the query� Weights are normalized so that the sum�
mation of them equals to �� Since the retrieval process is top�down� The
similarity measure siml�� stands for similarity at level l� It counts fea�
tures that have been used at levels above l and level l� Therefore� wlx is
set to zero if lx is below l� The procedure for content�based retrieval by
ContIndex tree traversal is given as follows

� Start the search from the root and examine all chosen nodes level
by level�

� For all chosen nodes in a level� compute the similarity between the
query object and child nodes with respect to the features used at
that level and all levels above in index creation process�

� Examine the total weights in the similarity computation� If it is
small� more nodes will be chosen� Less nodes will be chosen other�
wise�

� Repeat the second and third steps until leaf nodes are reached� The
selected leaf nodes will be ranked according to the similarity and
presented as the 	nal retrieval result�

Insert and delete operation on ContIndex tree are much simpler than
the retrieval operation described above�

��� ContIndex Creation by Self�organization

Neural Networks

Having discussed the procedure for index tree construction� we need to
explain the mapping  � ��D�(� which is used to perform clustering
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in a self�organization manner based on multi�modal feature measures� As
discussed in previous sections� the mapping must be able to generate valid
categories using multi�modal feature measures� and nodes created must
be spatially self�organized to facilitate visual browsing�

The 	rst issue is crucial because multimedia objects� for example� im�
ages� have their visual features according which domain experts catego�
rize them� To be consistent with domain expert� 	rstly� extracted feature
measures should well capture the characteristics of these visual features�
and secondly� the clustering algorithm should be able to generate desired
categories based on these feature measures�

Visual features are usually complex� and cannot be represented by one
simple feature measure� That is to say that multi�modal feature measures
are needed for most cases� For example� to classify hand�written charac�
ters� one needs to combine several feature measures �Fourier descriptor�
critical points� grey image� etc�� to obtain high recognition accuracy ����
����

Notice also that feature measures may contain diverse visual infor�
mation while the similarity used for index creation must have certain
context and frame of reference� When we cluster images into categories
using these feature measures� the result may not be as anticipated� It
is because these feature measures may contain information on other as�
pects of the image than de	ned context and frame of references only� For
example� Principal Component Analysis �PCA� has been widely used for
feature extraction� PCA is de	ned on a set of images� say eye images� and
represents the principal variations of this set of images� These principal
variations do not necessarily fully coincide with a context and frame of
reference in the index� say� the size of the eyes� Usually� the information
of the context and frame of reference is contained in PCA� but is mixed
with other information� Therefore� proper �feature selection� �here we
use pattern recognition terminology� should be performed before using
these feature measures to create index� To accomplish that� we use LEP
�Learning based�on Experiences and Perspectives� neural network model
to fuse multi�modal feature measures and to self�organize index nodes�

In the following subsections� we will 	rst brief the structure of LEP
neural network which perform the mapping� discuss multi�modal feature
measure fusion using LEP neural network� and then explain spatial self�
organization using Kohonen�s self�organization map� The bi�directional
learning will be discussed in the last subsection�
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Figure ���� LEP �Learning based on Experiences and Perspectives� neu�
ral network model for ContIndex index creation�

������ LEP neural network architecture

The structure of the LEP network model for ContIndex index creation
is shown in Figure ����� It consists of two macro�layers feature selec�
tion layer �supervised learning� and self�organization layer �unsupervised
learning�� Feature measures �F i

j � j � �� �� ���� are fed into their respective
feedforward networks� These networks have the same number of input
units as the dimension values of the feature measures� The number of
output units of these three networks are the same� which is the number
of categories of the training data set� The outputs of the feature selection
units of these networks contain information with respect to the desired
categories contributed by these measures�

The self�organization macro�layer generates node parameters using the
output from feature selection macro�layer� For m � tree ContIndex� the
number of output nodes is m� When the application requires certain cat�
egories appear in one level of the index tree� the user needs to prepare a
training data set� and uses it to train the feature selection macro�layer for
the initial set up� The number of classes in the training data set equals
to the number of output units of the feature selection network� It can
be di�erent from m provided the training data set re�ects the desired
categories�
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������ Fusion of multi�modal feature measures

Conceptually� properties of an object appear as perspectives� Perspectives
of an object depends on viewers� view points� and means of observations�
We call that as the 	rst type of perspective� For example� weight� height�
photos of a person are 	rst type perspectives of this person� to examine
the heart of a patient� images and signals can be obtained by means of
microwave resonance imaging� computer tomography� angiography� elec�
trocardiograpy� etc� These images and signals are measures of the heart�
and represent 	rst type perspectives of the heart properties� The second
type of perspective refers to the way to evaluate the data of the 	rst type
perspectives� For example� when measuring the similarity between heart
problems based on these images and signals� similarity measures such as
distances and correlations should be developed according to the domain
experts� knowledge� Each of these similarity measures evaluates the data
in a particular way and has a particular interpretation�

On other words� the 	rst type perspectives of objects correspond to
multimedia data and multi�modal feature measures� and the second type
perspectives address the importance of similarity measures when evalu�
ating the feature measures�

Multiple perspective data are multi�modal� To fuse multi�modal fea�
ture measures� feature selection is the 	rst step� We use three layer feedfor�
ward networks for feature selection� From the viewpoint of pattern recog�
nition� feature selection is aimed to reduce the feature dimensionality to
save the implementation cost and to avoid so�called peaking phenomenon�
In the case of data fusion� it is aimed to focus to certain information which
is most relevant to speci	ed categories� Let us see PCA for eye images
again� What PCA does is just to capture the principal variations in terms
of gray scale changes of images� When it is applied to images of eyes� it
does not necessarily just contain information used to generate speci	ed
eye categories such as eye size� Therefore� to 	lter out all irrelevant infor�
mation� we need to perform feature selection on PCA coe�cients of eye
images� It can be considered as a type of �focus attention��

To demonstrate that three layer feedforward network is suitable to the
feature selection for data fusion� let us formally de	ne feature selection
����� Assume that the feature measure is a n dimensional vector and is
written as

x � �x�� x�� ���� xn�
T ������

As de	ned in Section ������� each x may belong to one of m possible
classes ��� ���� �m� It is further assumed that these data are generated by a
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random process and that the model of the process can be characterized by
class�conditional density function p�xj�i� and a priori class probabilities
p��i�� In the case of supervised feature selection here� the optimization is
performed over all admissible mappings ,� which �selectively� map the
feature measure onto a new space �y�� y�� ���� yn��

J�,optimal� � max
�

Jf,�x�g ������

Once , is determined� the selected feature vector y � �y�� ���� yn�
T is then

given by

y � ,�x� ������

The criterion function J for optimization here is de	ned as probability of
mis�recognition and given as

e �

Z
���max

i
p��ijy���p�y�dy ������

Fortunately� the error criterion function coincides with the one de�
	ned in backpropagation learning for multi�layer feedforward networks
����� With backpropagation learning algorithm we can 	nd the optimal
mapping which is de	ned by the learned weights of the network�

It has been proven ���� that multi�layered feedforward networks with as
few as one hidden layer using arbitrary squashing functions �e�g�� logistic�
hyperbolic tangent� are capable of approximating any Borel measurable
function from one 	nite dimensional space to another� to any desired de�
gree of accuracy� provided su�cient hidden units are available� Generally
speaking� the input�output mapping of such a network is analytic and
can represent all continuous mappings� Therefore� we choose to use three
layer networks in the feature selection layer�

������ Spatial self�organization

For visual browsing of databases� spatial organization of nodes are prefer�
able� For example� to view types of eyes with respect to eye size� we prefer
all icon images are displayed with the size from largest to smallest on the
screen� For this purpose� Self�Organizing Map �SOM� by Kohonen �
�
is an e�ective neural network paradigm for our ContIndex creation� On
the other hand� we have to incorporate multiple perspective concept into
SOM to guarantee reliable learning�

The second type perspective concepts is implemented here by combin�
ing several similarity measures� for example� in the competition among
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output units for self�organization� the winning unit c is selected based on
both a correlation and minimum distance basis ���� �
��

ac � min
i
ai

ai � dis�x�pi��cr
k�x�wi�

dis�x�pi� � �
X
j

�xjrij � pij��
���

cr�x�wi� � abs�
X
j

xjwij���
X
j

x�j
X
j

w�
ij �

��� ������

where a stands for activation of the output units in the self�organization
network� w�p are weight vector and template vector� respectively� rij
de	nes the relative importance of the elements in a feature vector� and
dis��� cr�� are distance and correlation functions� respectively� k is a pa�
rameter to adjust the e�ect of normalized correlation to the whole simi�
larity measure�

The output units are arranged as a two�dimensional array in the spa�
tial self�organization network in Figure ����� The number of output units
is m for m�tree index� Suppose there are K input units and L output
units in the network� Each input unit is connected to every output unit
with a certain synaptic weight fwkl� k � �� �� ����K� l � �� �� ���� Lg� For
l�th output unit� a template vector fpkl� i � �� �� ����Kg and a weight�
ing vector for input feature vector to de	ne relative importance of their
elements frkl� k � �� �� ����Kg are stored� They will be matched against
input vectors during learning� Both link weights and template vectors are
long�term memory items and are stored as two link weights from input
units to output units�

Let x � �x�� x�� ���� xK�
T be the K�dimensional real input feature vec�

tor presented to the input array at time t � �� �� �� ���� Then the output
units begin to compete with each other� The winning unit c is selected
based on both correlation and minimum distance basis de	ned in equation
�����

After a winning unit is selected� all the units within its neighborhood
are updated� Let Nc�t� be the neighborhood around unit c at time t�
Nc is usually set very wide in the beginning to acquire a rough global
order� and then shrink monotonically with time in order to improve the
spatial resolution of the map� This procedure is crucial for the topological
ordering� The weight vector updating formula is

pi�t� �� � f pi�t� � ��t� di�	x � ri � pi�t�
ac	�ec� if unit i is in Nc�t�
pi�t� otherwise

�����
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where ��t� di� is an adaptation gain and decreases with time� It is a
function of both time t and distance di� and usually has the shape of
Gaussian function� As di becomes large the update becomes smaller�

ac represent the con	dence measure of the winning unit� If ac is ap�
proximately equal to � the unit wins with high con	dence therefore the
template update can be large� ��ec� is a function of experience record ec�
which counts the number of times the unit has won� ��ec� is inversely
proportional to the experience record ec� If a unit has experienced a lot of
learning the templates should not vary too much� On the other hand� ex�
perience records are attenuated by the so�called forgetting function� which
is a simulation of human forgetting phenomena� Forgetting enhances the
adaptability of the neural network� The forgetting function takes the form
of exponential form ece

�
t�
Similarly� the update of correlation weights is de	ned as

wi�t" �� �

�
wi�t�	��t�di�ai��ec�x�t�

jjwi�t�	��t�x�t�jj if i � Nc�t�

wi�t� otherwise
������

As a result of competitive learning with a dynamic neighborhood win�
dow� the weight vectors �templates� tend to approximate the probability
density function of the input vectors in a spatially ordered fashion�

������ Bi�directional learning on experiences

Multimedia objects in the database represent event�object cases� Con�
tIndex performs abstraction�generalization of these events�objects cases
and produces content�based index� Intermediate nodes in the index tree
represent categories of cases� They are generalization of cases� and cases
are instances of these categories� If� for example� under a category there
are similar patients a doctor has been cured� this category represents
the experience of this doctor regarding this type of patients� In general�
an intermediate node represents a certain concept� which is an abstrac�
tion of cases under it� To capture the validity of the concept� for each
intermediate node� a record of con	dence is maintained� The con	dence
record of a concept is high if the number of cases supporting it is large�
The validity of these concepts is also subject to updating and changes
of cases� and consequently must undergo feedforward learning �learning
from instances��

On the other hand� concepts must be veri	ed by domain experts� When
a domain expert makes use of a concept represented by an intermediate
node or a particular event�object case at leaf node level of the index�
this concept�case is meant to be successfully veri	ed� Its con	dence level
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should be raised� It is referred to as feedback learning �learning by com�
mitment��

Real world data is spatially and temporally varying� High con	dence
records for today does not mean much for tomorrow� Therefore� we intro�
duced forgetting process to update the con	dence record� It also controls
the degree of adaptability of the content�based index� The forgetting pro�
cess can be adjusted by an attenuation factor � �T �

� �T � � e� � T ������

where T is a temporal parameter� It can be the total number of input
cases the network has processed since last forgetting process� 	 is a small
constant used to adjust the degree of forgetting� The forgetting processes
are performed periodically�

After a forgetting process� the con	dence records of some nodes in the
index may become very small� This suggests rare use of those concepts�
and they can be discarded from the index tree� The forgetting process
further expands adaptability of the index in the long term� as the en�
vironment changes� outdated concepts are erased� and new concepts are
developed�

��� Experimental Results

The experimental results are given in this section and discussed using
face images� A Computer�Aided Facial Image Inference and Retrieval
�CAFIIR� system was developed primarily for criminal identi	cation�
Each face image was characterized using six features chin� eyes� hair�
eyebrow� nose� and mouth� Retrieval of similar face images is based on
the similarity measure of all six features� For visual browsing purpose�
we created �� tree ContIndex so that icon images can be displayed with
�� � array�

The 	rst prototype of CAFIIR was completed on July ����� when
there are only about ��� face images� that are donated by police o�cers
and our colleagues and students� Now the system has been tested against
���� face images�

When creating an index� features used at levels are interactively se�
lected� as in Figure ���
� Several indexes can be created for one database�
As an example� Figure ���� shows an index created using chin� hair� eyes�
etc� The horizontal links in this index brings much �exibility to the in�
dex� As shown in 	gure ����� at third level� with the help of these two
horizontal links� the index can provide virtual views of other two indexes
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Figure ���
 Interface for creating indexes interactively� When the button
�Create Index� is clicked� a push�down window �Index tree de	nition�
appears� User can then select features for each level of the index� The
creation process is activated by clicking at the button �ok��

each of them has di�erent order of these three features for these three
levels�

Let us have a look at the creation process of the 	rst level of the index
in Figure ���� by using LEP neural networks�

By system con	guration� we mean to set system parameters so that
the system can work properly for an application site� In the case of face
retrieval system� assume that the system is installed in a city�s police
headquarters for criminal identi	cation� There� the police has their own
collection of face images� and their own way of categorizing face features�
To obtain proper system parameters for face image categories� a set of
sample images must be collected and used to train the LEP networks in
the system� This is the con�guration phase of the system� After setting
of system parameters� the system is in its operating phase and ready to
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operate�
In CAFIIR� face images are categorized according to six features�

Therefore� six sets of parameters must be learned for the LEP network
in the con	guration phase� These parameter sets will be used to create
levels of the index tree� To create the 	rst level of the index tree in Figure
����� parameters for chin categories must be invoked�

In our experimental study� the collection of face images are donated by
our colleagues and students� Nine chin types were identi	ed in the training
data set� They are pointed� rounded� tapered� squared� bony cheek� short�
chin� long�chin� jowls ���� For computer categorization of face images�
landmark points are simi�automatically identi	ed� the face images are
then normalized� a �U� shape chin image is extracted for each face image�
Principal component analysis �PCA� is then performed on these chin
images� and the 	rst �� components are used as chin feature measures�
In the experimental study� landmark coordinates around chin are also
considered as one measure�

According to the concepts explained in Section ������� we have two
feature vectors� PCA and landmarks� which are of di�erent models� and
are results by looking at the chin from two 	rst type perspectives� The
detailed architecture of the LEP network is illustrated in Figure �����
The top most layer is a self�organization layer and the other four layers
are supervised learning network used to fuse these two feature vectors�
There are two separate three�layer feedforward networks for PCA and
landmarks� respectively� The fourth layer is used to combine these two
feature measures� The network units in these four layers are ���� ����
��� ��� ��� ��� and �� That is the PCA network has �� units in the 	rst
layer and � units in the second and third layer� landmark network has ��
units �� landmark points� in the 	rst layer and � units in the second and
third layer� The fourth layer acts as both the output layer for supervised
learning network and the input layer for self�organization network� The
con	guration process is aimed to learn all weights in this four layer net�
work� which will be used to calculate the input to the self�organization
network� On other hand� parameters of self�organization network� such as
sample vectors of output units� will be learned during indexing process�
and stored as node parameters of index tree�

To learn the parameters of supervised learning network� the 	rst three
layers are trained independently using PCA and landmark training data
sets� In this training process� the weights from the 	rst layer to the second
layer� and from the second layer to the third layer are learned� Then�
both PCA and landmark data sets are applied simultaneously to train
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Figure ���� Network architecture to create ContIndex in CAFIIR� All
weights indicated by dashed lines must be learned in the con	guration
phase�
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the weights from the third layer to the fourth layer� When the training is
completed� the weights are saved into a 	le� These weights will be loaded
into the network when an index creation process is stimulated�

Figure ���� is a screen dump of a visual browsing� It is at the second
level of the index� It can be seen from the panel for �index hierarchy�
that the second level is highlighted and that �hair� was used at this level�
At the 	rst level� icon image with long chin was selected� This can be
also seen from the connection of the 	rst level and the second level in the
index tree graph� � icon images on the left side display panel represent
categories of facial images with respect to hair thickness are shown� The
facial hair thickness is arranged in a descending order from bottom�left
to top�right� Note also that all these � icon images have long chin� This
property is inherited from their parent node�

At the second level� if we select an icon image and then click �horizontal
zooming� button� images with similar hair and di�erent chin will appear
on the display buttons� The horizontal links enable the �exibility of the
indexes� The user can browse through the database freely without the
limitation of the initial order of features selected to create the index�

The e�ciency of ContIndex is similar to conventional index trees since
they have the same tree structure� That is� for a L level of m � tree� it
reduces the number of search operations from mL to mL� On the other
hand� ContIndex support similarity retrieval� to avoid missing of possible
similar candidates when the given sample is at the boundaries among
tree branches� more than one �k� candidates will be selected for further
examination� The total number of search operations in a retrieval will be
m"mk�L� ��� For a face image database of �� ���� a �� tree ContIn�
dex has � levels� Assuming that� at each level� � candidates are selected�
then one retrieval needs ��� matching operations� The searching time is
reduced by a factor of ��
�� Since the number of candidates to be selected
at each level depends on the total weights at that level� the searching time
will slightly depend on the weight assignment� In practice� one can choose
to create several indexes with di�erent sequences of features� To reduce
the searching time� the searching algorithm can choose the index with the
feature at the 	rst level which has the maximum weight assigned�

ContIndex will not show much improvement for small databases� for
example� database of ��� images� In this case� searching the two level tree
needs about �� operations� which is the same order as ����

Principally� ContIndex has similar dynamic property to conventional
index trees� At the time the ContIndex tree is created� the tree is well
balanced because of the neural network�s self�organization property� Af�
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Figure ���� Browsing the facial image database� It is now at the second
level of ContIndex tree� As shown by the icon image in the display window�
face image categories are spatially arranged according to the hair feature
with respect to thickness from bottom�left to top�right the hair thickness
is in a descending order� The user can select any category by clicking at the
icon image and then down�wards arrow to go down one level� Horizontal
zooming is carried out by selection of icon image and clicking at the
horizontal zooming button�

ter many insertions and deletions� the tree may tend to be un�balanced�
Therefore� after certain period� the indexes need to be re�built�

Thinking about the number of B�tree indexes we must create for the
six facial features� each of them are characterized by ���dimension feature
vectors in our experiment� With so many indexes� the retrieval cannot be
e�cient and balancing among indexes with respect to given weights are
also very tedious�

As far as retrieval accuracy concerned� it is solely dependent on the
feature measures extracted� and similarity function used in the retrieval�
The indexing method presented here does not a�ect the retrieval accuracy�
Evaluation of content�based retrieval is a critical issue in developing a
good content�based retrieval engine�
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��� Conclusion and Remarks

The content�based indexing ContIndex presented in this chapter has some
salient features� It can handle multiple features of multimedia objects
while o�ering retrieval �exibility� Using self�organization neural networks�
ContIndex can create index by fusing multi�modal feature measures with
desired context and frame of references� More work is needed to improve
its dynamic property�

��� Visual Retrieval of Facial Images

There are two types of visual retrieval� One is visual browsing� By using
iconic index tree the user can browse through the entire collection of the
image data in three �vertical� horizontal� and depth� directions� The other
is similarity retrieval� with which one submits either a composed image
or a digitized photo as a sample� and then searches for the most similar
facial images� The results are facial images� personal data� and crime list
of the suspects�

������ Facial composition

Facial composition subsystem is aimed at deriving a desired facial image
by changing some facial components� and warping related parts of the
underlying face image� The subsystem basically comprises of the facial
component template generation module and the photo�	tting module� A
facial component database is maintained by the facial component tem�
plate generation module to provide categorized images of eyes� eyebrows�
noses� and mouths� Each facial component is bounded by a contour� When
capturing a component from a facial image� a contour template is moved
to the right position� scaled and adjusted to 	t the component� The cap�
tured component is then stored in the facial component database�

For the photo�	tting module� various facial components are selected
from the facial component database to 	t into a facial image� When a fa�
cial template image is 	rst selected� it is modeled by a ��D wireframe� As
compared to the selected facial components the original facial components
of the template face are of di�erent sizes� shapes and orientations� Hence�
when 	tting a new facial component onto the template� the nodes of the
wireframe will be moved to accommodate the facial components� Corre�
sponding to the movement of the wireframe� the underlying image will be
warped to 	t the new positions of the wireframe nodes� Finally� the edges
where the new facial components meet the template image are blended
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Figure ����� Facial image composition by selecting desired facial compo�
nents

together� Two images with di�erent eyes� nose� and month generated by
the facial composition subsystem are shown in Figure ������

������ Browsing and similarity retrieval

As we have already seen in the index tree construction process� the sim�
ilarity measure is extensively used on various feature aspects� Therefore
the index tree traversal is based on similarity measures� and similarity
retrieval is implemented using index tree traversal� The index tree can
be regarded as a decision tree� When a sample facial image is presented�
the similarity retrieval behaves in the same way as pattern classi	cation
via a decision tree� It follows the tree down to the leave nodes� At each
level the decision is made by similarity measure� Suppose we use dis�
tance as the similarity measure� the node in the next level is selected if
d�x� ti� � minj d�x� t

j�� where x is sample image� and tj is the template
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Figure ����� Similarity retrieval� The sample image is displayed on the
right display panel� The retrieved nine most similar images are in left
display panel� Anyone of them can be displayed on the middle panel to
compare with the sample image after placing the cursor on it and click�
The associated person record and crime record are listed on the two text
panels beneath the image� Parameter panel for weight adjustment and
feedback is put on the bottom right part� covering part of the text panel�

of the j�th node� At the leaf node level� all leave nodes similar to the
sample image will be selected� A typical similarity retrieval example is
shown in Figure ������ The similarity retrieval was able to 	nd the im�
age of the same person even if the sample image was taken three months
later� with noticeable di�erences� such as in hair� appearing in these two
images� Other eight retrieved images shown in the left side display panel
are ordered are ordered in descending degree of similarity�

To gain �exibility� we created a parameter panel shown at the right
bottom of the 	gure� The parameter panel provides two functions The
	rst one is to adjust relative weights of six feature aspects and activate
the query again� For example� if you expect hair changes of a person to
be frequent� you can put small weight to hair feature aspect� The other
function is query feedback� The user can choose from the current query
result one or more images which he�she regards as having the most re�
semblance to the desired image and activate the feedback process� This
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feedback mechanism can be used to re	ne the query results until a satis�
factory set of images is returned� This will be discussed in greater detail
in Section �����

Visual query of a facial image database can also be achieved by visually
browsing through the database via the interactive index tree traversal�
The system presents the user with the root of the index tree by displaying
the icons of its descendants� At a node of the index tree the user chooses
browsing directions up� down� left� and right� Going up is implemented
via a pointer to its parent node� while moving down is accomplished
by interactively selecting a speci	c descendant icon� The selected icon is
then considered a current node� and its children are displayed� Horizontal
browsing should be done by selecting a feature aspect of interests� Hence�
a facial image is 	rst selected before selecting the eye aspect link� �First�
the image is selected� then the eye aspect link from that image is selected��
It will show you the images with di�erent eyes but with all other features
remain the same� Zooming in and out can be done to select images with
di�erent resolution� This can only be done at leaf node level� All non�leaf
nodes do not have multi�resolution icon images�

��� Descriptive Queries

Quite often� descriptive queries are preferable� With CAFIIR one can
retrieve images by fuzzy descriptions or free text descriptions�

���	�� Fuzzy retrieval of facial images

Fuzzy retrieval of CAFIIR consists of two parts fuzzy query preprocess�
ing and fuzzy query processing� The preprocessing tries to recover fuzzy
membership functions from user de	ned fuzzy queries� The query process�
ing is then applied to search the database to 	nd the best matches based
on the fuzzy similarity measures� A diagram of fuzzy query processing is
shown in Figure ������

Fuzzy query de	nitions are subjective� That is to say that di�erent
persons could have di�erent views for the same object� For example� a
big eye from a small person�s point of view can be just of normal size to a
large person� To deal with this context�sensitive query de	nition� a special
context model is formed� When a user is logged in� a context model for
him�her is automatically loaded� The context model can be also selected
by a user� In the case� a fuzzy query is formed by someone who is not the
user� After mapping by context model� fuzzy queries are considered to be
uniform�
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In the fuzzy space� coordinates represent fuzzy subsets� The coordinate
value represents the membership value� When fuzzy queries are de	ned
by the user� the truth value of the de	nition and the membership func�
tion value for fuzzy subsets are mixed together� Before going to similarity
calculation� a process to extract truth value from fuzzy de	nition is per�
formed�

We know that the di�culty of fuzzy query processing is not only due
to its fuzziness� but also due to the incompleteness of the fuzzy query�
When user de	nes the query� he just speci	es what he�she knows� and
leaves unknown terms unspeci	ed� Therefore� unspeci	ed terms are not
of zero value although sometimes zero values are used to 	ll those blanks�
To deal with this incompleteness� let us consider the problem of fuzzy
query processing in fuzzy space�

After feature extraction� we have feature vectors written as xi �
�xi�� x

i
�� ���� x

i
Mi
�T � where i stands for i�th feature aspect� Mi is the di�

mension of i�th feature vector�
As a result of imprecision and vagueness of feature descriptions in

facial images� we have designed a number of fuzzy sets for each feature
aspect as fuzzy descriptions� For example� we have nine fuzzy subsets con�
ceptually representing chin types tapered� oblong� short oval� rounded�
long tapered� long oblong� short oblong� short rounded� long rounded�
These fuzzy sets are de	ned over the multi�dimensional �M�� universe
x� � �x��� x

�
�� ���� x

�
M�
�� The membership function for fuzzy set Bi

j � where
i denotes feature aspect �here the number of feature aspect is �� and j
denotes the fuzzy subset for a feature aspect� takes following form

mBi
j
�x� � e��x�u

i
j�
T�i

j�x�uij� �������

where u is the central point of the membership function in the multi�
dimensional feature space� There is a linguistic meaning for the fuzzy
subset �approximately u�� * is the covariance matrix of all data points
falling into the fuzzy subset�

We know that the fuzzy membership function Bi
j� j � �� ����Mi� i �

�� ���� � is a multidimensional �Mi� vector array� Each fuzzy membership
function vector Bi

j � j � �� ����Mi de	nes a fuzzy space for i�th feature
aspect� Here� the fuzzy space corresponds to the feature space which is
de	ned by the feature vector xi� Fuzzi	cation maps points from feature
space to fuzzy space� while defuzzi	cation maps points from fuzzy space
to feature space�

We know that fuzzy queries are de	ned in fuzzy space� while feature
measures of images are in feature space� When processing fuzzy query�
if we can convert fuzzy queries from fuzzy space to feature space� we
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Figure ����� A �owchart of fuzzy query processing

can then directly invoke the similarity retrieval technique for query pro�
cessing� Unfortunately� this is not possible� Fuzzy queries are fuzzy and
incomplete� Usually� a user�de	ned fuzzy query does not provide enough
information to locate a point in fuzzy space� and for some feature aspects�
no information is provided at all� Both fuzzy space and feature space are
multi�dimensional� Defuzzi	cation can map points in fuzzy space to point
in feature space when those points in fuzzy space are completely speci	ed�
It is obvious here that defuzzi	cation cannot help� When a fuzzy query is
incompletely de	ned� it can be represented by a hypercube in fuzzy space�
Let us consider� for example� a fuzzy space of hair� where there are three
fuzzy subsets thin� normal and thick� When the user says a person�s hair
is thin with a certainty of ���� this fuzzy query can be represented as a
plane in this ��dimensional fuzzy space�

An alternative way for fuzzy query processing is to map image feature
measures from feature space to fuzzy space� This can be easily done by
fuzzi	cation� After fuzzi	cation� images in the database are represented
as points� Now we can 	nd the possible solution by evaluating the distance
between the points representing images in the database and the hypercube
representing the fuzzy query� To simplify the fuzzy processing� let us now
use fuzzy vector to represent a point in fuzzy space� The fuzzy query is
also represented as the fuzzy vector by leaving out those unde	ned fuzzy
subsets� By doing so the similarity between a fuzzy query and an image
data can be computed so that images close to the query de	nition can be
retrieved�

Unfortunately� fuzzy space is not orthogonal� ordinary correlation
and distance measures cannot be used as similarity measures� Previ�
ous work on fuzzy similarity measures and fuzzy retrieval do not pro�
vide us with any solution� We have proposed a fuzzy similarity measure�
which is the so�called fuzzy space distance between fuzzy query vector
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Qj� j � �� �� ����Mi and fuzzy image vector Bj � j � �� �� ����Mi� where
Qj� Bj are fuzzy subsets� and are in the same fuzzy space�

dis�Q�B� �
X
j

jmQj
�x��mBj �x�j

X
k�j

sim�Qj � Bk�jmQk
�x��mBk�x�j ������

where sim�Qj � Bk� is de	ned as

sim�Qj � Bk� � card�Qj �Bk��card�Qj �Bk� �������

The cardinality of a fuzzy set card�Q� is de	ne as

card�Q� �

Z
mQ�x�dx or card�Q� �

X
x

mQ�x� �������

The fuzzy query processing produces a set of images which best 	t the
query de	nition� and arranged in a descending order with respect to their
fuzzy similarity measures� The fuzzy processing is performed based on
the fuzzy iconic index� which is created by the iconic indexing algorithm
discussed in previous section� When the collection of images is very large�
and the fuzzy query is incomplete� the query processing can only bring
the user to an intermediate node of the index tree� The user can browse
down the tree to 	nd the right image� Feedback is also possible here to
re	ne the query� Figure �����shows the fuzzy retrieval of images with
round� maybe short round chin and normal� maybe thin hair�

���	�� Free text retrieval

Quite often� people are identi	ed by their special features� such as moles�
scars� Special facial features are very di�cult to be easily described in a
structured way� and users are usually not familiar with the terminologies
or codes used to describe the special features� We let the user describe
the special features of faces using one or more sentences in �relatively�
free format�

To index the special features and the crime record based on the text
description� we adopted the free text retrieval technique developed in�
Every word in the text is checked against a stop word list� The word
is eliminated if it is in the stop word list� The stop word list consists
of the common used words� such as the� a� which bare little semantic
signi	cance within the context� Notice here� words such as on� in� near
are essential to represent the location of special features� and therefore�
cannot be included in the stop word list� The remaining words are then
stemmed using Porter�s stemming algorithm to remove the word variants�
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Figure ����� Fuzzy retrieval of images round chin ������ short round chin
������ normal hair ������ thin hair ������ The value inside the brackets are
truth values�

Under this algorithm� words face� facial� facing would be reduced to the
word fac� This will reduce the total number of distinct terms in the index�
and increase the e�ectiveness of the retrieval because these similar words
generally have similar meanings and can be identi	ed by a single stemmed
word� Stemmed words are indexed using an inverted 	le�

In the retrieval phase� the user is asked to submit a query in a free
format� This means the query can be a sentence� a short paragraph� or
a list of keywords and�or phrases� The de	ned query is then subjected
to the same processing used for indexing� After initial search� few face
records or crime records which are among the best matches are presented
to the user� At this stage� the user can modify his query and submit again�
or just select a few facial image or crime records� the system will perform
feedback process until the user is satis	ed with the results�

��
 Further Improvement of Queries

������ Feedback for query re�nement

By feedback function� the user can select from current query result� one
or several images he�she thinks are most closest to the desired one� Feed�
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back function then 	nds the information from the selected images� and
re	nes the query� Our feedback method assumes that feedback images
are selected in a sequence that the most desirable one is selected 	rst�
and that the selection will be based on the most similar features among
those selected images� Suppose N images have been selected� the feature
vectors for feedback are computed using following procedures

�� With a prede	ned threshold� 	nd similar feature aspects among N
images�

�� For the rest of feature aspects� check if they are similar among
N � �� N � �� selected images� If it is not� use the 	rst image as a
representative for the feature aspect�

�� Find the center of the selected images with respect to those similar
aspects�

�� Perform similarity search using the computed feature vectors�

������ Combined query

The combined query is accomplished using the following equation

S�t�p� �
Y
i

sexact�ti�pi�
X
j

ssim�tj�pi�wj �������

where sexact�� is the exact match between template t and the stored pat�
tern p� It takes the value of either � or �� Any mismatch between these
feature aspects will reject the hypothesis� ssim�� is the similarity measure
between feature aspects which does not require an exact match� The over�
all similarity measure is the weighted summation of similarity measures of
those individual feature aspects� The work to combine a selected number
of retrieval methods to form a combined query is now in progress�

��� Implementation and Concluding Remarks

The system has been implemented using C programming language in
an X Window environment with Motif widget set� It can run on worksta�
tions with XWindow environment and Motif libraries� dbVista� a network
database� was used for the prototype development owing to the availabil�
ity of source code� Due to legal constraints� no photographs of actual
criminals were included in the prototype system� Instead� the system has
been tested using about ��� facial images donated by police o�cers and
KRDL sta�� Further testing is being conducted using ���� images�
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Multimedia database is a new and challenging research area� We have
presented here a computer�aided facial image inference and retrieval sys�
tem CAFIIR� As an example of multimedia database� we have shown
a complex feature�based index mechanism� iconic index� and � special
retrieval methods for image data� We believe that these techniques are
general enough to be applied to other image databases� However� we also
note that it is important that images are of su�cient quality in order to
achieve consistent results in image content�based retrieval�
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System for Trademark

Archival and Retrieval

With the ever increasing number of registered trademarks� the task of
trademark o�ce is becoming increasingly di�cult to ensure the unique�
ness of all trademarks registered� Trademarks are complex patterns con�
sisting of various image and text patterns� called device mark and word�in�
mark respectively� Due to the diversity and complexity of image patterns
occurring in trademarks and multi�lingual word�in�mark� there is no suc�
cessful computerized operational trademark registration system� In this
chapter� we will discuss key technical issues multiple feature extraction
methods to capture the shape� similarity of multi�lingual word�in�mark�
matching device mark interpretation using fuzzy thesaurus� and fusion of
multiple feature measures for con�ict trademark retrieval� A prototype
System for Trademark Archival and Registration �STAR� will be brie�y
presented�

Trademarks can be as simple as consisting of a few characters and
as complex as having both text and image of certain complexity� Some
trademark image design is in�uenced by modern art and hence the images
are near impossible for description� Retrieval of trademarks using associ�
ated text description would not work� Due to diversity and complexity of
trademark images� it is very di�cult to capture its visual properties such
as shape� structure and complexity� Multiple and sophisticated feature
extraction methods should be developed� Trademark protection is world
wide and the words in the trademarks are multi�lingual� This increases
the di�culty of searching con�icting trademarks in a large database�

Due to technical di�culties� there is little work done on trademark
registration system� Because of the uniqueness of trademark retrieval� the

���
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Figure ���� Structural Representation of Trademarks

above mentioned image database techniques cannot apply� Here we will
discuss the trademark retrieval problem by using a set of real trademarks�
These include a special similarity measures for multi�lingual word�in�
mark� multiple feature extraction methods� fuzzy thesaurus for matching
concepts� and a combined retrieval strategy� The details of some of these
techniques can be found in ����

���� Representation of Trademarks

The technical di�culties in implementing automated search of trademarks
are the following an unlimited variety of symbolic patterns� multi�lingual
words� unlimited abbreviations� styled characters� importance of mean�
ing of the words �rather than appearance�� abstract graphics� All these
variations can occur singly or in any combination of the above� We use
structural classi	cation of trademarks as shown in Figure �����

Trademarks are represented as structural patterns consisting of word�
in�mark and device mark� The word�in�mark is text� and the device mark
is graphic or image� The structural classi	cation can be illustrated by ��
trademark images of airline companies shown in Figure ����� Trademark
image �INTERFLUG� ����� has word�in�mark only� Trademark images
������ ������ ������ ������ and ����� have device mark only� Image ����� can
be considered as device mark� as character �M� is not just a character
but has graphics� It looks like a crown with a potential for con�ict with
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Figure ���� Trademarks of some Airline Companies� We use row and
column number to label these trademark images� For example� Finnair
will be labeled as ����� image�

trademark ������ Trademark images ������ ����� have both word�in�mark
and device mark�

According to trademark registration rules� word�in�mark similarity will
be considered in three aspects word�in�mark text� phonetics� and inter�
pretation� The device mark is either a graphic or an image object� Styled
characters are also considered as graphics� such as �M� in image �����
in Figure ����� Most device marks consist of several components� To de�
scribe their shape or texture� we need to separate them by segmentation
process�

The description of a graphic or image device involves the shape�texture
description of components and the spatial relationship between compo�
nents� For example� trademark image ����� in Figure ���� has two com�
ponents� The component �circle� contains the component �leaf�� Or in
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the other words� the components �leaf� is within the component �circle��
In the device mark of trademark image ����� in Figure ����� there are
four components� The spatial relationships among these four components
can be described in many ways� To avoid the complexity of spatial rela�
tionship description in the retrieval� we choose to describe device mark
structures by outline�background shape and component grouping� This will
be discussed further in the next section�

Most device marks of trademarks carry particular meaning� For ex�
ample� image ����� is an eagle� When searching for similar trademarks�
the meaning of device marks is weighted quite high� For example� both
image ����� and ����� in Figure ���� have the meaning �crown�� They
are similar in meaning even though they are totally di�erent as far as
structure and shape are concerned� Of course� structure and shape are
also important when computing the similarity� In case the device mark
does not have a particular meaning� then structure� shape� and texture
measures are the only factors used to evaluate the similarity value� This
is true� for example� for the trademark shown in ����� of Figure �����

���� Segmentation of Trademarks

Segmentation of trademark is the 	rst step for trademark archival� At this
step� the user needs to enter the trademark particulars �owner� date of
application� etc��� enter word�in�mark and identify major graphic compo�
nent� Since the nature of trademark images is very complex and lacks any
commonality� fully automatic segmentation is almost impossible� Hence�
we have adopted a semi�automatic and interactive segmentation�

A partial automatic segmentation is performed by labeling the compo�
nents using color segmentation technique ���� and the result is presented
to the user� through an interactive user interface� The results of such a
segmentation are presented in di�erent colors for di�erent components
for easy identi	cation �or grouping� by the user� The user�interface facil�
itates grouping of one or more components together� Once a component
or a group of components is selected by the user� they are extracted and
highlighted� The image feature measures are then computed�

Figure ���� shows the interface panel of segmentation module� On the
left side of the window there are function buttons for loading trademark
image� 	lling in trademark particulars� etc� User can choose to activate
button �Word�In�Mark�� �Device Mark�� or �Composite Mark� depend�
ing on the type of the trademark loaded� A trademark image loaded will
be displayed in the center �on the right side of the function buttons�� If the
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word�in�mark is in English� its phonetics will be derived automatically�
otherwise user needs to type in phonetics� The device mark panel appears
when either �Device Mark� or �Composite Mark� button is activated�
The buttons on the 	rst row are used to specify certain aspects of the
device mark Component grouping captures the structural information of
the device mark� This indicates spatial arrangement of the components
of trademark �e�g��triangular� rectangular� circular� star� concentric� par�
allel� symmetric�� The meaning of a component is contained in a small
dictionary� on which a fuzzy thesaurus is built� Optionally� a component
can be designated as major �important� component� when there are more
than one components� Buttons in the second row provide functions to
select components and compute feature measures� In case of composite
trademarks like the one shown in 	gure ����� the device mark is too small
for feature extraction� In such cases full sized �or an enlarged version�
image will be loaded by activating the �Aux�Image� button�

������ Color segmentation

In color trademark images� the components of device mark are in di�erent
colors� Color segmentation is the only way to segment components of
device mark� Color segmentation partitions ��D color space� It is referred
to as color coding ��� and extensively used in printing industry� A block
diagram of color segmentation is shown in Figure ����� The input color
trademark images are represented as RGB primary colors images� The
statistics of the image data in ��D color space are then calculated� A
sophisticated clustering algorithm in color space has been designed to 	nd
right color classes� Distance measures in classi	cation are computed in
the uniform color space to guarantee visual quality of segmented images�
During pixel�wise classi	cation we designed an algorithm which takes into
account both cluster population and image data spatial correlation� so as
to reduce noises in segmented images� Compensation of illuminating non�
uniformity is also in consideration�

Clustering in ��D color space

Color image pixels can be regarded as points in a ��D color space� As the
number of components of a device mark is small and each component is
represented by one color� and the optical re�ection characteristics of each
component tends to be consistent� Thus� the color of each component
appears as one cluster in the color space� Color segmentation is used to
	rst 	nd out these clusters and then to assign a code to each of these
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Figure ���� Segmentation of Trademark Images�
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Figure ���� Block Schematic of Color Segmentation�
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clusters�
Unfortunately� for a given set of color images� there is not enough

information about the number and population of clusters and � training
data is usually not available� Therefore� we make the assumption that
each color cluster has normal distribution with one peak value and there
is a su�cient distance between every two color clusters� In this case�
clustering can be simpli	ed as a method for 	nding peaks and estimating
distribution parameters�

The distance measure is of importance in clustering� The measure
should be consistent with the visual resolution and should also be uniform
in all directions in the entire color space� We used CIE ��
� uniform color
system �L�� u�� v��� The distance �color di�erence� can be calculated by
an Euclidian distance

d�L�� u�� v�� � �!L� "!u� "!v��� ������

Color code assignment of image data

To assign each pixel of image with color code is to classify the pixels
one by one� We will describe in detail two major problems in reducing
the classi	cation error design of classi	cation method� and utilization of
spatial information�

Design of classi�cation method

We have obtained the number of classes� the coordinates of center of each
class� and corresponding amplitude value through cluster analysis in color
space� Bayes classi	er is not applicable because covariance matrices are
not available� We can use minimum distance classi	er� Minimum distance
classi	er makes implicit assumption that all classes have the same popu�
lation� It is very often that within an image di�erence of number of pixels
for colors is quite large� In this case� minimum distance classi	er will re�
sult in large classi	cation errors� Hence� we use a classi	er which takes
account of population di�erences in the color space� Suppose we have N
samples to classify into M clusters ��� ��� ���� each cluster is Gaussian
distributed N�mi� �i�� contains Ni samples� All clusters have the same
covariance matrix� With the assumption Ni �� �� we have the optimal
decision rule

d�x�mj�� �log�p��j�� � min
i
fd�x�mi�� �log�p��i��g ������

where d�� is the Euclidian distance from the sample to the center of
class �i calculated in the uniform color space� The ratio of the population
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of class �i to the total samples� Ni�N can be calculated by the ratio of
corresponding amplitude value to the total values obtained by clustering
in ��D color space�

Use of spatial correlation information

There has been some research attempt to improve the image classi	cation
accuracy through the use of spatial information� These methods fall into
three main categories ��� relaxation method� which represents spatial
correlation information by consistency coe�cients� ��� contextual clas�
si	er� which directly makes use of spatial information� ��� use of image
texture measure� together with spectrum data� The 	rst two methods are
very complicated and computationally expensive� The third method does
not seem to be applicable in our case� We proposed to use a so�called pre�
dictive classi	er based on the Markov 	eld model of image data� In the
	rst order Markov 	eld� a pixel is closely related to its two neighbors �top
and left� or four neighbors �top� down� left and right�� It means the prob�
ability that a pixel and its four direct neighbors belong to the same class
is relatively high� The following decision procedure is then applicable

Perform classi	cation using equation ���� in a raster scanning manner�
For the current pixel

� Record the class label of top and left neighbor pixels �u and �l and
corresponding distance measures du�� and dl���

� Calculate the decision function dc�� which measures the similarity
between the present pixel and class �u� if jdu � dcj  � then the
pixel is assigned class �u� otherwise� class �l is given the same con�
sideration� If the pixel can not be classi	ed to either class �u or
class �l� it will be classi	ed using equation �����

This method makes use of spatial correlation property of image data�
It reduces noise in color coded images and saves considerable computation
time�

���� Capturing Visual Features of Trademark

Images

There are some work on shape description of trademark images� For ex�
ample� Cortelazzo used hierarchical contour coding ���� The problem with
this technique is the complexity in the retrieval of very large amount of
trademarks�
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Some trademark images are structured patterns� There are two is�
sues in describing these visual patterns� One is the structural feature
� how the trademark image is composed by components� The other is
shape�complexity measure of individual components�

������ Structural description

Traditionally� structural features are represented by semantic networks
or other tree�network data structures such as the one in ���� To simplify
the searching e�ort� we designed a �at representation by specifying the
outline and component grouping types� By studying visual characteristics
of trademark images� we have observed

� Overall shape is more important than detailed structures� We choose
to describe overall shape� individual components� and how compo�
nents constitute the whole image�

� Many trademark images have outline�background� but the out�
line�background are not as important as the inside contents� Less
importance is assigned to it�

� Components grouping has limited number of types� The type as�
signment is interactively done by the user�

Figure ���� shows a few types of outline�background �in the 	rst row�
and a few types of component grouping �in the second row� of trademark
images�

������ Feature measures

To characterize the visual features of the overall shape and individual
component of trademark images� we have studied several feature extrac�
tion methods� We found that each feature extraction method� either for
shape� structure or texture� only captures one aspect of the visual pattern�
Therefore� we have extracted three feature measures of the trademark im�
ages and fuse them together to characterize diverse and complex trade�
mark images� These three feature measures are Fourier descriptor of the
shape� moment invariants� and projections� Fourier descriptor captures
the outline shape� moment invariants represent the symmetry property�
and projections describe the internal structure of the trademark images�
Combination of these three feature measures will give a good description
of visual features of trademark images�
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Figure ���� Illustration of Trademark Structures� Trademarks in the 	rst
row have di�erent types of outline�background� In the second row� the
four trademarks show di�erent types of component grouping parallel�
triangular� star� and intersection respectively�

Fourier descriptor

Fourier descriptor for shape description was 	rst proposed by Ali �����
and more sophisticated method is reported in ����� A brief description of
the algorithms is as follows�

First� the contour of the trademark image is found after morphological
	ltering� then accumulated angular function of the contour is computed�
Assume that the curve under consideration occupies m pixels V����Vm���
The starting point V� is selected and we de	ne the change in angular
direction at pixel Vk as !�k� As contours are represented as ��dimensional
arrays in a square grid coordinate system� the direction of the line segment
between any two neighboring pixels� !�k� is in multiples of ���� The
cumulative amount of angular bend between the starting point V� and
point Vk is de	ned as

�k �
kX
i��

!�i � � k � m� � ������

The Fourier coe�cients ck is computed by the following Discrete
Fourier transform equation

ck �
�

N

X
j

�je
���ijk�N ������
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In the Fourier transform domain� only the amplitudes are used as the
feature measure� Since Fourier descriptors are derived by using the cu�
mulative angular change in the contour� it is clear that these values only
represent the topology of the contour and they contain no information re�
lating to the absolute position or notational orientation of the trademark
image� Therefore� the Fourier descriptors generated are invariant under
translation and rotation� It is not sensitive to the starting point because
of periodicity of Fourier transform�

Moment invariants

Consider an image as a ��D object in the space with gray level function
as density function� f�x� y�� we de	ne the pq�th moments as

mpq �
X
x

X
y

xpyqf�x� y� ������

The Normalized Central Moments to measure symmetry property of the
objects can be derived accordingly�

�pq �
X
x

X
y

�x� -x�p�y � -y�qf�x� y� ������

where -x � m��
m��

� -y � m��
m��

� From the second and third moments� a set of
seven invariant moments are computed as follows

�� � ��� " ��� ����
�

�� � ���� � ����
� " �����

�� � ���� � ����
� " ����� � ����

�

�� � ���� " ����
� " ����� " ����

�

�� � ���� � ��������� " ��������� " ����
� � ����� " ����

��

" ����� � �������� " ���������� " ����
� � ���� " ����

��
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� � ���� " ����

��

This set of moments has been shown to be invariant to translation�
rotation� and scale change�
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Figure ���� X�Projection of gray level and gray level changes of images�

Projections

There are two types of projections gray level projection and gray level
change projection� The gray level projection is illustrated in Figure �����
In the ��D grid coordinate system� the X�projection of gray level is de	ned
as the number of black pixels alone horizontal projection lines while the X�
projection of gray level change projection is de	ned as the number of gray
level changes alone horizontal projection lines� Projections capture certain
internal structural properties of the images which Fourier descriptor and
moment invariants do not�

������ Match shape interpretation using fuzzy thesaurus

Device mark meaning are conceptually de	ned words or phrases� To re�
duce description diversity� we adopted Vienna classi	cation ��� which de�
scribes trademarks into a hierarchy of category� division and section� A
fuzzy thesaurus was built to evaluate the similarity between sections of
Vienna classi	cations� using a fuzzy multi�linkage thesaurus builder de�
veloped by Gao ����

In a thesaurus� a term represents a concept� which may be related
to other concepts with many�to�many relationships� It is designed to in�
clude three types of thesaural relationships� they are equivalence� hier�
archical� and associative� The equivalence relationship indicates that the
terms are considered synonymous or quasi synonymous� The hierarchi�
cal relationship indicates the generic relationship between terms that are
broader and narrower in concept� The associative relationship is found
between terms which are closely related conceptually but are neither hi�
erarchical nor equivalence relations� We implement these three types of
relationships into six classes of detailed relationships synonymous� re�
lated� subclass� super�class� part�of and user�de	ned relationship� The
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Figure ���
 Examples of querying indirect relationship terms

user�de	ned relationship extends the �exibility of the thesaurus builder�
by allowing users to de	ne any desired type of relationship� The relation�
ships among concepts are usually imprecise� We assign each thesaural
relationship with a fuzzy factor to describe the degree of �strength of�
relationship� Semantics�wise� the fuzzy factor represents the concepts of
�very���fairly���slightly� and �rarely�� etc�

The thesaurus builder�s structure is like a semantic network� Each term
is multi�linked with other terms� Term relationships are reciprocal� when
one side of a relationship has been supplied the system should automat�
ically provide the other side� It is the same when a relationship between
two terms is deleted� In query processing� the fuzzy factor is used to rank
the candidates�

Users can also use fuzzy reasoning to expand the searching range and
retrieve more terms which have no direct relationship with the query term
as shown in Figure ���
�

���� Composite Similarity Measures

Images usually have structured contents� Each of the components in the
contents may have di�erent features and can be measured using di�er�
ent features� This has been very well demonstrated by trademarks� The
similarity among trademarks should take account of all aspects of word�
in�mark and device mark� The contribution of individual aspects to the
overall similarity is balanced by weights� The composite similarity mea�
sure for trademarks can be de	ned in terms of weighted distance and
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written as follows

dcj � wwdwci " wdddcj ������

where dcj is the overall or composite similarity measure for the �current
sample� trademark and j�th trademark image in the archive� ww� wd and
dw� dd are weights for word�in�mark and device mark� respectively� and
dw� dd are distances for word�in�mark and device mark� respectively�

dwcj �

���
 if wimc � wimj � false


w if wimc j wimj � false

ww
wd

w
wcj � ww

p d
w
pcj � ww

i d
w
icj if wimc � wimj � true

where wimc� and wimj are boolean functions to represent the presence
or absence of word�in�mark in the current or j�th trademark respectively�
ww
w � w

w
p � w

w
i and d

w
wcj� d

w
pcj � d

w
icj are weights and distances of words� phonet�

ics� and interpretation for the current trademark and the j�th trademark�
respectively� �w is the penalty when one trademark has a word�in�mark
but the other does not�

Similarly� the similarity for device mark is de	ned as

ddcj �

���
 if devc � devj � false


d if devc j devj � false
�

Ncomp

P
k�w

d
md

d
mkcj � wd

pd
d
pkcj � wd

gd
d
gkcj� if devc � devj � true

where devc and devj are boolean functions to represent the presence or
absence of device mark in the current or j�th trademark respectively� �d
is the penalty when one trademark has a device mark but the other does
not� wd

m� w
d
p� w

d
g are weights for the meaning� structure� and shape�texture

aspects for the device mark and ddmkcj� d
d
pkcj� d

d
gkcj are distances of the

meaning� structure� and shape�texture aspects of k�th component of the
device mark of the sample trademark and a component of the device mark
of the j�th trademark� Notice that the graphics components of device
mark do not have any particular ordering when they are segmented� Any
graphics component in the sample trademark can match any graphics
component in the j�th trademark� The distance of the device mark is
then de	ned as the minimum distance between these two device marks�

Notice also that graphics components are not necessarily treated
equally� For example� in the trademark image ��� ��� the leaf graphic
part is more important than the circle� Therefore� we distinguish such
component as major component� If the major component of the device
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Word� Word� Simw Simp

asi asea ��
����� ��������

foral feral ���
���� ���
����

cosmic coshmick ����
��� ���
���


armor amor ���
���� ��������

creeza kreeza �������
 ��������

heart hart ���
���� �����
��

Chikngrillas Chickutay �������
 ��������

aero aeron ���
���� ��
�����

gaynor caynore ����
��� ��������

communication com%tion �������� ��������

�M Three M �������
 ��������

Fujitsu Kodar �������� ��������

Table ���� Similarity Values for a Set of Word�Pairs�

mark of the current trademark matches the major component of the de�
vice mark of the j�th trademark� more weight should be put to such a
distance than the distances of the other components�

ddcj � ��� wimp��d
d
cj �

�

Ncomp
ddimp�cj� " wimpd

d
imp�cj ������

where wimp and ddimp�cj are the weight factor and the distance for the
major component�

We can adapt distance measure �in a broad sense� between device
marks because the shape�texture measures are represented as vectors
after feature extraction� Similarity measure for word�in�mark is measured
by the number of the same ordered characters in the two words� The
formula is

dww � �� simw � ��
X
k

wklk�lword �������

where sw is the word similarity measure� lk� lword are length of the k�th
common factor between two words and the length of the whole word� Sev�
eral cases will be checked when actually computing the length of common
factors� The word length is taken to be the average length of two words�
Table � lists similarity measures between sets of two words� where Simw�
Simp are similarities for word and phonetics�
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���� Evaluation and Learning of Similarity Mea�

sures

Retrieval of con�icting trademarks of similar shape is referred to as
content�based retrieval or feature�based retrieval� The evaluation was per�
formed by the following formalism in Chapter � with application to the
shape retrieval engine to tune the similarity functions�

������ Selection of training and test data sets

There were two categories of training�test shapes geometric shapes and
trademark shapes� The variation of geometric shapes can be designed ob�
jectively� For example� one series of geometric shapes are regular polygens
consisting of triangular� square� ���� until their extreme � circle� Geomet�
ric shapes are also designed to have variations on outline shape� interial
structure� and symmetry�

������ Learning of similarity functions

Figure ���� shows a network architecture for learning of similarity func�
tions with fusion of these three shape feature measures� namely� fourier
descriptors� moments� and projections� This network is a variation of mul�
tilayer feedforward network with back�propagation learning algorithm�
Since our goal is to learn similarity functions between pairs of input pat�
terns� we replace the input layer of an ordinary feedforward network by
comparison layer�

The network consists of four layers a data layer� a comparison layer� a
hidden layer� and an output layer� The data layer has two arrays of net�
work units one sample data array and one data array� For a training data
set dsi � di�� di�� ���� data pairs �d

s
i � di��� �d

s
i � di��� ��� are fed to the data layer

sequentially� and in the output layer� unit number �� �� ��� are expected
to be active� That is to say that the activation of output units code the
similarity of the input data pair�

In the comparison layer� there can be several arrays of units each
representing one comparison method� Currently� we use two comparison
methods delta and normalized correlation� Comparison is made for every
component of feature vectors�

The layers above the comparison layer constitute a feedforward net�
work� which is designed to learn similarity function� The number of layers
here determines the complexity of the similarity function� If we want the
similarity function to be linear� two layers are adequate� Three or more
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Figure ���� Neural networks for learning similarity functions and fusion
of multiple feature measures�

layer network will be able to simulate any non�linear functions ����
We must note that the distances�similarity between pairs of objects

in the ranked lists are usually not equal� as illustrated in Figure ����� In
this case� it may not be true that the j�th output unit becomes active
when the sample data and the data item dij is presented to the network�
For example� the 	rst output unit will be active when the 	rst and the
second data item are presented because both of them are very close to
the sample data� To accommodate that� we can perform learning after
all data items in a training data set have been presented� The training
procedure is as follows

�� Construct the network by letting the number of nodes of one array
in the data layer equal feature measure size� and the number of
output node equal number of elements in the ranked list� Choose
the hidden layer according to the complexity you want the similarity
function to have�

�� For one training data set� the sample data will remain attached to
the sample data array� while other data items dij in the training
data set is fed to the data array one by one� Run the network for
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1

distance

active unit list (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 8)

active unit list (1, 1, 2, 3, 3, 4, 6, 7)

3

2

active unit list (2, 2, 3, 5, 6, 6, 7, 7)

Figure ���� In the ranked lists of retrieval� the pair�wise distance may
not be uniform� Here� 	lled circles represent sample data� and non�	lled
circles are data items in the ranked lists according to their similarity �here
in the 	gure� the similarity is de	ned as distance� to the sample data� The
	rst line is an ideal case where all pair�wise distances are the same� The
second and third lines show the di�erences�

each data item� and record the activation of output units in a list�

�� The list of activation of output units is a queue containing the
coding of similarities of the input pairs �dsi � dij�� j � �� �� ���� If the
network is already properly trained� the similarity coding in the list
should be in an incremental order� Calculate the error by 	nding the
wrong order of those similarity codings� Back�propagate the error
and modify the weights of the feedforward network�

�� Randomly apply training data sets to the network until all data sets
have been applied�

�� Repeat this learning process until the network reaches certain stable
state� If it converges� take these weights to formulate the similarity
function� Otherwise� check the consistency of the training data�

������ Evaluating the shape retrieval

After learning of similarity function for shape retrieval� an evaluation
was conducted to test the e�ectiveness of the shape retrieval engine� The
evaluation was carried out using the selected trademark shape test data
set�
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Figure ����� Above a set of training data set � a sample trademark image
followed by a set of similar trademark images arranged from the most
similar to less similar� Below show the last � images of the two retrieval
results� Curves are plot of shape feature measures of these images� On the
left� without learning� there are unexpected images appear in the retrieval
result� and image ��� and ��� never appear� On the right� after learning�
the retrieval result is much more meaningful� The loss here ���� and ����
is scaled up by factor ���

Figure ����� shows an example of the testing� which consists of several
parts of screen dumps� The training data set contains several variations
	rst is the variation of detailed structure on the wing� and then followed
by the angle between wing and body� The bird is 	nally transformed into
a triangular like shape� Since the three shape measures are sensitive to
angles� birds with large angle between wing and body ����� ���� were not
retrieved for the retrieval engine using the composite similarity measure
in equation �����refer to the low�left part of Figure ������ which shows
the last 	ve retrieved trademark images�� Although image 
�� and ���
are similar to the sample with respect to overall shape� they should not be
ranked so high in the retrieval result from the point of view of trademark
o�cers�

After learning� the retrieval engine has taken into account the factors
of human interpretation which are represented in the training data set�
Hence� the retrieval result on the low�right part of Figure ����� is con�
ceptually acceptable to trademark o�cers� This is well re�ected by the
loss of the retrieval after learning� the loss is reduced to ���� from ����
�without learning��
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���� Experimental Results

Searching for the con�icting trademarks is carried out after presenting
a completely segmented sample trademark� Indices are created for each
graphic feature measures using the indexing method ContIndex described
in �
�� It is used to narrow down candidate search space and reduce the
searching time� This becomes e�ective and necessary when the database
size is large� All possible candidates will be veri	ed using the composite
similarity measure discussed above�

Figure ����� shows a experimental result of searching using a sample
trademark with device mark only as shown in the right display panel�
The retrieved trademarks are ranked from the most similar to the least
similar� The 	rst � trademarks are displayed on the � display areas in
the order from top�left to bottom�right� By clicking on a display areas a
corresponding trademark particulars and image will be displayed on the
left� Activating button �more� to the left of � display areas will enable
you to view more retrieved trademarks�

Figure ����� shows searching results using word�in�mark� In �a�� �ia�
is the most similar one to �Canadian� because it is completely included
in �Canadian�� When phonetics is added to similarity measure� �ia� is no
longer the most similar one � they do not have phonetics similarity since
�ia� takes phonetics of two characters �i� and �a�� �b� was obtained by
using both words and phonetics�

The prototype STAR is implemented in Unix workstation using C
programming language programming in an object�oriented manner� The
	rst version of the prototype is tested against ���� real trademarks col�
lected from advertisements� Images are scanned in using color scanner
and then normalized to a standard size of ��� � ���� Images are stored
in the database using JPEG compression� After compression� each image
is about ����� KB� A system of ������ trademarks will take ������� MB
disk space�

The system was tested against ��� trademarks given by a trademark
o�ce� The time taken to archive those given trademarks �� days� and the
retrieval results are all to their satisfactory semi�automatic segmentation
does take time in trademark archival phase� but it takes less time than
manual 	ling of trademarks� STAR o�ers similarity retrieval capability
which is very useful to guarantee the uniqueness of trademarks� but it is
impossible with manual 	ling� The average time for one retrieval of this
trial system was around � seconds� including query processing� decoding
and displaying trademark images�

Scaling up of the system is not a problem� There are three major com�
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Figure ����� Sample search output for a device mark as query trademark�

�a� �b�

Figure ����� Trademark Search Output �a� Retrieval using words only�
Among trademarks retrieved� �ia� is considered as the most similar be�
cause �ia� is wholly included in �Canadian�� The words of all others
partially match �Canadian�� and therefore� ranked behind �ia�� �b� Re�
trieval using words and phonetics� The words and phonetics have the
same weights in the similarity measure� Among retrieved trademarks�
�Canadian� and �Aerocancun� are considered the most similar because
the common part �can� of both trademark words has the same pronun�
ciation�
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ponents in query processing matching word�in�mark� matching graphic
meaning by fuzzy thesaurus based on Vienna classi	cation� and similarity
searching of device marks� Vienna class	cation has limited vocabulary� in�
crease of database size does not increase searching time� According to �
��
the time needed to search the ContIndex of feature measures is propor�
tional to the logirithm of the amount of trademarks in the database� We
also use inverted 	le to index the word�in�mark� therefore� the searching
time will not increase signi	cantly when the database size increases� On
the other hand� the retrieval time is nothing when it is compared with
manual search� The time of manual search is in terms of hours�

���� Conclusions

We have presented a trademark archival and registration system STAR
in this chapter� It was developed using our content�based retrieval engine
CORE� We have tackled di�cult issues for con�icting trademark retrieval�
namely� searching multi�lingual word�in�mark and diverse trademark im�
ages� We have developed special similarity measures for word�in�mark�
fuzzy thesarus to search trademark image by meaning match� and three
feature extraction methods and learning method to fuse these feature
measures for searching trademark images by shape� Our experimental
results have shown the e�ectiveness of these techniques�
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Digital Home Photo Album

���� Digital photo is becoming popular

In the current digital era� there have already been plenty of digital photos
converted from the prints or generated directly from the digital cameras�
The general trends today are

� Now many people have a PC at home�

� Digitizing traditional paper prints into digital forms has become
easy and convenient� Color scanners can be found in many places�
Color development centers begin to provide service of digitizing pho�
tographs and storing them in the Photo CD and the resolution can
be high enough to satisfy the most of possible uses�

� With the technology advancement� a digital camera is a�ordable�
With the built�in CCD �charged�coupled device� chip� digital cam�
era converts and digitizes the intensity of light received into the
digital image� Images can be transferred from the camera to the
computer memory�

� What is even more important is that there is hundreds of giga bytes
of images in the World�Wide Web� World�Wide Web has become
the part of everyday life�

� Digital photos have many advantages easy to transfer and exchange
in the Internet� convenient to publish on line� free to process� never
fading� saving storage space� etc�

� In essence the digital photo is a kind of image and almost all the
image processing techniques can be applied to the digital photo�

���
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so it is possible to process them with special e�ects that can�t be
imposed on paper prints�

Obviously in the next a few years digital photos will become more and
more popular and even substitute the paper prints in the main family
photo collection�

There have been e�orts made in developing photo album

� Kodak�s Shoebox��� is an application from Kodak�s Photo CD soft�
ware family� It provides versatile solution for various kinds of task
related to Photo CD management� Some features of Shoebox are�
easy textual annotation� search by text� various display modes �slide
show� zoom� crop ����� In general� there is nothing novel except for
�exible indexing�

� Club Photo�s Living Album��� has an attractive display interface
that is really like an album� It deals with �� images in a catalog
and can record�playback sound attached to a photo� Its indexing
function is weaker compared to that of Shoebox�

� Ricoh�s PhotoStudio��� is a software attached to Ricoh�s digital cam�
era� With PhotoStudio� the user can load pictures from the camera�
The catalog can also include images from other cameras� PhotoStu�
dio provides an ordinary textual cataloging and thumbnail browsing
utility but its image processing tools are powerful� With these tools�
the user can create special e�ect on the photo� One feature that is
worth mentioning is a tool called �Magic Wand�� It can extract a
homogeneous region with respect to color and the tolerance of the
homogeneity preset� The digital camera and PhotoStudio also sup�
port sound recording and software controlled online photo�taking�

� Apple�s PhotoFlash��� can support Apple�s online QuickTake digital
camera� It supports image search by sketch drawing in a catalog but
it is only suitable for simple structure image and not very robust�

Generally speaking� these image database system are helpful in the
cataloging� indexing� annotation and search by textual descriptive
keywords�

������ What do the home users want�

Home photos are used by family members� It means users are not experts�
Some of them may only be interested in their photos and have little knowl�
edge or interest about computer and technical issues� It means that the
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design should be user centered and the user interface should be friendly�
A photo image archival and retrieval system must support high�level cog�
nitive work� Evaluation of its e�ectiveness has to be in terms of its impact
on the users� work� For it to be truly useful� we need to 	rst understand
the large context that determines their information needs and purposes
for using such system� Hence we conducted two user studies�

������ User study �

The purpose of the 	rst user study was to get an overview of users� habits�
preference� convention around photos at home� to support the conceptual
framework of our projects and was not intended to produce a shrink�
wrapped product for the user� We wanted to know

� Who is involved in home photos� What extent are they involved in�

� adults

� kids

� guests

� casual or serious photographer

� special objectives behind photography ��ower collection����

� What are they doing with the image�

� sort

� view

� annotate�index

� present to others

� manipulate

� What kind of images�

� people

� nature

� sights

� events

� Why do people do all that�

� recall events

� enjoy memories
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� show things�share experience with others

� be entertained

� How do they accomplish their tasks�

� put photos in a big album by topics

� write a catalog or index for a image collection

� write annotation on the back of the photo

� display images on the wall or in a frame

In order to answer all these questions� we conducted exploratory inter�
views� learning about people�s present work processes and tools and their
perceived needs for a photo image retrieval system�

From home user interviews including families� couples� singles with
the photographic skills of holiday snapshot and serious hobby� we gained
some impressions presented below

� When the users want to 	nd an image� they retrieve their memories
for information related to the image� then locate the image�

� They try to mirror their memory in the chronological order of their
photos� Memories around an event are the user�s search engine�

� They do not retrieve images directly at the beginning� Memories are
connected with a series of images� The computer home photos man�
agement system should also make use of memory while retrieving
images�

� A strong consistent mental model is re�ected in the user�s activities
around home photos� They regard their photo collection as their
family history� Therefore� history or a tree of events may serve as
central interface metaphor�

� Things we should not count on are indexing� annotating� cataloging�
People do not do these often since they are of little fun and time�
consuming� The exception is that they sometimes use annotation
for communication�

� To look at the problem as a social activity is crucial� A typical situa�
tion might be I do the shots� my wife archives them into the albums�
guests view them and our kids mess around with the photos���

� Users like photo compilations of speci	c topics �our son� my nicest
shots ����� but there are problems unless users make reprints compi�
lations by topic which collide with the order by memory or history�
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������ User study �

To understand how users describe the content of the photo image and
what is the most perceived part in the image the second user study was
conducted� The interviewees were asked to accomplish the following �
assignments

� Describe the photo content by recalling a personal picture which is
not presented�

� Describe an unknown family photo after a quick look�

� Instruct others locating a personal photo at home by describing the
photo contents�

� Describe an unknown landscape�scenery picture after a quick look�

From their descriptions we found people always divided the image content
into foreground and background if such division is possible� If the fore�
ground are objects they pointed out what they are �e�g� car� house etc���
relative location �e�g� behind� in the right side� in the front of etc�� and
described their properties like color� material� texture� style� size� shape
etc� When they referred the people as the foreground� they often gave the
human heads� the relationship between them� arrangements� dress style�
gender� age etc� For the background they often pointed out the geograph�
ical location where the picture taken �e�g� my house� Australia� Sentosa
etc�� and generally described the environment type �e�g� beach resort� city
etc��� They sometimes mentioned the abstract impression �e�g� beautiful
scene�� whether �e�g� cloudy� raining� nice etc�� and time �not the exact
dates� e�g� winter ��� my birthday ��� Chinese New Year etc��

������ The gap between ideal and realistic

From the user study we learn that people generally organize their home
photos based on the event� people� time etc�� and do not categorize photos
based on color or texture information� It indicates that users want to 	nd
instances of high�level concepts rather than images with speci	c low�level
properties� Many current image retrieval systems are based on appearance
matching� in which� for example� the computer presents several images�
and the user picks one and requests other image with similar color� color
layout and texture� For this type of queries� at 	rst glance the results
may show certain similar appearance� But after a careful observation�
their contents are less relevant�
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This sort of query is useful for some domain�speci	c application such as
medical images database� in which� doctor often want to refer the similar
cases treated before� but may be unsatisfactory in home photo archive for
several reasons

� Features are too low level to be understood by the home users� It
is di�cult for them to match the low level features with the high
level concepts�

� It is di�cult to get a sample query image in most cases�

� Such a query does not address the high�level content of the image
at all� only its low�level appearance� Users often 	nd it hard to
understand why particular images were returned and have di�culty
controlling the retrieval behavior in desired ways�

� There is usually no way to tell the system which features of the
�target� image are important and which are irrelevant to the query�

Without image understanding� the computer can not provide the high
level organization that is natural and convenient for people� With current
technology it is not possible to capture high level objects immediately�
We observe that high level objects are made of regions of coherent color
and texture arranged in a meaningful ways� Thus we begin with low
level color and texture processing to 	nd coherent regions and then use
the properties of these regions and their relationship with one another
to group them at progressively higher levels� We expect to use low level
feature information � color� texture� shape� to automatically identify high
level concepts in the image such as trees� buildings and people and other
kind of things that users might request�

Object�oriented content based retrieval is much more useful and de�
sirable� In this connection we must develop a utility which can retrieve
images in high level� To achieve this goal� we divide our research into two
steps First� we map image regions into object category� Second we inter�
pret these object categories into semantic expression� Cataloging is the
bridge which connects the low level image properties with the high level
semantic expression� The proposed home photo album system diagram is
illustrated in Fig ����� In the system many user interactive operations are
involved since the system need relevant feedback from the user to re	ne
the retrieval results gradually� We assume here that the input image is
already segmented into homogeneous regions� Image object cataloging is
the topic of this research� The basic idea of cataloging is that a set of
features is extracted from the interested regions of raw images� then in
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the feature space the features of regions with same contents are classi�
	ed into the same category� We can not directly catalog image objects
in raw images� because there is too much information in the raw image
and these information is not salient enough to be used to catalog� We
must extract a little information to represent the region contents� This
information is what we call as features� Obviously the performance of
cataloging depends on whether the features are e�ective enough to dis�
tinguish di�erent categories or not� Although the classi	er also plays an
important role in cataloging� extracting the good feature is a more impor�
tant and fundamental issue� For the poor discriminative feature even the
best classi	er can�t achieve the good performance� But for the strong dis�
criminative feature� even a less powerful classi	er may also achieve good
performance�

���� Object�based Indexing and Retrieval

In the community of content�based image retrieval� most of the available
techniques provide functionalities to search for images based on visual
features� such as color� texture� shape� etc���� 
� One of the kernel prob�
lems for image categorization and retrieval is to let computers to learn
to understand what users really see in an image� so as to establish the
links between semantic descriptions of objects and image features� The
following issues are addressed in this section

� Image feature extraction To extract e�ective features for distin�
guishing among various objects�

� Object modeling There are three object models� namely� textured
object model� face model and appearance model�

� A novel learning algorithm for acquiring human knowledge of visual
objects in particular application domains�

� An interactive interface for on�line knowledge acquisition and query
re	nements�

The system provides functions for object�based image retrieval� The al�
gorithms proposed in this work have been tested on a database with ����
digital home photos� Preliminary experimental results are presented� In
the rest of the section� detailed discussion is given to object categories� ob�
ject modeling� object clustering� image categorization� and object�based
image retrieval�
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������ Object categories

It is true that di�erent people may tell di�erent stories about the same
image� For instance� a green region with particular texture in an image
can be �trees� in some cases� and �forest� in another� Similar green stu�
may also be called �meadow�� �plants�� �grass�� or �mountain�� The in�
terpretation of image content is subjective and it is related to the context
of the images� We also noticed that one object� �e�g� sky� may have mul�
tiple appearances �e�g� clear sky� cloudy sky� sunset sky� etc��� Therefore�
the system should be designed to accommodate a large number of object
categories that can be customized by the users to their particular appli�
cation needs� Interface and algorithms should be built to assist the users
in learning and creating customized object categories�

A diagram of object categories is illustrated in Figure ����� An object
category is de	ned as a collection of the objects that possess similar prop�
erties and are described by the same object models� The object model ����
assigned to each object category is employed to compute the features for
each member object and separate them from each other�

Figure ���� Object categories customized for the description of various
images�

Each object in an object category is represented by a number of ob�
ject clusters that correspond to di�erent appearances of that object� The
object clusters are created and maintained by fuzzy C�means clustering
algorithm� Before applying an object category to an image batch� the
user may need to understand what types of objects have been de	ned in
this category and what appearances of each object category have been
included� An interactive interface is designed to allow users to browse
the object category� which is illustrated in Figure ����� Visual appear�
ances presented for each object provide the users with a better linkage
between object descriptions and visual features� With the interface� the
user can also edit the object category by adding or deleting objects or
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object appearances�

Figure ���� The interface for creating� editing� training and browsing
object categories�

������ Object models

The object model here refers to modeling object based image features� The
model is very important for successful categorization of image objects� We
know image objects have their own characteristics� and require di�erent
features for their distinction� In that sense� object model de	nes e�ective
feature measure to be extracted to distinguish and describe interested
objects� The adequacy of the feature measures are also assessed in the
model� Following are three object models

� Textured model It is for the description of natural objects� such as
sky� tree� water� 	eld� mountain� and building� which depend heav�
ily on amount of and types of textures� It consists of three feature
components ��� LUV color component� texture energy component�
and texture direction component� The original image is initially seg�
mented into homogeneous regions �based on the LUV color com�
ponent� by means of the MAP segmentation algorithm ����� The
homogeneous regions are treated as the basic visual units that are
represented by a feature vector consisting of the three feature com�
ponents�

� Face model It is mainly for the detection and recognition of human
faces presenting in images� The hypothetical face regions are 	rstly
segmented by means of skin�color modeling and prior shape knowl�
edge of faces� They are further veri	ed by a set of face templates that
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can be customized during the processing� The PCA�based method
��� is 	nally employed to label the identity on each detected face�

� Appearance model It is mainly for the description of the objects
with a few strong color components and relatively 	xed spatial dis�
tributions of the colors� It may be used for representing a number
of vegetables� fruits� toys� etc� Firstly� a few interested regions are
segmented from the original image according to the prior knowledge
of the color distribution of objects� The color correlograms���� are
computed on the related color regions to con	rm the labels of the
objects in the image�

������ System training

After de	ning the object model� a learning mechanism needs to be devel�
oped to accommodate various requirements of particular applications and
particular users� Or in other words� it is to incorporate human knowledge
into the object models de	ned in the system by system training� This
include

� Object model speci	cation for object feature extraction and descrip�
tion�

� Establishing links between object categories and visual objects�

� Accumulating knowledge for object category parameters�

We have designed an intelligent interface to accumulate training data
from users� interactions for objects categories� Speaking of the system
training� many people may relate it to a word �tedious� from their previ�
ous experiences� In this design� we try to minimize the users� interactions
by employing the normalized fuzzy C�means clustering algorithm� The
GUI for the training data acquisition is shown in Figure ����� The proce�
dure of the training by example is just as simple as

� Select the object category �e�g� Natural� that is related to a object
model �e�g� textured model��

� Select a sample image� The initial segmentation and labeling results
of the image will be displayed on the interface�

� Select a segmented region� and label it with an object label �e�g�
Tree�� The system will automatically compute the feature vector
for the selected region based on the object model� and 	le it into
the data set corresponding to the object label�
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Figure ���� The interface for training data acquisition�

We use normalized fuzzy C�means algorithm ��� to compute the ob�
ject clusters from training data sets� Suppose we have the original train�
ing data sets X � fX��X�� � � � �XCg under O clusters of the object
categories� Each cluster consists of a number of data members Xi �
fxi�� xi�� � � � � xinig� The feature vector xik is used to represent a data mem�
ber�

Assume the distance of two feature vectors va and vb on the 	rst feature
component f is expressed asDf �va� vb�� The cluster computation is applied
to all the training data sets and it is carried on iteratively� Initially� we
set the fuzzy membership Ui � fui�� ui�� � � � � uinig for the data sets Xi as
�� The cluster center for Xi can be computed by

vi �

�
niX
k��

u�ikxik

��
niX
k��

u�ik


������

The fuzzy membership of the data members in the data set Xi can be
computed by

uik �
C

C "
PC

j�� �Df �xik� vi��Df �xik� vj��
� ������

where vi is the cluster center ofXi� and vj represents the cluster centers
of other clusters at the current iteration step� Please note that ������ is
normalize by the current cluster number C� The new cluster center is
then updated by ������� The iteration of ������ and ������ is carried on
until

max
i�k

juik � u�ikj  � ������
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A threshold Tu is set to evaluate the data member in each cluster� If

uik  Tu ������

the data member xik will be taken out of the current object cluster
to compose a new cluster under the same object category� The iteration
of ������� ������� ������ and ������ is performed until converging �No new
shifting of data member happens between clusters��

Now� a number of clusters may be generated for each object category�
expressed as

f�S��� S��� � � ��� �S��� S��� � � ��� � � � � �SO�� SO�� � � ��g ������

Suppose there are C clusters totally for all the objects� To determine
the intersection between the cluster Sls � �xls�� xls�� � � � � xlsp� � � �� under
object category l and the cluster Smt � �xmt�� xmt�� � � � � xmtq� � � �� under
object category m� an indicator I�ls��mt� is used

I�ls��mt� � max

�
Q
max
q��

fu�ls��mtq�g� P
max
p��

fu�mt��lsp�g
�

������

where�

u�ls��mtq� �
C

C "
PC

j�� �Df �xmtq� vls��Df �xmtq� vj��
� ����
�

u�mt��lsp� �
C

C "
PC

j�� �Df �xlsp� vmt��Df �xlsp� vj��
� ������

If�

I�ls��mt� � Tu ������

the clusters Sls and Smt are intersected�
We employ the normalized fuzzy C�means algorithm as the training

engine in this system� because it has the advantages����over other super�
vised training methods �e�g� neural networks� statistical methods�

� The training data can be minimized����� if only the user can ensure
that the selected training data covers all the interested appearances
of the objects� One data member may be enough to be the repre�
sentative of an object cluster�
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� It can be used to maintain the object clusters for di�erent object
models� if only the distance functionsDf �va� vb� are available for the
object models to measure the di�erence between feature vectors�

� There is no limit on the number of the clusters maintained for each
object if the chosen feature measures are su�cient to distinguish
objects among clusters in the category�

� The intersection indicator ������ can be given to each intersected
object clusters under di�erent object label� That means these ob�
jects cannot be reliably labeled due to their similar appearances� By
browsing the object appearances in the category� the user is able to
decide whether to delete one of the intersected ones or set a higher
priority to the more important one�

The system provides the interface to the users to view the training
results� The users can have a direct feel of what kinds of appearances
of objects have been included and how the system behaves� The system
can also tell the user whether the object clusters created are e�ective or
not in terms of the intersection indicator� The friendly interaction makes
the system training not boring any more� The system training can be
gradually performed� Once new training data is accumulated� and new
object clusters are created� the users can choose to update 	led images�

������ Image categorization

Filing images into object categories can be very useful in browsing and
retrieving images in the database with a large number of collections� How�
ever� it is hard to achieve full automatic categorization of images due to
levels of categories� In general� the higher levels we try to categorize im�
ages into� the more di�culties we face� For instance� without prior knowl�
edge� it is di�cult to tell whether an image of a farm was taken in the
UK� or the USA� or Australia� Besides� every user has� normally� his own
preference for 	ling a particular batch of images�

In this approach� an interactive interface is designed to let users create
their image stores� as shown in Figure ����� An image store can be used
to hold a batch of images with any common features� semantic contents�
or high level event descriptions� Descriptions of image stores are normally
created by users to capture common properties of images� such as Family
Photos� Trip to US� Vegetable� etc� It is impossible to derive this kind
of high level description from images since there is hardly any global
information contained in individual images�
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The creation of the image stores is based on the object� An object cat�
egory is� actually� a collection of objects with certain common properties�
It is also related to a certain object model� One single object category
can be used to create an image store with the same or di�erent label� The
created image store will inherit all the objects de	ned in the base object
category� For instance� the object store �Farm in US� is created based on
�Countryside� category� as shown in Figure ����� While a batch of images
are 	ling into this image store� the related object model �textured model�
will be applied to the images and extract semantic contents in the images
�named plant� pond� tree� soil� cottage� and sky��

Figure ���� The interface for the creation of image stores�

An image store can also be created based on multiple object categories�
In this case� the user should set the priorities for each associated object
category �as shown in Figure ������ Normally� within one object category�
the algorithm can ensure reliable object labeling in images� because the
system training and object clustering are all performed within the cate�
gory� However� there may be labeling con�icts �overlapped labels� across
object categories� if multiple object models are applied to the same image�
When labeling con�icts happen� the object with the highest priority will
take over the 	nal label�

While creating an image store� another option the user can set is the
operation �AND� OR� NONE� related to the objects category� The oper�
ators possess the following meaning

� AND If all the objects under the corresponding category can be
located in an image� the image can be 	led into this image store�

� OR If one of the objects under the corresponding category can be
located in an image� the image can be 	led into this image store�
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� NONE The labeling results under the corresponding category will
not a�ect the image�s 	ling direction�

When an image store is created� one or multiple object categories are
associated� as shown in Figure ����� The object clusters included in the ob�
ject categories may be trained for general applications or specially trained
for previously created object stores� They may not be able to cover all
the objects to be extracted from a particular batch of images� In this
approach� we design a mechanism for the users to de	ne a special object
category attached to an image store� named private object category� A
private object category is only e�ective to the attached image store� The
same interface� as shown in Figure ����� is used to edit� train� and browse
the private object category� The newly created private object category
will be automatically added into the list of associated object categories
�as shown in Figure ������ and an operator and a priority will be assigned
to it by the user� When required� the user can choose to make a private
object category public� such that� other image stores can share the objects
de	ned in the private object category�

Image categorization is automatically carried out according to the se�
mantic objects labeled in the images� The indices for an object store can
be automatically created with the same labels as the object labels in�
cluded in the associated object categories� as illustrated in Figure �����
To avoid messy presentation with all the object labels in the indices ta�
ble� the user is able to delete some useless indices from the list �e�g� The
user has deleted all the object labels generated from �Natural� category�
shown in Figure ������ With the interface� the user is also able to create
new indices based on the semantic object labels available in this image
store according to the requirements� In the example shown in Figure �����
a new index is created and named as �Family Union�� It is created with all
the object members in �Family� and all with the same operation �AND��
which means the images with all the �Family� members will be 	led into
this index�

While a user is trying to 	le a batch of images� he may select one or
a few destination image stores available in the system� The images will
be directed into various indices created in the selected image stores based
on the results of object labeling in images� Therefore� one image may
have multiple indexed locations� This can provide the user with ability
to create customized indices for e�ciency of retrieval� It may happen
that some of images are wrongly 	led due to mislabeled objects in these
images� The reasons for mislabeling objects may include �� The object
categories are not fully trained� �� There are overlapped object clusters
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Figure ���� The interface for viewing� editing� and creating indices in
image stores�

across object categories� �� The priority settings for the object categories
may be only e�ective to some of their member objects� It is di�cult to
automatically and completely solve all three problems due to complexity
of natural images� Therefore� an interface is designed for fast browsing and
redirecting images within one image store� as illustrated in Figure ���
�

Figure ���
 The interface for fast browsing and redirecting images in
image stores�

With the interface� the user is able to browse the image 	ling results
by each index title �e� g� John in Figure ���
�� On the left column of the
display area� the original images are displayed� and on the right column�
the corresponding object labeling results are displayed� In an image store�
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the number of e�ective objects is limited and relatively 	xed �e�g� there
are totally �� objects in the sample image store shown in Figure ���
��
By assigning a particular color to each object label� it is easy for the user
to discover mislabeled objects� especially when the user focuses on only
one or a few objects that are related to one particular index title �e�g�
John in the example��

������ Image retrieval

It is assumed that all the images have been pre�	led into the object stores
in the system� By understanding the structure of the image stores with
related indices� it is easy and e�cient for a user to search for desired
images� Obviously� the image stores and the related indices are created
based on relatively 	xed criteria that re�ect the user�s requirement� The
system supports three types of queries

� Query by descriptions The user may submit queries by one or a
few content descriptions of desired images� The valid descriptions
should be related to the object labels in the categories�

� Query by images The user may submit query by using one or a
few image examples� By examining the content of the images� the
system is able to identify physical objects contained in the images�
The retrieval results will be those images containing the most of
those identi	ed objects�

� Query by visual objects The user may submit queries by picking up
one or a few objects from images� which represent speci	c contents
for the image retrieval�

The system records all the interactions of the present retrieval� We have
made an assumption that the latest query represents the most desirable
retrieval interest of the user� As time passes� the signi	cance of previous
queries decreases� which is denoted as �query state�� The query state
concept is represented by the �state function�

�Q � min��T � �L� �������

where �T and �L are the state functions related to the query time
and query levels� respectively� as shown by Figure ����� Therefore� each
query is associated with a state function value indicating its query state
at present� It will be e�ective to the image retrieval until �Q � ��
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Figure ���� The state functions of the query time and query levels�

Visually� the signi	cance of the objects in an image can be approxi�
mately represented by their relative sizes� if there is not any object spec�
i	ed� We set a threshold TS to be a certain percentage of the relative size
of an object to the whole image� The weightage �S of the object in the
image is represented by Figure �����

Figure ���� The weightage function of an object in a query�

It is often that all the three query methods are used during one query�
and we need to sort the query results� Computation of sorting value
varies according to query methods� We put three query methods into
three columns� Each query is also associated with query state �Qj�

� Query by visual objects The related ranking number is set at the
	rst column� The matching number for the column I can be ob�
tained by

�mI �

�� JX
j

�Qj

�
KX
k

H
max
h

�Ojkh

�
K

��� JX
j

�Qj �������

where �Ojkh represents the matchness for the object k at j query�
and H indicates the total number of the query object k in the analysed
image�

� Query by images The related ranking number is set at the second
column� The matching number can be computed by
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�mII �

�� JX
j

�Qj

�
KX
k

�Sjk
H

max
h

�Ojkh

� KX
k

�Sjk

��� JX
j

�Qj �������

where �Sjk represents the signi	cance of the object in the image�

� Query by semantic descriptions The related ranking number is set
at the third column� The computation for the ranking number at
this column is made by

�mIII �

�� JX
j

�Qj

�
KX
k

H
max
h

�Sjkh

� KX
k

�Sjk

��� JX
j

�Qj �������

where �Sjkh represents the signi	cance of the object to be analyzed
in the image�

By combining these three query methods� a ranking table can� there�
fore� be created automatically for the images according to the sorting
value computed based on the query methods at the present query state�
as shown in Table ����� The matching in the 	rst column are� of course�
given the highest priority� followed by the second column and the third
column� The more details that the user speci	es for the desired images�
the more relevant the images will be� The re	nement of the image retrieval
can be achieved progressively�

Query method By visual object By image By semantics

Ranking priority First Second Third

Image � ��mI ��mII ��mIII

Image � ��mI ��mII ��mIII

� � � � � � � � � � � �
Table ���� The ranking table for image retrieval�

������ Experimental results

A prototype system for indexing and retrieval of digital home photos has
been implemented with the methods presented in this section� It performs
automatic categorization of photos based on the content of photos� It sup�
ports three query methods� In the experiments� six object categories are
de	ned sky� tree� water� 	eld� mountain� and building� Only one image
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store is created and it is named �Natural Scenery�� There are ���� photos
in the database� To train the system� we select ��� photos� The number
of the training data items required for fuzzy C�means algorithm is rela�
tively small� In Table ���� � we list the statistic 	gures and the clusters
generated � The number of the clusters generated under each object label
mainly depends on the variation of the appearances of the object and the
similarity to other categorized objects�

Objects Training data Number of clusters

Tree �
 ��

Sky �� ��

Water �� ��

Field 
� ��

Mountain �� ��

Building �� ��

Table ���� The statistic 	gures for training semantic object clusters�

All the images in the database are segmented and labeled based on
the object clusters in the object category� The features extracted for the
segmented regions are also stored in the database� Based on the image
content� the images are categorized automatically� They are also sorted
according to the signi	cance values of the objects contained in the images�

To evaluate the e�ectiveness of the algorithms� we randomly select ���
images in the database� The results of the precision and recall for the six
objects de	ned in this experiments are listed in Table �����

Objects Precision Recall

Tree ��
� ����

Sky ���� ����

Water ���� ��
�

Field ���� ����

Mountain ���� ��



Building ���� ��
�

Table ���� The precision and recall for the semantic objects�
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The precision and recall of the objects largely depend on the coverage
of the training data and the variation of the appearances of the objects� If
the system can be trained with the data covering all possible appearances
of objects� both precision and recall can be much improved�

We take an example to illustrate the process of object segmentation�
The original image is shown in Figure ����� �a�� The result of the initial
image segmentation based on color is displayed in Figure ����� �b�� After
identifying individual regions with the object labels and merging the ad�
jacent regions with the same labels� the complete segmentation is shown
in Figure ����� �c�� Obviously� the result is much closer to human visual
perception�

Figure ����� Semantic object segmentation with the textured object
model�

We use an example to show the process of the image retrieval and
how the system re	nes the retrieval results when the user provide more
speci	c requirements for particular images� When a query is made by a
description �building�� �� out of �� retrieved images contain �buildings��
We display the 	rst � images in Figure ������ Then a query is re	ned
by submitting the fourth image� The 	rst � retrieved images are shown
in Figure ������ Among the 	rst �� retrieved images at this stage� ��
images contain building� sky� water and tree� Another query re	nement
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Figure ����� Retrieval results from a query by a semantic description
�Building��

Figure ����� Retrieval results from a query by an image�

Figure ����� Retrieval results from a query by a speci	ed visual object�
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is done by specifying the building in the middle of the 	rst image in
Figure ������ The 	rst � retrieved images are displayed in Figure ������
Among the 	rst �� retrieved images� �� images contain the buildings that
are visually similar to the one speci	ed�

If the user wants more speci	c images containing some objects with
particular visual features� he could just browse the currently retrieved
images and point out the special objects in any images step by step� The
system is able to re	ne the retrieval results progressively� By making use
of the three designed query methods appropriately� the user could control
the retrieval results as expected� For example� a user has a large database�
When he locates the speci	c objects� there may be thousands of images
contain the same objects� To re	ne the retrieval results� he could simply
submit one or a few images he likes most�
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Evaluation of Content�based

Retrieval

With the exponential growth of multimedia data comes the challenge of
managing this information in a controlled� organized and e�cient manner�
Content�based multimedia information handling research has therefore
proliferated tremendously in the recent past ����� We can soon expect com�
mercial products which will allow us to handle multimedia information
with great ease� This will necessitate the development of commercial solu�
tions for multimedia databases� This will lead to multimedia technologies
being adopted both in the professional and commercial world� However�
this will require methods that can di�erentiate between competing multi�
media database products o�ered by rival vendors� Essentially� we need to
have a set of objective metrics or benchmarks which can highlight the rel�
ative strengths and weaknesses of di�erent multimedia databases� Thus�
a customer who is confronted with many choices of multimedia database
systems for his particular application� can use these benchmarks to de�
cide which particular system is best suited for his needs� It is instructive
to note that there are well known metrics for benchmarking traditional
databases either in terms of performance of access methods and query
optimization ��� or in terms of transaction throughput power ����

���� De�nition of the Problem

As we have seen in the earlier chapters� multimedia database engines
can be complex systems� In this section we will 	rst de	ne the types of
retrieval mechanisms available and then go on to formulate the de	nition
of the problem of benchmarking multimedia database systems�

���
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������ Retrieval as a function of data and query

Multimedia databases can contain attribute data� content data and struc�
ture data� Let us consider this using a multimedia document on people
of di�erent nations� as an example� The name of a country� its popula�
tion� area and GNP are examples of attribute data� The types of terrain�
the face images of peoples living in that country� the �ag of the country
and the trademarks of companies in that country are examples of content
data�

Content data are normally expressed in terms of features such as shape�
color and texture� Certain types of content data such as a video shot of
the terrain may be represented using spatio�temporal features� Structures
are used to represent the relationship such as those among the country� its
states� their counties� their towns and villages� Structures are also used to
de	ne navigation among objects or an object and the information about
it�

Queries can be classi	ed as well�formulated or precise queries and ill�
formulated or imprecise queries� Queries expressed in database query lan�
guages� such as SQL and similar tools are examples of well formulated
queries� Queries that fall under this category are normally those address�
ing the attribute data or those using the attribute data to get the content
or structure data if such pre�de	ned associations exist�

Imprecise queries consist of two types� The 	rst type of imprecise
queries arise mostly because of a user�s lack of focus and is prevalent
in browsing applications using multimedia data� A typical example of
these type of queries arise on the world�wide web when one is navigat�
ing through hypermedia documents� The second type of imprecise queries
arise either due to the user�s inability to express the content data accu�
rately or user�s preference to refer to content data using everyday lan�
guage� Subjective descriptors such as �beautiful� and �thin�� which are
both abstract and relative abound in everyday language�

The retrieval techniques used currently can be related to the nature of
query and data� We present this in Figure �����

All the traditional retrieval techniques used for on�line transaction
processing �OLTP� applications based on their attribute data have collec�
tively been called database techniques� A database handles precise queries
on precise data sets� Thus� in answer to a query on the names of employ�
ees earning a million dollars per month would be null �or a zero set� if no
such employee exists� The retrieval techniques used for handling struc�
ture data of the 	rst type� i�e� representing relationships such as part�of
and is�a� fall under this category� Information Retrieval �IR� techniques�
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Figure ���� Relationship among data� query and types of retrieval

on the other hand� have been addressing collections of text document
databases ���� In such databases� the queries are very precise� they are
made up of words and the semantics of the words in a query is very clear�
Documents are also made of de	nitive words� However� the di�erent roles
played by the same word in di�erent documents makes the collection of
data in the document space less precise� Link based retrieval techniques
such as hypertext and hypermedia ���� have been used to handle the im�
precise queries of the 	rst type de	ned above� to look for precise data�
There is as yet no �label� attached to the retrieval techniques that handle
imprecise query of the second kind on a collection of data that in itself is
imprecise� The popular term in usage is content�based retrieval�

However� content based retrieval will also include information retrieval�
Content based retrieval covers the right half of the table or the second
column in total and not the bottom right quadrant� Therefore we can
use the the phrase approximate retrieval� �AR� to refer to those retrieval
techniques that belong to the bottom right quadrant� We will use the
above taxonomy in the following discussions on benchmarking multimedia
databases�

������ De�nition of benchmarking of multimedia
databases

A multimedia database application could use any permutation and com�
bination of the above four classes of retrieval techniques since multimedia
database engines can be complex systems� Clearly� speed of response is
an important aspect of benchmarking any database system� This should
be assiduously pursued and compiled with respect to di�erent levels of
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scaling up of data collections�
A second component that has been often used as a measure is the

expressive power of a query language� Expressive power� in e�ect� deter�
mines the range of queries that an application can use� This is primarily
a metric for the query language and not for a retrieval engine� Thus� even
when retrieval engines are capable of handling any type of query� a query
language may inhibit certain types of queries due to limitations in either
the underlying model �such as relational algebra or calculus�� or the syn�
tax and semantics of the query language� Therefore� the range of queries
as a measure is not that important since there is now a trend towards
using customized application programming interfaces �API� for queries as
compared to using structured or other query languages� This assumption
can only a�ect the range of ad hoc queries and not API driven queries�

Multimedia database systems introduce a new concept called the qual�
ity of result to a query� This is due to the necessity of approximate retrieval
for multimedia data� This is especially important in the context of the
queries on imprecise data collections and assumes an even more impor�
tant role when the queries are also imprecise� Quality was never an issue
in database engines developed for OLTP applications� They simply re�
turned an answer that satis	ed the conditionals in the query or returned
a null� Hence� the quality dimension was completely ignored� Given the
prevalence of imprecise nature of both data and queries in multimedia
databases� quality takes on a greater role than speed given that incorrect
response however fast it is� will be of little value�

Hence� the benchmark of a multimedia retrieval engine can be thought
of as a quality of service metric

QOS � f �Speed� Quality of answer�� ������

In the rest of the chapter� we will present a measure for QOS and
suggest a methodology to evaluate this metric�

���� Benchmarking for Content�based Systems

A brief look at the standard metrics for conventional retrieval methods
will be followed by a detailed discussion on metrics for links and approx�
imate retrieval�

������ Benchmarking for database retrieval methods

There are examples of DebitCredit ��� and other test standards� These
emerged primarily as measures of speed of response for scaled up collec�
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tions and were typically measured in terms of number of transactions per
unit time� The results here will depend on optimization of resources and
tools such as bu�er management and evaluation of join� The metric for
OLTP type of applications TDB is Transaction per Second� where trans�
actions are generally speaking� queries� In DebitCredit� it is quanti	ed
by measuring the elapsed time for two standard batch transactions and
throughput for an interactive transaction� A plot of TDB vs� database
size will provide the performance of the database engine with respect
to database size� Although the database community has considered the
utilization issue which counts the overhead for generating a useful query
result� there has been no benchmark for the quality of retrieval�

������ Benchmarking of information retrieval methods

An Information Retrieval �IR� system returns a set of relevant objects
�usually text documents� for any query� The objects not returned are
considered irrelevant� Hence an IR system can also be called as a Boolean
system since any object can either be relevant or irrelevant for a particular
query� Assume that we have a database D having n objects �documents�

D � f oi j i � �� �� � � � � ng ������

where oi is a database object or a document� For a given query q we have
the following

�� Ideal System Response This assumes that an ideal IR system I
exists� The response of this ideal IR system is the ideal or the desired
response� The ideal response can be considered to be two sets which
can be considered as a partition on the database D induced by query
q

RI
q � f oj j�oj � D� � �oj is relevant�g ������

N I
q � f okj�ok � D� � �ok is not relevant�g ������

such that�

RI
q � N I

q � � ������

RI
q � N I

q � D ������

Note that the ideal response can be considered as the ground truth�
This can be a corpus which is a collection of known objects with
known ideal responses to some known queries�
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�� Test System Response This is the response actually provided by an
IR system E being benchmarked� This system also partitions D for
the same query q

RE
q � fouj�ou � D� � �ou is relevant according to E�g ����
�

NE
q � fovj�ov � D� � �ov is not relevant according to E�g ������

such that�

RE
q � NE

q � � ������

RE
q � NE

q � D �������

Given RI
q � N

I
q � R

E
q and NE

q � the IR community has the following two
well known measures for benchmarking

� Recall The recall for query q is de	ned as

k RE
q �RI

q k
k RI

q k
�������

where k � k indicates the cardinality of the set�
� Precision The precision for query q is de	ned as

k RE
q �RI

q k
k RE

q k
�������

Relevance of retrieved documents with respect to a query measured in
terms of precision and recall have continued to be the commonly accepted
metrics� There is� however� a growing disillusionment among the IR com�
munity that these two measure somehow do not tell the whole story but
there is yet to emerge alternatives to these two measures� Speed of re�
trieval TIR for IR has to be measured di�erently from that for database
technology� This is primarily because the application environment does
not have the same volume of transactions and the retrieval process is
more interactive due to the imprecise nature of the data collection�

TIR �
No� of query terms

Response time
�������
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Quality of output from IR systems can be measured as follows�

QIR �WPR  precision"WRE  recall �������

where� WPR is the weightage for precision and WRE is the weightage for
recall� Then� the overall quality of service can be de	ned as

QOSIR � TIR QIR �������

TREC� the annual Text Retrieval Conference organized by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology �NIST� in the United States con�
tinues to be the key forum for benchmarking both commercial and aca�
demic IR systems ���� This conference aims to bring IR groups together
to discuss their work on a new large test collection� The participants of
TREC employ a variety of retrieval techniques� including methods us�
ing automatic thesauri� sophisticated term weighting� natural language
techniques� relevance feedback� and advanced pattern matching� These
methods are run through a common evaluation package in order for the
groups to compare the e�ectiveness of di�erent techniques and to discuss
how di�erences between the systems a�ected performance�

Thus� the emphasis of this exercise is to benchmark the di�erent IR
methods on increasingly large and common collections� It is important
to note that these two metrics relate to the quality of the answer to a
query� Although TREC participants may record the time taken to get
a result� quality measures have assumed a more important role in this
benchmarking exercise�

TREC is now considering corpuses in languages other than English�
A complementary forum called the Message Understanding Conference
�MUC� is likely to produce results that may impact information retrieval
methods�

������ Benchmarking links

We have not come across any attempts to benchmark signi	cant sized
collections of hyperlinks� We list below the measures that could be used
for retrieval methods for links�

Speed as a measure

The time� TLI � to fetch immediate �or next level� information associated
with a link is de	nitely an immediate measure to consider� This measure
will be a�ected by the quality of schemes such as bu�er management and
cluster management on the disk�
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In addition� the time taken to reach distant information� TLD� can also
be a measure� This measure will be a�ected by the design of the infor�
mation structures� If there are too many levels of nesting before reaching
a desired information� then this measure will su�er� It will also be poor
when retrieval on structures is not complemented by other retrieval meth�
ods� The speed of response� TL� is de	ned as

TL �
WLI NLI  TLI "WLD NLD  TLD

WLI NLI "WLD NLD
�������

where WLD is the relative importance of distant transactions� NLD is
the number of distant transactions� WLI is the relative importance of
immediate transactions and NLI is the number of immediate transactions�

Quality as a measure

The ability to 	nd a piece of information is one measure of quality� This
can be represented by the ratio QL� between the number of successful
retrievals of information to the total number of queries�

QL �
No� of successful retrievals

Total No� of queries
�����
�

No retrieval method employing links can a�ord to keep all possible links
all the time� Hence� it is desirable to generate links when they are not
prede	ned� This is a di�cult task and is dependent on the extent of
supporting information available to a link retrieval method�

A wholistic measure for link based system

A total quality measure for link based system can be de	ned as�

QOSL � TL QL �������

������ Benchmarks for approximate retrieval methods

As benchmarks for the approximate retrieval methods are the least un�
derstood or established� we will discuss this topic in detail� The imprecise
representation of data will have to be converted into some objective mea�
sures represented in terms of numbers or alphanumeric characters� This
transformation may employ concepts such as fuzzy mapping� fuzzy set
theory� classi	cation using traditional clustering techniques and more re�
cent methods using neural nets� and classi	cation trees�
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Speed as a measure

AR methods will in general use data from more than one dimension for
retrieval� The features that identify a country from its �ag may use color
and the spatial location of the di�erent colors as the two features or
dimensions for retrieval� The di�erence between AR and other retrieval
methods� more often� lies in the fact that most features take on continuous
values� For example� while there are only a 	nite number of words in a
corpus of text� the number of face images in a face database can be very
large and the shape feature like �moment invariants� �say for the nose�
eyes� mouth and chin� can assume continuous values� Speed of response
will continue to be an important measure� However� AR methods may
need to be evaluated with greater emphasis on the quality of the response
rather than the speed� The speed� TAR� can be measured by

TAR �
No� of features in query

Response time
�������

Quality as a measure

Quality of response has been a subject of discussion even as early as
���� ���� The measures presented here will apply to the qualitative aspects
of an AR system� The ranked list of objects in response to a query �based
on some features� is referred to as the response set� The objects that are
useful and relevant to the query are called relevant objects�

To illustrate the importance of quality of result for AR techniques� we
will present an example now� This example will also serve as a vehicle
to present certain important aspects of the quality of a retrieval result�
Assume that we have a database of di�erent trademark shape images� A
typical query to this system would be to obtain all images in the database
which are similar in shape to a query trademark shape image� So it uses
an AR technique which utilizes shape similarity computation between
two images� It answers any shape�similarity query by computing the sim�
ilarity between the query trademark shape image and all the trademark
shape images in the database and presents them in a ranked list in the
decreasing order of similarity to the query image� We also refer to an im�
age �i�e� a trademark shape� as an object� Object i is represented as oi in
the following discussion and in general� it refers to a multimedia object�
Assume that the query object oq is a bird� Let the four objects o�� o�� o�
and o� �all of them are stylized versions of birds� be the relevant objects
in the database for the query object oq� Let us also assume that for the
four relevant objects� the ith object is expected to appear in ith rank in a
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response set� So the o� is the most similar object to the query bird image�
the o� is the next�most similar object followed by o� and 	nally o� is the
least similar relevant object� This also implies that all other objects in
the response sets constitute noise and are irrelevant� Figure ���� shows
the query object oq� all the relevant objects �o� through o�� and some
of the irrelevant objects �o� through o�� in the database� We will use
two response sets for our discussions below� The use of two response sets
will help illustrate the concepts discussed better than the use of a single
response set�

Query Object Object � Object � Object � Object �

Object � Object � Object 
 Object � Object �

Figure ���� Some trademark image objects used in the example

The following observations on relevant objects in ranked response sets
obtained for the same query from two di�erent retrieval engines will be
used to discuss the new performance metrics �or measures��

� Observation � The same set of objects may appear in di�erent
orders in the two response sets �Order��

Example 
�

Response set �  o�� o�� o�� o�� � � �

Response set �  o�� o�� o�� o�� � � �

In this example� the 	rst system correctly retrieves the four relevant
objects in descending order of similarity� The second system has
retrieved the four relevant objects at the top of the list but they
have not been retrieved in a descending order of similarity� Hence
the quality of the second system is not good as that of the 	rst
system�
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� Observation � The same set of objects while appearing in the
same order may have di�erent ranks in the two response sets �Rank��

Example ��

Response set �  o�� o�� o�� o�� � � �

Response set �  o�� o�� o�� o�� o�� � � �

In this example� the 	rst system has performed ideal retrieval� The
second system has retrieved an irrelevant shape as the most similar
shape and the next four objects are the same as in the ideal response�
Hence� even though the second system obtains the correct order� the
ranks of the individual objects are not correct� Therefore� the second
system response is of an inferior quality�

� Observation �

The same set of objects while appearing in the same order may have
di�erent spreads �Spread��

Example ��

Response set �  o�� o�� o�� o�� o�� � � �

Response set �  o�� o�� o� o�� o�� o�� o� � � �

This example shows while the order can be preserved� the number
of objects to be considered can vary for all relevant abjects to ap�
pear in the response� In this case� both the systems have retrieved
the relevant objects in a correct order� but the second system re�
sponse has more irrelevant objects� Hence the spread of the ranked
list which encompasses the relevant objects is larger for the second
system which is less desirable�

� Observation �

The same set of objects while having the same Spread may have
di�erent displacements of individual objects in the two response
sets �Displace��

Example ��

Response set �  o�� o�� o�� o�� o�� o�� � � �

Response set �  o�� o�� o�� o�� o�� o�� � � �

Here� the number of objects appearing between the 	rst relevant
object and the last relevant object on the ranked list is the same�
However� the displacement �from the ideal position� of the individ�
ual relevant objects are di�erent� For the 	rst system o� is displaced
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by one position while o� and o� are displaced by two positions� For
the second case o�� o� and o� are displaced by two positions each�
Hence the response of the second system is of a lesser quality than
that of the 	rst system�

Taking these observations in account� we will now classify all types
of AR systems into two categories� We will de	ne the measures for a
response set and then de	ne the measures for calibrating an AR system�

Types of AR systems

Depending on the type of the response set produced� we can classify AR
systems into two categories

�� Continuous A continuous AR system returns a ranked list of ob�
ject as the response to any query� Essentially� for any query q� it
computes a relevance measure �often a similarity measure based on
content of multimedia objects� for all the objects in the database
and returns the set of objects in a ranked manner where the rank
indicates the relative relevance to the query� The 	rst object in the
ranked list is the most relevant object for the query �most similar
object for similarity retrieval� and the last object in the list is the
least relevant object� More formally� assume that we have a database
D having n objects

D � f oi j i � �� �� � � � � ng �������

where oi is a multimedia object such as text� image� audio or video�
For the continuous AR system� we also have a Relevance Function
S� which for a given query q assigns a relevance measure sqi to every
every object oi in the database i�e� it is a function S  D�Q� ��� ��
such that S�oi� q� is the relevance measure of object oi for query q�
Q is the set of all queries� Note that ��� �� is a closed subset of ��
the set of real numbers� Also note that

S�oi� q� � ��� �� oiis totally irrelevant for query q �������

S�oi� q� � ��� �� oiis totally relevant for query q �������

For a given query q we have the following
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�a� Ideal System Response This assumes that an ideal continuous
AR system I which has the associated relevance function SI
exists� The ideal response to a query q can be considered to be
a ranked list

LIq � �oI�� o
I
�� o

I
�� � � � � o

I
n� �������

where LIq is a ranked list such that�

SI�oI�� q� � SI�oI�� q� � SI�oI�� q� � � � � SI�oIn� q� �������

Therefore the 	rst ranked element oI� is the most relevant ob�
ject in the database for query q and the last element oIn is the
least relevant� The ranking is done using the relevance func�
tion SI � Note that SI induces a partial order on the objects
of D� Most often� this relevance function is a similarity mea�
sure based upon some feature of the objects� It is clear that
this is the �ideal� or the desired ranking of the objects in the
database�

�b� Test System Response This is the response actually provided
by an AR system E� with the associated relevance function
SE � being benchmarked� What this system returns is also a
ranked list

LEq � �oE� � o
E
� � o

E
� � � � � � o

E
n � �������

which is ranked in the descending order of relevance by the
relevance function SE� Therefore� SE�oE� � q� � SE�oE� � q� �
SE�oE� � q� � � � � SE�oEn � q��

Precision and recall are not adequate to capture the performance
of an AR system since they cannot account for the order� rank�
spread and the displacement aspects of response sets� We therefore
need new measures for benchmarking AR systems performance� In
order to come up with new measures� we adopt the following two
principles

�a� Principle 
 If an object is displaced from its �ideal rank� for
an AR system� then the penalty is symmetric with respect to
moving up or down the list� That is to say that the penalty
for displacement around the ideal position is the same whether
the displacement increases or decreases the rank�

�b� Principle � The penalty of an object displaced from its �ideal
rank� is directly proportional to its relevancy measure� This is
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intuitive because given equal displacements� the displacement
of an object with a higher relevancy measure is less desirable
than for an object with a lower relevancy measure� Also� this
is reasonable since the relevancy measure is the basis for the
ranking�

Based on these two principles� we can use the following two mea�
sures

� Order The order of a response set is de	ned as the size of
the longest consecutive subsequence of objects appearing in
their ideal order �not the ideal rank�� This basically measures
one aspect of the quality of the relevance function of the AR
system being benchmarked� For a database of size n� the ideal
order is n� This measure captures the Order aspect of response
sets�

� Weighted Displacement For an object oEi � the displace�
ment dq�o

E
i � for a query q is de	ned as

dq�o
E
i � � j�Rank�oEi �in LIq�� �Rank�oEi � in L

E
q �j �������

The displacement indicates the amount an object has moved
from its ideal rank� We de	ne the performance measure
weighted displacement� �Eq � for a query q by weighting the dis�
placement with the ideal relevance measure

�Eq �
nX
i��

SI�oEi � q�dq�oEi � �����
�

Note that �Eq is � if the ideal response is returned by AR
system E� Also� this measure incorporates the two principles
described above� Moreover� it captures the Rank �through SI�
and Displace �through dq�o

E
i ��� Note that Spread is not relevant

in case of an continuous AR system since the spread will be n
for all responses�

�� Mixed A mixed AR system has characteristics of both Boolean IR
systems and continuous AR engines� The mixed AR system returns
a response set consisting of two subsets � a set of relevant objects
and a set of irrelevant objects for any query� Moreover� for the set
of relevant objects� it also returns a ranked list of objects based on
the relevance function for that query� Again� assume that we have
a database D having n multimedia objects

D � f oi j i � �� �� � � � � ng� �������
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Like in the case of the continuous AR system� we also have a Rel�
evance Function S� which for a given query q assigns a relevance
measure sqi to every every object oi in the database� It is a function
S  D � Q � ��� �� such that S�oi� q� is the relevance measure of
object oi for query q� Again� Q is the set of all queries� For a given
query q we have the following

�a� Ideal System Response This assumes that an ideal AR system
I exists� The ideal response can be considered to consist of two
sets which is as a partition on the database induced by query
q

RI
q � foj j�oj � D� � �oj is relevant�g �������

N I
q � fokj�ok � D� � �ok is not relevant�g �������

such that�

RI
q � N I

q � � �������

RI
q � N I

q � D �������

In addition� the set of relevant objects� RI
q � has an associated

ranked list LIq

LIq � �oI�� o
I
�� o

I
�� � � � � o

I
x� for some x � n� �������

such that�

SI�oI�� q� � SI�oI�� q� � SI�oI�� q� � � � � SI�oIx� q� �������

This means that there are x relevant objects for the query q
ranked in a descending order of relevance�

�b� Test System Response This is the response actually provided
by a mixed AR system E being benchmarked� What this sys�
tem returns is a ranked list

LEq � �oE� � o
E
� � o

E
� � � � � � o

E
n � �������

which is ranked in the descending order of relevance by the
relevance function SE� Therefore� SE�oE� � q� � SE�oE� � q� �
SE�oE� � q� � � � � SE�oEn � q�� Now� as far as the relevant and
non�relevant sets go� there are two scenarios for the mixed AR
system response

i� Size Thresholding In this case� the relevant number of
objects for query q from the response set LEq is considered
to be �� This means that the top � objects of the ranked
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list LEq are relevant for the query� Formally� the relevant

set of objects RE
q is

RE
q � f oEj j �oEj � LEq � � �j � ��g �������

where � � n� Note that it is reasonable to have � �
x because the ideal system I returns x relevant objects�
but this may not always be the case� The set of irrelevant
objects NE

q is de	ned as

NE
q � f oEk j �oEk � LEq � � �oEk 
 � RE

q �g �����
�

For the case of size thresholding� we can use the following
three performance measures

� Order The order of a response set is de	ned as the
size of the longest consecutive subsequence of relevant
objects �according to I� appearing in their ideal order
�but not necessarily possessing the ideal rank�� This
basically measures one aspect of the quality of the rel�
evance function of the AR system being benchmarked�
The ideal order is � if �  x and is x if � � x� This
measure captures the Order aspect of response sets�

� Rank The rank of a response set is de	ned as the
sum of the ranks �positions� of the relevant objects
appearing in the system response relevant set� If an
object appears in the ideal response set RI

q but does

not appear in the system relevant set RE
q � it is assumed

to have a rank of � " �� The ideal rank will be � 	 ��
�

if �  x� If � � x� then the ideal rank is x�x 	 ��
� �

� Fill Ratio The �ll ratio is de	ned to be the ratio of
the number of actually relevant objects appearing in
RE
q to the number of objects in RE

q which is �� There�
fore�

Fill Ratio �

� k�k
 if �  x
k�k
x if � � x

�������

where � � foj j oj � �RI
q � RE

q �g�
ii� Object Thresholding If some relevant object oIr of L

I
q

appears at the -hth position of LEq and no other relevant ob�

ject �� LIq� appears after this o
I
r in L

E
q � then we threshold

LEq by -h� So the response set is thresholded such that the
last �ideally� relevant object appears in the set� In other
words� the relevant number of objects is -h such that the
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last object oIr belonging to the ideal response ranked list
LIq appears in the -h

th position of system E�s response� So�

formally the relevant set of objects RE
q is

RE
q � f oEj j �oEj � LEq � � �j � -h�g �������

where -h � Rank of �oIr � LIq� in L
E
q � The set of irrelevant

objects NE
q is de	ned as

NE
q � f oEk j �oEk � LEq � � �oEk 
 � RE

q �g �������

For the case of object thresholding� these three perfor�
mance measures can be used

� Order The order of a response set is de	ned as the
size of the longest consecutive subsequence of relevant
objects appearing in their ideal order� This again mea�
sures one aspect of the quality of the relevance func�
tion of the AR system being benchmarked� The ideal
order is x� This measure captures the Order aspect of
response sets�

� Spread The spread of a response set is the threshold
at which all the objects in RI

q appear in RE
q � In other

words� the spread is exactly equal to -h� This measure
captures the Spread aspect�

� Weighted Displacement For an object oEi � the dis�
placement dq�o

E
i � for a query q is de	ned as

dq�o
E
i � � j�Rank�oEi �in L

I
q�� �Rank�oEi �inL

E
q �j ������

The displacement indicates the amount an object has
moved from its ideal rank� We de	ne the performance
measure weighted displacement� �Eq � by weighting the
displacement with the ideal relevance measure

�Eq �
nX
i��

SI�oEi � q�dq�oEi � �������

Note that �Eq is � if the ideal response is returned by
RLIR engine E� This measure incorporates the two
principles described earlier� It also captures the Rank

and Displace�

Quality measures for calibrating an AR system

Measures for calibrating an AR system will assume the existence of an
ideal AR system that produces the Expected Response Set �ERS�� ERS
is the ideal answer to a query� Hence ERS will become the reference result
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against which� results from all other AR systems will be evaluated� Such
evaluations can then be used to calibrate the AR system under test� We
can de	ne relative measures which show how well a system E performs
with respect to a particular measure against the ideal system I� We de	ne
the relative measures in the range ��� ��� A relative measure closer to unity
indicates a better �more �ideal�� response and hence is of better quality�
We have de	ned the new measures in the previous section� We will now
show how to compute the relative measure for each of the type of AR
system

�� Continuous AR System

� Order Since the ideal order for a database of size n is equal
to n �the largest possible�� the relative order for a query q can
be de	ned as

Relative Orderq �
order of Engine E for query q

n
�������

� Weighted Displacement Since the ideal weighted displace�
ment is �� the relative weighted displacement for a query q can
be de	ned as

Relative Weighted Displacementq �
�Eq
(

�������

where�

( �

�
n�

� if n is even
n� � �

� if n is odd
�������

for a database of size n� Note that it can be proved that ( is
the largest weighted displacement possible assuming all objects
have the highest weight of unity�

�� Size Thresholded Mixed AR System

� Order Since the ideal order for a database of size n is equal
to �� the relative order for a query q can be de	ned as

Relative Orderq �

�
order of E for query q

 if �  x
order of E for query q

x if � � x
�������

� Rank This can be computed as the ratio of the ideal rank to
the engine rank

Relative Rank �
Rank�RI

q�

Rank�RE
q �

�����
�
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� Fill Ratio Since the 	ll ratio of the ideal system is � and that
of the system response is less than or equal to �� the relative
	ll ratio is equal to the 	ll ratio�

�� Object Thresholded Mixed AR System

� Order Since the ideal order for a database of size n is equal
to x� the relative order can be de	ned as

Relative Orderq �
order of E for query q

x
�������

� Spread The relative spread is the ratio of the spread of the
ideal response to that of the system response

Relative Spreadq �
k LIq k
-h

�������

� Weighted Displacement Since the ideal weighted displace�
ment is �� the relative weighted displacement can be de	ned
as

Relative Weighted Displacementq �
�Eq
(

�������

where�

( �

�
n�

� if n is even
n� � �

� if n is odd
�������

for a database of size n�

Overall measure for AR method

The measures de	ned earlier can be combined to derive an overall 	gure
of merit by using a weighted combination of the individual measures� The
quality AR of an AR system can be computed as

QAR �

P
�Wi Mi�P

Wi
for i � ����N �������

where Mi is the appropriate relative measure i �e�g� for an object�
thresholded mixed AR system� it will be relative order� relative spread
and relative weighted displacement�� Wi is the relative importance of the
measure i and N is the total number of measures appropriate for that AR
system� Then the overall quality of service can be de	ned as

QOSAR � TAR QAR �������
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SlowFast

Low

High

Speed

Quality

Figure ���� Desired region in Quality�Speed plane�

������ Complete benchmark for multimedia databases

The combination of retrieval methods may be used either independently
or in some interdependent manner� The independent combination will use
the di�erent retrieval method to get the answers to di�erent parts of a
complex query� The results are usually collated into di�erent parts of the
response to a query� The overall benchmark for such an application will
be�

QOSMMDB �
WQ Q�Qi�

WT max�Ti� �������

where WT is the importance of time of response� WQ is the importance
of quality� Qi is the quality measure of the ith retrieval technique� Ti
is the speed measure of the ith retrieval technique� The simplest form
of interdependent usage may be to use the results from one retrieval
method as the input to another retrieval method� In such a case� the
overall benchmark may be represented as follows�

QOSMMDB �
WQ 

Q
�Qi�

WT P�Ti� �������

The graph in Figure ���� shows the desired region into which we would
like to see the systems fall�

���� Testing Multimedia Databases

The benchmarking of multimedia databases use the time and quality mea�
sures on a multimedia database engine� Such an engine may be just one of
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the four types of retrieval methods or some permutation and combination
of the four types�

������ Scalability with respect to time

This is a fairly straightforward method� One can start with certain num�
ber of records in the database and then scale up using multiples of same
quantity� Then a plot of time �or speed� of response versus the database
size for the same query will give us a good idea of scalability of the engine
with respect to time�

������ Scalability with respect to quality

Database technology

Since quality has not been a factor for consideration in database tech�
nologies used in OLTP applications� we do not suggest any methodology�

Information retrieval

TREC has been attempting to set up testing standards and hence we will
keep our discussion on this topic to a minimum� The following quality
related tests may be desirable in addition to what TREC has been carry�
ing out� It would be desirable to construct corpuses containing di�erent
roles of words capable of playing multiple roles� and to set up the queries
corresponding to each of these roles� The di�erent parts of speech will be
the set of roles that words can assume�

The corpuses� roles and queries will be determined by the type of
applications� For example� applications using corpuses containing name
databases would be interested only in those words that play the role of
noun phrase� Applications using corpuses containing sports information
would be interested in noun phrases and verbs�

The method for such testing can be designed using an iterative two
step process� We will 	rst de	ne the two step process�

The 	rst step will be to choose a word that plays the most types of
roles and to generate documents and queries corresponding to each of
these roles� This will give the di�erent IR algorithms and methodologies
an opportunity to re	ne themselves against this test data� The second
step would be to choose additional words that play the same set of roles
and corresponding documents and queries to test the IR methods against
this �scaled up corpus�
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Later iterations of this two step process should increasingly bring in
other words� documents and queries that correspond to other types of
roles as dictated by the type of application� The testing can be said to be
completed when su�cient corpus and queries have been generated and
tested corresponding to all the common �and necessary� roles�

Links

Benchmarking the links for quality can be set up as a test set of infor�
mation to be retrieved against queries on links and then computing the
quality measure�

Approximate retrieval methods

The benchmarking of quality of retrieval from AR methods can be set up
in two steps evaluation of individual features� and overall testing� Evalu�
ation of approximate retrieval is application�type dependent� It must be
done against a given set of objects � the test data set� The sample data set
speci	es a sequence of objects which should be retrieved for every given
sample� To de	ne a test data set for approximate retrieval� let us de	ne
the ideal retrieval� It must be clearly understood that for any AR query�
there is a �context� associated with it� This context can vary from person
to person and perhaps it can vary with time for the same person� The
response to a query can then vary depending on the context� So for AR�
the �right answer� to a query can vary depending on the context� This
makes the task of evaluating an AR system very di�cult� Therefore� in
order to benchmark various AR systems� one needs to 	x a context for ev�
ery query and then obtain a corresponding ideal retrieval result� For any
given sample� the ideal retrieval result should exactly follow designer�s
expectation of similarity � all similar data items must be retrieved and
be ordered from the most similar to the least similar� In order to perform
a fair evaluation� it is necessary to have a large set of queries� contexts
and the associated ideal retrieval results� These are in turn driven by the
speci	c application area which the AR system purports to address� More�
over� for ideal approximate retrieval� the test data set should consist test
data �and associated queries� for both individual features and the overall
retrieval� The system should be tuned using individual features and then
tested for overall retrieval� The test data should be used to evaluate the
measures� We give a brief description of the use of this methodology for
real applications in the appendix�
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Combined retrieval techniques

The individual retrieval techniques should be 	rst tested to obtain their
individual performance measures� The results can be used to tune the dif�
ferent retrieval techniques� Once the individual retrieval techniques are
tested� then they will remain unaltered unless the range of values of the
individual features change� The next step is to change the weights for
combining the results obtained from each of the component retrieval tech�
niques� The combined result is the overall benchmark and can be used to
modify the weights until the desired performance levels are obtained�

������ Examples of testing and evaluation

FACE application

The FACE application was reported in ����� It used image features and
text descriptions as the two dimensions� The image features were de	ned
both as crisp sets and fuzzy sets on six facial features chin� eyes� eye�
brow� nose� mouth� and hair� A set of arti	cially composed facial images
are created to form a test data set� In the test data set� there are faces
with one� two� or more di�erent facial features� The test is conducted in
two steps Firstly� quality of retrieval is tested against individual facial
features� For example� to test retrieval on eyes� a subset of test image data
set with di�erent eyes are used� Samples for the test is arbitrarily chosen
from the set� Retrieval results are evaluated subjectively by several ���
in our test� people�

The second step is the overall test� It is conducted against all facial
features� Figure ���� gives an example of a set of faces with change in
one or more features� On the bottom�right side� there is a �similarity
retrieval� panel to control the weightage among facial features� Here� all
weightage are equally set to ��� The nine images on the left are retrieval
result with the 	rst being the sample� Comparing with the sample� the
di�erences of other eight images are listed in Table ����� where �small�
�medium� stand for �small di�erence� and �medium di�erence��

Such test sets were used for re	ning the image database engine used
in the system� The fuzzy retrieval engine also used similar tests except
that the membership of a feature was not limited to one set only� These
engines are of the AR type� The text retrieval engine used in the system
was tested along the quality measures� The text retrieval engine uses the
IR method� The iconic browsing uses the link method�
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eyes eyebrow nose mouth chin hair

� same same same small same same

� medium same same small same same

� same same small small same same

� medium same small same same same

� same medium same small same same

� same medium small small same same


 medium medium same same same same

� medium medium small same same same

Table ���� The di�erences of the images with the sample image�

Figure ���� Testing of quality of retrieval for facial images�
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Figure ���� Evaluating the shape retrieval for trademarks�

Trademark application

The trademark application consisted of device mark �local and global
shape measures� retrieval� phonetic retrieval� word�in mark retrieval and
retrieval by meaning� The retrieval engines used in this application are
reported in ���� ���� While we have di�erent engines for using color as a
feature ���� we have not yet integrated this into the present trademark ap�
plication� The device mark uses the AR method� The phonetics retrieval�
word�in mark retrieval and the retrieval by meaning are all based on the
IR method�

To test the quality of retrieval for device mark shape� three levels
of test data sets have been created mathematically created geometric
patterns� actual device marks and their variations� complicated device
marks� In the 	rst class of test patterns� the variations can be exactly
controlled by the program used to create these patterns� For example� one
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series of geometric patterns consists of a circle� an octagon� a hexagon�
a pentagon� a square� and a triangle� Figure ���� shows the test results
using the second class of test patterns� The images shown in the 	rst
row belong to one test series with the 	rst as the sample for retrieval�
Neighboring images are more similar than distant ones� The second row
shows retrieval result� By comparing these two rows� di�erent quality
measures are computed�

���� Conclusion

We have provided a taxonomy of retrieval methods in this chapter and
de	ned the measures for benchmarking each of the methods and com�
binations of these methods� We have also outlined a methodology for
benchmarking multimedia database applications�

We believe that there are further research opportunities in re	ning the
quantitative measures and de	ning the test environments for benchmarks�
We also believe that there is a real need for some international body to
work towards MREC �Multimedia Retrieval and Evaluation Conference�
along the lines of TREC� which would essentially try to establish bench�
marking data and standards for multimedia databases� A good starting
point may be the MIRA e�ort being undertaken in the EC which works
on evaluation frameworks for interactive multimedia information retrieval
applications ���� We strongly feel that the multimedia database commu�
nity should have standard test data sets� standard queries and the ideal
retrieval output for each of these queries� Perhaps one database will not be
enough� several would be needed for the di�erent types�features of multi�
media data and also for overall combined retrieval in various applications�
In the long run� standard data sets� queries and known ground truth will
be the only way to judge the accuracy and utility of di�erent retrieval
engines� Moreover� common collections for each type of multimedia data
type should be built up� Commercial vendors should be encouraged to
report the benchmark evaluation metrics for their products�
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